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Grading and Condition

Superb			
Extraordinary item in the finest conditio.
Extremely Fine		
Outstanding and exceptional quality.
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF) Stamp and/or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
			centered than Fine.
Fine			
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of
			
imperforate stamps will not be cut into to any significant degree.
Very Good (VG)
Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.
Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th-century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include
light cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist on most 19th-century covers
and are not always described and are therefore not grounds for return.
Catalogs Used
 Scott Catalog (2019 edition)
 Colour-illustrated Stamp Catalogue of China (1878-1949) (S. Chan)
 Commonwealth & British Empire Stamps 1840-1970 (Stanley Gibbons)
 Japanese Occupation Issues: The British Colonies 1942-1945 (P. Singer)
 Standard Catalogue of Malaysia-Singapore-Brunei Stamps & Postal Stationery (S. Tan)
 Yang’s Postage Stamp & Postal History Catalogue of Hong Kong (N.C. Yang)
 Yang’s Postage Stamp Catalogue of The People’s Republic of China (N.C. Yang)
 Yang’s Postage Stamp Catalogue of The People’s Republic of China (Liberated Area) (N.C. Yang)
Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been
made to provide an accurate description, and images for most are available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps/covers
with varying degrees of imperfections/faults. We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please also note that late payment for purchases may, at Kelleher & Rogers’ option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.
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The Norman Jacobs Collection of Occupied British Asia

N

orman Jacobs first began collecting stamps as a child in New York City in the 1930s. His uncle
nurtured his love of stamps, and a love of the British Empire. Both his uncle and his mother were born
in Australia at the height of the British Empire. He later inherited this uncle’s stamp collection. Curious
about the Chinese writing he saw at a local laundry, he befriended the woman that worked there. At every chance he visited her to talk about China and Asia.
After graduating Townsend Harris High School in 1939, Norman attended City College. Upon graduation
in 1942, at the age of 18, he joined the Army. Norman was assigned to the Japanese language program in
Army Intelligence. Upon completion, he served in the Philippines, translating captured documents and
maps. Later this included early drafts of the Japanese Articles of Surrender document. Once the war
ended, he was stationed in Japan with the Occupation Forces, working on agricultural reform. In Tokyo,
he again began his search for philatelic items.
This experience fueled Norman’s interest in Asia. Upon returning to the United States, he attended
Harvard University. He focused on East Asia, and was granted a PhD in Sociology in 1951. Unable to find
a teaching position, he moved back to New York.
Working at Gimbels coin counter, he had close contact with the stamp counter as well. Here he forged
lifelong friendships with the great dealers and legends of New York Philately. Norman collected extensively Asia and the Japanese Occupation. His fascination with the British Empire can be seen in his collections. In 1955 Norman procured a position as visiting lecturer at Taiwan Normal University. While at Ann
Arbor for special classes, he met his future wife Margaret on a blind date. The following year she travelled
to Taipei, where they were married, first at a civil Chinese ceremony and then at a western service presided over by Madame Chaing Kai Shek’s personal pastor.
In 1965 Norman was awarded a Fulbright grant to teach and conduct research at Tommasat University
in Bangkok, Thailand. He and his family travelled extensively in Southeast Asia at this time. On the return
trip home, they travelled to many sites connected to World War II and the Japanese Occupation. While
stopping in Singapore they stayed at the Raffles Hotel, headquarters to the Japanese High Command during the war.
After returning, he was appointed professor of Asian Studies at the University of Illinois. He authored
many books on Asia, as well as sabbaticals to Japan and Korea. He retired in 1989, moving to Central Pennsylvania. At this time Norman and Margaret travelled back to Asia, with emphasis on Asian religious sites.
Norman left this world in 2004, to continue his journey to enlightenment.
This selection is part of an extensive collection of the story of the Japanese Occupation, compiled with
a love of History and Philately.
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CHINA: ALL PERIODS AND AREAS: Stamp Collections

China: All Periods and Areas
STAMP COLLECTIONS
1

HH/H Excellent and valuable China (mostly Taiwan) high quality selection, beautiful and exceptionally
clean, very high quality group of premium sets, including Taiwan Scott #1037-1040 (perforated and imperforate),
1041, 1046-1051 (perforated set plus imperforate pairs), 1052-1056 and 1064-1069 (perforated and imperforate
sets), 1061-1063 (Third Flying Geese set) with the $20 and $50 high values left margin imprint singles, 1077-1091
all in imprint blocks of four but for the $10 and $20 values (each an imprint strip of three plus single), 1073-1076,
1091a, 1095a, 1096-1097 (2), 1098-1099, 1109-1110 (2), 1114a, 1117a, 1126a, 1135-1136, 1257a, 1355-1358
(matched upper left corner margin blocks of four), B14-B16, etc.; we also find Manchuria Province #1-20, 21-24 and
25-28; Yunnan #1-20 and 21-24; Taiwan Province #69-73 and 101-103; Manchukuo #1-18, 19-22 and 32-35; China
#471 with Russian Philatelic Society overprint; PRC #357a, 708-710 (perforated and imperforate), 1607c, 1844 (2),
1904 (2), etc.; condition most definitely a plus, with items fresh throughout, o.g., mostly never hinged, mostly Very
Fine, a lovely lot; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 80,000 - 100,000

2

HH/H/mLovely and solid collection, 1878-1949, presented in three slipcased Palo hingeless albums covering issues of the Empire, the Republic, plus Manchukuo, Japanese Occupations, and Provinces; a wealth of nice, clean
and sound material throughout, including used Scott #2, 8, 10, 11, 26 and 108; mint #12, 13, 74, 77, 78, 79, 80, 82,
93-95, 120, 178-189 (less the $1 and $2 values), 290-296, 297-306, 326-329, 471, 984-987, 997-1006, C1-C5,
C6-C10, and C59; other highlights feature a near-complete First-Issue Dowager set, regular and overprinted, each
a mix of mint and used; nice mint and used Junks from all three printings; a used perfined #283; extensive and
near-complete, nearly all-mint Dr. Sun Yat-sen and Martyrs, CNCs, Golds, some Silvers; Dues, Parcel Post and Military, etc.; Manchukuo is complete mint; Japanese Occupations mint and solidly complete; and Provinces mint (less
a handful) and close to complete, Very Fine on the whole, a beautiful collection on which to build; examine (photo on
web site).
Estimate HK$ 30,000 - 40,000

3

HH/Ha Diverse and valuable compilation of blocks and panes, 1898-1913, the majority of which are CIP Coiling Dragons, basic issues plus Statistical Department and Commercial Press “Republic” overprints, with a London
Print Junk (Scott #203) plus several Postage Dues (#J25 used, #J44 and J45 mint) as well; nearly all in blocks of
four and up, with many full panes of 20 or 25, interpanneau panes (up to 60 of #146), even a magnificent cross-gutter block of 80 (four panes of 20) of #161; issues present comprise #102, 110 (4, various sizes), 114 (2, one block of
20, one interpanneau pane of 35), 115, 125 (2 panes of 25), 126, 127 (3, one block of four, one block of six, one
interpanneau pane of 35), 129, 146 (2, one pane of 20, one horizontal interpanneau “strip” of 60 (three panes of 20)),
148, 150, 152, 153, 161 (3, various), 162 (2 interpanneau panes of 40), 162, 203, J25 (used), J44 and J45; several
stamps each with hinge remnant, but majority of stamps are never hinged; Scott catalogue value is just shy of
US$13,000—with no premium for panes or never hinged; occasional selvage tear or loss as to be expected, Very
Fine, a remarkable holding; review—in-person or online—will be rewarded (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 25,000 - 35,000

4

H/m
Diverse array of errors, freaks and oddities, interesting and mostly mint selection of approximately 200
or so items, nearly all housed in a Scott number-identified glassine; we note items from China proper, Provinces,
Japanese Occupations, Taiwan, etc., including imperforates, part-perforates, offsets, overprint and surcharge varieties, shifts, perforation varieties, plate flaws, gutter pairs, and more; an exceptional, well-identified holding, filled
with specialist material, Fine to Very Fine or better, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000
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5

HH/H/mExciting “caboose” lot from a formidable consignment, nice, valuable selection of various, mostly
better items, including some Large and Small Dragons of interest; Taiwan, including Chan #F-5a (2, both used),
plus Scott #1028 with bold double surcharge, 1126a, and 1131-1134 Specimens; North East Liberated Area Yang
#NE44-50 in margin blocks, plus some East China; PRC Scott #610-611 blocks of four; Sinkiang Scott #17//37, including nice examples of the $2 to $10 mint; China ICP issues, including a choice Extremely Fine $1 used; a few
nice Treaty Ports; a couple Red Revenues, and more, Fine to Very Fine, an interesting lot for sure; examine (photo
on web site).
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000

6

H/m
Excellent, wide-ranging accumulation, extensive and diverse holding of hundreds of items on
stocksheets, cards, counterbook pages, etc.; we note a nice variety of Special Delivery items, including a mint Scott
#E10 strip plus various used sections; lots of used Coiling Dragons and Junks; ½c, 15c, 20c and 40c Fifth Print imperforate Martyrs in blocks, the 15c a block of six with paper fold, etc.; we also note a nice Sinkiang section with a
number of items in large blocks, including wartime surcharges, Scott #465-470 in imprint plus sheet number blocks
of 20; unusual Japanese Occupations including various #8M119//8N123 in imperforate pairs; proofs; various Sin
Min prints in pairs; nice Sun Yat-sen issues with perforation varieties, fantails, etc.; also includes some early PRC
with reprints, some original printings, etc., Fine to Very Fine or better, a nice mix; inspection invited (photo on web
site).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 15,000

7

H/m
Sensational selection of singles, 1885-1948, all presented on Scott number-identified 102 cards; from
Small Dragons to Dowagers (basic stamps, no overprints), ICP and CIP Coiling Dragons to “Republic” overprints,
Revolution and Republic commemoratives, Junks (with used values to the $5), a few Dr. Sun Yat-sens, to
Semi-Postals, Postage Dues; Manchuria, Sinkiang and Yunnan Provinces; Chinkiang, Shanghai and Wuhu Locals,
etc.; all vibrantly fresh (one or two noted with slight oxidation), with even the used displaying generally light or unobtrusive cancels (which include some nice city name strikes); a really pretty compilation that would serve as a respectable start for a collection, or solid stock for the dealer, Very Fine overall, well worth a studied review (photo on
web site).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

8

H/m
Substantial collection with some Japan also, solid accumulation including some nice Taiwan on album
pages with better sets, plus Post Office announcements with specimen sets affixed; some early China with Coiling
Dragons; good Japanese Occupations on album pages and stocksheets and in glassines; a bit of PRC in silk-covered booklets; a lovely single-volume Scott album Japan collection, and more, Fine to Very Fine, a worthwhile holding; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

9

H/m
Nice, eclectic accumulation, useful, with many items identified on counter book pages, stock cards or in
glassines, with a nice variety of better items such as (mint, unless noted) Scott #13 (2), 15, 82 (used), good Sun
Yat-sen types like #304-306, 344, and 363; Offices in Tibet #11 used; Chungking #1, Q7-Q10; a couple Shanghai
Dragons, etc., mostly Fine to Very Fine, a good mix; examine (photo on web site). Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

10

H/m
Useful mint or used collection, 1878-1949, a clean starter-type collection, housed in a pristine three-ring
Scott Specialty album, which includes pages for Provinces, Japanese Occupations, Shanghai, etc.; we note some
premium items such as (mint, unless noted) Scott #16-18, 21-24 (used), 28-29, 31-32, 34, 80, lots of mint or used
Coiling Dragons and Junks, #131-133, Sun Yat-sen and Martyrs issues, wartime surcharges, CNCs, Golds, etc.,
Fine to Very Fine or better, a great basis for further expansion; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 7,000

11

H/m
The emporium selection, China from Empire to PRC and ROC, presented on album pages, stockpages,
approval sheets, counterbook pages, etc.; note a few Imperial Coiling Dragons, but most material runs from the period of the Republic onwards and includes a flotilla of Junks on piece, most with good town name strikes; Occupation
overprints, stock (identified and in varying but manageable quantities) of PRC mint and used, some Taiwan, large
blocks to full sheets, etc., etc.; a useful lot for the internet dealer, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, inspect
(photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,500 - 4,500
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12

HH/H/mCombined collections, 1941-2002, comprising a Scott International Blue with Republic of China from
1941 (a few earlier issues spotted), PRC with pages through 1989 and Taiwan with pages to 1990; the album is mint
and used, with much room to expand; we did note some Occupations, Liberated Areas, China Airs, PRC 1960 Goldfish complete with spotless (but hinged) gum, etc.; also included are a sheaf of White Ace pages for Taiwan
1990-2002, near-complete and apparently all mint never hinged; plus various additional pages of mostly used late
Republic, Taiwan…even a bit of Japan (used) and Korea (mint hinged) as well, Fine to Very Fine, a useful lot for the
internet trader; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

13

m
Old-time used selection, comprising approximately 2000 or so items, mostly from the 1920s and ‘30s on
old-style approval sheets; we note lots of Junk issues, Martyrs, Sun Yat-sen types, surcharges, etc.; a useful mix for
the cancellation enthusiast, Fine to Very Fine, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

COVER COLLECTIONS
14

)
Interesting pair of postal history correspondence groups, clean group of approximately 37 covers
from Shanghai to England from two correspondences, beginning in the CNC era and going to the early PRC years
(1951); composition shows approximately 12 pre-PRC usages and 25 early PRC covers, including a machine meter cover and a choice combination Gate issue stamp/meter label example, Fine to Very Fine or better, a nice
old-time lot; see them all online (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 6,000

15

)
Diverse postal history selection, strong in airmails, lovely group of approximately 37 covers, ranging
from a clean 1920 Starr-Mills #2 Shanghai-to-Peking cover, to 1940s commemorative cancelled covers to later
PRC flights, incoming Pan-Am Clipper covers, a Taiwan Scott #C1 block of 14 on cover, etc., Fine to Very Fine, nice
mix; examine—imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

16

)
Cover compilation, 1908-97, interesting array including eight Republic Airmail covers, with a variety of
rates, markings and destinations; a 1908 German Offices postal card with postage due; three pre-war Hong Kong
covers, including a wood veneer cover to Nagasaki; plus about a dozen Hong Kong Handover special envelopes,
with differing cancels—two of which signed by Thatcher, Fine to Very Fine+, worth inspection; imaged in full online
(photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

17

)
Useful, small cover selection, nice group of approximately 17 items, including an 1897 1c CIP postal
card (uprating stamps missing) to Germany with small Shanghai Customs dater plus two forwarding agents chops
from Chefoo and Shanghai; a couple Taiwan Numeral Issue covers, some commemorative cancel and security
chop covers, a lovely 1931 Shanghai-to-Harbin First Flight Cover, etc., mostly Fine to Very Fine, useful group; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 2,800

18

)
Interesting and diverse postal history collection, nice group of approximately 50 covers, with the bulk
from the mid- to late 1930s to just prior to the onset of WWII, but also including several Manchukuo covers, a couple
early PRC items, etc.; included are several early 1941 letters (April to October) from China to the US with some fascinating observations about the war, etc., Fine to Very Fine, a good group; complete lot imaged online; examine
(photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

19

)
Quirky mix of mailed covers and cards, 1913-2013, comprising a 1913 (“Year 2") cover sent Shanghai
to Illinois and franked by ten 1c Junks, a 1908 picture post card bearing a pair of 2c CIP Coiling Dragons sent
Siangyang to Minnesota and passing through the I.J.P.O. at Shanghai; plus a colorful group of 21 covers or postal
cards, mostly PRC, but with Hong Kong and Taiwan as well, all franked by New Year stamps, Very Fine, worth review (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
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20

21

22

6

20
m
1865, Large Dragon (Antique Numerals, “CANDAREENS” plural), 4ca yellow (Chan LS3. Scott 2.
Livingston 30c), Printing 57, a lovely, tight-margined, sound example, cancelled by magnificent near-maximum
strike of blue “Shanghae/X/DE 5/66/Local Post” c.d.s. (Chow Type SLP-2, Livingston A-2); fresh, Fine to Very
Fine+, a beautiful and rare item, Chow notes no known used examples of Printing 57. Scott $5,250 (HK$ 40,700).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 7,000

21
H
1865, Large Dragon (Antique Numerals, “CANDAREENS” plural), 8ca grass green (Chan LS4a.
Scott 3. Livingston 3d), Printing 16, fresh with nice, even margins, Very Fine, a scarce printing. Scott $700 (HK$
5,430).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

22
H
1865, Large Dragon (Antique Numerals, “CANDAREEN” singular), 2ca black, laid paper (Chan LS9.
Scott 9. Livingston 8), Printing 26c, a splendid and sound example of this extremely scarce laid paper variety,
which shows part of “A. Piriz & Sons” papermakers’ watermark at bottom; usual tight margins, but fresh, Fine to Very
Fine, rare. Scott $11,000 (HK$ 85,270).
Estimate HK$ 30,000 - 40,000
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23

24

25

23
24
H
1865, Large Dragon (Antique Numerals, “CANDAREEN” singular), 4ca yellow, laid paper (Chan
LS10. Scott 10. Livingston 9), Printing 27, a splendid example of this difficult issue, wonderfully fresh with vibrant
colors; tight margins as is usual with this printing, Very Fine, rare. Scott $3,000 (HK$ 23,260).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 15,000
m
1866, Large Dragon (Antique Numerals, “CANDAREENS” plural), 3ca red brown, wove paper
(Chan LS17. Scott 20. Livingston 29), Printing 50, an attractive, tight-margined example cancelled by bold, full,
centrally struck “Local Post Office/X/OCT 7/67/Shanghai” small garter in blue; shallow thinning at upper right, Fine
to Very Fine, a lovely, scarce used example. Scott $4,250 (HK$ 32,950).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

25
26
H
1866, Large Dragon (Roman “I”, Antique “2”, “CANDAREENS” plural), 12ca terra cotta (Chan
LS24. Scott 17. Livingston 25), Printing 35, fresh, with an uncommonly crisp, well-defined impression for this printing; large to oversize margins, Very Fine+, a beauty. Scott $375 (HK$ 2,910).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

26

m
1866, Large Dragon (Roman “I”, Antique “2”, “CANDAREENS” plural), 12ca terra cotta (Chan
LS24. Scott 17. Livingston 25), Printing 35, a usual example of this printing, with mottled, washed out color and
tight margins along framelines; cancelled by full strike in blue of “Shanghae/X/MY 17/66/Local Post” c.d.s. (Chow
Type SLP-2, Livingston A-2); fresh, with small frameline break at bottom right compartment of no consequence,
Fine and rare, Chow notes no known used examples of Printing 35.
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 7,000

27

H/m
1866-89, Small Dragons, a compilation, neatly arrayed on three Hagnar stockpages; cent, candarin and
cash values, including overprints, mostly used but a page of mint overprints (including a block of four 1ca on 4c) included as well; nice range of cancels in black, blue and red, including “Local Post Office” and “Local Post” daters,
along with large and small belted (“garter”) cancels; note some better, including used Scott #63 (2), 78, 79-81 (2
each) and 121 on piece, plus mint #51 with inverted overprint, 79, etc., generally clean, sound, and Very Fine, careful inspection suggested; see them all online (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 16,000 - 24,000
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28

29

30

8

28
29
H
1877, Small Dragon, 1ca on 3ca rose on rose, blue surcharge (Chan LS64. Scott 78), a truly outstanding mint example which is wonderfully fresh and beautifully centered, full clean o.g., Very Fine+, a beauty. Scott
$550 (HK$ 4,260).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
H
1877, Small Dragon, 1ca on 3ca carmine, blue surcharge double (Chan LS65a. Scott 79a.
Livingston 86b), a superb, fresh example showing a lovely, pronounced second strike with good surcharge displacement, full o.g., Very Fine, rare; Livingston unpriced. Scott $2,250 (HK$ 17,440).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

30
H
1873, Small Dragon, 1ca on 16¢ green, red surcharge (Chan LS76. Scott 58. Livingston 67), nicely
centered, large part o.g.; minor hinge remnant and a few pencil markings noted for accuracy, Fine to Very Fine, an
attractive mint example of this great rarity, of which only a few examples are known; Livingston’s highest “RRRR”
rarity factor; with 2019 Experts & Consultants Ltd. certificate. Scott $35,000 (HK$ 271,320).
Estimate HK$ 40,000 - 50,000
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31

32

33

34

35

31
32
(H)
1875, Small Dragon, 1ca on 6ca slate, red surcharge (Chan LS77. Scott 64. Livingston 70), an unused example of this perf 14 Second Candareen Provisional, which has been repaired at top; without gum and
soiled at top, but still a reasonably attractive example of this extremely rare stamp, of which only a handful of examples exist, Fine appearance, Livingston “RRR” rarity factor; with 2019 Experts & Consultants Ltd. certificate.
Scott $12,000 (HK$ 93,020).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
HH
1877, Small Dragon, 1ca on 12ca brown, red surcharge (Chan LS79. Scott 83. Livingston 90), very
fresh and bright, with great color and strong surcharge strike; fresh and never hinged, with customary crackly gum;
light, trivial soil spot in right margin mentioned solely for accuracy, Fine to Very Fine and choice, an exceedingly rare
stamp, with a Livingston rating of “RRR”; with 2019 Experts & Consultants Ltd. certificate. Scott $8,500 as hinged
(HK$ 65,890).
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000

33
34
m
1893, Double Dragons, ½¢ on half of 5¢ carmine pink, double surcharges, one inverted (Chan
LS142 var. Scott 146 var), pair, a fresh and bright example of this striking variety; pulled perforation at top left, otherwise Fine to Very Fine+, highly uncommon, especially used.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
H
1893, Coat of Arms (litho), 2¢ orange vermilion, partial inverted print at bottom (Chan LS152 var.
Scott 155 var), a fascinating, “how did that happen?” variety; the basic stamp flawlessly printed with great color on
clean paper, and then the top label’s “Shanghai” (and part of the double arc below) were kiss-printed inverted at the
bottom of the “TWO CENTS” label; the sheet clearly brushed against the lithography stone after the initial printing,
but the inversion is something of a mystery, o.g., hinged, Very Fine, a great item.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

35
H
1896, Coat of Arms, 2¢ brownish red, black inscriptions inverted (Chan LS161a. Scott 170a.
Livingston 194a), beautifully centered and pristine mint, o.g., very lightly hinged, if at all, Very Fine, a beauty. Scott
$2,000 (HK$ 15,500).
Estimate HK$ 7,000 - 9,000
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36

36
)
1856, neat blue envelope sent Shanghai to Aberdeen, with “Shanghae Post Office/Paid” & Crown
circular handstamp (Webb Type 1), a splendid, clean, highly attractive cover, endorsed “Via Southampton”, bearing on front a choice, bold and full strike of the rare Large Crown “Shanghae Post Office/Paid” circular handstamp in
red; front also shows manuscript “6" and underlined ”PAID", with reverse showing “Hong Kong/14 AP/1856" double-arc c.d.s. in black, Crown ”PC/7 JU 7/1856" transit in red, and Aberdeen/A JU 1856 (day illegible) arrival c.d.s. in
black, Very Fine; with 2019 Experts & Consultants Ltd. certificate.
Estimate HK$ 250,000 - 300,000
A simply magnificent example of this legendary rarity, which represents the first postal marking of Shanghai—and
one of only 17 examples recorded.

Photo on the back cover.
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37

38

39

37
38
)
1893 (May), registered locally used “Postage Paid 1 cent” envelope entire (Livingston E1f), clean,
attractive entire on manila paper, showing bold red “Registered” straightline handstamp, with additional franking in
the form of a full pair of 1¢ on 2¢ and half of 1¢ on 2¢ adhesives (5¢ additional postage), all tied by blue Shanghai
postmarks; reverse shows blue “Shanghai/MY 29/93/Local Post” receiver. Fresh, Very Fine, scarce.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
)
1893 (May), registered locally used “Postage Paid 1 cent” envelope entire (Livingston E1f), lovely
entire on manila paper, showing red straightline “Registered” handstamp, along with framed “Registered/No. 305
[manuscript]” handstamp; entire bears additional franking in the form of ½¢ on 5¢ full stamp, plus two 1ct on 2¢ full
stamps, all tied by blue Shanghai Local Post cancels; reverse shows blue “Shanghai/MY 29/93/Local Post” arrival,
Very Fine, a scarce and delightful usage.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

39
)
1896 (Nov. 17), cover sent from Shanghai to Amoy, attractive and clean cover addressed to Diercking
at Amoy, franked by 2¢ Mercury tied by blue “Shanghai/NO 17/Local Post” c.d.s., with front also showing bold blue
“Amoy Local Post/NO 23/96" receiver, fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,500
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FOOCHOW

40

40
m
1895, First Issue, 1¢ green (Chan LF2. Scott 2. Livingston 2), an attractive used example, cancelled by
bold, centrally struck “Customs/JAN 29/96/Foochow” double-ring c.d.s. in red; some minor perforation tip soiling,
Fine to Very Fine, a scarce find on this denomination.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

41

41
m
1895, First Issue, 5¢ ultramarine (Chan LF4. Scott 4. Livingston 4), an attractive, fresh used example,
cancelled by bold, centrally struck red “Customs/JAN 29/96/Foochow” double-ring c.d.s., Very Fine, quite scarce.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

42

43

12

m
1895, First Issue, 6¢ carmine (Chan LF5. Scott 5. Livingston 5), a lovely, beautifully centered example
with vivid color, cancelled by a choice strike of “Customs/JAN 29/96/Foochow” double-ring c.d.s. in red, Very Fine
and choice, an exceptionally scarce cancel on this denomination.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

43
m
1895, First Issue, 10¢ yellow green (Chan LF6. Scott 6. Livingston 6), a fresh, nicely centered used example, cancelled by bold, perfectly struck “Customs/JAN 29/96/Foochow” double-ring c.d.s. in red, Very Fine,
scarce.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
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44

44
)
ca. 1863, red pre-adhesive “Foo=Chow=Foo China” seal, on complete cover to Hong Kong, a stunning example of this incredible rarity; endorsed “per steamer ‘Carthage’” and addressed to an Indian merchant in
Hong Kong, the cover bears at upper right a magnificent, full, and fully legible strike of the 23mm red negative
“Foo=Chow=Foo China” seal discussed in Webb (p. 267); two red crayon “4" ratings on front; no backstamps, but
an offset imprint (in reverse!) of the seal on back across flap; addressed to one ”Tarachundas Ianarandas Esq.",
whom we assume was involved in the tea trade, Very Fine and rare.
Estimate HK$ 300,000 - 400,000
Webb notes the tea trade was most likely responsible for Foochow being one of the few Treaty Ports to have a
pre-adhesive handstamp. The four examples recorded by Webb date from 1862-63: one among the David correspondence to Glasgow, one on a market circular to New York, and two to Bombay, another major tea center. This
cover’s links to Bombay seem obvious, as the interior of the backflap carries a four-line note in an Indian script.

Photo on the back cover.
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Chinese Empire
1878-1883 LARGE DRAGONS

45

46

m
1878, Large Dragons on thin paper, 1ca-5ca complete (Chan 1-3. Scott 1-3), nicely centered, Fine to
Very Fine+. Scott $1,725 (HK$ 13,370).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

47

m
1878, Large Dragons on thin paper, 1ca-5ca complete (Chan 1-3. Scott 1-3), attractive, all-used group
of six items, comprising two of each value; the 3ca includes plate flaw at bottom right variety (Chan #2d), etc.; couple
smallish flaws here and there, mostly Fine to Very Fine, examine (photo on web site). Scott $3,450 (HK$ 26,740).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 9,000

48

49

14

Ex 45
Ex 46
H/m
1878, Large Dragons on thin paper, 1ca-5ca complete (Chan 1-3. Scott 1-3), the 1ca and 3ca values
fresh mint (no gum), the 5ca fresh with great color and partial blue Peking seal cancel (a few nibbed perforations at
top), Very Fine, nice group. Scott $2,425 (HK$ 18,800).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

Ex 48
m
1878-83, Large Dragons, 1ca to 5ca (Chan 1-2, 9. Scott 1-2, 9), a lovely used selection comprising 1ca
and 3ca thin paper printings, plus a choice 5ca thick paper smooth perforation type, with perfect, bold Chefoo seal
cancel, Very Fine, fresh. Scott $1,775 (HK$ 13,760).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

49
m
1878, Large Dragon on thin paper, 1ca green (Chan 1. Scott 1), an attractive example cancelled by
somewhat light but near-maximum strike of “Customs/SEP [?]/78/Newchwang” dater; stamp with several faults,
Fine to Very Fine appearance, but still an exceptionally early first-year usage, particularly scarce on the 1ca value.
Scott $725 (HK$ 5,620).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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50

51

50
m
1878, Large Dragon on thin paper, 3ca brown red (Chan 2. Scott 2), a lovely, fresh horizontal pair,
cancelled by bold, centrally struck blue Peking seal cancel, Very Fine, remarkably fresh. Scott $800 (HK$ 6,200).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

51
m
1878, Large Dragon on thin paper, 5ca orange (Chan 3. Scott 3), a lovely, fresh used example,
cancelled by near-maximum strike of “Customs/NOV 5/78/Newchwang” dater; few trivial blunted perforations at
right, Very Fine, an exceedingly early first-year usage from Newchwang. Scott $600 (HK$ 4,650).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

52

52
m
1878, Large Dragon on thin paper, 5ca orange (Chan 3. Scott 3), a superb stamp, with incredibly intense color, cancelled by partial strike of “I.G. of Customs Peking” double-ring cancel in blue, Very Fine, a very
scarce marking when found on the stamps themselves. Scott $600 (HK$ 4,650). Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

53

Ex 53
m
1882, Large Dragons (wide margins), 1ca-5ca complete, thin paper (Chan 4-6. Scott 4-6), 1ca bottom
margin single, each value fresh and well-centered, 3ca with Customs cancel; 5ca minor trivial perforation crease at
left, otherwise Very Fine, a lovely set. Scott $2,275 (HK$ 17,640).
Estimate HK$ 9,000 - 10,000
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54

55

56

57

58

16

Ex 54
m
1882, Large Dragons (wide margins), 1ca-5ca complete, thin paper (Chan 4-6. Scott 4-6), each exceptionally fresh and absolutely sound, with the 5ca just a stunning example, Very Fine. Scott $2,275 (HK$ 17,640).
Estimate HK$ 7,000 - 9,000

55
56
H
1882, Large Dragons (wide margins), 1ca green & 3ca brown red, thin paper (Chan 4-5. Scott 4-5),
each fresh with bold colors, o.g.; the 3ca with a tiny paper speck by the dragon’s head, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$1,700 (HK$ 13,180).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
H
1882, Large Dragon (wide margins), 1ca green, thin paper (Chan 4. Scott 4), two lovely and fresh mint
examples, o.g., Very Fine. Scott $1,200 (HK$ 9,300).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

57
58
m
1882, Large Dragon (wide margins), 5ca yellow ocher, thin paper (Chan 6. Scott 6), a well-centered
example with intense color, neatly cancelled; trivial, barely noticeable pinpoint thin speck, otherwise Very Fine+.
Scott $1,500 (HK$ 11,630).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
m
1882, Large Dragon (wide margins), 5ca yellow ocher, thin paper (Chan 6. Scott 6); slightly nibbed
perforation at bottom right, otherwise fresh and sound, Very Fine, scarce this nice. Scott $1,500 (HK$ 11,630).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
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59

60

61

62

Ex 59
Ex 60
m
1883, Large Dragons on thick paper, 1ca to 5ca complete (Chan 9, 10-11. Scott 7-9), the 1ca and 3ca
rough perf 12½ types, the 5ca with smooth perforations, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,625 (HK$ 12,600).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
m
1883, Large Dragons on thick paper, 1ca-5ca complete, rough perf 12½ (Chan 10-12. Scott 7-9
vars.); 5ca with corner crease, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,625 (HK$ 12,600).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

61
62
H
1883, Large Dragon on thick paper, 1ca green, rough perf 12½ (Chan 10. Scott 7 var.), a lovely,
well-centered example, o.g., Very Fine. Scott $675 (HK$ 5,230).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 3,000
m
1883, Large Dragon on thick paper, 3ca vermilion, rough perf 12½, semicircle to left of
“CANDARINS” (Chan 11f. Scott 8 var.), an absolutely superb example offering vibrant color and excellent centering, blue seal cancel, along with partial Shanghai French Post Office transit, Extremely Fine. Scott $500 as normal
(HK$ 3,880).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

1885-1888 SMALL DRAGONS

63

Ex 63
m
1885, Small Dragons, 1ca-5ca complete, rough perf 12½ (Chan 16-18. Scott 10-12 vars.), each
cancelled by centrally struck by small “Customs/JUL 3/Newchwang” daters without year slug; some hinge remnants, etc., Fine to Very Fine. Scott $390 (HK$ 3,020).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
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64

Ex 64
H
1885-88, Small Dragons, 1ca to 5ca selection (Chan 16-18, 19, 21. Scott 10-12 var, 13, 15), nice mint
group of five items: a fresh, complete 1ca to 5ca rough perforation set, plus 1ca and 5ca smooth perf 12 types, good
colors, all with o.g., Fine to Very Fine+. Scott $1,485 (HK$ 11,510).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

65

Ex 65
H
1888, Small Dragons, 1ca-5ca complete, clean-cut perf 11½-12 (Chan 19-21. Scott 13-15), beautifully
centered with great colors, o.g., Very Fine. Scott $760 (HK$ 5,890).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

66

67

18

Ex 66
m
1888, Small Dragons, 1ca-5ca complete, clean-cut perf 11½-12, cancelled Anping (Chan 19-21.
Scott 13-15), three items, comprising a 5ca off-piece, a 1ca on piece, plus a piece bearing a 3ca and 5ca, all
cancelled by centrally struck “Customs/DEC 14/1893/Anping” daters in red; stamps heavily toned, but the cancels
are clear as day, Fine to Very Fine, a remarkable group from Taiwan Province.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
H/m
1885-88, Small Dragon issues (Chan 13-15, 16-18, 19-21. Scott 10-12, 13-15), massive, overall nice
quality, mostly used selection of approximately 429 Small Dragon stamps, neatly assembled by perforation type
(which, for the most part, appears to by correct), housed on a group of stockpages by value; allowing for some perforation types, we note Scott #10 (31 used and 8 mint examples), #11 (59 used, 7 mint) and #12 (30 used), plus 1888
issue #13 (63 used, 55 mint), #14 (a whopping 105 used plus 18 mint) and #15 (47 used, 6 mint); the mint examples
are generally o.g., and the used section offers good cancel potential; fresh, with condition ranging on some as to be
expected, generally Fine to Very Fine, a wonderful lot, well worth a thorough inspection (photo on web site). Scott
$57,225 (HK$ 443,600).
Estimate HK$ 120,000 - 140,000
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1894-1897 EMPRESS DOWAGER 60TH BIRTHDAY

68

69

70

71

72

Ex 68
H
1894, Empress Dowager 60th Birthday, 1st printing, 1ca-24ca, von Möllendorf special printing
complete (Chan 22M-30M. Scott 16-24 var), o.g.; occasional minor gum toning, Fine to Very Fine+, an attractive
and scarce set. Scott $3,100 (HK$ 24,030).
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000

Ex 69
m
1894, Empress Dowager 60th Birthday, 1st printing, 1ca-24ca complete (Chan 22-30. Scott 16-24),
a lovely, fresh, nicely cancelled set, Very Fine. Scott $1,690 (HK$ 13,100).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
m
1894, Empress Dowager 60th Birthday, 1st printing, 1ca-24ca complete (Chan 22-30. Scott 16-24),
attractive, all-used selection of 20 items, offering one attractive complete set plus better duplicates such as the 9ca
(2), 24ca, etc., largely Fine to Very Fine, nice group; examine (photo on web site). Scott $2,845 (HK$ 22,050).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 7,000

71
H
1897, Empress Dowager 60th Birthday, 2nd printing, 4ca pale rose (Chan 25S. Scott 19n), fresh with
lovely pastel second print color, o.g., Fine to Very Fine, scarce. Scott $1,000 (HK$ 7,750).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
H
1894-97, Empress Dow ager selection (Chan 28, 29, 37, 39. Scott 22, 23, 28, 30), fresh group of four
items comprising the 9ca and 12ca 1894 un-surcharged issues (12ca tiny pinhole), plus a set of ½c and 2c surcharges on re-engraved Dowagers, o.g., generally Very Fine (photo on web site). Scott $985 (HK$ 7,640).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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1897 NEW CURRENCY SURCHARGES

73

74

75

76

20

Ex 73
H
1897, Small Figures surcharges on Small Dragons, 1¢ on 1ca-5¢ on 5ca complete (Chan 31-33.
Scott 25-27), two complete sets, o.g.; one 5c on 5ca value has shallow hinge thin, one 2c on 2ca with light perforation toning, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $945 (HK$ 7,330).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

Ex 74
Ha
1897, Small Figures surcharges on Small Dragons, 1¢ on 1ca-5¢ on 5ca complete (Chan 31-33.
Scott 25-27), blocks of 4, wonderfully fresh and beautifully centered with great, vibrant colors, lightly hinged on full
clean o.g.; 5c on 5ca with a couple very trivial and minor toned gum specks noted purely for accuracy, Very Fine, a
lovely set of multiples. Scott $1,890 as singles (HK$ 14,650).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 12,000
m
1897, Small Figures surcharges on Small Dragons, 1¢ on 1ca-5¢ on 5ca complete (Chan 31-33.
Scott 25-27), useful, all-used old-time selection comprising 1¢ on 1ca (six examples), 2¢ on 2ca (eight examples)
and 5¢ on 5ca (seven examples), with some nice cancels spotted; some usual color fading, mostly Fine to Very
Fine, examine (photo on web site). Scott $1,873 (HK$ 14,520).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

Ex 76
H/(H) 1897, Large Figures surcharges on Small Dragons, 1¢ on 1ca-5¢ on 5ca complete (Chan 34-36.
Scott 75-77), a very nice set; the 1¢ on 1ca and 5¢ on 5ca both without gum, the 2¢ on 3ca full original gum, the 2¢
on 3ca as pretty as they come; some light toning on the 1¢ on 1ca, a pulled perforation top and right on the 5¢ on 5ca,
Very Fine as a whole. Scott $1,975 (HK$ 15,310).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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77

78

79

80

81

Ex 77
Ex 78
m
1897, Large Figures surcharges on Small Dragons, 1¢ on 1ca-5¢ on 5ca complete (Chan 34-36.
Scott 75-77), neatly cancelled; 5c on 5ca with light overall toning, the others fresh, Fine to Very Fine+, a scarce
used set. Scott $2,350 (HK$ 18,220).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
(H)
1897, Large Figures surcharges on Small Dragons, 1¢ on 1ca-5¢ on 5ca complete (Chan 34-36.
Scott 75-77), fresh with strong colors, the 1c on 1ca (which has a light toned spot) shows a very interesting and unusual surcharge shift to the upper left, without gum, Very Fine, an attractive set. Scott $1,975 (HK$ 15,310).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

79
(H)
1897, Large Figures surcharge on Small Dragon, 2¢ on 3ca mauve (Chan 35. Scott 76), a lovely, fresh
and nicely centered example, showing slightly upward surcharge shift, without gum, Very Fine, a pretty stamp. Scott
$1,100 (HK$ 8,530).
Estimate HK$ 3,800 - 4,200

Ex 80
H/m
1897, Small Figures surcharges on Empress Dowager, ½¢ on 3ca-30¢ on 24ca complete (Chan
37-46. Scott 28-37), an attractive mint or used set with the 8¢ on 6ca, 10¢ on 9ca (tiny hinge thin) & 30¢ on 24ca
mint, all others used with a nice range of cancels, fresh and mostly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 81
m
1897, Small Figures surcharges on Empress Dowager, ½¢ on 3ca-30¢ on 24ca complete (Chan
37-46. Scott 28-37), splendid fresh set offering bold colors and excellent centering; includes a nice variety of Customs or pakua cancels, Very Fine. Scott $928 (HK$ 7,190).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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82

83

84

Ex 82
m
1897, Small Figures surcharges on Empress Dowager, ½¢ on 3ca-30¢ on 24ca complete (Chan
37-46. Scott 28-37), fresh, Very Fine. Scott $928 (HK$ 7,190).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

83
(H)
1897, Small Figures surcharge on Empress Dowager, ½¢ on 3ca orange yellow, imperf between
(Chan 37l. Scott 28e), vertical pair, centered to the left, without gum, Fine to Very Fine; with 2018 Experts & Consultants Ltd. certificate. Scott $11,000 (HK$ 85,270).
Estimate HK$ 20,000 - 30,000

84
H
1897, Small Figures surcharge on Empress Dowager, 1¢ on 1ca vermilion, inverted surcharge
(Chan 38d. Scott 29a), particularly fresh and nicely centered, with bold, vibrant color, full o.g.; tiny and expert repair
to top left corner perforation tip only, Very Fine and choice; with 2019 Experts & Consultants Ltd. certificate. Scott
$50,000 (HK$ 387,600).
Estimate HK$ 60,000 - 80,000
It is believed that only 80 stamps received the surcharge inverted, and of those, only approximately ten unused
examples are known.

Photo on the front cover.
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85

85
m
1897, Small Figures surcharge on Empress Dowager, 5¢ on 5ca dull orange, imperf between (Chan
41c. Scott 32a), vertical pair, a choice, beautifully centered used pair with bold, vivid colors and Pakua cancels in
black; neat and light unobtrusive fold directly between the stamps, Very Fine and choice, a stunning example of this
rarity, of which only nine used examples are known; with 2018 Experts & Consultants Ltd. certificate. Scott $20,000
(HK$ 155,040).
Estimate HK$ 40,000 - 50,000

Photo on the front cover.

86

86
H
1897, Small Figures surcharge on Empress Dowager, 10¢ on 12ca brown orange, imperf horizontally (Chan 45c. Scott 36a), vertical pair, fresh and nicely centered, full clean o.g., which is lightly hinged, Very Fine,
a very scarce, eye-arresting variety; signed Holcombe. Scott $4,000 (HK$ 31,010).
Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000
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87

88

89

90

24

87
H
1897, Large Figures wide surcharge on Empress Dowager, 1st printing, 1¢ on 1ca vermilion (Chan
48. Scott 39), deep, intense color; nicely centered, o.g., Very Fine. Scott $700 (HK$ 5,430).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

Ex 88
H
1897, Large Figures wide surcharges on Dowager, 2nd printing, ½¢ on 3ca-30¢ on 24ca complete
(Chan 56-64. Scott 47-55), a splendid set, boasting beautiful colors and nice centering, the 30¢ on 24ca a right margin single, full o.g., Very Fine. Scott $2,675 (HK$ 20,740).
Estimate HK$ 9,000 - 10,000

89
90
m
1897, Large Figures wide surcharge on Dowager, 2nd printing, 10¢ on 9ca yellow green (Chan 62.
Scott 53), vertical strip of three, each stamp cancelled by Chinkiang Customs dater in brown, the bottom stamp with
surcharge light and partial (appears nearly to be missing), Very Fine, an interesting, and eye-catching, possible surcharge plate flaw.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600
m
1897, Large Figures wide surcharge on Dowager, 2nd printing, 10¢ on 9ca yellow green (Chan 62.
Scott 53), vertical strip of 3, a lovely multiple, fresh, cancelled by brown “Customs/APR 23/1897/Shanghai” small
Customs dater, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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91

92

93

94

91
92
H
1897, Large Figures wide surcharge on 2nd printing Dowagers, 10¢ on 12ca yellowish orange and
30¢ on 24ca deep rose red (Chan 63-64. Scott 54-55), fresh mint, with full clean o.g., Very Fine, a nice pair. Scott
$1,575 (HK$ 12,210).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
m
1897, Large Figures wide surcharge on Dowager, 2nd printing, 30¢ on 24ca deep rose red (Chan
64. Scott 55), a very interesting horizontal pair with the surcharge very light and indistinct, cancelled by bold small
“Customs/APR 23/1897/Hankow” daters, Very Fine, scarce. Scott $800 (HK$ 6,200).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

93
m
1897, Large Figures wide surcharge on Dowager, 2nd printing, 30¢ on 24ca deep rose red, “Three”
character type C (Chan 64c. Scott 55 var.), perfectly centered amid huge margins, bold pakua cancel, Very Fine,
scarce variety. Scott $400 as normal (HK$ 3,100).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

94
m
1897, Large Figures narrow surcharge on Empress Dowager, 1st printing, 2¢ on 2ca green, the elusive “Emerald Lady” (Chan 67. Scott 58), a splendid example of this immense rarity, showing two partial brown
Large Dollar chops, fresh and nicely centered, Very Fine and choice, a most attractive example of this always difficult issue; with 2001 CSS photo certificate. Scott $6,000 (HK$ 46,510).
Estimate HK$ 25,000 - 35,000
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95

96

97

98

26

Ex 95
H/(H) 1897, Large Figures narrow surcharges on Dowager, 2nd printing, ½¢ on 3ca-30¢ on 24ca complete (Chan 74-81. Scott 65-72); 2¢ on 2ca and 10¢ on 9ca each no gum (all others o.g.), couple other values with
slight, non-detracting toning, Fine to Very Fine, a most attractive and rare set; with 2018 Experts & Consultants Ltd.
certificate for the 30¢ on 24ca high value. Scott $14,325 (HK$ 111,050).
Estimate HK$ 40,000 - 50,000

Ex 96
Ex 97
m
1897, Large Figures narrow surcharges on Dowager, 2nd printing, ½¢ on 3ca-10¢ on 12ca (Chan
74-80. Scott 65-71), fresh; 5¢ on 5ca nibbed corner perforation, otherwise mostly Very Fine. Scott $858 (HK$
6,650).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
m
1897, Large Figures narrow surcharges on Dowager, 2nd printing, ½¢ on 3ca to 10¢ on 12ca (Chan
74-80. Scott 65-71), lovely used group, with a nice variety of cancels noted, Fine to Very Fine+. Scott $858 (HK$
6,650).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

98
H
1897, Large Figures narrow surcharge on Dow ager, 2nd printing, 10¢ on 9ca dull yellow green and
10¢ on 12ca pale brown orange (Chan 79-80. Scott 70-71), each fresh with good colors, o.g., Very Fine. Scott
$625 (HK$ 4,840).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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99

100

99
m
1897, Large Figures narrow surcharge on Dowager, 2nd printing, 30¢ on 24ca pale rose (Chan 81.
Scott 72), a lovely, well-centered example in the distinctive shade, with good perforations, cancelled by customary
Swatow Large Dollar dater; trivial thin speck at top, still Very Fine. Scott $2,500 (HK$ 19,380).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 12,000

Ex 100
HH/H 1897, Large Figures surcharges on Re-engraved Dowager, ½¢ on 3ca-2¢ on 2ca complete (Chan
82-83. Scott 73-74), well-centered and Post Office fresh, with the ½¢ on 3ca key value never hinged, Very Fine, a
lovely set.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
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101

101
P
1896, Engraved Red Revenue die proof in red, mounted on card, a magnificent proof pulled on thin
glazed paper stock, 27 x 42 mm, affixed to a 115 x 130 mm thick card showing manuscript “April 2nd 96" at upper
right; card with some minor, inconsequential toned specks, along with expected glue remnants on reverse from
mounting, Very Fine and choice, a remarkable showpiece.
Estimate HK$ 300,000 - 400,000
This dated example shows minor design changes from the March 26, 1896, example which was printed in black,
and showed Hart’s requested design changes, which resulted in the issued design, with eight small circles added
to the interior corners and centers on all sides, and is dated seven days before Hart’s original design change.

Photo on front cover.
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102

102
P
1896, Engraved Red Revenue die proof in black, mounted on card, a spectacular engraved proof,
printed in black on thin glazed paper approximately 37 x 42 mm, affixed to thick card measuring 115 x 130 mm and
showing “April 2nd 96" notation, mostly likely in Inspector Robert Hart’s hand, at upper right; some minor glue
mounting remnants on the reverse side of the card, Very Fine and choice, a spectacular exhibition item, especially
with the companion proof in the issued red, also offered in this sale.
Estimate HK$ 300,000 - 400,000
This dated example, which appears seven days after Hart requested minor design changes—centered on the addition of eight circles at the outer corners and centers—shows the final design.

Photo on front cover
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103

104

30

103
H/m
1897, Small 2¢ on 3¢, Large 1¢ on 3¢ and Large 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenues (Chan 84, 87-88. Scott
78-80), useful selection of five items, comprising 1¢ on 3¢ (2 unused examples), an unused Small 2¢ on 3¢, plus two
used Large 2¢ on 3¢ examples; few smallish flaws or no gum, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,700 (HK$
20,930).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

104
105
106
m
1897, Small 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue (Chan 84. Scott 79), nicely centered, Very Fine. Scott $450 (HK$
3,490).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

105

m
1897, Small 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue (Chan 84. Scott 79), exceptionally fresh and beautifully centered
amid large margins, neat, small Customs corner cancel, Extremely Fine, a beauty. Scott $450 (HK$ 3,490).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

106

m

107

107
108
109
H
1897, Small 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue, inverted “s” in “cents.” (Chan 84g. Scott 79b), fresh, full, clean
o.g., Fine. Scott $1,000 (HK$ 7,750).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

1897, Small 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue (Chan 84. Scott 79), Very Fine. Scott $450 (HK$ 3,490).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

108

H
1897, Small 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue, inverted “s” in “cents.” (Chan 84g. Scott 79b), fresh, o.g.; tiny
margin thin, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,000 (HK$ 7,750).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

109

m
1897, Small 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue, inverted “s” in “cents.” (Chan 84g. Scott 79b), a lovely, nicely
centered used example, cancelled by bold “Canton/MAR 27/1897" small Customs dater, Very Fine, a fairly early usage. Scott $600 (HK$ 4,650).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
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110

111

112

113

114

115

110
H/m
1897, Large 1¢ on 3¢ and Large 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenues (Chan 87, 87a, 88. Scott 78, 78b, 80), five
items in total: unused 1¢ on 3¢, two used 1¢ on 3¢ “large central box” variety, plus two unused Large 2¢ on 3¢ surcharges, each fresh, unused without gum, Fine to Very Fine, attractive group; examine. Scott $2,825 (HK$ 21,900).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

111
112
H
1897, Large 1¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue (Chan 87. Scott 78), wonderfully fresh and beautifully centered amid
wide margins, full clean o.g., Very Fine+, a beauty. Scott $525 (HK$ 4,070).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 1,800
m
1897, Large 1¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue (Chan 87. Scott 78), a fresh, beautifully centered example cancelled
by very scarce strike of small single-ring Ichang Customs dater, which appears to be MY 11 97, Very Fine. Scott
$350 (HK$ 2,710).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

113
114
m
1897, Large 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue (Chan 88. Scott 80), a wonderfully fresh, beautifully centered example cancelled by bold small “Swatow/JN 17/97/Customs” dater, Very Fine+, a beauty. Scott $400 (HK$ 3,100).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
H
1897, Large 4¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue (Chan 89. Scott 82), wonderfully fresh and beautifully centered, full
clean o.g., Very Fine, a beauty. Scott $1,650 (HK$ 12,790).
Estimate HK$ 3,400 - 3,800

115
H
1897, Large $1 on 3¢ Red Revenue (Chan 90. Scott 84), good color, with excellent centering, o.g., hinge
remnant; a few light perforation tip toned spots, Very Fine. Scott $8,500 (HK$ 65,890).
Estimate HK$ 15,000 - 18,000
www.kelleherasia.com
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116

117

118

32

116
117
HH/Ha 1897, Imperial Chinese Post, ½¢ purple (Chan 92. Scott 86), pane of 20, with margins at right and bottom; top row with rice paper-like hinge all the way across, positions 11-12 disturbed original gum, all other stamps
never hinged, Very Fine, as nicely and evenly centered a pane as you’ll find. Scott $110 without n.h. premium (HK$
850).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
HH/Ha 1897, Imperial Chinese Post, 4¢ brown (Chan 95. Scott 89), full pane of 20, exceptionally fresh and
nicely centered, with full clean original gum and all but five stamps never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $220 without n.h.
premium (HK$ 1,700).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

118
H
1897, Imperial Chinese Post, $1 deep red & rose (Chan 101. Scott 95), fresh with brilliant colors and
beautifully centered, with full pristine o.g., Very Fine+, a beauty. Scott $325 (HK$ 2,520).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
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119

119
120
Ex 121
H
1897, Imperial Chinese Post, $2 orange & yellow (Chan 102. Scott 96), bold, rich color and wonderfully
fresh, o.g.; centered to left with a few customary ragged perforations, Fine. Scott $3,000 (HK$ 23,260).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

120

H
1897, Imperial Chinese Post, $5 yellow green & rose (Chan 103. Scott 97), exceptionally fresh and
well-centered, with good, lovely colors, fully intact perforations along with full original gum (a few trivial toned spots),
Very Fine+, an all-around pretty stamp. Scott $1,800 (HK$ 13,950).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

121

H/(H) 1898-1906, Chinese Imperial Post, watermarked and unwatermarked group (Chan 104//128. Scott
98//122), comprising the ½¢ to $2 1898 watermarked set (all original gum, some appear never hinged, some with
hinge remnant), plus the $5 from the second unwatermarked printing without gum; eye-catching colors across the
board, Very Fine. Scott $2,147 (HK$ 16,640).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

122

123

122
m
1898, Chinese Imperial Post, watermarked, 1¢ ocher, imperf between (Chan 105c. Scott 99a), vertical pair, imperforate between and at bottom, showing a complete strike of an Imperial Post Office rectangular
wooden carved district dater, with name of office in upper field, from Nanxun District (Huzhou, Jejiang Province—an
unlisted location in P. Chan), Very Fine, a real eye-catcher.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

123
H
1898, Chinese Imperial Post, watermarked, $1, $2 and $5 high values (Chan 113-115. Scott
107-109), a stunning trio on clean paper with vivacious colors—the $5 especially so, o.g., Very Fine, true beauties
all. Scott $1,950 (HK$ 15,120).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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124

125

126

34

124
m
1900, Chinese Imperial Post, unwatermarked, 1¢ ocher, retouched “One” character (Chan 117c.
Scott 111 var.), position 12 on pane 8, beautiful color on clean, white paper; pinhole thin at left of “Da”, otherwise
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000

125
126
(H)
1900, Chinese Imperial Post, unwatermarked, 1¢ deep orange, imperf between (Chan 117ia. Scott
111 var.), vertical strip of 3, wonderfully fresh and well-centered, unused without gum, Very Fine, a scarce variety.
Scott $350+ (HK$ 2,710).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
H
1900, Chinese Imperial Post, unwatermarked, 1¢ deep orange, imperf between and imperf top margin (Chan 117ki. Scott 111 var.), vertical strip of 5, fresh and perfectly centered, o.g.; a couple minor stray toned
gum specks of little consequence, Very Fine, a striking, eye-arresting variety. Scott $700 ++ (HK$ 5,430).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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127

128

127
128
HH
1900, Chinese Imperial Post, unwatermarked, 1¢ gray yellow, imperforate vertically (Chan 117s
var. Scott 111a var), horizontal strip of 3, wonderfully fresh and bright, Very Fine, a striking and scarce variety.
Scott $350+ (HK$ 2,710).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
H
1902, Chinese Imperial Post, unwatermarked, 4¢ chestnut, imperf between (Chan 119a. Scott
113b), vertical pair, nicely centered with good color, full o.g., with a few stray toned specks, Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$350 (HK$ 2,710).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

129

129
Ha
1900, Chinese Imperial Post, unwatermarked, 5¢ orange (Chan 121. Scott 115), dual pane of 40, fresh
with brilliant color, o.g.; a couple trivial stray toned specks, Very Fine, a lovely multiple.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

130

130
H
1900, Chinese Imperial Post, unwatermarked, 10¢ deep green, imperf between (Chan 122e. Scott
116b), horizontal pair, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine to Very Fine, scarce variety. Scott $725 (HK$ 5,620).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
www.kelleherasia.com
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131

132

133

134

135

36

131
(H)
1902, Chinese Imperial Post, unwatermarked, $5 green & salmon (Chan 128. Scott 122), horizontal
pair, an attractive unused pair, expertly regummed, Fine to Very Fine, a scarce multiple. Scott $1,750 (HK$
13,570).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

132
1902, Chinese Imperial Post, unwatermarked, $5 green & salmon, imperf left margin (Chan 128a.
Scott 122 var.), nice colors and centering, a lovely used example showing full margin at left, tied to small piece by
neat blue bilingual “Tientsin/12 JAN/08" c.d.s., about Very Fine, a showpiece, an incredibly rare item, listed in Chan
mint, but unpriced as used.
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 15,000
s

133
134
(H)
1908, Chinese Imperial Post, unwatermarked, 2¢ deep green, imperf between (Chan 129e. Scott
124a), horizontal pair, fresh mint, without gum, Fine to Very Fine+, a scarce variety. Scott $350 (HK$ 2,710).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
H
1909, Chinese Imperial Post, unwatermarked, 3¢ slate green, imperf between (Chan 130d. Scott
125a), horizontal pair, fresh mint, full clean o.g., Fine to Very Fine+, an attractive variety. Scott $350 (HK$ 2,710).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

135
(H)
1908, Chinese Imperial Post, unwatermarked, 10¢ ultramarine, imperf between (Chan 134j. Scott
129a), a splendid left margin horizontal pair, wonderfully fresh with vibrant color and excellent centering, without
gum, Very Fine+, scarce. Scott $400 (HK$ 3,100).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
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136

137

136 - front
136 - back
)
1883 (Dec. 20), Large Dragon combination cover to Japan, addressed to General A.C. Jones, United
States Consul at Nagasaki; originally franked on reverse by 1ca and 5ca Large Dragons tied by three strikes of blue
Tientsin seal cancels (the 5ca lost somewhere along the way, but its presence confirmed by the two partial seal cancels); reverse also bears a blue “Customs/DEC 20/83/Tientsin” dater and a Shanghai Customs dater of DEC 24; in
Shanghai, the cover was transferred to the Japanese Post Office, which applied a 5s ultramarine UPU Koban, tying
it with a solid strike of a thick crossroads cancel with an “I.J.P.A./26/DEC/1883/Shanghai” thimble alongside, the
cover arriving in Nagasaki Dec. 28, as noted by receiver on reverse; a few tears to top and part of backflap missing
from opening, but adhesives and markings unaffected, Very Fine, an incredibly rare cover, believed to be one of four
Large Dragon usages to Japan.
Estimate HK$ 25,000 - 35,000

137 - front
137 - back
)
1886 (Mar. 11), Small Dragon combination cover to Germany, sent via the French Post Office, a
lovely cover, franked on reverse by clean-cut perfs 1ca and 5ca Small Dragons, tied by a blue Beijing seal cancel
with blue “I.G. of Customs/MAR 11/86/Peking” alongside, which further ties the 5ca value; reverse also bears Customs cancels from Tientsin (date illegible) and Shanghai (MAR 17); at Shanghai, transferred to French Post Office,
where two 25c yellow Sages were applied on the front and cancelled by “Shang-haï/18 MARS/86/Chine” daters;
front bears additional red French arrival marking (illegible), with reverse showing three “Dresden-Altst.” receivers/deliveries, two dated Apr. 22, one Apr. 23; Dragons toned, but markings crisp and clean, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 30,000 - 40,000
www.kelleherasia.com
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138

139

38

138 - front
138 - back
)
1886 (Dec. 21), 3ca Small Dragon and 25c French Post Office combination cover, sent Peking to
Haiphong and forwarded to Hanoi, a splendid and highly attractive cover, franked on reverse by 3ca rough perforation Small Dragon, tied by “I.G. of Customs/DEC 21,86/Peking” c.d.s. in blue and matching light seal cancel; reverse
additionally shows “Customs/DEC 28/86/Shanghai” in black, where a French 25c was affixed and cancelled by one
of two strikes of “Shang-Haï/29/DEC/86/Chine” c.d.s.’s; front and back note Hai-phong 8 JANV 87 arrivals, one military, with reverse showing Hong Kong JA 2 87 transit and Hanoi JANV 14 receiver, Very Fine and choice, a wonderful, clean and fresh cover with an excellent usage as well.
Estimate HK$ 30,000 - 40,000

139 - front
139 - back
)
1888 (Oct. 22), US Postal Agency cover, sent from Shanghai to New York City, franked by a US 5¢
Garfield Bank Note issue, tied by light manuscript cancel with double-oval “U.S. Postal Agency/20 OCT. 88/Shanghai” marking in violet alongside; reverse bears an undated bilingual 37mm “Local Post Agency Nanking” garter, a
date-uncertain Shanghai/Local Post strike in blue, partially overstruck by red Nov. 10 “San Francisco, Cal/PAID
ALL” handstamp, plus an additional dater in black; central vertical file fold hardly detracts, Very Fine; signed
Holcombe.
Estimate HK$ 40,000 - 50,000
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140

141

142

140
141
)
1889 (Sept. 21), red band cover sent from Tientsin to Peking, franked on reverse by 5ca Small Dragon
(toned, with corners missing at right), tied by a black Tientsin seal cancel with black Tientsin Customs dater alongside (SEP 21) and “I.G. of Customs/SEP 23/89/Peking” blue receiver at right, Very Fine, a nice inter-city usage.
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000
)
1892 (July 8), Small Dragon cover, sent from Taku to Sandhurst, England, a lovely and scarce single-rate cover, franked by 3ca Small Dragon perf 11½-12, horizontal pair and single, each tied to cover by customarily light strike of “I.M. Customs/8 JUL 92/Taku” datestamp; 25c France stamp added at Shanghai and cancelled by
one of two “Shang-haï” cancels, plus “Yokohama Japan” 16.VII transit; reverse notes Hawkhurst and Sandhurst
British arrivals dated AU 17, along with light small-sized Shanghai Customs transit; some stamp and cover tones,
Fine to Very Fine, an attractive and scarce example of the elusive Customs Taku dater.
Estimate HK$ 20,000 - 30,000

142
)
1892 (Oct. 7), Small Dragon cover to E. Tanant, sent from Shanghai to Peking, a large envelope,
boldly addressed to Monsieur E. Tanant, Esq., the head of the Customs House at Peking; franked by a right margin
strip of three 1ca Small Dragons (toned), cancelled by two emphatic strikes (one tying) of the scarce “Shanghai
Customs/Mail Matter” oval, with regular Shanghai Customs dater below; reverse bears “I.G. of Customs/OCT
14/92/Peking” receiver in blue, Very Fine, an eye-arresting piece.
Estimate HK$ 40,000 - 50,000
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143

144

40

143 - front
143 - back
)
1893 (Feb. 8), Small Dragon combination cover, sent from Philadelphia to Shanghai and forwarded
to Peking, franked by a perfectly centered US 10¢ Webster (Scott #226) tied by a Philadelphia “F.D.” #3 duplex;
front additionally shows a bright red “Customs/MAR 19/93/Tientsin” receiver, with clean-cut perf 3ca Small Dragon
added for postage due, itself tied by a black Tientsin seal cancel; the cover’s travels are documented on the reverse,
with a San Francisco “F.D.” c.d.s. of FEB 14, a U.S. Postal Agency Shanghai receiver of MAR 11, and a black Tientsin Customs dater of MAR 19; interestingly, addressed to Mrs Arthur Peterson, in Care of the Consul of the United
States at Shanghai, with “U.S.S. ‘Monocacy’” noted at lower left (why a woman would be aboard is a good question);
the ship clearly having sailed, the cover was forwarded from Shanghai (crossed out) to Peking; light overall toning to
the cover, still Very Fine, a good-looking cover.
Estimate HK$ 30,000 - 40,000

144
)
1893 (Apr. 6), Rare Shanghai Customs Mail Matter handstamp on Shanghai “Postage Paid 1 Cent”
Local envelope, the envelope, with blind-embossed “Shanghai/Local Post Office” oval, franked by 1ca Small
Dragon (clean-cut perforations) tied by a centrally struck “Shanghai Customs/Mail Matter” oval in red at upper left,
with undated bilingual “Local Post/Shanghai” marking at upper right; reverse bears an excellent “Shanghai/A/AP
6/93/Local Post” dater in blue, along with a circled-C marking, also in blue; “Mail Matter” cancel legible, if light (as often found), Very Fine, a very pretty cover.
Estimate HK$ 30,000 - 40,000
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145

146

147

145
)
1896 (Apr. 4), prepaid cover sent from Tientsin to Munich, franked by a non-overprinted Germany
Forerunner, a 20pf Reichspost Eagle (Scott #49), tied by bold “Tientsin/Kaiserl. Deutsch/Postagencie/4/4/96d”
cancel; reverse bears blue “Customs/APR [day illegible]/96/Tientsin” cancel, a black circled “306" and a Munich 16
MAI receiver; German stamp selvage on reverse (apparently used as hinges), Very Fine, an unusual usage; signed
”d" Jaschke L. BPP.
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 15,000

146
147
)
1896 (June 7), “Customs Tientsin” postage due cover, from Connecticut to Paotingfu, pretty robin’s
egg blue envelope, franked by 5¢ Grant doubly tied by New Haven June 7 and smeary oval cancels; front additionally bears a red double-ring “Customs/JUL 21/1896/Tientsin” transit applied as additional postage was required; reverse shows New York June 8 and “San Francisco, Cal. F.D.” June 2 transits, along with July 17 U.S. Postal Agency
Shanghai receiver; accompanied by original correspondence, which includes a three-month statement of account
from daughter to father, Very Fine, a rare destination.
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
)
1896 (Aug. 4), “Customs Tientsin” postage due cover, from Connecticut to Tientsin, a lovely cover,
with original correspondence from daughter to mother; franked by 5¢ Grant and tied by New Haven Aug 4 ‘96 cancel; front also bears, in red, double-ring “Customs/SEP 13/96/Tientsin” dater at lower left, showing that postage due
was applied; reverse with Tacoma, Wash. AUG 10 and U.S. Postal Agency, Shanghai, China SEP 8 transits, Very
Fine, a nice usage.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
www.kelleherasia.com
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148

149

42

148
)
1896 (Nov. 9), “To Pay” cover, sent Connecticut to Paotingfu, franked by 5¢ Grant tied by New Haven
Nov 9 cancel, with red boxed “To Pay.” handstamp across addressee’s name; reverse bears Tacoma, Wash.
NOV 15 transit, U.S. Postal Agency Shanghai DEC 27 receiver, plus two Shanghai Customs double-ring daters,
one in black (Dec. 29, 1896), one in blue (JAN 19, 1897); addressed to “Tientsin/China/Paotingfu”; with original correspondence, Very Fine, a rare destination outside Peking and Tientsin.
Estimate HK$ 7,000 - 9,000

149
)
1897 (Apr. 22), Red Revenue cover to Rev. JR Hykes, from Foochow to Shanghai, from the extensive
Hykes correspondence, this cover is franked by a very pretty Small 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue, which is tied by a
socked-on-the-nose Foochow AP 22/97 small Customs dater; reverse bears a brown (perhaps originally black)
Shanghai Customs receiver dated APR 25; cover somewhat toned and missing lower left corner, Fine and scarce.
Estimate HK$ 20,000 - 30,000
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150

151

150
)
1897 (May 3), cover sent from Hankow to Grangemouth, Scotland, forwarded to Portobello, splendid and attractive cover, with reverse showing “Customs/MAY 3/1897/Hankow” origin c.d.s., with front of cover
bearing a pair of Hong Kong 10c red Victoria issues, each tied by Hankow May 3 c.d.s.’s; reverse shows Shanghai
May 7, Grangemouth June 14 & 15 transits, plus 1d violet Great Britain Victoria added and cancelled at Portobello
on June 14, with a second Portobello June 16 receiver on reverse; interesting letter enclosed, Fine to Very Fine,
fresh and lovely; a rare combination and usage.
Estimate HK$ 30,000 - 40,000

151 - front
151 - back
)
1897 (May 29), Nanking oval Customs marking on Dowager and Red Revenue overprints combination cover, from Nanking to Pennsylvania, franked on reverse by a margin-to-margin horizontal strip of four
1.5 mm Large Figure 1c on 1ca orange Dowagers, plus a Large 1c on 3c Red Revenue (totalling 5c), tied by three
strikes of the double-oval “Imperial Post Office/MAY 29 1897/Nanking” cancel in brown, with a fourth solid strike on
the front as well; from Nanking, the cover traveled to Shanghai where it received a blue Customs dater of JUN 2 (on
reverse), plus a Japan 5s UPU Koban on front, tied by solid “Shanghai/2/JUN/97/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s.; then onward, as
markings on reverse record, to Yokohama (8 JUN), San Francisco (JUN 27, “Paid All”), and finally to Lancaster, PA
(date on receiver illegible); roughly opened at top, partially affecting the Yokohama transit only, otherwise Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 50,000 - 60,000
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153

44

152
153
)
ca. 1898-1902, large-size Official Mail cover to Hunan, attractive cover bearing a pair of 4¢ Coiling
Dragons tied by bold, perfect strike of Yueh Chow Fu boxed cancel; written by the Administrative Officer at Yueh
Chang to the Governor of the Province of Hunan; reverse shows “Pay No More” marking, etc.; small cover split of no
consequence, Fine to Very Fine, a rare item.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
)
1898 (Nov. 17), registered cover sent from Hankow to Brussels, via Hong Kong, an absolutely pristine cover addressed to the Belgian Minister of Railways, Posts and Telegraphs, franked by a breathtaking horizontal pair of 10c CIP Coiling Dragons tied by bilingual Hankow 17 NOV 98 Large Dollar chop; front also bears large “R”
registry handstamp at top center and, at lower left, a vertical pair of 10c Hong Kong black on red Queen Victorias,
tied by “Hong Kong/C/NO 26/98" dater, a second strike of which appears on the reverse, alongside a Brindisi 22 DIC
transit and charming vertical oval ”Bruxelles (Réception)/24/DECE/20-21/98" receiver, along with an intact angels-holding-scissors (?) design red wax seal; light vertical file fold of no consequence, Very Fine, we dare you to
find a prettier cover.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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154

155

154
)
1898 (Dec. 4), decorative “mailing card” sent from Twatutia to Halle, Germany, via Tamsui, a lovely
and very scarce mailing card, showing blue “K. Tamamura Yokohama/Imperial Japan” imprint at top right picturing
postage stamp ship design, franked on front by 1883 5s blue New Kobans (2, one marginal), each tied by bold, complete strikes of “Twatutia Taiwan/4/DEC/98/Japan” c.d.s.’s (JG Bishop Type XII-2), with magnificent strike of
“Tamsui Taiwan/5/DEC/98/Japan” c.d.s. in deep purple adjacent; reverse shows Hong Kong DE 8 98 transit c.d.s.,
along with Halle (Saale) 8.1.99 arrival marking; very minor, mostly inconsequential water-type stain at right, still
fresh and Very Fine, a striking and rare card; with 2018 Experts & Consultants Ltd. certificate.
Estimate HK$ 20,000 - 30,000

155 - front
155 - back
)
1899 (Aug. 21), combination cover sent from Swatow to San Francisco, attractive and neat cover,
franked on reverse by 10c watermarked Coiling Dragon, which is tied by bold “Swatow/21 AUG 99" Large Dollar
dater, while front shows Hong Kong 10c Victoria tied by ”Hong Kong/AU 22/99" c.d.s.; reverse additionally shows
“San Francisco/SEP 18/1899/Paid All” arrival; some light cover aging, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 3,000
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156

157

158

159

46

156
157
)
1900 (Nov. 16), combination picture post card usage, sent from Taku to Prague, lovely and visually
attractive card, franked by China ½¢ brown Coiling Dragon block of four, along with a 2¢ single, tied by local Taku origin c.d.s.’s; 10c French Offices “CHINE” overprint affixed over block of four and cancelled by one of two strikes of
“Shang-Haï/28 Nov/00/Chine” c.d.s., with Praha JAN 8 01 receivers on front, Very Fine, an eye-catching card.
Estimate HK$ 2,500 - 3,000
)
1901 (Aug. 28), stampless Fieldpost card, sent Tongku to Wenzelsdorf, sent postage-free, bearing
solid strike of “Tongku/28 8/01/Deutsche Post” c.d.s.; addressed to Wenzelsdorf, crossed out and forwarded; front
also bears comb-style “Corbetha/9.10.01" and ”Teutschenthal/1./10 10/01" receivers, the latter partially overstruck
on the Tongku origin; generally clean, Fine to Very Fine+, an unusual destination.
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000

158
159
)
1901 (Oct. 21), 1¢ pink ICP postal card, locally used in Tientsin, addressed to a German lieutenant at
the Horse Depot, the indicia cancelled by a bilingual single-circle “Tientsin/21 OCT/01" c.d.s.; card is a pre-printed
announcement for a rehearsal of the Tientsin Orchestral Society (even during wartime, apparently, the band played
on), and the lieutenant’s attendance ”is urgently requested"; reverse bears blue black Max
Schwing/Sondershausen [Germany] company mark; clipped top left corner, central vertical fold, Fine to Very Fine,
an interesting card.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
)
1906 (Apr. 12), registered cover from Shanghai to Seattle, WA, a beautiful, exceptional-quality small
envelope, franked by 20¢ and 30¢ Carp-design C.I.P. issues tied by bilingual Shanghai origin c.d.s., along with
matching framed “R/Shanghai/No 873 [manuscript]” handstamp; reverse shows violet “Shanghai/12 APR
06/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. and violet “Seattle, Wash/May 4/1906/Registered” receiver. Fresh, Very Fine, a lovely cover.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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160

160 - front
160 - back
)
1910 (Feb. 13), double registered cover, sent from Taianfu to Germany, an oversized pre-printed envelope for the Northern Line of the Royal Chinese Tientsin-Pukow Railway; endorsed “Einschrieben!” (Printed Matter) and “via Siberien” on front, which also bears two “R” registry handstamps plus a boxed “A.R./No. 23"
handstamp; postage paid on reverse by three each 2¢ green (irregular block) and 10c ultramarine (pair plus single)
CIP Coiling Dragons, each of which is tied by a bilingual Taianfu lunar c.d.s.; reverse additionally shows transits
from Shandong (Feb. 14), Tientsin (27 FEB) and ”Tientsin Chine/28/FEVR/10/Poste Francaise"; vertical file fold of
no import, some edge wear as to be expected, Very Fine, a grand cover showing an uncommon usage.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

Chinese Republic
1912-1937 EARLY PERIOD

161

161
Ha
1912, Nanking “Provisional Neutrality” overprint, 7¢ crimson (Chan 146. Scott 140), left margin
interpanneau block of 4, fresh and near-pristine, full clean o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, a lovely block. Scott
$2,300 (HK$ 17,830).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
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162

163

48

Ex 162
H
1912, Statistical Dept. “Republic” overprints, ½¢-$5 complete (Chan 152-166. Scott 146-160), a
lovely, select-quality set, nicely centered with vibrant colors, o.g., Very Fine. Scott $1,827 (HK$ 14,160).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

163
164
165
HHa 1912, Statistical Dept. “Republic” overprint, ½¢ brown, inverted overprint (Chan 152b. Scott 146a),
left margin pane of 20, very slightly dryish o.g. (as typically encountered), never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,200 as
hinged (HK$ 9,300).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

164

H/m
1912, Statistical Dept. “Republic” inverted overprint varieties (Scott 146a, 149a, 161a), nice group of
six items: Statistical Department ½¢ brown (1 each mint and used) and 3¢ slate green (2 used), plus Commercial
Press 1¢ ocher (2 used); an attractive group, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $274 (HK$ 2,120).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

165

HHa 1912, Statistical Dept. “Republic” overprint, 10¢ ultramarine (Chan 159a. Scott 153), partial pane of
18, a pristine block with sheet number “231", o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $153 as hinged (HK$ 1,190).
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000
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166

167

168

169

166
167
H
1912, Statistical Dept. “Republic” overprint, $2 carmine & yellow, overprint inverted (Chan 165b.
Scott 159a), wonderfully fresh with bold colors, Very Fine, a beauty. Scott $725 (HK$ 5,620).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
HH
1912, Statistical Dept. “Republic” overprint, $2 carmine & yellow, overprint inverted (Chan 165b.
Scott 159a), pristine mint and nicely centered, o.g., never hinged (!), Very Fine and choice. Scott $725 (HK$ 5,620).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

168
HHa 1912, Statistical Dept. “Republic” overprint, $2 carmine & yellow, overprint inverted (Chan 165b.
Scott 159a), block of 4, wonderfully fresh with bold, rich colors and outstanding centering, full clean original gum
which is never hinged, Very Fine+, a lovely and exceptionally scarce multiple. Scott $2,900 as hinged (HK$
22,480).
Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000

169
m
1912, Statistical Dept. “Republic” overprint, $2 carmine & yellow, overprint inverted (Chan 165b.
Scott 159a), fresh with good color, neatly cancelled and beautifully centered, Very Fine, scarce used. Scott $600
(HK$ 4,650).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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170

171

172

173

50

170
171
m
1912, Waterlow & Sons “Republic” overprint, 10¢ blue, imperf between (Chan 176a. Scott 170a),
vertical pair, a superior quality, used example of this exceedingly rare variety, with each stamp cancelled by a
Shanghai bilingual c.d.s.; fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine and choice, a very rare error, with fewer than
20 used pairs recorded. Scott $2,600 (HK$ 20,160).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
H
1912, Waterlow & Sons “Republic” overprint, $1 red & pale rose, “ONE” retouched (Chan 181a.
Scott 175 var), great colors, a clear overprint, and near-perfect centering are all bonuses on this distinctive retouch
variety, o.g., hinged, Very Fine, an exceptionally pretty stamp.
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

172
Ex 173
Ha
1912, Waterlow & Sons “Republic” overprint, $1 red & pale rose (Chan 181, 181a. Scott 175, 175
var), a wonderfully fresh, perfectly centered block of 4, with position 1 showing basic stamp retouched “ONE” variety, o.g., Very Fine, a beautiful multiple.
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,500
HH/Ha 1912, “Republic” overprints, small selection of various multiples (Chan 154, 161-163, 168 & 174.
Scott 148, 155-157, 162 & 168), beautiful selection of six generally pristine multiples: Statistical Dept. 2¢ block of 20
(never hinged), 20¢ margin block of 8 (Extremely Fine, never hinged), 30¢ block of 12 (Extremely Fine, never
hinged), 50¢ gutter block of 12 (Extremely Fine, never hinged), plus Commercial Press 2¢ block of 12 (Very Fine, all
but five stamps never hinged) and Waterlow 5¢ pane of 20, a clean group; examine. Scott $ 1770 as hinged singles
(HK$ 13,720).
Estimate HK$ 4,600 - 5,000
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174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

Ex 174
Ex 175
H
1912, Revolution Commemorative complete (Chan 184-195. Scott 178-189), an amazing, select-quality set, wonderfully fresh and beautifully centered, with full clean o.g., Very Fine+, choice. Scott $1,984
(HK$ 15,380).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
H
1912, Revolution Commemorative complete (Chan 184-195. Scott 178-189), fresh, o.g., mostly Very
Fine, an attractive set. Scott $1,984 (HK$ 15,380).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

Ex 176
Ex 177
H
1912, Revolution Commemorative complete (Chan 184-195. Scott 178-189), fresh and beautifully
centered, o.g., Very Fine, nice set.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
(H)
1912, Revolution Commemorative complete Specimen Overprints (Chan 184-195. Scott 178-189),
fresh and beautifully centered, unused without gum as almost always encountered, Very Fine, a lovely and scarce
set. Scott $1,984 (HK$ 15,380).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 178
Ex 179
H
1912, Republic Commemorative complete (Chan 196-207. Scott 190-201), exceptionally fresh, with
$5 a margin copy, o.g., Very Fine.Scott $1,183 (HK$ 9,170).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
H
1912, Republic Commemorative complete (Chan 196-207. Scott 190-201), fresh and nicely centered,
o.g., Very Fine. Scott $1,183 (HK$ 9,170).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

Ex 180
Ex 181
H
1912, Republic Commemorative complete (Chan 196-207. Scott 190-201), wonderfully fresh and
nicely centered, full clean o.g., Very Fine, a lovely set. Scott $1,183 (HK$ 9,170).
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,500
H
1912, Republic Commemorative complete (Chan 196-207. Scott 190-201), fresh, o.g.; 8¢, 10¢ and
50¢ each with tiny thin spots, otherwise Fine to Very Fine+. Scott $1,183 (HK$ 9,170).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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182

183

184

52

Ex 182
(H)
1913, Junk Issue, London printing, ½¢-$10 complete (Chan 208-226. Scott 202-220), lovely, very
fresh set with superb colors, unused without gum; $2 with some shallow thinning, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018
Experts & Consultants Ltd. certificate. Scott $4,283 (HK$ 33,200).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

183
S
1915, Reaper, Waterlow & Sons Ltd. composite specimen sheet of 9, a splendid, beautiful quality
sheet of the Reaper design in dark green, comprising the 15¢, 16¢, 20¢, 30¢ & 50¢ values, se-tenant, each overprinted “Waterlow & Sons Ltd./Specimen”, along with a small security punch hole, without gum as issued, Very Fine
and choice, pristine.
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 14,000

184
a
1915, Reaper, First Peking printing, 30¢ deep brown purple, postal forgery (Chan 242 var. Scott 234
var), block of 4, a grand forgery, showing characteristics of both the London and First Peking printings, nicely centered and exceptionally fresh, o.g., never hinged; top left stamp with diagonal crease, small diagonal tear to top right
stamp (both internal), still Very Fine appearance, a neat collateral item.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
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185

186

187

188

185
186
P
1915, Hall of Classics, First Peking printing, $1 green, trial color proof of frame (Chan 244. Scott
236), a beautiful and rare trial color die proof of the stamp’s frame in green, numbered “-125-” at bottom; printed on
thick buff card stock, pristine, Very Fine, superb quality.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
P
1915, Hall of Classics, First Peking printing, $1 black, trial color proof of frame (Chan 244. Scott
236), a splendid and rare trial color die proof in black, numbered “-125-” at bottom; printed on thick buff card stock,
Very Fine and choice, excellent quality.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

187
H
1915, Hall of Classics, First Peking printing, $20 black & yellow (Chan 248. Scott 242), fresh and
nicely centered, o.g., Very Fine, a lovely and scarce item. Scott $6,500 (HK$ 50,390).
Estimate HK$ 15,000 - 20,000

Ex 188
HH/H 1923, Junk Issue, Second Peking printing, ½¢-$20 complete (Chan 249//272. Scott 248-269), a beautiful set, all but the $20 value a margin single; plate numbers on the ½¢-2¢, 5¢, 7¢, 13¢-15¢ and $1 values (the $1 a
pair with part imprint and full sheet number as well); sheet numbers on the 4¢, 6¢, 10¢ and 50¢ values, with the $5 a
part imprint capture, the $2 a partial arrow; generally fresh and clean, all with original gum—some dryish, some
fresh—with most appearing to be never hinged, Fine to Very Fine+, imaged in full online. Scott $2,216 as hinged
(HK$ 17,180).
Estimate HK$ 5,500 - 6,500
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189

190

191

192

54

Ex 189
Ex 190
H
1923, Junk Issue, Second Peking printing, ½¢ to $20 (Chan 249-257, 259-272. Scott 248-269, 275),
the set of 22 complete by Scott with the additional 4¢ olive green, a superb connoisseur-quality complete set with
bold, vibrant colors and great centering, with near-pristine o.g., Very Fine+. Scott $2,218 (HK$ 17,190).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
H
1923, Junk Issue, Second Peking printing, ½¢ to $20 complete (Chan 249-272. Scott 248-269, 275,
324), fresh, attractive set with bold, vivid colors, o.g., Fine to Very Fine+, nice set. Scott $2,243 (HK$ 17,390).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

191
H
1923, Hall of Classics, Second Peking printing, $10 brown purple & green (Chan 271. Scott 268),
wonderfully fresh with vibrant colors and perfect centering, full clean o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, a stellar example. Scott $575 (HK$ 4,460).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

192
P
1932, Ch’en Ying-sheh Martyr issue, vignette engraved die proofs (Chan 334 vars.), lovely and fresh
group of three items, comprising vignette designs in green and blue, each on glazed white proof paper, plus a third
design in black printed on card, Very Fine, a scarce assemblage.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
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193

193
H
1940, Martyr, Hong Kong printing, unwatermarked, 1¢ orange yellow, with secret mark, imperf vertically and 2¢ blue, imperf horizontally (Chan 435a var., 436a. Scott 422b, 423a), two items comprising a right
margin horizontal pair imperforate between of the 1¢ orange (Scott #422b), and a block of four of the 2¢ blue (#423a;
yielding two vertical pairs imperforate horizontally), usual minor dryish original gum, Very Fine. Scott $310 (HK$
2,400).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

194

194
E
ca. 1941, 40¢ Lin Sen and 50¢ Dr. Sun Yat-sen essays in royal blue, imperforate on gummed wove paper, with the 50¢ a left margin single, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

195

195
Ea
ca. 1941, 40c Lin Sen and 50c Dr. Sun Yat-sen essays in royal blue, in a top margin block of 40 (20 of
each design, with wide vertical gutter in between), fresh color, o.g., never hinged; some staining of little consequence, otherwise Very Fine, an uncommon multiple.
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000
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196

197

198

199

56

196
(H)
1942, Dr. Sun Yat-sen, Central Trust printing, 50¢ deep olive green, perf 11 x 13 (Chan 576a. Scott
498a var.), fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine, a scarce perforation variety.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

197
198
(H)
1942, Dr. Sun Yat-sen, Paicheng engraved printing, $50 blue, rough perf 12-15½ (Chan 626 var.
Scott 523 var), top margin horizontal strip of 3, imperforate between, fresh and eye-catching, without gum as issued, Very Fine, an unlisted variety as such.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,500
(H)a
1942, Dr. Sun Yat-sen, Paicheng engraved printing, $50 blue, rough perf 12-15½, imperf between
(Chan 626a. Scott 523 var.), block of four, yielding two vertical pairs imperforate between, without gum as issued,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

199
200
201
(H)
1945, Dr. Sun Yat-sen, Paicheng engraved printing, $100 dark brown, rough perf 12-15½, misplaced perforation variety (Chan 627c. Scott 524 var.), a striking example nearly identical to the image in Chan,
without gum as issued, Very Fine, rare. Scott $120 as normal (HK$ 930).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

200

(H)
1942, East Szechwan “Domestic Postage Paid” overprint in red on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 16¢ olive
brown, perf 10½-12 (Chan 629c. Scott 526r), top margin single, fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine, a very
scarce issue. Scott $500 (HK$ 3,880).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

201

(H)
1942, East Szechwan “Domestic Postage Paid” overprint in red on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 16¢ olive
brown, perf 11½ (Chan 629c. Scott 526r), fresh mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine; signed S.C. Chao. Scott
$500 (HK$ 3,880).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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202

202
203
204
(H)
1942, Fukien “Domestic Postage Paid” overprint in red on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 16¢ olive brown (Chan
630. Scott 526h), beautifully centered, without gum as issued, Very Fine, scarce. Scott $300 (HK$ 2,330).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,400

203

(H)
1942, Kweichow “Domestic Postage Paid” overprint in red on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 16¢ olive brown
(Chan 635. Scott 526o), perfectly centered, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $275 (HK$ 2,130).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

204

(H)
1942, Shensi “Domestic Postage Paid” overprint in black on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 16¢ olive brown,
overprint inverted (Chan 640c. Scott 525s), a lovely bottom margin single, fresh, without gum as issued, Very
Fine, scarce. Scott $300 (HK$ 2,330).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

205

205
206
207
(H)a
1943, East Szechwan surcharge on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 50¢ on 16¢ olive brown, perf 11 variety (Chan
643c. Scott 530f var.), block of 4, fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine, scarce multiple.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 3,000

206

(H)
1943, Kwangtung surcharge on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 50¢ on 16¢ olive brown (Chan 649. Scott 530j), bottom right corner margin example with sheet number, fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine, unpriced in Chan.
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000

207

(H)a
1943, Kweichow surcharge on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 50¢ on 16¢ olive brown, “05” instead of “50” (Chan
651b. Scott 530s), block of 9, middle stamp with variety, Post Office fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine, rare;
with 1994 A.P.S. photo certificate. Scott $458 (HK$ 3,550).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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208

209

H
1943, Honan surcharge on Martyr, Hong Kong printing, watermarked, 20¢ on 13¢ blue green, surcharge shifted to right variety (Chan 684a. Scott 533m var.), a fresh and well-centered visually striking variety,
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, rare. Scott $350 as normal (HK$ 2,710).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

210

H
1943, Kiangsi surcharge on Martyr, Peking printing, 20¢ on 13¢ blue green (Chan 710. Scott 532e),
fresh, o.g., Very Fine, scarce value. Scott $275 (HK$ 2,130).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

211

212

58

208
209
210
(H)
1943, Kweichow surcharge with 2 vertical bars on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 50¢ on 16¢ olive brown, surcharge inverted (Chan 671b. Scott 528r), a lovely bottom margin single, fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine,
scarce. Scott $300 (HK$ 2,330).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

211
Ex 212
(H)
1943, Kwangtung surcharge on Martyr, Peking printing, 20¢ on 13¢ blue green (Chan 728. Scott
532j), horizontal pair of this scarce issue, with the left stamp showing interesting pre-printing paper fold variety, without gum as issued, Very Fine, an eye-catching variety. Scott $170 = (HK$ 1,320). Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
HH
1944-47, small group of pre-printing paper folds and creases (Scott 576, 644, 691, 748), four items,
comprising a lower left corner single of the $100 Savings Movement (Scott #577), a $1000 rose lake Dr. Sun
Yat-sen (#644), a $1000 on 2c green Dr. Sun Yat-sen (#691; block of four, with upper left stamp missing left-hand
column and half of value tablet overprint), plus a horizontal pair of $1000 red Dr. Sun Yat-sens (#748), the left stamp
showing the crease, o.g., never hinged or without gum as issued, Very Fine, eye-catching additions for your
collection.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
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213

214

215

213
214
HHa 1944, War Refugees, $2+$2 on 50¢+50¢ blue, surcharge omitted (Chan 815a. Scott B4 var), a wonderfully fresh and perfectly centered right margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged; a bit of trivial blue printing offset on
bottom stamps, Very Fine, a lovely and scarce block.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
HHa 1944, War Refugees, $10+$10 on 33¢+33¢ orange red, surcharge omitted (Chan 819a. Scott B8 var),
a pristine bottom margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a scarce multiple.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

215
HH
1944, War Refugees souvenir sheet (Chan MS2. Scott B9a), a magnificent, absolutely amazing, select-quality group of 50 pristine sheets, many still with the original interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
an extraordinary group of these popular sheets. Scott $5,500 (HK$ 42,640).
Estimate HK$ 18,000 - 22,000
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216

217

60

216
P
1945, New Equal Treaty issue, $2 and $6 proofs in issued colors (Chan 846, 848 vars. Scott 594,
596), each printed on thick white card and then mounted on cream stock; $2 noted “64" in manuscript on reverse, $6
”58", Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

217
Ex 218
Ex 219
P
1945, Treaties of Equality, $6 gray trial color proof (Chan 848. Scott 596), splendid engraved trial color
die proof, the engraving in gray, printed on surfaced paper, numbered “85112" and affixed to card; few trivial age
spots, otherwise Very Fine, scarce.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

218

P
1945, New Equal Treaty and Inauguration of President Chiang Kai-shek, selection of proofs (Chan
848, 850, 857. Scott 596, 598, 605), comprising two examples of the $6 Treaty issue (Scott #596) plus the $20
Treaty issue (#598) and the $2 Inauguration issue (#605), all in issued colors and with plate number in top margin;
Treaty proofs on India attached to heavy backing card, while the President Chiang issue is printed directly on
die-sunk card; some age spotting as to be expected, but designs unaffected, with exceptionally fresh color, Very
Fine, a pretty quartet.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

219

P
1945, President Lin Sen, $1 and $2 proofs (Chan 851-852 vars. Scott 599-600), comprising four items
in total, each printed on India paper affixed to sunken heavy card; consists of engraving of vignette in black, two examples of the $1 value and a single example of the $2, all in issued colors; proof inscribed “Republic of China/Dr Lin
Sen/SPECIAL V-85-81/American Bank Note Company” below, with plate number (in frame color) above (85124 for
the $1, 85125 for the $2); all with light foxing, still Very Fine, a scarce group; inspect.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600
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220

221

222

220
Ex 221
P
1945, Chiang Kai-shek Inauguration, $2 green, red & blue sunken die proof (Chan 857. Scott 605), in
issued colors on card stock, numbered “85729", lovely and pristine, fresh, Very Fine, choice.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
H
1946, Second Shanghai Union surcharge, $20 on 20¢ (Chan 901e-g. Scott 655 var), lovely, specialized group of three items: a lower right corner margin block of four, imperforate at bottom; an upper left corner margin block of four, imperforate at left; plus an imperforate right margin single, Fine to Very Fine or better, an attractive,
eye-catching specialist’s group.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

222
m
1946, Third Shanghai Union surcharge on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, Central Trust printing, $250 on $1.50
blue, perf 11 variety (Chan 934b. Scott 683a), a fresh horizontal pair cancelled by neat partial Shanghai 1948
c.d.s., Very Fine, a lovely and scarce perforation variety. Scott $500 (HK$ 3,880). Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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223

224

225

62

Ex 223
224
(H)
1946-48, Third Shanghai Union and Shanghai Dah Yeh Sun Yat-sen surcharge, selection of varieties (Chan 943//976), comprising Chan #943, $1000 on $2 green, bottom margin block of four, the lower left stamp
showing a pre-printing fold-over resulting in the omission of the left-hand column of characters and half of the value
box; #944ai, $1000 on $2 blue, horizontal strip of three, imperforate left margin and imperforate between positions 1
and 2, with sheet number; #944aii, a horizontal top left corner block of eight with imperforate left margin; #948a,
$2000 on $5 green, imperforate bottom margin block of four; plus #976, $2000 on $3 yellow orange, a horizontal
right margin pair, margin imperforate, and a horizontal right margin block of ten with surcharge shifted to top (both
unlisted), without gum as issued, Very Fine, a nice group; inspect.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
H
1946, Chungking Central surcharge on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, H.K. Dah Tung printing, $20 on 5¢ green
(Chan 953. Scott 700A), horizontal pair, perfectly centered, o.g.; left stamp with insignificant age spot on gum,
otherwise Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce multiple. Scott $1,800 (HK$ 13,950).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

225
HHa 1946, Chungking Central surcharge on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, H.K. Dah Tung printing, $20 on 5¢ green
(Chan 953. Scott 700A), a lovely upper right corner margin block of four with sheet number “140" and partial imprint, beautifully centered, o.g., never hinged; light diagonal crease and a few minor and trivial toned specks, otherwise Very Fine, rare—and a showpiece multiple from the CNC period; signed Bih Gong, with ”NB" chop and
accompanying 2018 Experts & Consultants Ltd. photo certificate.
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 14,000
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226

Ex 226
(H)
1948, Dr. Sun Yat-sen “Long Box” surcharge, compilation of varieties (Chan 1063//1078), a healthy
mix of listed and unlisted varieties; Chan-listed varieties comprise #1066e (4, two each from a block of ten and a
block of six), 1066f (2, one in strip of three with partial imprint, the other a top margin strip of four), 1069cii, 1069e (3,
two in a block of four, one a strip of three), 1076ai (3, two in a block of four)and 1078b (2, shades); unlisted varieties
include #1063 (imperforate bottom margin single, imperforate pair), 1076 (horizontal pair with imperforate left margin (and sheet number), horizontal pair with imperforate right margin, top margin pair imperforate between), 1077
(lower right corner block of four with imperforate right margin, an imperforate right margin single, and a top margin
block of four with partial second print of the stamp design), and 1078 (horizontal pair with imperforate right margin);
generally fresh, though some show some light overall toning, without gum as issued, Very Fine overall, an
interesting lot, well worth the time to review.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

1948-1949 GOLD YUAN AND SILVER YUAN ISSUES

227

228

Ex 227
228
(H)
1948, Gold Yuan, Shanghai San Yi surcharge, selection of varieties (Chan G24//G27 vars), comprising a horizontal top margin pair imperforate between of the 50¢ on $4 purple brown (Chan #G24 var), an imperforate
horizontal pair of the 50¢ on $20 blue (#G25 var), plus the $1 on 40¢ brown as a block of four with imperforate left
margin (#G27c) and as a horizontal pair with imperforate right margin (#G27d), without gum as issued; small mark
at bottom of 50¢ on $20, and a spot of perforation tip toning on the $1 on 40¢ pair, noted for accuracy, Very Fine,
unusual material.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
(H)a
1948, Gold Yuan, Shanghai Union Press surcharge on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 10¢ on $1 green (Chan G39.
Scott 834A), block of 4, well-centered, without gum as issued; bottom stamps with some surface scuffs, mostly on
the left stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,100 (HK$ 8,530).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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229

230

231

232

64

229
230
(H)a
1948, Gold Yuan, Shanghai Union Press surcharge on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 10¢ on $20 pale rose red
(Chan G41. Scott 836A), block of 4, wonderfully fresh and perfectly centered, without gum as issued, Very Fine, a
beauty. Scott $1,200 (HK$ 9,300).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600
(H)a
1948, Gold Yuan, Shanghai Union Press surcharge on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 10¢ on $20 pale rose red
(Chan G41. Scott 836A), bottom margin block of 4, fresh, without gum as issued; some hinge reinforcing, otherwise Very Fine, a scarce multiple. Scott $1,200 (HK$ 9,300).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

Ex 231
232
(H)a
1948, Gold Yuan, 10¢ on CNC $1000 on $2 and 40¢ on CNC $2000 on $3 Chi Yang unauthorized surcharge issue (Chan G76-77), scarce items, comprising 10c on $1000 on $2 lower left corner margin block of four
with sheet #245 (minor reinforcing), plus the 40c on $2000 on $3 left margin block of six, each without gum as issued, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600
(H)a
1949, Gold Yuan, Shanghai San Yi surcharge on Revenue, Dah Tung printing, unissued, $5,000 on
$100 olive (Chan GN1. Scott 936), block of 4, fresh and beautifully centered, without gum as issued, Very Fine, a
lovely and scarce multiple. Scott $1,400 (HK$ 10,850).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
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233

234

235

233
234
(H)a
1949, Gold Yuan, Hankow surcharge on Revenue, $50 on $10 olive (Chan G117, G117b. Scott 937
var), block of 9, the center stamp showing inverted “Kuo” variety, without gum as issued; tiny, trivial grease spot between two stamps, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
(H)a
1949, Gold Yuan, Hankow surcharge on Revenue, $10,000 on $20 brown (Chan G122, G122b. Scott
942 var), a pristine mint block of 9, the middle stamp showing “Yuan” instead of “Kuo” variety in top row of surcharge, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

235
(H)a
1949, Silver Yuan, Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 1¢-500¢ complete (Chan S22-S30. Scott 973-981), lovely set in
blocks of four, all but 100¢ and 500¢ margin blocks, most corner with sheet number, generally fresh, without gum as
issued, Very Fine, a tough set, especially as multiples. Scott $4,168 (HK$ 32,310).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 14,000
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236

236
237
Ex 238
m
1949, Silver Yuan, Amoy Surcharge, 10¢ on $3000 blue (Chan S152), a lovely, fresh used example,
cancelled by neat partial 31.5.49 Amoy bilingual c.d.s., Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

237

m
1949, Silver Yuan, Amoy Surcharge, 10¢ on $3000 blue (Chan S152), a fresh and lovely, well-centered
example, cancelled by bilingual Amoy 31.5.49 c.d.s., Very Fine, scarce.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

238

m
1949, Silver Yuan, Tsingtao surcharges on Dr. Sun Yat-sen complete (Chan S199-202. Scott 1-4),
fresh and neatly cancelled, Very Fine. Scott $360 (HK$ 2,790).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

AIRMAIL
239

240

241

66

HH/H Airmail, small mint selection, a fresh, clean group comprising Second Issue Airmail issue complete
(Scott #C6-C10), Very Fine, never hinged; plus a set of Sinkiang Province woodchop handstamps complete, Very
Fine, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

240
241
HHa Airmail, 1946, C.N.C. surcharge on Peking printing, $73 on 25¢ orange yellow (Chan A47. Scott
C42), upper right corner margin block of 4 with sheet number “17 332", a superb-quality block, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, a lovely and rare multiple. Scott $7,000 (HK$ 54,260).
Estimate HK$ 20,000 - 25,000
HHa Airmail, 1946, C.N.C. surcharge on Peking printing, $73 on 25¢ orange yellow (Chan A47. Scott
C42), right margin block of 4, a splendid, exceptionally fresh example of this decidedly rare multiple, with typical
thick and shiny original gum which is never hinged, Very Fine, a stunning and rare CNC-era Airmail multiple. Scott
$7,000 (HK$ 54,260).
Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000
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242

243

244

245

242
H
Airmail, 1946, C.N.C. surcharge on Peking printing, $73 on 25¢ orange yellow, surcharge misplaced vertically (Chan A47a. Scott C42 var), fresh and nicely centered, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a
lovely eye-catching and scarce variety. Scott $1,750 as normal (HK$ 13,570).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 243
E
Airmail, 1921, Peking-to-Fentien commemorative issue, die essay miniature sheet of 6 (Chan
AP50-52), pristine sheet, without gum as issued, showing vertical pairs of each of the three values in similar-to-issued colors on buff, newspaper-type paper; fresh, Very Fine, scarce.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

244
245
(H)
Airmail, 1946, C.N.C. surcharge on Hong Kong printing, unwatermarked, $100 on $2 yellow brown,
surcharge double (Chan A51a. Scott C51 var.), vertical pair, without gum, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
(H)
Airmail, 1946, C.N.C. surcharge on Hong Kong printing, unwatermarked, $100 on $2 yellow brown,
surcharge double (Chan A51a. Scott C51 var.), left margin vertical pair, clearly showing the variety, without
gum, Very Fine, scarce.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
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246

247

246
247
H
Airmail, 1946, C.N.C. surcharge on Hong Kong printing, unwatermarked, $200 on $5 deep red, surcharge inverted (Chan A52a. Scott C52a), fresh and perfectly centered, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, nice
stamp. Scott $400 (HK$ 3,100).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
(H)
Airmail, 1946, C.N.C. surcharge on Hong Kong printing, unwatermarked, $200 on $5 deep red, surcharge inverted (Chan A52a. Scott C52a), top margin single with sheet number “1 001" marking, without gum,
Fine to Very Fine, a striking and scarce variety. Scott $400 (HK$ 3,100).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

POSTAGE DUE AND MISC.

248

248
H
Postage Due, 1912, Foochow “Provisional Neutrality” overprint, 1¢ brown, unissued (Chan DU5), a
splendid example of this desirable and seldom-encountered issue, offering bold, vibrant color with nice centering
and clean perforations, full original gum, Very Fine, a great example of this rarity; with 2018 Experts & Consultants
Ltd. certificate.
Estimate HK$ 40,000 - 50,0000

Photo on front cover.

249

249
H
Postage Due, 1912, Foochow “Provisional Neutrality” overprint, 2¢ brown, unissued (Chan DU6),
deep, rich color with excellent centering, full, wonderfully fresh original gum which displays just the slightest evidence of hinging, Very Fine, a magnificent example of this rarity; with 2018 Experts & Consultants Ltd. certificate.
Estimate HK$ 40,000 - 50,000

Photo on front cover.
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250

251

252

253

250
m
Postage Due, 1912, Statistical Dept. “Republic” overprint, 1¢ brown, overprint inverted (Chan
D24a. Scott J26b), fresh, lightly cancelled, Very Fine. Scott $550 (HK$ 4,260).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

Ex 251
P
Postage Dues, 1915, First Peking Print, 1¢ and 2¢ composite die proof (Chan D50-51. Scott
J52-J53), printed on laid paper approximately 65 x 40 mm, with die number “186", Extremely Fine and choice,
rare—a showpiece.
Estimate HK$ 15,000 - 20,000

252
253
(H)
Famine Relief, 1941, 1¢ pink on laid paper, brightly colored and solidly margined on very thin horizontally laid local paper, with black “No. 3 District, Famine Relief Branch, Relief Stamp” overprint, without gum as issued; small bend at bottom of absolutely no consequence, Very Fine, a pretty, eye-catching item.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
HH
Military Stamp, 1943, Hupeh overprint, 8¢ red orange, unissued (Chan M4U. Scott M3), a lovely and
exceptionally scarce upper left corner margin horizontal strip of 3, nicely centered, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $1,800 (HK$ 13,950).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 7,000
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254

255

254
(H)
Parcel Post, 1944, Chungking Central Trust printing, $20,000 orange red (Chan P6. Scott Q6), a
lovely bottom margin single, well-centered with good color, without gum as issued, Very Fine and scarce, an attractive example of this difficult issue, which was available only at the Philatelic Counter at Shanghai. Scott $4,500 (HK$
34,880).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 12,000
H/m
Revenue, a fascinating mint and used collection, consisting of approximately 180 pieces, plus a partial
folded sheet (not counted); includes Provisional Nationalist Government issues, some Japanese Occupation issues, extensive Temple of Heaven and Pagoda on Hill types with surcharges; usages for wine, tea, life insurance,
rice; a scarce sheet of six Match stamps, a very scarce set of 1942 Registration of Deeds pictorials, and more, Fine
to Very Fine or better, a lovely group for the specialist; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

POSTAL HISTORY
256

257

70

)
1916-23, extensive holding of Official “On Service” postage-paid used entires, interesting group of
90 items, comprising 20 regular-size and 70 legal-size pre-printed entires, the vast majority Statistical Department
entires to Tengyueh, plus several usages to Hankow or Amoy; all appear to be used between 1916-23 and include
many bilingual transit and arrival backstamps, etc., mostly Fine to Very Fine, an uncommon group; examine (photo
on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

257
)
1918 (Feb. 3), remarkable Prisoner of War picture post card, used locally in Peking, interestingly, addressed to an internee at Peking’s POW camp; stampless, with bilingual boxed three-line “Correspondance
des/prisonniers de Guerre” handstamp along with Chinese Xiyuan toothed-oval Censored/Passed handstamp at
left, both in violet; Chinese-character Tientsin (Haidian) Feb. 3 origin c.d.s. and bilingual next-day Peking receiver;
card pictures “Peking Wan Shou San No. 5" on reverse; spot of discoloration mostly away from markings, Very Fine,
a scarce usage.
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 15,000
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A Lovely Selection of Sven Hedin Covers

258

259

260

258
259
)
1931 (Nov. 15), registered Declared Value Sven Hedin large envelope, used Peiping to Stockholm,
lovely and very scarce, a large linen-lined envelope written entirely in Hedin’s hand, addressed to his sister Alma
and sent “via Siberia”; cover is franked by 1c, 50c (2, one damaged) and $1 Second Peking Prints tied by Peiping origin c.d.s.’s with Peiping Registry label; in addition, the front shows a “Förtullat” declared value label for a 30 öre fee;
signed by Sven Hedin as sender from the Swedish Legation at Peiping; normal, expected edge tears, etc., Fine to
Very Fine, a striking and scarce cover.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
)
1932 (Oct.), scarce registered Sven Hedin large envelope, Peiping to Stockholm, lovely approximately 125 x 95 mm linen-lined envelope franked on front by 1¢ (pair), 10¢ (vertical strip of 3), 50¢ and $2 Peking
Print Junk series issues ($2 with missing corner perforation), all tied by light Peiping origin c.d.s.’s; front also shows
Peiping Registry label and scarce Swedish 30 öre declared value seal; addressed to Miss Alma Hedin in Stockholm,
from sender “Sven Hedin/Swedish Legation/Peiping/China”, with “Registered” and “Via Siberia” all written in
Hedin’s hand; normal usage edge tears, etc., Fine to Very Fine, a wonderful, fresh Sven Hedin item.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

260
)
1933 (Feb. 14), attractive registered Sven Hedin large envelope, sent Peiping to Stockholm, lovely
and clean, approximately 125 x 95 mm linen-lined envelope fully addressed in Hedin’s hand to his sister Alma, with
manuscript “Registered” and reverse showing “Sender/Dr. Sven Hedin/31 Hsi Kuan Yin Sze/Peiping/China” along
with Shanghai transit dated Feb. 19; cover is franked by the unusual combination of a 30c Martyr, plus $1 Peking
Print, plus $1 Dr. Sun Yat-sen issue; fresh, Very Fine, a lovely and scarce cover.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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261

262

72

261
)
1933 (Mar. 2), lovely registered Sven Hedin large envelope, sent Peiping to Stockholm, linen-lined,
approximately 125 x 95 mm envelope, franked by 30c Martyr and two $1 Second Peking Print issues tied by nice
strikes of Peiping origin c.d.s.’s, with Peiping Registry label; cover boldly addressed by Hedin to his sister Alma, with
reverse showing “Sender/Sven Hedin/31 Hsi Kuan Yin Sze/Peiping/China”, all in Hedin’s hand, Very Fine, an attractive, scarce usage.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

262 - front
262 - back
)
1933 (Mar. 6), lovely quality registered Sven Hedin large-size cover, sent Peiping to Stockholm, in
exceptional condition, approximately 125 x 95 mm, the cover completely written in Hedin’s hand, addressed to Alma
Hedin in Stockholm; front shows manuscript “Registered” and Peiping Registry label, while reverse is franked by
20¢ Dr. Sun Yat-sen issue, along with 10¢ and $1 (pair) of Second Peking Prints, all tied by Peiping origin c.d.s.’s,
with adjacent Shanghai March 8 transit; boldly signed by Hedin as the sender, Very Fine, fresh and choice.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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263

264

263 - front
263 - back
)
1933 (Mar. 9), splendid registered Sven Hedin large envelope, sent Peiping to Stockholm, beautiful,
exceptionally clean quality; approximately 125 x 95 mm linen-lined envelope, franked by 15¢ and $1 Second Peking
Prints plus $1 red Tan Yuan-chang issue (quite scarce on cover), all tied by Peiping origin c.d.s.’s and with Peiping
Registry label; reverse noting Shanghai transit of March 11; cover is fully written in Hedin’s hand and is addressed to
his sister Alma; boldly signed by Hedin as the sender on reverse, Very Fine, choice, fresh quality.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

264 - front
264 - back
)
1933 (Mar. 20), lovely registered Sven Hedin large envelope, sent Peiping to Stockholm, beautiful
and clean large linen-lined envelope, franked by 2¢, 4¢ (2), 20¢ and $1 (pair) Second Peking Junk series issues, all
tied by Peiping origin c.d.s.’s, addressed to Miss Alma Hedin in Stockholm, with Peiping Registry label; reverse
shows large and bold “Sender/Sven Hedin/31 Hsi Kuan Yin Sze/Peiping/China” inscription along with Shanghai
March 22 transit, Very Fine, a splendid envelope written entirely in Hedin’s hand—a beauty, scarce.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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265

74

265 - front
265 - back
)
1933 (Apr. 22), excellent registered Sven Hedin large envelope, sent Peiping to Stockholm, splendid
linen-lined, large (125 x 95 mm) envelope, franked by 50¢ Reaper along with 25¢ Tan Yuan-chang and $1 Peking
Print Hall of Classics (in a bottom margin vertical pair with partial imprint!), all on reverse and tied by Peiping origin
c.d.s.’s; reverse also shows Shanghai April 24 transit and notes Sven Hedin as sender, while front is addressed to
Alma Hedin—all written in his hand, Very Fine, clean and lovely cover.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

266)

ca. 1932-33, excellent group of 6 registered Sven Hedin large covers, used Peiping to Stockholm,
scarce and unusual group, each from Sven Hedin in Peiping to his sister Alma in Stockholm; all covers are large
linen-lined envelopes and each is fully written in Hedin’s hand, with Peiping Registry labels, sent “Via Siberia” and
endorsed “Sender Sven Hedin”, five from the Swedish Legation in Peiping and one from Hedin’s residence there; includes an excellent range of franking combinations, mostly from the Second Peking Junk series with dollar values,
plus some Sun Yat-sen types, etc.; among the six are three covers showing scarce Swedish “Förtullat” value declared label usages, etc.; some edge wear and tears as expected, a few stamps damaged as well, though largely
Fine to Very Fine, examine, a scarce, historical group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000

267

)
1938-49, array of late Republican era covers, comprising four covers and one front, frankings mostly
paid by a variety of Dr. Sun Yat-sen and/or Martyr issues; note two covers (1938) with scarce “Shihchuan She”
c.d.s.’s along with Siking/(Changsha) and Victoria/Hong Kong transits; one cover bearing (front and back) 22
$50,000 syss (a whopping $1,100,000 in postage); Gold Yuan overprints (one cover, one front), etc; a Hong Kong
and Registered India cover are bonuses, Fine to Very Fine or better, worth review; see them all on the web (photo on
web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
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268

268
269
271
)
1945 (Nov. 15), $10 North China Occupation overprint, used on cover from Peiping to Shanghai,
overprinted $10 Dr. Sun Yat-sen (Scott #8N116) tied by solid strike of bilingual “Peiping/Nov. 11 [year illegible]” trisected c.d.s.; reverse shows Nov. 18 1945" Shanghai receiver, Very Fine, scarce to find these issues used after the
war, especially as a single rate.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

269

)
1947-49, exceptional set of 13 covers displaying Postage Paid chops or labels, a marvelous and extensive collection exhibiting an array of these infrequently encountered handstamps; includes five Domestic Postage Paid chops, one Local Postage Paid, one Airmail Postage Paid, two Domestic Ordinary Letter chops, a
Newspaper Postage Paid label plus two Newspaper chops converted to First-Class usage for Nov. 24-28, 1948
only; items originating from Hunan (Hengyang, Changsha (the earliest used Silver Yuan DPP chop)), Hupeh
(Wuchang, used on the second day of Silver currency), Kiangsi (Nanjing, Kweilin, Ganxian (Kanhsien)), Kwangsi
(Yungning), Kwangtung (Maoming (2, including one First Day Usage), Chikan (3)) and Szechuan (Chungking),
Very Fine, inspection invited, many unusual, scarce or rare usages.
Estimate HK$ 18,000 - 22,000

270

)
1949, Kansu Province Domestic Postage Paid chops, an outstanding and remarkable collection, a
stunning, beautifully assembled and wonderfully annotated mounted collection comprising approximately 37 different items from Kansu Province on album pages; most items show choice handstamped chops, along with dated
c.d.s.’s on ample portions of envelopes, and include examples from Lungsi, Ansi, Kinta, Minhsien, Lintao, Kuyuan,
Tsingning, Haiyuan, Shantan, Siaho, Kweiteh, Lungteh, Tsinan, Kaotai, Yumen, Tsiuchuan, Wuwei, Kanku,
Changyeh, Minglo, Wuchungpao, Lanchow (including a used meter example), Tienshui, Pingliang and others,
mostly Very Fine, specialist’s delight, well worth a careful inspection, truly an outstanding holding, not easily duplicated (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 7,000 - 10,000
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271

)
1949 (Nov. 10), Szechuan, domestic rate cover, sent Taihopa to Geleshan, a crisply printed 5f on
$200,000 East Szechuan Silver Yuan Sun Yat-Sen paying the proper rate, tied by Taihopa bridge-type c.d.s. on
front of red box cover; Geleshan Nov. 13 receiver on reverse, Very Fine, a rare small town usage.
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,200

COLLECTIONS
272

)
Gold Yuan Issue covers and postal history, 1948-49, lovely group of six ca. 1948-49 Gold
Yuan-franked covers; five from Nanking to the US; includes a nice array of franking combinations, mixed issues,
and rates, etc.; couple expected usage flaws, Fine to Very Fine, all imaged on website; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

Chinese Provinces, Foreign Offices and Occupations
CHINESE PROVINCES

273

274

76

Ex 273
(H)
North East Provinces, 1946, Chinchow unauthorized surcharges, $5 on $50 on 21¢ to $20 on $200
(Chan NE32-34), fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine, a scarce set.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

274
(H)
North East Provinces, 1946, Second Peiping Central Print for Use in the Northeast, $20 olive (Chan
NE55 var. Scott 14 var), a pristine horizontal strip of three, imperforate vertically variety, without gum as issued,
Very Fine and choice, a scarce and unlisted variety.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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275

275
Ex 277
(H)a
North East Provinces, Parcel Post, 1948, Peiping Central print, with “Limited for Use in North East”
surcharge, $500,000 on $5,000,000 lilac (Chan NEP7. Scott Q1), bottom margin block of 16, a splendid, beautifully centered block in mint condition, of an issue that for decades was only listed as “used” in most major catalogues, fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine, a delightful and rare showpiece; with 2005 Experts & Consultants
Ltd. certificate. Scott $2,880 as used (HK$ 22,330).
Estimate HK$ 20,000 - 24,000

276

H
North East Provinces, attractive all-mint collection of Manchurian Local Overprints, 1945-47, neatly
assembled in a stockbook; many in blocks of four to eight, with a nice range of towns represented; fresh throughout,
Fine to Very Fine, a nice basis for further expansion, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

277

HHa Sinkiang, 1942, Thrift Movement issue, overprinted “Limited for Use in Sinkiang Province”, 8¢ to
$1 (Chan PS182-187), a lovely and rare complete set of blocks of 6, overprinted with red woodchop handstamp, all
blocks of 7, less the 50c and $1, which are blocks of 6, fresh, o.g., never hinged, generally Very Fine, a scarce group.
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000
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278

279

280

281

282

78

Ex 278
Ex 279
SHH
Sinkiang, 1923, “Limited for Use in Sinkiang Province” on Constitution “SPECIMEN” overprints
complete (Chan PS43-46. Scott 43-46), pristine mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a splendid rare set.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
(H)
Sinkiang, 1943, “Limited for Use in Sinkiang Province” on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, $30 purple and $40 carmine, horizontal pairs imperf between (Chan PS239a-240a. Scott 185-186 var), pristine mint, without gum as
issued, Very Fine, very scarce: listed but unpriced in Chan.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

280
281
(H)
Sinkiang, 1944, “Limited for Use in Sinkiang Province” on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, Paicheng engraved
printing, $30 purple, imperforate between (Chan PS239a. Scott 185 var), horizontal pair, fresh and rare, without
gum as issued, Very Fine, listed, but unpriced, in Chan.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
(H)
Sinkiang, 1944, “Limited for Use in Sinkiang Province” on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, Paicheng engraved
printing, $40 carmine, imperforate vertically (Chan PS240 var. Scott 186 var), left margin horizontal pair, without gum as issued, Very Fine, a scarce and unlisted variety.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

282
H
Sinkiang, Airmail, 1932-33, First Issue, 15¢ deep blue (Chan PSA3. Scott C3), fresh, full o.g.; trivial
pinpoint thin speck, otherwise Very Fine, scarce value; signed. Scott $2,700 (HK$ 20,930).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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283

283
284
285
H
Sinkiang, Airmail, 1942, Peking print, woodchop hand surcharge, 60¢ deep blue (Chan PSA10b),
bottom margin vertical pair, bottom stamp with double overprint variety, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, striking and
scarce.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

284

H
Sinkiang, Airmail, 1942, wood chop hand stamp on Hong Kong print, 30¢ red, double overprint
(Chan PSA16c), vertical strip of 3, with the middle stamp the double overprint variety, fresh, o.g., Very Fine, a striking and scarce variety, Ex-Lin Song.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

285

)
Sinkiang, 1916 (Sept. 1), registered official cover from Tolufan to Tihwa, a gargantuan native
pre-printed cover, originally containing two items; dated in manuscript 5th Year, 9th Month, Number 1 (Sept. 1,
1916), and sent from Tolufan (Turfan) to Tihwa; franked by horizontal pair of 4c Sinkiang overprints (Scott #5) tied
by one of two Tihwafu (Urumtsi) Sept. 2 receivers; reverse bears an indistinct dater over a fancy blue printing; edge
wear and a small tear at top left as to be expected on an envelope of this size, Very Fine, a scarce and attractive
usage.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
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286

287

288

80

286
Ex 287
)
Sinkiang, 1918 (Oct. 6), official cover bearing perfined adhesives, sent Tolufan to Tihwa, a stunning
cover, pre-printed and bearing a large (80 mm square) red seal chop; franked by 3¢ (damaged lower right corner),
4¢ and 10¢ Sinkiang-overprinted Junks (Scott #4, 5, 10), each with intricate perforated initials, and each tied by
Tihwafu (Urumtsi) Oct. 6(?) c.d.s., with a fourth strike at center over seal; front also bears a Turfan Oct. 6 dater; reverse with all-over blue printing design, two additional strikes of the red seal (sealing the ends) plus a black
handstamp of the sender’s name; minor edge wear and folds (away from stamps and markings), as is to be expected, Very Fine, a beautiful cover, with uncommon perfined stamps.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
Ha
Yunnan, 1932-34, Dr Sun Yat-sen “For Use in Yunnan Province” Peking overprints, 2¢ to $5 (Chan
Y43-51. Scott 36-44), plate blocks of 6, in 2 x 3 format, o.g.; some gum toning, etc., Fine to Very Fine, a scarce set of
multiples. Scott $3,225 (HK$ 25,000).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 7,000

Ex 288
m
Chinese Offices in Tibet, 1911, the set complete, less the 6a on 30c and 1R on $1 values (Chan T1-7,
T9, T11. Scott 1-7, 9, 11), generally fresh, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,595 (HK$ 20,120).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
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FOREIGN OFFICES
289

290

291

H/m
French Offices in Kwangchowan, 1894-1939, attractive collection, several, in fact, with
Kwangchowan predominating; presented hinged on various album pages, with duplication (and some parallel)
throughout; includes Kwangchwan mint Scott #14 (2), 16, 34, etc.; Offices in China presented on a single side of a
Hagnar stockpage, most neatly cancelled, but including mint Scott #17; generally fresh and sound overall, Fine to
Very Fine with better, inspection invited; imaged in full online (photo on web site). Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,200

290
)
Indian Offices in China, 1901 (Apr. 20), 5¢ “B.R.A.” overprint on ½¢ brown Coiling Dragon, cover
sent from Tientsin to Tongku, 5¢ on ½¢ stamp tied by appropriate violet cancel, with cover additionally franked by
hole-punched gutter pair of 3p India “C.E.F.” overprinted issues, tied by F.P.O. No. 4 origin c.d.s.’s; reverse notes
“F.P.O. No. 4/20 AP./01" marking, fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

291
)
Indian Offices in China, China Expeditionary Force, 1901 (July 10), cover sent to Newchwang via
Chefoo, envelope, addressed to “Captain S. Napier/Niuchwang”, franked by “C.E.F.”-overprinted 1a India stamp,
tied both by parallel pen strokes and by “F.P.O. No. 4/10 IY/01" dater; reverse bears bilingual Chefoo 13 May transit
and 14 May Newchwang receiver (plus additional, indistinct, dater), Very Fine, a nice Boxer Rebellion item.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600
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292

293

294

295

82

292
293
)
Russian Offices in China, Lovely picture post card, unsent, tinted photo, apparently of a scene in Japan, captioned “Le marchand de légumes” on bilingual brown UPU postal card back, with “Foreign/4cens/Jnland/1½cens” inscription; front bears a 10k blue Russian Offices in China Coat-of-Arms issue
overprinted in red, tied to card by poorly struck c.d.s., Fine to Very Fine, a very colorful and pretty card.
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000
)
Russian Offices in China, 1903 (May 2), picture postcard sent from Port Arthur to Beek, Netherlands, franked by a horizontal pair of Russian 2k green Coats-of-Arms, tied by one of two Field Post #13 c.d.s.’s;
sent during the Russian occupation of Port Arthur, the reverse of the card—produced by Port Arthur’s New District
newspaper—shows two reduced photos, one captioned “Idols”, the other “Chinese Kumirnya” [“Chinese Idols”,
showing what appears to be a temple]; front with routing instructions in violet pencil “Hollande par Moscou” (with
Holland repeated in Cyrillic below) at top left with Beek 4 JUN 03 receiver; slight edge wear and a diagonal crease at
lower left, Fine to Very Fine, a neat “Greetings from Port Arthur” card.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

294
295
)
Russian Offices in China, 1905 (Aug. 22), two-country franking on picture post card, sent Shanghai
to Berlin, the card, printed in England, picturing “Hong Kong—Chinese Fishing Junk”, and franked by a Russian Offices 2k green Coat-of-Arms tied by Cyrillic-script Shanghai 22.8.05; additionally franked by two 3pf and 5pf
“CHINA”-overprinted Germanias, each tied by “Schanghai/4 9/05/Deutsche Post” c.d.s.’s; 7 Oct receiver at lower
left, an absolutely pristine card, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600
)
Russian Offices in China, 1908 (Nov. 26), 20k Forerunner entire, used Peking to Amsterdam, the
Coat-of-Arms indicia cancelled by one of two Cyrillic bridge-style daters for Peking; “via Sibérie” routing instruction
at top left, “Imprimés” (“Printed Matter”) at center left; sent unsealed, with back showing Amsterdam receiver dated
26 (28?) 12, with partial oval “A .38" mark alongside, Very Fine, a pretty cover.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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296

296
())
Russian Offices in China, 1918 (May 15), money letter cover front from Kashgar, a lovely Russian
franking, consisting of a vertical block of ten 25k plus 70k and 3R50 singles from the Coat-of-Arms series, all tied by
solid strikes of bridge-type “Kashgar Kit. Vlad.” [Kashgar Chinese Possession] c.d.s.’s dated 15.5.18; additional
straightline handstamp in violet above the stamps reading Kashgar “_4 ‘6 *”“, Very Fine, a scarce example.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
Due to the Russian Revolution of 1917 and Civil War from 1918 on, Chinese merchants worried for the safety of
their wealth, and sent money to their parent companies in Tientsin in the form of Money Letters. Each contained
500 Rubles, the highest amount permitted.

297

297 - back
297 - front
)
U.S. Offices in China, 1877 (Feb. 11), cover from Kiukiang to Paddy’s Run, Ohio, lovely and attractive
yellow cover sent “via San Francisco”, with reverse showing bold strike of red “Customs/FEB 11/77/Kiukiang” chop,
along with red “Customs/FEB 14/77/Shanghai” transit; front shows 10¢ US Bank Note added and cancelled by cork
killer, along with “U.S. Postal Agency/FEB 15/PAID ALL” handstamp applied at Shanghai, along with “San Francisco/MAR 20/Cal” receiver, Very Fine, a scarce pre-paid cover.
Estimate HK$ 15,000 - 20,000
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298

299

84

298 - front
298 - back
)
U.S. Offices in China, 1887 (Feb. 7), splendid, neat cover from Havilah, California, to the French
Concession at Shanghai, a lovely cover bearing a US 5¢ brown Garfield issue tied by light cork cancel, with matching “Havilah/Feb/7/1887/Cal” origin c.d.s.; front also notes boldly in red, “This was not delivered until after the Jap
mail had been sent off”; reverse shows superb strike of violet “U.S. Postal Agency/15 MAR. 87/Shanghai” receiver,
along with San Francisco FEB 8 transit, Very Fine, a beauty.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

299 - front
299 - back
)
U.S. Offices in China, 1890 (Aug. 25), combination Small Dragon cover, sent Peking to New York,
fresh, neat and attractive cover, franked on the front by a US 5¢ blue James Garfield large Bank Note issue,
cancelled by customary cork killer; reverse shows a simply superb, right margin example of the 3ca lilac smooth perf
Small Dragon, tied by bold blue Peking seal cancel with matching “I.G. of Customs/AUG 25/90/Peking” origin c.d.s.
adjacent; reverse also shows violet “Tientsin/AUG 28/90/Customs” and black “Shanghai/SEP 1/90/Customs” transits, a San Francisco SEP 30 “PAID ALL” and New York OCT 5 arrival c.d.s.; front additionally shows violet oval
“U.S. Postal Agency/5 SEP. 90/Shanghai” handstamp; minor and trivial opening tear at top, Very Fine, a beautiful
and scarce combination.
Estimate HK$ 15,000 - 20,000
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300

300
)
U.S. Offices in China, 1890 (Dec. 5), cover sent Shanghai to Grand Rapids, Michigan, fresh, neat and
clean cover franked by US 5¢ blue Garfield large Bank Note issue, tied by neat cork cancel, with front additionally
showing bold violet “U.S. Postal Agency/5 DEC. 90/Shanghai” oval handstamp; reverse shows two San Francisco
DEC 31 “PAID ALL” arrivals, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

JAPANESE OCCUPATIONS
301

302

303

H
Japanese Occupation of China, Nice, virtually all-mint selection, clean and useful assortment of
mostly better sets and singles on Scott-identified black cards, including mint Scott #2N8a, 2N57, 2N60, 2N74,
2N83-2N93; 3N1a-3N4, 3N3a, 3N32a, 3N37a, 3N47, 3N55-3N57, 3M58-3M61; 4N4; 5N1, 5M1a, 5N2, 5N5, 5N7a,
5N60-5N63; 6N18, 6N60, 6N61-6N64, 6N65-6N69; 7N1-7N3a, 7N7a, 7N54-7N57, 7N58-7N61; 8N67,
8N113-8N118; 9N72, and others, Fine to Very Fine or better, considerable aggregate catalogue value; examine
(photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,500

Ex 302
H
Japanese Occupation of Hopei, 1941, ½¢ to $20 unissued complete set (Chan JNU18-34), fresh, attractive set of 17, o.g., generally Very Fine, a scarce complete set.
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000
HHa Japanese Occupation of Hopei, 1941, selection of 25 issues (Scott 4N1//4N62), each as a block of
four; some identified by the owner, some not; most unwatermarked; vibrant colors, crisp overprints and generally
fresh and sound throughout, o.g., never hinged; 2½¢ block (#4N7a) with lightly disturbed original gum, Very Fine,
see them all online (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
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304

H/m
Manchukuo, parallel and complete collection, 1932-41, a remarkable accomplishment, a compilation of
every single (major number) Manchukuo stamp, both mint and used—including the always-missing key Scott #30
(15f rose on granite paper); mint collection mounted on pages, with commemorative issues present as both singles
and blocks of four, along with #39a (1½f booklet pane of six), Airmails, an “Officially Sealed” label in red, imprint
blocks of four of #138-139, etc.; used singles are hinged to page, again including #30, plus numerous First Day cancels on singles, blocks of four or on cover, Very Fine, an amazing collection (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

305

H/m
Manchukuo, mint and used collection, 1932-41, a couple hundred stamps in a Kek stockbook; mostly
used, though some mint interspersed; note several issues in small, useful quantities; several blocks (both mint and
used), some MLOs, plus a cover and cover front; includes a photocopy of Kerr’s Local Overprinted Stamps of Manchuria, Fine to Very Fine with better, a nice basic holding; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

Taiwan
PROVINCIAL ISSUES

86

306

306
P
1888, Horse and Dragon, 20 cash olive gray trial color proof (Chan F15), a splendid medium/thin paper narrow margin Trial Color Proof, 35 x 35 mm; pristine, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine and choice, a
beauty.
Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000

307

Ex 307
(H)
1949-50, surcharges on N.E. Provinces, 2¢-50¢ complete (Scott 91-96), includes both color surcharges of the 5¢ on $44, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $620 (HK$ 4,810).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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308

H/m/) 1945, delightfully detailed overprints on Japanese issues collection, neatly arranged in a binder in
sheet holders, comprising singles, blocks and full sheets (all mint), plus several covers exhibiting these issues’ usages; the complete 3s to 10y set is present as singles (2) plus panes of 100; a second full sheet of the 3s is included, one showing the overprints misplaced, the other printed on very thick buff paper; there are a range of
multiples, the 3s to 5y in 48 multiples showing various plate varieties (all literally pointed out by arrocators), the 10y
in two multiples, one being a block of 12; errors include overprints double on 3s and 5s, overprints misplaced 3s and
5s (each a block of four), basic stamps with double impressions (10s, 30s (2, plus block of nine)), and a 10y block of
four showing the overprint inverted; the second overprinting is represented by the 5s (overprint misplaced) and
10s (8, including three inverted and four double overprints) values; the collection is rounded out by the Japanese issue without overprints (one complete set of nine, plus an additional copy each of the 3s, 5s and 10s values), Very
Fine, one to thrill the specialist; imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 180,000 - 200,000

ISSUES FROM 1950

309

310

Ex 309
(H)
1950, Flying Geese complete (Scott 1007-1011), fresh, without gum as issued; $1 low value with nibbed
lower left corner perforation, otherwise Very Fine, an attractive set.
Scott $12,090 (HK$ 93,720).
Estimate HK$ 25,000 - 35,000
m
1950, Flying Geese complete (Scott 1007-1011), on two stockpages, the First Issue complete, the $1
through $10 values duplicated; the lot consists of 33 copies of the $1 (Scott #1007): 17 singles plus eight pairs; $2
(#1008): 14 total, six singles plus four pairs; $5 (#1009): 17 total, three singles plus seven pairs; $10 (#1010): 6 total
(three pairs); plus a single $20; pairs are both horizontal and vertical, making them useful for plating; most fresh and
vibrant, though a few discolored, a few slightly curled from past hinging (should be soakable to flatten), a couple with
a rounded corner, but all a difficult set, Very Fine overall, imaged in full online; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Scott $5,653 (HK$ 43,820).
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 14,000
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311

312

313

88

311
H
1951 (May), U.P.U. Presentation Book, soft silk-covered booklet in excellent condition, containing a nice
range of better premium sets of the era, such as Scott #1012-1024, 1037-1040, 1041 (toned by mounting glue) and
C64, and highlighted by a lovely set of the ever-popular first Flying Geese issue, Fine to Very Fine, a scarce book.
Estimate HK$ 40,000 - 50,000

Ex 312
Ex 313
(H)
1950, Koxinga complete (Scott 1012-1024), fresh mint, without gum as issued, Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $564 (HK$ 4,370).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
(H)
1950, surcharges on Dr. Sun Yat-sen & Plum Blossoms, 3¢-50¢ complete (Scott 1025-1036), fresh
and well-centered, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $507 (HK$ 3,930).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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314

315

316

317

Ex 314
315
(H)
1951, Self-Government, perforated & imperforate sets complete (Scott 1037-1040, 1037-1040 var),
all fresh; the imperforate set top margin singles, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $572 (HK$ 4,430).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
(H)
1951, Self-Government souvenir sheet (Scott 1041), pristine, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $475 (HK$ 3,680).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

316
317
(H)
1951, Self-Government souvenir sheet (Scott 1041), fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $475 (HK$ 3,680).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
(H)
1951, Self-Government souvenir sheet (Scott 1041), without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $475 (HK$ 3,680).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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318

319

320

321

90

318
319
(H)
1951, Self-Government souvenir sheet (Scott 1041), a lovely, fresh example on stark white paper, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $475 (HK$ 3,680).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
(H)
1951, Self-Government souvenir sheet (Scott 1041), fresh on nice white paper, without gum as issued,
Very Fine.
Scott $475 (HK$ 3,680).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

Ex 320
(H)
1952, Silver Yuan surcharges on Flying Geese, $5-$50 complete (Scott 1042-1045), wonderfully
fresh on stark white paper, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $2,345 (HK$ 18,180).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
m
1951-52, Flying Geese, selection of Second and Third Overprints (Scott 1042-1044, 1061-1062), a
pleasing gaggle, each incredibly fresh and bright, and offering a world of opportunity to the specialist or dealer; Second Series comprises #1042 (21 total: 14 singles, two pairs plus a strip of three), #1043 (32 total: 12 singles, three
pairs, plus a block of six and a block of eight), and #1044 (8 total: four singles plus two pairs), while the Third Series
presents #1061 (18 total: 10 singles plus four pairs) and #1062 (5 singles); multiples useful for plating (or exhibiting),
while many—multiples and singles alike—show large parts of various cancels; a few wrinkled or with a blunted corner, but overall a great holding and one that’s tough to come by, Very Fine on the whole, definitely worth a gander
(photo on web site).
Scott $1,649 as singles (HK$ 12,780).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
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322

323

324

325

326

Ex 322
Ex 323
(H)
1952, Land Tax Reduction, perforated and imperforate sets complete (Scott 1046-1051, 1046-1051
vars), fresh, clean sets, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $1,455 (HK$ 11,280).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
(H)
1952, Land Tax Reduction, perforated and imperforate, complete (Scott 1046-1051 vars), fresh mint,
without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 324
Ex 325
(H)
1952, Pres. Chiang Kai-shek 2nd Anniversary of Re-election, perforated & imperforate sets complete (Scott 1052-1056, 1052-1056 var), fresh mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $1,109 (HK$ 8,600).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
(H)
1953, Pres. Chiang Kai-shek 3rd Anniversary of Re-election, perforated and imperforate sets complete (Scott 1064-1069, 1064-1069 var), Post Office fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $1,435 (HK$ 11,120).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

Ex 326
(H)a
1953, Anti-Tuberculosis Association complete (Scott 1073-1076), blocks of 4, fresh, without gum as
issued; couple minor thumbnail wrinkles, otherwise Very Fine.
Scott $972 (HK$ 7,540).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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327

328

92

Ex 327
328
(H)
1953, Pres. Chiang Kai-shek 67th Birthday complete (Scott 1077-1091), fresh, without gum as issued;
40¢ low value with a few nibbed perforations at left, Very Fine.
Scott $563 (HK$ 4,360).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
(H)
1953, Pres. Chiang Kai-shek 67th Birthday souvenir folder (Scott 1091a), a lovely quality, exceptionally clean example, fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

329

Ex 329
(H)
1954, Silo Bridge complete (Scott 1092-1095), pristine mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $370 (HK$ 2,870).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

330

Ex 330
Ex 331
(H)a
1954, Silo Bridge complete (Scott 1092-1095), blocks of 4, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $1,480 (HK$ 11,470).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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331

332

333

334

335

(H)a
1954, Silo Bridge complete (Scott 1092-1095), bottom margin imprint blocks of 4, a wonderfully fresh
set, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $1,480+ (HK$ 11,470).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 332
Ex 333
)
1954, Silo Bridge complete, group of four First Day Covers (Scott 1092-1095), addressed to various
locations, each cacheted and bearing the complete set; two covers, two picture post cards, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
(H)a
1954, Silo Bridge, 40¢ vermilion and $1.60 blue issues (Scott 1092-1093), 2 blocks of 4 of each value,
with both $1.60 values margin blocks with imprints, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $960+ (HK$ 7,440).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

Ex 334
335
(H)
1954-60, selection of three premium miniature sheets (Scott 1095a, 1114a, 1257a), lovely quality trio,
comprising the Silo Bridge sheet which has been removed from the folder (no cover included), the 1955 President
Chiang re-election sheet with tab, plus a Cross-Island Highway sheet, all without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $2,400 (HK$ 18,600).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
(H)
1954, Silo Bridge souvenir folder (Scott 1095a), fresh, nice quality booklet, without gum as issued, Very
Fine.
Scott $1,750 (HK$ 13,570).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
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336

337

338

339

94

336
(H)
1955, Armed Forces Day souvenir sheet (Scott 1117a), pristine mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $700 (HK$ 5,430).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

337
Ex 338
1955, Armed Forces Day souvenir sheet (Scott 1117a), Post Office fresh, without gum as issued, Very

(H)
Fine.
Scott $700 (HK$ 5,430).

Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

(H)
1955, group of miniature sheets with tabs (Scott 1114a, 1117a, 1126a), all fresh, without gum as issued (small hinge remnants); #1126a with trivial thumbnail wrinkle in tab only, Very Fine.
Scott $1,270 (HK$ 9,840).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

339
(H)
1955, Pres. Chiang Kai-shek 1st Anniversary of 2nd Re-election souvenir sheet (Scott 1114a), clean
and with tab attached, without gum as issued; folded vertically and horizontally bisecting gutters between stamps,
otherwise Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $350 (HK$ 2,710).
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000
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340

340
(H)
1960, $2 Eisenhower Visit to Taiwan, overprint inverted (Scott 1258a), Post Office fresh, without gum
as issued, Very Fine and choice, a wonderful example of this rare variety.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

341

Ex 341
Ex 345
HHa 1960, Palace Museum Paintings (1st series) complete (Scott 1261-1264), pristine blocks of 9, o.g.,
never hinged; a few items lightly folded, Very Fine.
Scott $385 (HK$ 2,980).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

342

HHa 1960, Palace Museum Paintings (1st series) complete (Scott 1261-1264), blocks of 12 of each, fresh,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Scott $513 (HK$ 3,980).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

343

HH
1960, Reforestation souvenir sheet (Scott 1269a), 70 sheets, pristine, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Scott $2,030 (HK$ 15,740).
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,000

344

HH
1960, Forestry Congress miniature sheet (Scott 1269a), 25 pristine, immaculate examples, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Scott $725 (HK$ 5,620).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

345

HH
1962, Palace Museum Paintings (2nd series) complete (Scott 1355-1358), two pristine sets, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, choice.
Scott $900 (HK$ 6,980).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
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346

Ex 346
HHa 1966, Palace Museum Paintings (3rd series) complete (Scott 1479-1482), a pristine set of matched
upper right corner margin blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $556 (HK$ 4,310).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

COLLECTIONS

96

347

HH/H/mTempting collection, 1945-89, neatly arrayed in slipcased Palo hingeless albums, an essentially complete, overwhelmingly mint collection; begins with a solid group of 1945-50 Republican Province issues (including
Japanese Occupations), and continues with ROC issues from the Koxinga set (complete) on; we note Sun Yat-sen
surcharges, the 1955 Chiang Kai-shek sheet with tab, Solo Bridge singles (the two low values used); souvenir
sheets for the Sports, Forest Conservation, Postal System Anniversary, Cross-Island Highway and Forestry Congress issues; all series of the Ancient Art Treasures issues, Presidential Mansion varieties, 1962 Emperors, 1964
Fruits, 1965 Chinese Opera Masks, plus later Scrolls issues, etc., etc., etc.; fresh, clean and bright throughout, Very
Fine overall, completion is within reach; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 25,000 - 30,000

348

Ha
Phenomenal stock selection, 1967-77, a plethora of issues for the period, plus the odd item earlier or
later, in multiples ranging from eight to 462(!); housed in a bulging sheet file book, items are present as singles,
pairs, blocks, part-sheets and full sheets, nearly all gathered by issue and ready for the collector or dealer; much
material with margin inscriptions and imprints, all fresh and clean; highlights include Scott #1284-1289 (4), 1553
(50), 1560a (16), 1561-1562 (8), 1566 (77), 1611a (43), 1612-1614 (43), 1624-1627 (18), 1663a (10), 1664-1665
(8), 1776-1779 (13), 1810-1811 (10, with two-column gutter between eight), 1856 & 1861-1863 (42), 1860a (38),
1926-1929 (40, #1926 as strips), 1942-1945 (8), 2701 (10), and much, much more; incredible catalogue value waiting to be sorted for sale; many popular sets and topics; be sure to inspect, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 20,000 - 24,000

349

HHa A tumult of blocks, a breathtaking array of issues from two decades-plus (late 1950s to 1970s), nearly all
in blocks of four or greater; a few sets of singles noted, but blocks predominate; most appear to be marginal, with
many (perhaps half?) carrying one imprint or another—Taiwan’s own, De La Rue, Courvoisier, etc.; we note popular
issues such as Scott #1218-1227, 1321-1322 (complete sheets, folded), 1776-1783, 1926-1929, 2030-32 (inscription blocks of six), multiple Scrolls and Paintings sets (no Emperors), plus excellent Topical material including
horses (both sheet stamps and souvenir sheets), dogs, US-Taiwan relations, art, etc., etc., etc.; we also note a bit of
Hong Kong, some Republican China (including Provinces), even some overprinted Small Dragons, a handful of
MLOs, etc., o.g., never hinged, Very Fine overall, a jumble, perhaps, but well worth the time to sort through;
inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 16,000 - 20,000
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350

HH/H/mExtensive, overwhelmingly mint collection to the mid-1990s, clean and substantial collection housed
in a Scott Specialty album; strongest in coverage from the mid-1950s on, including Scott #1097, 1100-1101,
1102-1104, 1126a (not 1126ab), 1135-1136, 1183-1192, 1261-1264, 1290-1307, 1323-1326, and virtually complete mint from the mid-1960s on, with #1386-1389*, 1414-1417, 1450-1451, 1471-1474, 1479-1482, 1526-1531,
1556-1562, 1588-1589, and long runs of mint sets and souvenir sheets from there; wonderfully fresh from start to
finish, Fine to Very Fine or better, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000

351

HH/H Wonderful, clean and valuable selection, an excellent, high-quality mint selection nearly exclusively of
better items, such as Scott #1073-1076, 1098-1099, 1261-1264 (2), 1290-1295 (blocks of four), 1286-1301 (three
sets of blocks of four), 1302-1307 (4), 1370-1377 (blocks of four), 1355-1358 (3), 1414, 1471-1474 (3), 1588-1589,
and lots more; fresh with original gum throughout, mostly all never hinged, Very Fine, inspection invited (photo on
web site).
Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000

352

)
Postal History extravaganza, many hundreds of covers, some organized, some a jumble; many are First
Day Covers from the late 1950s and 1960s, but we also note commercial covers, commemorative cancels on postal
cards, New Issue announcements and presentation folders (the latter with the set First Day cancelled), along with
some used stamps in useful quantities, etc., Fine to Very Fine or better throughout, a boon for the postal historian
and cancels collector, and solid material for the dealer; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 14,000

353

HH/H Wonderful all-mint selection, excellent, clean and valuable mostly all never hinged selection of mostly
better sets and singles, many in light quantities, including Scott #1037-1040 (imperforate top margin singles),
1052-1055, 1114a and 1126a (each with tabs), 1261-1264 (five sets, including corner margin blocks of four),
1290-1307, 1355-1358 (three never hinged sets), 1471-1474 (two never hinged sets), 1556-1562 (ten sets in
strips), 1588-1589, and lots more, generally Very Fine, lovely, clean lot, well worth inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 9,000

354

H
Excellent, nearly all-mint accumulation, a useful and clean group on Scott album pages, counterbook
pages, etc., including a wealth of premium material such as Scott #1073-1076, 1091a (scuffed back cover),
1096-1097, 1098-1099, 1100-1101, 1102-1104, 1109-1110, 1121-1123 imprint blocks of ten, 1124-1126,
1135-1136, 1143-1148, 1196-1199, 1257a, 1355-1358 (never hinged), 1479-1482, B14-B16, J120-J121,
J122-J126, some Taiwan Province issues, and more; lots of goodies throughout, Fine to Very Fine or better, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

China (People’s Republic)
LIBERATED AREAS

355

Ex 355
H
Central China, 1949, $500 (Registered) to $40000 (Domestic) Wan-An “People’s Post” overprints
(Yang LCC56-59), fresh mint, Very Fine, a scarce Locals set.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
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356

357

Ex 356
357
(H)a
Central China, 1949, “Hupeh People’s Posts” & “Chung-Chow Currency” hand surcharge on Revenue issue, $50 on 5¢ red (Yang LCC14), bottom left corner margin block of 6, with five sharply struck
handstamps (bottom center light), without gum as issued; light toning and discoloration from handstamp ink, diagonal crease lower left affecting corner of position 4 stamp, still Very Fine centering, a tough multiple especially as a
position piece.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
)
Central China, 1949 (Nov 29), Hankow, Hubei Province, locally used cover, clean and neat small
cover, franked by pair of $10 blue green Farmer, Soldier and Worker issue (Scott #6L37), along with $70 Hankow
River Customs Building in a vertical strip of three plus a single (Scott #6L57), tied by origin c.d.s.’s; addressed from
one Middle School to another, Very Fine, attractive cover.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

East China

358

359

98

Ex 358
(H)
East China, 1947, First Shandong Post printing, $5 on 50¢ brown, black and blue surcharges (Yang
EC90-91), fresh with good margins, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

Ex 359
(H)
East China, 1947-49, Shandong Bohai Post, Chairman Mao, $100 on $10 to $500 on $5 surcharges
(Yang EC188a-190), a pretty, crisply clean trio, the $100 on $10 orange surcharge inverted on a top margin single,
without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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360

Ex 360
361
362
H/m
East China, 1942, Su-Chung First “Unit Issue” without value indicated, red set (Yang EC255-257),
service indicated by black handstamp; “Ordinary” on the Junk, “Confidential” on the Torch, and “Express” on the pigeon; one set of all three mint, plus a used “Express” example, cancelled by red circular handstamp at right, Fine to
Very Fine, an uncommon quartet.
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

361

(H)
East China, 1943, Hwai Nan machine resurcharge on First Issue, $1 on 20c black on blue Pigeon
(Yang EC220), exceptionally well-margined single; crisp printing on clean paper, without gum as issued, Very
Fine+, a difficult stamp, especially in this quality.
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

362

(H)
East China, 1942, Central Kiangsu Area, Su-Chung First “Unit” Issue, “Express” on deep green
(Yang EC254), a nicely centered example with good color, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

363

364

365

363
m
East China, 1943, Hwai Nan machine re-surcharge on First Issue, $1 on 30¢ Junk (Yang EC221), the
new surcharge indicating the new denomination; four ample margins, with red circular cancel at right, Very Fine, a
scarce and valuable stamp.
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 14,000

364
365
(H)
East China, 1942, Shandong, 2nd War Time Post, Hand With Torch, 5¢ blue, type C (Yang EC8c), a
beautiful bottom right margin example in light blue, with sharp impression and well-balanced margins, without gum
as issued; faint horizontal crease above value tablets mentioned for accuracy, Very Fine, a pretty stamp.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
m
East China, 1944, Shandong Wartime Post Chairman Mao issue, 2nd print, 10¢ yellow green (Yang
EC24), used, with “Hopeh/1946.6.3/Linchen” dotted-rim c.d.s., Fine.
Estimate HK$ 600 - 800
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366

367

368

369

370

371

100

366
367
(H)
East China, 1945, Shandong, Communist Party Congress, 5¢ green (Yang EC61), a lovely example
with crisp printing on fresher-than-usual paper and huge margins all around, without gum as issued; plate flaw to left
of Mao’s chin, still nearly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600
m
East China, 1945-49, “Temporarily Used For” overprint & surcharge on Shantung Wartime Post
Chu Teh issue, imperf, $1 on 5¢ blue (red) (Yang EC67), well-printed design, fully visible behind “Shantung/1949.8.6/Penglai” c.d.s., large margins all around, Fine.
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000

368
369
m
East China, 1945, Victory of National War Against Japanese Aggression issue, $1 orange yellow,
imperforate (Yang EC76a), clearly printed on fresh paper, the stamp’s color nicely complemented by the violet partial c.d.s. at bottom, Fine to Very Fine, scarce.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
m
East China, 1946, Shandong Bohai Post, Zhu De, $1 green (Yang EC80), with a light, largely face-free
cancel, Fine to Very Fine, a key East China stamp, difficult to find.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 6,000

370
Ex 371
H/m
East China, 1947, Shandong Bohai Post, Zhu De, $10 (round “0") blue (Yang EC180), two stamps,
one mint, one used; both exceptionally clean and framed by gargantuan margins (the mint stamp a bottom margin
single); what appears as a black line on Chu’s left shoulder is a bit of wood fiber showing through from the back, without gum as issued, Very Fine+, a pretty duo.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
(H)
East China, 1944, Central Jiangsu Area, 4th Su-Chung “Unit” issue, no value indicated complete
(Yang EC267-269), a lovely set, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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372

373

374

Ex 372
373
(H)
East China, 1949, Feng-Tai hand-surcharge with “Postage Paid” on Revenue stamps complete
(Yang ECL40-43), with services “Ordinary”, “Express”, “Registered” and “Double Registered” indicated on the
$1000, $500, $3000 and $20 values respectively; each basic stamp fresh, clean and sound, and all bear a solid
strike of the surcharge, without gum as issued, Very Fine, an uncommon set.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
m
East China, 1949, West Anhui Su-Kia-Fow hand-surcharge, 5¢ on 10¢ Gold on $70 Dr. Sun Yat-sen
violet gray (Yang ECL14), surcharges reading “West Anhui Liberation Area” in upper and lower tablets, “Changed
to Silver Yuan 5c” across middle; a well-centered example, with the lightest of violet cancels at bottom left; one
pulled perforation at top right of little consequence, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

Ex 374
Ex 375
(H)
East China, Parcel Post stamps, 1949, surcharged “East China Posts” on Silver Yuan Flying
Geese, complete (Yang ECP7-10), two mint sets of four, $5000 on 10¢ blue to $50,000 on $5 red; one each $5000
and $20,000 top margin singles, all fresh, clean and sound with incredibly bright colors, without gum as issued, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

375

H/m
East China, Parcel Post stamps, 1949, first 3 issues complete (Yang ECP1-14), all vibrantly colored
on crisp white paper; Yang #ECP1-6 (on green Flying Geese) used, with #ECP7-10 and ECP11-14 mint, without
gum as issued, Very Fine, a lovely set.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

376

H/m
East China, 1946-49, enticing collection, with all items either mounted on album pages or neatly arranged on black cards or stockbook pages; mostly mint, and including imperforate 1946 Mao issue, Yang
#EC356-366 as singles plus $5 brown in block of four with double horizontal perforations, block of 16 with vertical
perforations out of alignment, and block of 18 with double vertical perforations; #EC400-405 as singles (two values
with imprints) plus several misplaced overprints or tinted paper varieties; #EC419-427 as three complete sets of singles, plus double perforation varieties on the $3 and $5 values; #EC428-435 as singles and blocks of four;
#EC436-449 as blocks of four, with varieties, etc.; most fresh and clean, Very Fine overall, inspection invited (photo
on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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377

378

379

380

381

102

Ex 377
378
(H)
North China, 1947, Shanxi-Chahar-Hebei Border Area, vertical hand surcharges on small Victory
issue complete (Yang NC56-60), fresh mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
(H)
North China, 1948, Ki Tung (East Hebei) Area, Military Post Office surcharge on large Victory issue,
$100 on $8 deep blue (Yang NC91), bearing an immaculate strike of the three-line handstamp, the basic stamp itself as close to perfect as they come, without gum as issued; small spot of yellow discoloration (heavier from the
back) in lower text tablet hardly detracts, Very Fine, a real beauty.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

379
380
(H)
North China, 1946-47, Shanxi-Hebei-Shandong-Henan Border Area, large character narrow space
surcharge on Bird on Globe, $20 on 10 ($1) green (Yang NC219), a pristine top margin example, without gum as
issued, Extremely Fine and choice, a gem.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
(H)
North China, 1946-47, Shanxi-Hebei-Shandong-Henan Border Area, small character surcharge on
Bird on Globe, $20 on 10 ($1) green (Yang NC223), wonderfully fresh with wide, even margins, without gum as issued, Very Fine+.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

381
(H)
North China, 1946-47, Shanxi-Hebei-Shandong-Henan Border Area, small character surcharge on
Bird on Globe, $20 on 20 ($2) red (Yang NC224), wonderfully fresh with huge margins, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine and choice.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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382

382
383
385
)
North China, ca. 1947, cover from Chihsien, Hopei Province, to Tientsin, franked by a top margin single $10 on 5 [50¢] Bird-on-Globe surcharge (Yang #NC216), tied by unusual, light double-circle datestamp, Very
Fine, a fresh, neat cover.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

383

)
North China, 1949-50, pair of covers, one a 1949 (July 25) North China cover franked by $120 olive
green 28th Anniversary of Chinese Communist Party (Scott #NC386) tied by Changyuan bilingual dater, with Acknowledgement of Receipt slip dated Aug. 7 at Shanxi on reverse; the other a North East China cover bearing a First
Print $2500 yellow Tien An Men (#NE166) tied by indistinct 50.7.12 comb dater, with dotted-rim bilingual 19.7.1950
Wuchang dater on front and same-day solid-rim Hankow bridge cancel on reverse; both showing usage and opening wear, the $2500 stamp torn on opening, Fine to Very Fine, still a difficult pair of covers from the early years of the
PRC.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,500

384

H/m
North China, 1945-49, nifty compilation, neatly arranged on stockpages, nearly all regular issues mint
(Locals and Parcel Posts mostly used), with all items identified by Yang number; includes Large and Small Victory
issues complete, perforated Mao issue (Yang #68-75) complete, numerous overprints and surcharges, etc., plus
used Locals #LNC6 and LNC7 and Parcel Posts #NCP6-9 and NCP17-26; virtually all fresh and sound, Very Fine,
inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

385

)
North East China, 1946 (May 20 & May 25), pair of Pamianchang Print covers from Tsitsihar to
Shandong Province (Yang NE320-321), lovely and clean, one a $1 yellow green single tied by neat Japanese-style 20.5.35 c.d.s., with the second cover franked by a pair of the 50c yellow tied by Japanese-style 25.5.35
dater, Fine to Very Fine+, an attractive and fresh pair.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 3,000
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386

387

388

104

(H)
North East China, 1946-51, lovely mint collection, neatly presented on five Hagnar pages, spanning
the area’s regular issue sets; includes popular sets such as Yang #NE5-8, NE44-50, NE60-63 (the $10 a bottom
margin imprint single), NE93-95, etc.; a few spots of toning as to be expected, but most items remarkably fresh,
without gum as issued, Very Fine overall, inspection invited; imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

387
H/m
North West China, 1949, Sinkiang “People’s Post” surcharges on Republican issues complete
(Yang NW95-98), two sets, one mint, the other used; both sets exceptionally clean, with the cancels light and unobtrusive on the used, Very Fine, worth a look.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

388
(H)
North West China, Revenue, 1945, Yili-Tacheng-Artai Area “BTP”, $5 blue on gray blue, with ragged
edge at left, cut otherwise with a massive bottom margin (making this a lower left corner single?); lightly printed but
legible, Very Fine, a pretty example; with 2003 Experts & Consultants Ltd. certificate.
Estimate HK$ 3,500 - 4,500
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389

Ex 389
(H)a
1949, Trade Union Conference (C3) complete (Scott 5-7), left margin blocks of 4, fresh and perfectly
centered, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $286 (HK$ 2,220).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

390

Ex 390
Ex 391
Ex 392
Ex 393
(H)
1950, Inauguration of the People’s Republic (C4) complete (Scott 31-34), without gum as issued, Very
Fine. Scott $370 (HK$ 2,870).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

391

(H)
1950, Inauguration of the People’s Republic (C4) complete (Scott 31-34), fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $370 (HK$ 2,870).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

392

(H)
1950, Inauguration of the People’s Republic (C4) complete (Scott 31-34), Post Office fresh, without
gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $370 (HK$ 2,870).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

393

(H)
1950, Inauguration of the People’s Republic (C4) complete (Scott 31-34), fresh mint, without gum as
issued, Very Fine. Scott $370 (HK$ 2,870).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 1,800
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394

Ex 394
Ex 395
Ex 396
(H)
1950, Inauguration of the People’s Republic (C4) complete (Scott 31-34), fresh, without gum as issued; $800 low value with shallow marginal thinning at top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $370 (HK$ 2,870).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

395

(H)
1950, 1st Anniversary of the People’s Republic (C6) complete (Scott 60-64), without gum as issued,
Very Fine. Scott $328 (HK$ 2,540).
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000

396

(H)
1950, 1st Anniversary of the People’s Republic, N.E. Use (C6NE) complete (Scott 1L157-1L161),
fresh mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $950 (HK$ 7,360).
Estimate HK$ 3,400 - 3,800

397

106

397
(H)a
1953, $800 Stalin Statue (C20N) (Scott 196 var.), block of 4, showing amazing, bold offset on gum side,
without gum as issued, Very Fine, striking and scarce.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
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398

399

400

401

Ex 398
Ex 399
(H)
1955, Scientists of Ancient China souvenir sheets (C33M) complete (Scott 245a-248a), fresh mint,
without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $260 (HK$ 2,020).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
(H)
1955, Scientists of Ancient China souvenir sheets (C33M) complete (Scott 245a-248a), without gum
as issued, Very Fine. Scott $260 (HK$ 2,020).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

400
401
(H)
1958, People’s Heroes Monument souvenir sheet (C47M) (Scott 344a), fresh, without gum as issued,
Very Fine. Scott $275 (HK$ 2,130).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
(H)
1958, People’s Heroes Monument souvenir sheet (C47M) (Scott 344a), pristine, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $275 (HK$ 2,130).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
www.kelleherasia.com
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402

403

404

405

108

402
403
(H)
1958, Kuan Han-ching souvenir sheet (C50M) (Scott 357a), Post Office fresh, without gum as issued,
Very Fine. Scott $475 (HK$ 3,680).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
(H)
1958, Kuan Han-ching souvenir sheet (C50M) (Scott 357a), fresh mint, without gum as issued, Very
Fine. Scott $475 (HK$ 3,680).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

404
405
(H)
1958, Kuan Han-ching souvenir sheet (C50M) (Scott 357a), fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $475 (HK$ 3,680).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
(H)
1958, Kuan Han-ching souvenir sheet (C50M) (Scott 357a), Post Office fresh, without gum as issued,
Very Fine. Scott $475 (HK$ 3,680).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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406

407

406
407
(H)
1959, 10th Anniversary of the People’s Republic (5th Issue) (C71) (Scott 456), without gum as issued,
Very Fine. Scott $280 (HK$ 2,170).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
(H)
1959, 10th Anniversary of the People’s Republic (5th Issue) (C71) (Scott 456), fresh, without gum as
issued, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $280 (HK$ 2,170).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

408

Ex 408
(H)
1959, First National Games (C72) complete (Scott 467-482), gutter pairs, fresh mint, without gum as
issued, Very Fine, a lovely and scarce set. Scott $240 as singles (HK$ 1,860).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

409

409
410
(H)
1961, World Table Tennis Championships souvenir sheet (C86M) (Scott 566a), a fresh, clean sheet,
without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $900 (HK$ 6,980).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

410

(H)
1961, World Table Tennis Championships souvenir sheet (C86M) (Scott 566a), fresh, without gum as
issued; a single trivial paper speck on the reverse mentioned solely for accuracy, Very Fine. Scott $900 (HK$
6,980).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600
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411

412

Ex 411
Ex 412
HH
1961, Chinese Communist Party 40th Anniversary (C88) complete (Scott 569-573), o.g., never
hinged; light, uniform gum toning as normally encountered, still Very Fine. Scott $693 (HK$ 5,370).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,400
HH
1961, Chinese Communist Party 40th Anniversary (C88) complete (Scott 569-573), fresh mint, with
uncommonly clean o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $693 (HK$ 5,370).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,500

413

Ex 413
H
1962, Mei Lan-fang, perforated (C94) complete (Scott 620-627), fresh and near-pristine, full clean original gum; the 20f value with a single slightly nibbed perforation, mentioned for accuracy, Very Fine, a lovely set. Scott
$2,225 (HK$ 17,250).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 7,000

414

Ex 414
HH
1962, Mei Lan-fang, perforated (C94) complete (Scott 620-627), fresh and well-centered, slightly yellowish original gum, never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $2,225 (HK$ 17,250).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

110
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415

416

417

415
416
HH
1962, Mei Lan-fang souvenir sheet (C94M) (Scott 628), a wonderfully fresh example of this iconic miniature sheet, displaying a flawless surface devoid of the often-encountered surface rubs and cracks, etc.; very slight
and trivial gum yellowing as almost always encountered, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $18,500 (HK$
143,410).
Estimate HK$ 70,000 - 80,000
HH
1962, Mei Lan-fang souvenir sheet (C94M) (Scott 628), a splendid, exceptionally clean and fresh example of this ever-popular miniature sheet, offering a superb, flawless surface along with full clean original gum which
shows just the customary trace of light gum disturbance (noted solely for accuracy), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a
lovely sheet. Scott $18,500 (HK$ 143,410).
Estimate HK$ 70,000 - 80,000

Ex 417
HH
1963, Cuban Revolution (C97) complete (Scott 655-660), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $720 (HK$ 5,580).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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418

Ex 418
HH
1964, 15th Anniversary of the People’s Republic (C106) complete (Scott 798b), se-tenant strip of
three with imprint, unfolded, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $300+ (HK$ 2,330).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

419

Ex 419
Ex 420
HH
1965, Second National Games (C116) complete (Scott 863-873), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $478 (HK$ 3,700).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

420

421

422

112

HH
1965, Second National Games (C116) complete (Scott 863-873), pristine mint, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $478 (HK$ 3,700).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

Ex 421
Ex 422
HH
1966, Lu Xun (C122) complete (Scott 924-926), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$300 (HK$ 2,330).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,500
HH
1967, Liu Ying-jun (C123) complete (Scott 930-935), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $390 (HK$ 3,020).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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423

Ex 423
(H)a
1952, Gymnastics by Radio (S4) complete (Scott 141-150), in fresh se-tenant blocks of 4, without
gum as issued, Very Fine, a lovely set. Scott $1,400 (HK$ 10,850).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

424

Ex 424
Ex 425
HH
1960, Goldfish (S38) complete (Scott 506-517), a beautiful matched set of fresh right margin imprint
singles, with clean o.g., which is never hinged, Very Fine and choice. Scott $1,070+ (HK$ 8,300).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

425

426

427

HH
1960, Goldfish (S38) complete (Scott 506-517), wonderfully fresh and bright, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $1,070 (HK$ 8,300).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

Ex 426
Ex 427
H
1960, Goldfish (S38) complete (Scott 506-517), fresh and near-pristine, generally very fresh o.g., with
just a touch of yellowing, Very Fine, a nice set. Scott $1,070 (HK$ 8,300).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
HH
1960, Goldfish (S38) complete (Scott 506-517), pairs, facially fresh, o.g., never hinged; some gum toning as often encountered, Very Fine, attractive pairs. Scott $2,140 (HK$ 16,590).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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428

429

430

431

114

Ex 428
Ex 429
HH
1960, Pig Breeding (S40) complete (Scott 518-522), o.g., never hinged; slightly yellowed gum as nearly
always, but with fresh faces, Very Fine. Scott $275 (HK$ 2,130).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
HH
1960-61, Chrysanthemums (S44) complete (Scott 542-559), o.g., never hinged; some trivial and usual
very light gum yellowing, though better than usual, Very Fine. Scott $1,224 (HK$ 9,490).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

Ex 430
HH
1961, Rebirth of the Tibetan People (S47) complete (Scott 600-604), fresh mint, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $343 (HK$ 2,660).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

Ex 431
(H)
1963, Children, perforated (S54) and imperforate (S54i) complete (Scott 684-695 vars), both sets
complete; the imperforates matched right margin singles, the perforated set all top margin singles and all but the 10f
with imprints, Post Office fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $492 (HK$ 3,810).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 6,000
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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432

Ex 432
(H)
1963, Children, perforated (S54) and imperforate (S54i) complete (Scott 684-695, 684-695 var), fresh
sets, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $492 (HK$ 3,810).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600

433

Ex 433
Ex 434
Ex 435
(H)
1963, Butterflies (S56) complete (Scott 661-680), pristine mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott
$500 (HK$ 3,880).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

434

(H)
1963, Butterflies (S56) complete (Scott 661-680), fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $500
(HK$ 3,880).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

435

(H)
1963, Butterflies (S56) complete (Scott 661-680), Post Office fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $500 (HK$ 3,880).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,500

436

Ex 436
H
1963, Hwangshan (Yellow Mountain) Landscapes (S57) complete (Scott 716-731), an extraordinary
quality set, with half of the values as corner margin singles, pristine, all with exceptionally clean original gum, Very
Fine and choice. Scott $1,043 (HK$ 8,080).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
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437

438

Ex 437
Ex 438
HH
1963, Hwangshan (Yellow Mountain) Landscapes (S57) complete (Scott 716-731), a truly exceptional-quality set, all values with pristine white o.g. but for item #16-6 (low-value stamp, lightly toned o.g.), Very Fine,
choice. Scott $1,043 (HK$ 8,080).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
H
1963, Hwangshan (Yellow Mountain) Landscapes (S57) complete (Scott 716-731), an attractive,
fresh set, most all with fresh original gum, Very Fine. Scott $1,043 (HK$ 8,080).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

439

Ex 439
HH
1963, Giant Pandas & Golden-Haired Monkeys, imperforate sets (S59i & S60i) complete (Scott
708-710 var, 713-715 var), all fresh mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $630 (HK$ 4,880).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,500

440

Ex 440
Ex 441
HH
1963, Golden-haired Monkeys, perforated (S60) and imperforate (S60i) complete (Scott 713-715,
713-715 var), fresh mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $375 (HK$ 2,910).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

441

116

H/m
1963, Golden-haired Monkeys, imperforate (S60i) complete (Scott 713-715 var), two fresh sets complete, one mint, the other used (CTO), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $142 (HK$ 1,100).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
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442

Ex 442
Ex 443
Ex 444
Ex 445
HH
1964, Chinese Peonies (S61) complete (Scott 767-781), with exceptionally clean o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, a select-quality complete set of 15 values. Scott $585 (HK$ 4,540).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

443

HH
1964, Chinese Peonies (S61) complete (Scott 767-781), fresh mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, nice
set. Scott $585 (HK$ 4,540).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

444

H
1964, Chinese Peonies (S61) complete (Scott 767-781), fresh mint, clean, bright o.g., Very Fine. Scott
$585 (HK$ 4,540).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

445

HH
1964, Chinese Peonies (S61) complete (Scott 767-781), fresh, o.g., never hinged; a few values with
dryish original gum, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $585 (HK$ 4,540).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

446

Ex 446
Ex 447
Ex 448
HH
1966, New Industrial Machines (S62) complete (Scott 899-906), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $315 (HK$ 2,440).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

447

HH
1966, New Industrial Machines (S62) complete (Scott 899-906), pristine mint, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $315 (HK$ 2,440).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

448

HH
1966, New Industrial Machines (S62) complete (Scott 899-906), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $315 (HK$ 2,440).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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449

Ex 449
Ex 450
Ex 451
HH
1964, Petroleum Industry (S67) complete (Scott 799-803), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $580
(HK$ 4,500).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

450

HH
1964, Petroleum Industry (S67) complete (Scott 799-803), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $580
(HK$ 4,500).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

451

HH
1964, Petroleum Industry (S67) complete (Scott 799-803), margin singles, pristine mint, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $580 (HK$ 4,500).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

452

Ex 452
Ex 453
Ex 454
HH
1964, Xinanjiang Hydro-Electric Power Station (S68) complete (Scott 806-809), pristine mint, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $458 (HK$ 3,550).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

453

HH
1964, Xinanjiang Hydro-Electric Power Station (S68) complete (Scott 806-809), pristine mint, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $458 (HK$ 3,550).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

454

HH
1964, Xinanjiang Hydro-Electric Power Station (S68) complete (Scott 806-809), fresh mint, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $458 (HK$ 3,550).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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455

Ex 455
Ex 456
Ex 457
HH
1967-70, selection of mint Cultural Revolution issues, lovely, high quality selection comprising Yang
#W1, W37-38, W39, W53, W60, W61, W64-67, W68 and W75-79, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a fresh group.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

456

HH
1967, “Long Live Chairman Mao Our Great Teacher” (W2) complete (Scott 949-956), fresh mint, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely set. Scott $1,780 (HK$ 13,800).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

457

m
1967, “Long Live Chairman Mao Our Great Teacher” (W2) complete (Scott 949-956), a wonderfully
fresh, clean set, CTO, Very Fine. Scott $640 (HK$ 4,960).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

458

Ex 458
Ex 459
Ex 460
m
1967, Talks on Literature and Art (W3) complete (Scott 957-959), each with unobtrusive corner cancel,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $490 (HK$ 3,800).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

459

m
1967, Talks on Literature and Art (W3) complete (Scott 957-959), a vibrantly fresh set, unobtrusive corner (CTO) cancels, o.g., never hinged; text-only stamps (#957-958) with light offset on gum, Very Fine. Scott $490
(HK$ 3,800).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

460

HH
1967, Chinese Communist Party 46th Anniversary (W4) complete (Scott 960-964), fresh mint, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $435 (HK$ 3,370).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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461

462

463

120

Ex 461
Ex 462
HH
1968, Revolutionary Literature and Art (W5) complete (Scott 982-990), a beautiful set, including several corner margin singles, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,440 (HK$ 11,160).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
HH
1968, Revolutionary Literature & Art, 1st Series Complete (Scott 982-990), each value a margin single, a lovely group, pristine mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,440 (HK$ 11,160).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

Ex 463
HH
1967-68, Poems of Chairman Mao (W7) complete (Scott 967-980), a lovely, pristine complete set, with
all values but the 10f #W44 (Scott #979) a margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $4,008 (HK$ 31,070).
Estimate HK$ 15,000 - 20,000
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464

465

466

Ex 464
Ex 465
HH
1967-68, Poems of Chairman Mao (W7) complete (Scott 967-980), with many values margin singles,
including the last two 10f values with imprints, Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely set. Scott
$4,008 (HK$ 31,070).
Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000
m
1967-68, Poems of Chairman Mao (W7) complete (Scott 967-980), scarce postally used sets; a few
minor expected usage flaws, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,364 (HK$ 10,570).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 466
HH
1968, Directives of Chairman Mao (W10) complete (Scott 996a), right margin se-tenant strip of 5, o.g.,
never hinged; lightly folded with trivial thumbnail bend, Very Fine. Scott $7,000 (HK$ 54,260).
Estimate HK$ 20,000 - 24,000
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467

Ex 467
HH
1968, Directives of Chairman Mao (W10) complete (Scott 996a), right margin se-tenant strip of 5, unfolded, a choice quality strip, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $7,000+ (HK$ 54,260).
Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000

468

Ex 468
HH
1968, Directives of Chairman Mao (W10) complete (Scott 996a), splendid, pristine se-tenant strip of 5,
unfolded, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a beauty. Scott $7,000+ (HK$ 54,260). Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000

469

Ex 469
m
1968, Directives of Chairman Mao (W10) complete (Scott 992-996), postally used; few small usage
flaws, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,250 (HK$ 9,690).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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470

Ex 470
m
1968, Directives of Chairman Mao (W10) complete (Scott 996a), a fresh, se-tenant strip of 5, lightly
folded one column, lightly cancelled (CTO), never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $2,350 (HK$ 18,220).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

471

471
)
1968, Directives of Chairman Mao (W10) complete (Scott 992-996), set of five values, each used as a
single stamp-franking on five separate envelopes, two of which are cacheted, Fine to Very Fine, a lovely and scarce
group; examine.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

“N” SERIES COMMEMORATIVES

472

Ex 472
HH
1971, Chinese Communist Party 50th Anniversary (N4) complete (Scott 1067-1075), fresh mint, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $403 (HK$ 3,120).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
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473

474

475

476

477

124

Ex 473
Ex 474
HH
1971, Chinese Communist Party 50th Anniversary (N4) complete (Scott 1067-1075), including an unfolded se-tenant strip of three, fresh mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $403 (HK$ 3,120).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
HH
1971, Chinese Communist Party 50th Anniversary (N4) complete (Scott 1067-1075), with each an imprint single less the 22f (Scott #1075); strip of three complete but folded, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $403
(HK$ 3,120).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

Ex 475
Ex 476
HH
1971, Chinese Communist Party 50th Anniversary (N4) complete (Scott 1067-1075), the strip of three
an unfolded right margin (folded behind) example), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $403 (HK$ 3,120).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
(H)
1971, Chinese Communist Party 50th Anniversary (N4) complete (Scott 1067-1075), a splendid set of
margin singles, the se-tenant strip (folded) with imprint, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $403+ (HK$ 3,120).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

Ex 477
HH
1973, Giant Pandas (N14) complete (Scott 1108-1113), margin singles, pristine mint, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $192 (HK$ 1,490).
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000
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478

Ex 478
HH
1973, Giant Pandas (N14) complete (Scott 1108-1113), five sets complete, in marginal strips of five,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $960 (HK$ 7,440).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

479

Ex 479
HH
1973, Giant Pandas (N14) complete (Scott 1108-1113), five sets complete, in marginal strips of five,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $960 (HK$ 7,440).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

480

Ex 480
HH
1974, Industrial Products (N17) complete (Scott 1211-1214), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a pretty
set. Scott $430 (HK$ 3,330).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,500
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481

482

483

126

481
482
(H)
1978, National Science Conference souvenir sheet (J25M) (Scott 1383a), fresh mint, without gum as
issued, Very Fine. Scott $500 (HK$ 3,880).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
(H)
1978, National Science Conference souvenir sheet (J25M) (Scott 1383a), fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $500 (HK$ 3,880).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

Ex 483
HH
1980, Exhibitions of PRC in USA (J59) complete (Scott 1626-1627), both sheetlets of 12 housed in the
original presentation folder, “Commemorating the 1980 Exhibition of the People’s Republic of China”, fresh mint,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,500 (HK$ 11,630).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 7,000
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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484

484
HH
1979-80, group of four better miniature sheets (Scott 1497, 1501, 1540, 1617), fresh, o.g., never
hinged, generally Very Fine, inspect. Scott $750 (HK$ 5,810).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

“T” SERIES COMMEMORATIVES

485

486

Ex 485
Ex 486
HHa 1975, Rural Women Teachers (T9) complete (Scott 1218-1221), imprint blocks of 4, o.g., never
hinged; some slight gum or perforation tip toning as often encountered, otherwise Very Fine, a pretty set. Scott $344
(HK$ 2,670).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
HHa 1978, Galloping Horses (T28) complete (Scott 1389-1398), the full set, each in a 2 x 5 margin-to-margin
block of 10, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $720 (HK$ 5,580).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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487

488

489

490

128

487
488
HH
1978, Arts and Crafts souvenir sheet (T29M) (Scott 1433), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $325 (HK$ 2,520).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,500
HH
1978, Arts and Crafts souvenir sheet (T29M) (Scott 1433), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $325 (HK$ 2,520).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,400

489
490
HH
1978, Highway Bridges souvenir sheet (T31M) (Scott 1452), pristine mint, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $310 (HK$ 2,400).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,400
HH
1979, Camelias and Great Wall souvenir sheets (T37M, T38M) (Scott 1483, 1540), fresh mint, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $425 (HK$ 3,300).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
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491

491
HH
1979, “Study Science from Childhood” souvenir sheet (T41M) (Scott 1518), pristine mint, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,600 (HK$ 12,400).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

492

492
HH
1979, “Study Science from Childhood” souvenir sheet (T41M) (Scott 1518), Post Office fresh, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, a beauty. Scott $1,600 (HK$ 12,400).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

493

493
HH
1979, “Study Science from Childhood” souvenir sheet (T41M) (Scott 1518), Post Office fresh, o.g.,
never hinged; small, light thumbnail crease at upper right noted for accuracy, Very Fine. Scott $1,600 (HK$ 12,400).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
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494

495

130

Ex 494
Ex 495
HHa 1980, Qi Baishi Paintings (T44) complete (Scott 1557-1572), matched lower left corner margin imprint
blocks of 4, pristine, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $522 (HK$ 4,050).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
HHa 1980, Qi Baishi Paintings (T44) complete (Scott 1557-1572), left margin imprint blocks of 6, pristine
mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $783 (HK$ 6,070).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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496

496
HH
1980, Qi Baishi Paintings souvenir sheet (T44M) (Scott 1573), fresh mint, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $290 (HK$ 2,250).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

497

497
HH
1980, Year of the Monkey (T46) (Scott 1586), a pristine left margin single with sheet numbers, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $2,150 (HK$ 16,670).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

498

498
HH
1980, Year of the Monkey (T46) (Scott 1586), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, lot includes a travelogue (plus a few contemporary stamps) of a June 1980 trip to China; an interesting look back at the
Opening. Scott $2,150 (HK$ 16,670).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 1,000

499

499
HH
1980, Year of the Monkey (T46) (Scott 1586), o.g., never hinged; tiny, natural paper inclusion speck, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,150 (HK$ 16,670).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
www.kelleherasia.com
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500

500
m
1980, Year of the Monkey (T46) (Scott 1586), a fresh example, neatly cancelled in all four corners, Very
Fine. Scott $750 (HK$ 5,810).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

501

501
)
1980, Year of the Monkey (T46) First Day Cover (Scott 1586), a lovely silk-cacheted cover with stamp
barely tied by light red extreme corner c.d.s., Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

502

502
503
HH
1981, Dream of Red Mansions souvenir sheet (T69M) (Scott 1761), 5 pristine examples, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,250 (HK$ 9,690).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

503

132

HH
1983, “The Western Chamber” souvenir sheet (T82M) (Scott 1844), 4 sheets, Post Office fresh, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $620 (HK$ 4,810).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
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REGULAR ISSUES

504

Ex 504
Ex 505
Ex 506
(H)
1950, Tien An Men 3rd Issue (R3) complete (Scott 65-71), a fresh set, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $394 (HK$ 3,050).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

505

(H)
1950-51, Tien An Men 4th Issue (R4) complete (Scott 85-94), fresh mint, without gum as issued, Very
Fine. Scott $409 (HK$ 3,170).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

506

(H)
1950-51, Tien An Men 4th Issue (R4) complete (Scott 85-94), fresh mint, without gum as issued, Very
Fine. Scott $409 (HK$ 3,170).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

507

Ex 507
Ex 508
m
1951, Tien An Men 5th Issue (R5) complete (Scott 95-100), a splendid and scarce set of imprint singles, fresh, Very Fine and choice. Scott $1,465+ (HK$ 11,360).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

508

Ex 509
510
Ex 511
m
1951, Tien An Men 5th Issue (R5) complete (Scott 95-100), fresh and well-centered, neatly cancelled
set, Very Fine. Scott $1,465 (HK$ 11,360).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

509

m
1951, Tien An Men 5th Issue (R5) complete (Scott 95-100), fresh set, with the $200,000 high value being a bottom margin single, without gum as issued, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,465 (HK$ 11,360).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,500

510

(H)
1950, $20,000 on $10,000 East China stamp (SC2) (Scott 30), Post Office fresh, without gum as issued,
Very Fine. Scott $790 (HK$ 6,120).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

511

(H)
1950, Surcharges on N.E. China Sun Yat-sen (SC3) complete (Scott 35-48), fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $413 (HK$ 3,200).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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MILITARY STAMPS AND BOOKLETS

512

513

514

134

512
(H)
Military Stamp, 1953, “Army” (M1), $800 yellow, orange & red, plus “Air Force” (M2), $800 deep purple, orange & red (Scott M1, M1 var), fresh and nicely centered, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $3,800
(HK$ 29,460).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 12,000

513
m
Military Stamp, 1953, “Army” (M1), $800 yellow, orange & red (Scott M1), a fresh, splendid used example, cancelled by Huang Pu village c.d.s., Very Fine, scarce. Scott $125 (HK$ 970).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
HH
Booklets, 1980-91, selection of complete unexploded booklets, clean group of 17 items with a few in
duplicate, including better like Yang #SB2 (2), SB#3-5, SB6 (2), etc., o.g., never hinged, generally Very Fine, a nice,
fresh group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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515
Booklet, 1980, Gu Dong (Yang SB1), complete and unexploded, fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

515

HH

516

HH
Booklet, 1982, Year of the Dog (SB7) (Scott 1764a), 22 pristine, complete, unexploded booklets, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site). Scott $1,870 (HK$ 14,500).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

POSTAL HISTORY

517

518

517
518
)
1950 (Aug. 4), airmail cover sent from Guling, Jiangxi Province, to New Zealand, addressed to
Auckland and franked by $3000 Mao & Flag issue (Scott #34), a horizontal pair of First Issue Tian-An Men $5000
bright pinks (#18), plus a Central China $1500 on $14 overprint (#6L105), all tied by multiple strikes of dotted-rim
Jiangxi/Guling Township c.d.s.’s dated 4 8 1950; lightweight airmail envelope shows usage and opening wear as
expected, Fine to Very Fine, a neat mixed-franking early PRC cover.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
)
1950 (Aug. 12), commemorative-franked airmail cover, sent from Gui’de County, Qinghai Province,
to Auckland, NZ, franked on reverse by irregular block of three $3000 Mao & Flag issue (Scott #34), plus $5000
First Issue Tien-An Men (#18) and $500 overprint on Unit Stamp (#27), all tied by two solid strikes of Qinghai/Gui’de
c.d.s. dated 12 8 1950; dotted-rim Canton 50.8.29 transit further ties the $5000 and $500 issues; reverse shows bilingual boxed “Air Mail” handstamp on airplane-background envelope; top corners rounded, but otherwise sound,
nearly Very Fine, a good-looking cover.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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519

519
)
1950 (Aug. 18), eye-catching cover sent from Qinghai Province to New Zealand, franked by two pairs
of $1000 Mao & Flag issue (Scott #32, left-most stamp with small fault) above a horizontal strip of three $200 First Issue Tien-An Men (#12) and a single $10000 (#20) of the same issue; all tied b three bold strikes of Gui’de County 18
8 1950 c.d.s.’s, Very Fine, a great-looking cover.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

COLLECTIONS
520

136

H/m
Powerful, clean and mostly mint collection to about 1976, a wonderful, overall highly comprehensive
mostly mint collection, carefully assembled in mounts and housed in a lovely Scott Specialty album; there are literally dozens of highlights in this outstanding holding, beginning with mint Scott #1-11 original printings in pairs,
12-20, 57-59, 72-73, 74-76, 85-98, 105-110, 128-131, 132-135 and long runs of mint sets from there, #234, 234a,
245a-248a, 249-266, 282-286, 313-316, 370-371, 402-404, 412a, 418-419, 438-440, 441-444, 445-452, 453-455,
457-462, 467-482, 490-493, 494-496, 497-498, 506-517, 525-526, 531-535, 536-537, 561-562, 569-573, 586-587,
592-599, 612-614, 635-636, 639-646, 661-680, 684-695, 708-710, 713-715, 758-759, 766, 767-781 (#779 & 781
used), 798b, 806-809, 810-817, 818-820, 834-841, 842-849, 859-862, 907-918, 927-929, 930-935, 936-937,
965-966, 998, 999, 1001-1004, 1047-1052, 1067-1075, 1076-1079, 1084-1089, 1090-1094, 1095-1098, 1103,
1114-1116, 1143-1154, 1181-1210, 1211-1214, 1215-1227, 1242-1274, plus some used highlights such as #30,
31-34, 344a, 456, 542-559, 615-617, 620-627, 716-731, 799-803, 920-923, 924-926, 938-948 singles, 949-956,
960-964, 982-990, 991, some North East Provinces and much more; not many miniature sheets included, otherwise excellent quality and very well-filled, most o.g., never hinged, largely Very Fine, inspection invited (photo on
web site).
Estimate HK$ 50,000 - 60,000
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521

HH
Sensational, highly complete and valuable collection, 1949-81, neatly arranged in Scott-number order in a 30-page (60-side) Lindner stockbook; early issues include both original printings and reprints, with exceptional coverage through about 1974, and additional desirable issues through 1981; a handful of used examples are
here (mostly perforation varieties), but otherwise all mint and our spot-check showed only never hinged (even those
issued without gum look to have never seen a hinge); highlights include (mint, unless noted) Scott #1-4, 5-7, 8-11,
12-20, 25a, 27a (2), 28b (used), 57-59, 60-64, 72-73, 74-76, 105-107, 108-110, 117-121, 124-127, 128-131,
132-135, 234 (2), 234a, 243-244, 245a-248a (used), 249-266, 267-268, 269-270, 271-272, 273-281, 278a (used),
282-286, 290-294, 301-303, 304-305, 313-316, 321-325, 326-329, 344, 344a (2, 1 used), 345-346, 347-348,
351-354, 355-357, 360-361, 362-363, 364-366, 370-371, 374-376, 392-393, 398-401, 402-404, 412a, 413-415,
416-417, 418-419, 426-437, 438-440 (2), 441-444, 446-452, 453-455, 457-462, 487-489, 490-493 (pairs),
494-496, 497-498 (2), 499-501 (2), 504-505, 518-522, 523-524, 525-526, 527-528 (2), 529-530, 531-535, 536-537
(2), 538-539, 540-541, 561-562, 563-566, 567-568, 586-587, 588a, 589, 592-599, 606-609 (2), 610-611, 612-614,
615-617 (2), 635-636, 639-646 (2), 647-654, 655-660, 681-683, 708-710, 711-712, 732-736 (3), 748-749 (2),
758-759, 760-765 (2), 766, 783-790 (2), 795, 799-803, 804-805, 810-817, 818-820, 828-832 (2), 834-841 (2), 859,
860-862, 886-890 (2), 917-918, 919, 920-923 (used), 980 (corner perforation crease), 997, 1019-1037, 1045,
1047-1052, 1076-1079, 1080-1083, 1084-1089, 1090-1094, 1103, 1104-1107, 1108-1113, 1121a, 1122-1125,
1143-1148, 1149-1154, 1163-1178, 1187-1189 (2), 1190-1193, 1194-1198, 1204, 1215-1217, 1222-1227,
1255-1270, 1389-1398, 1483, 1501, 1557-1572, 1574-1581, 1636-1639, C6-C9, J1-J9, plus a selection of North
East Provinces Liberated Area material, including reprints of #1L133-1L135 and 1L150-1L153, plus original
printings of #1L151 and 1L153, and much, much more; note margin singles throughout, a number with imprints or
other sheet markings, Very Fine, an absolute must-see; time reviewing will be rewarded (photo on web site). Scott
$20,000+ (HK$ 155,040).
Estimate HK$ 40,000 - 50,000

522

m
Powerful mint or used stockbook selection, useful holding offering a nice array of sets and singles, including mint Scott #713-715, 1054-1057, 1143-1148, and 1573; plus used including a nice range of Cultural Revolution items, 8f Monkey New Year (#1586, used single and vertical pair), etc., mostly Fine to Very Fine, nice group;
examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000

523

HH/H/mExtensive and valuable mostly all-mint accumulation, a lovely, substantial and useful group of thousands, with virtually everything from 1990s-era sheets, to booklets from 1980 on, more modern miniature sheets in
quantities, plus better souvenir sheets such as Scott #1433, 1483, 1501, 1761, 1820, and others; we also note loads
of blocks of four, various sets and singles, etc., o.g., mostly never hinged, mostly Very Fine, a useful lot which should
be carefully reviewed (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000

524

HH
Excellent clean mint selection, useful, nice quality selection mostly in glassines, including a good variety
of better items such as Scott #12-20, 487-489, 920-921, 924-926, 927-929, 991, 998, 1047-1052, 1129-1203 imprints, 1215-1217, 1389-1398 (2 marginal sets, 1 with imprints), 12 different booklets from Yang #SB2 on, a few
North East Province Liberated Area sets, and lots more, o.g., never hinged, mostly Very Fine, attractive group; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 12,000

525

HH
Useful and fresh stock, arrayed on pages out of stockbooks or in glassines, etc.; sound material throughout; early issues are the usual mix of originals and reprints, with better items including Scott #592-599 (2 sets, 1
used), 600-604, 798b, 834-841 (used), 859-862, 1011-1015, 1054-1057, 1067-1071 & 1075 (margin singles),
1074a (margin strip with imprint), 1095-1098, 1114-1116 (2), 1117-1121a, 1122-1125 (3), 1126-1129, 1131-1142,
1187-1189 (4), 1190-1193, 1199-1203 (2), 1204 (3), 1215-1217 (2 sets, 1 with imprints), 1218-1221, 1222-1227,
1383a (2, each First Day cancelled), 1433, etc., plus a range of Liberated Area singles (including #1L157-1L161),
blocks of four, etc., o.g., never hinged; some toning as expected on these issues, but generally clean, Very Fine
overall, worth the time to review (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 14,000
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526

H
Powerful, mostly mint selection of many hundreds, 1949-2000, extensive selection from the First Issues to about the year 2000, housed in nine Scott-numbered counterbooks; we note many highlights such as mint
Scott #1-4, 5-7, 8-11, 12-20, 438-440, 612-614, 639-646, 713-715, 927-929, 997 pair plus a single, 1084-1088,
1131-1142 imprints, 1149-1154, 1181-1189, 1204, 1222-1227, 1242-1254, 1271-1274, 1354-1356, 1574-1581,
1749-1760, 1824-1831, 1840-1843, 1889-1893, and 1901-1903, plus used #506-517, 542-559 (3), 798a (2),
920-923, 965-966, 998, 999, 1011-1015, some nice Liberated Areas issues, and much, much more, Fine to Very
Fine with better throughout, nice lot, well worth careful inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 14,000

527

HH
Excellent 1960s-’70s mint stockbook selection, clean, all-mint, never hinged—and loaded with premium sets such as Scott #760-765, 828-832, 1001-1004, 1047-1052, 1067-1075, 1076-1079, 1080-1083 (2),
1084-1089, 1090-1094, 1096-1098 (2), 1099-1102, 1104-1107, 1108-1113, 1114-1116, 1122-1125, 1126-1129,
1131-1142, 1181-1203, 1207a (2), 1211-1214, 1215-1217, and lots more; all fresh as the day they were issued,
generally Very Fine, nice lot; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

528

HH/) Diverse, wide-ranging accumulation, including lots of 1980s issues in blocks of four, lightly duplicated
1970s sets, a nice range of commercial covers (e.g., Scott #713-715 imperforate on Registered First Day Covers),
modern First Days, Scott #1102 in a complete sheet of 50, and lots more, o.g., never hinged, largely Fine to Very
Fine, a nice mix; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

529

H/m
Nice, predominantly used collection, extensive, mostly used collection of hundreds to about 1974,
housed in an NC Yang album; includes a fair range of earlies plus good, lengthy runs from around Scott #267-268
on, including #282-286, 661-680, 684-695, 799-803, 806-809, 818-820, 834-841, 927-929, 930-935, 936-937, 991,
999, plus the odd mint item like #167-170, 171-174, 214-237, 245a-248a (#248a used), and scores more, Fine to
Very Fine, nice lot with good room for expansion; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

530

H
Clean mint selection, comprising complete booklets and 1980s-’90s miniature sheets, including Yang
#SB2 (2), SB5 (2), SB6, SB9, SB10 (4), SB12 (2), SB14 (4), plus Scott #2048 (9), 2063 (20), 2530a (100), 2654 (49),
and others; fresh throughout, generally Very Fine, useful group; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

531

)
Fantastic ca. 1950s-60s First Day Cover collection, an outstanding and exceptionally clean collection
of approximately 150 cacheted, mostly unaddressed FDCs housed in two binders; we note many premium items in
exceptional condition, such as Yang #C62, C95, C100, C115, S40, S45, S46, S48, S56, S62, S63, S65, S69, S70,
S71, S72, S74, and many, many others, generally Very Fine, a great lot of popular material; inspection invited
(photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

532

)
Nice, diverse selection of 1950s to early ‘70s covers and postal history, a lovely group of approximately 75 items, most attractively franked domestic usages, but including a few better First Day Covers and overseas usages; many nice items noted, bulk largely Fine to Very Fine, worth a careful inspection; see them all on our
website (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

533

)
Excellent late First Day Cover accumulation, 1950s to mid-1960s, lovely group of approximately 53
items, all cacheted, with the large majority sent through the mail and nearly all-different; includes a wonderful array
of “C”- and “S”-series items, with loads of better sets spotted, bulk Fine to Very Fine, nice group of popular items; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
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534

535

536

)
Selection of 14 early covers, 1950-51, all addressed to the same recipient in Auckland, New Zealand;
variously franked, with most all featuring at least one value of the First Issue Tien-An Men issue; note multiples,
multicolor frankings, overprinted Unit and Flying Geese issues, plus various postmarks, transits, Airmail
handstamps, etc.; of note is one cover franked by $1000 and $2000 First Anniversary of the PRC issue (Scott
#63-64), another bearing $800 Mao (#107) plus five $3000 Second Issue Tien-An Men, plus one bearing $15000 in
North China stamps on the front and a further $800 in East China stamps on reverse, all cancelled Shanghai; and a
cover back franked by a single $500 and nine $1000 Sun Yat-sens overprinted “People’s Post, Kansu” (Scott
#4L54, 4L55), with three of the $1000 stamps showing distinct doubling of the overprint, Very Fine on the whole, an
interesting lot of early material; inspection invited, in-person or online (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

Ex 535
Ex 536
)
Interesting group of First Day Covers, 1958-59, 11 in all, comprising both C- and S-series issues; all
cacheted (several issue-specific, though most show various designs relating to the tenth anniversary of the PRC’s
founding), three addressed to Moscow; the lot comprises Scott #344, 358-359 (addressed to the Moscow Planetarium), 362-363, 374-376, 398-401, 438-440, 441-444, 445-452 (two covers with four stamps each), 453-455 and
456; #344 cover with small tear at bottom; envelope paper lightly toned, still Very Fine overall, a pretty grouping of
these popular items.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
)
1967-70, nice selection of 13 domestically used Cultural Revolution issue-franked covers, an attractive and diverse selection of internal covers bearing frankings by Cultural Revolution issues, including several
Mao’s Poems issue covers, a lovely 10f W19 cover, etc., bulk Fine to Very Fine, well worth inspecting.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
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Hong Kong and Macao
HONG KONG

537

537
H
Postal-Fiscal, 1874, $2 olive green, perf 15½x15 (Scott 26. Yang F1), exceptionally bright and
well-centered, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; with 2019 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $375 (HK$ 2,910).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

538

538
H
Postal-Fiscal, 1874, $3 dull violet, perf 15½x15 (Scott 27. Yang F2), lovely color and centering, o.g.,
small paper adhesion on reverse, Very Fine; with 2019 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $350 (HK$ 2,710).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
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539

539
P
1890 (dated Apr. 15), magnificent and unique De La Rue Archives appendix sheet, a remarkable sheet
in superb quality, dated “April 15th 1890", showing 13 adhesives collectively, 11 of which are unwatermarked
proofs, with the 2c rose and 5c ultramarine being the watermarked Crown & CA issued values; the proofs, line perf
14, are exceeding rare and are affixed to the sheet; interestingly, and noted on the sheet, the two 10c values, the $1
on 96c and $5 Postal-Fiscal surcharges are all printed on the two different red paper types of the era, namely that
which was adopted for use on British stamps, and the adopted issued red paper used for the 12a India stamps; additionally, the $5 surcharges each show the small ”5" variety, which was enlarged for use on the issued stamp; the five
remaining proofs comprise the 30 gray green (Yang #41a), 20c on 30c and 50c on 48c surcharges (Yang #42a,
43a), plus $2 dull green and $3 violet Postal-Fiscals, Very Fine in all respects, a showpiece.
Estimate HK$ 140,000 - 160,000
An incredible item of the utmost importance, with most of the 11 proof examples believed to be unique (one similar
$5 on $10 value appearing in the Royal Collection).
www.kelleherasia.com
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540

540
541
542
m
1891, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 2¢ carmine, with Pre-First Day 21 January cancel (Scott 66. Yang C1),
lovely, fresh example, cancelled by bold centrally struck “Hong Kong/A/JA 21/91" c.d.s., considered to be
back-dated by favor, Very Fine, scarce; with 2018 R.P.S.L. certificate.
Scott $130 for normal (HK$ 1,010).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

541

HH
1912, King George V, $10 purple & black on red (Scott 124), Multiple Crown CA watermark, a flawless
example, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $575 for hinged (HK$ 4,460).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 3,000

542

H
1938, King George VI, $10 green & violet (Scott 166), a simply stunning example, with proof-like printing
on immaculate white paper, with the gum equally fresh, o.g., barest trace of hinge, Very Fine, a real looker.
Scott $350 (HK$ 2,710).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

543

544

545

142

543
HH/Ha 1938, King George VI, $10 green & violet, broken “Hong” variety (Scott 166 var), left margin block of
4, as noted in Webb, position R5/1LP, the lower left stamp here; the block fresh and clean; hinged upper left stamp
only, the other three (including the variety) never hinged; gum toned as often encountered, still Very Fine.
Scott $1,400 as normal singles (HK$ 10,850).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

544
545
m
1943, “Liquidation of Empire” German War-time propaganda issue, ½d to 3d complete, a fresh
“used” set, Very Fine, a seldom-encountered set from Hong Kong; unlisted.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
H
Japanese Occupation, 1945, 2y-5y complete (Scott N1-N3. SG J1/3. J.S.C.A. 21-23), fresh and
well-centered, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, nice set.
Scott $1,050 (HK$ 8,140). SG £950 (HK$ 9,390).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
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546

HH/H Sensational selection, 1862-1948, all mint, fresh and sound; comprises Scott #1-2, 3 (never hinged), 8, 9
(never hinged), 20, 36, 51, 53 (never hinged), 64, 65 (no gum), 68, 69-70, 107, 128 (never hinged), 147-150 (never
hinged) and 178-179 (never hinged), Very Fine on the whole, inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

547

H/)
Excellent and diverse accumulation, including over 50 covers, strong in King Edward VII and early King
George V usages; while including a nice range of a couple Victorias, covers are mostly King Edward VII Connell correspondence to Seattle; a few nice slogan cancel covers, a few early Hong Kong view picture post cards, plus later
souvenir sheets, Post Office packs, booklets, gutter pairs, frama labels, and more; an interesting and valuable
group, Fine to Very Fine or better, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

548

H/)
Eclectic and valuable accumulation, interesting and diverse selection including some nice postal history, such as an 8c orange Queen Victoria issue on 1880 cover to Philadelphia, a lovely 10c blue green Queen Victoria on 1886 cover sent Amoy to New Jersey, three lovely King Edward VII-era Hong Kong picture post cards, a
nice 1933 King George V Registered cover uprated with 2c and 3c additional postage from Kowloon to Tientsin; plus
strong mint omnibus issues like Scott #147-150, 151-153 in corner margin never hinged blocks of ten, plus other
items like #167, 168-173, 203-217 (2), 275-288 (2), 308a, 388-403 (2), 922, 1173, and lots more, generally Fine to
Very Fine or better, a great mix; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

549

H/m
Pretty assortment, classic to modern, beginning with two album pages of Victorias and Edwards with
an array of cancels, plus two never hinged sets of the Silver Jubilee issue (Scott #147-150), a Registered Coronation issue First Day Cover sent locally, a never hinged set of the 1948 Silver Wedding issue (both margin copies, the
$10 a top left corner) plus a second 10c mint hinged, a matched set of bottom margin singles of the 1974 Arts Festival issue, various souvenir sheets, booklets and strips from the late 1990s, plus a very fun, very well-traveled cover
sent Jan. 8, 1925, from Florida to a Dr. E.W. Wright, “c/o American Express Co.” in Calcutta—then forwarded to
Hong Kong, then to Yokohama (taking a month to arrive!), then to South Norwalk, CT—with a wealth of markings, an
additional Japanese franking, and the manuscript note on back “Rec’d back/May 13th ‘25", Very Fine, a neat little
lot; review encouraged (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

BRITISH OFFICES AND TREATY PORTS

550

Ex 550
HH
British Offices in China, 1917, “CHINA” overprints, 1¢ to $2 (Scott 1-13), each incredibly fresh with vibrant colors, solid centering, o.g., never hinged (!), Very Fine. Scott $509 ++ (HK$ 3,950).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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551

552

553

144

551 - front
551 - back
)
British Offices in China, 1922 (Oct. 31), pretty four-color franking on cover sent from Tientsin to
Hoihow, bearing British Offices in China “CHINA”-overprinted 1¢, 4¢, 6¢ and 8¢ Hong Kong stamps on front, with
additional 2¢ and 10¢ stamps on reverse, all tied by “Tientsin/B/OC 31/22/B.P.O.” c.d.s.’s; reverse also bears Canton NO 8 and Hong Kong 9 NOV transits, plus a faint “Hoihow/A/NO 10/22" receiver; addressed to the Asiatic Petroleum Co. (S.C.) Ltd.; small tear at top center just affecting 4¢ and 10¢ stamps, still Very Fine, a very late usage of the
B.P.O. arrival datestamp.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

552
553
)
Amoy, 1897 (Nov. 29?), Hong Kong postal card sent Amoy to Germany, with Amoy Local, 4c Queen
Victoria card, cancelled by single-circle “Amoy/A/N[O] 29/97" c.d.s. (day unclear), with December Hong Kong transit alongside and ”Bogen/3/Jan./von/98" German receiver at upper left; sender’s name and address pasted down at
lower left, above which is a black-on-pink “Vola Mon/Lafa Zim” Amoy Local, Very Fine, rare.
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
)
Hankow, 1892 (Feb. 12), Hong Kong postal card sent from Hankow to Cologne, Germany, 3c brown
Queen Victoria card, indicia cancelled by socked-on-the-nose “Hankow/FE 12/92" thimble, with light strike in red of
”Customs/FEB 12/1892/Hankow" dater below and Hong Kong FE 23 dater alongside; reverse bears “Shanghai/C/FE 19/92" transit, while front show two strikes (one partial) of ”Cöln/26.3.92/(Rhein)" receiver, Very Fine, nice
markings.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
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554

554 - front
554 - back
)
Shanghai, 1872 (July 27), lovely “Custom House Shanghai” cover, sent to Marseille, France, a
pretty blue envelope endorsed “Par ‘Ottawa’” and “Via Brindisi”, addressed to “Monsieur E. Delon”, and franked by
10c Napoléon and horizontal strip of three 40c Cérès for a total of 1F30; adhesives cancelled by two nice “5104" diamonds, with black ”Shang-Haï/27/JUIL/72/Chine" origin below; front additionally shows red boxed “PD” handstamp
and red “Paq. Ang. V. Brind./15/SEPT/72/A Mod” entry c.d.s.; reverse bears solid strike in red of “Custom
House/PAID/27. JUIL/1872/Shanghai” oval datestamp, plus light, illegible (struck over seal) French receiver; fold
split on opening of absolutely no consequence, Very Fine, an exquisite example of a very scarce marking.
Estimate HK$ 40,000 - 50,000

MACAO

555

555
)
1911 (Nov. 16), registered “Customs Lappa” cover, sent Macau to Hong Kong, an eye-catching
cover, franked by Scott #159 and 161 (2) bisects, tied by two of three 16.Nov.11 Macau c.d.s.’s; red straightline
“REGISTER” handstamp with black-on-deep red “Provincia de Macau” Registry label on front, along with “Hong
Kong/C/18 NO/11" receiver; back bears doubled but legible ”Customs/NOV 16/1911/Lappa" dater, along with partial double-ring Hong Kong marking, which appears to be a Maritime Mail dater; slightly reduced at left upon opening, Very Fine, an all-around lovely item.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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556

557

146

556
H/(H) Definitives collection, 1888-1915 (Scott 35//255. Yang 32//242), comprising the 1888 King Luiz series
(mixed perforations); 1894 and 1898-1903 King Carlos issues, complete less the 31a purple and 5a brown; 1913
Ceres and 1915 “REPUBLICA” (Lisbon overprints, mixed perforations); wonderfully centered with brilliant colors,
o.g. or without gum as issued; 3p Ceres with part, dryish gum, otherwise fresh, Very Fine, inspect, the First Ceres Issue scarce as a set.
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,500
HH/H Clean mint accumulation, featuring a nice range of souvenir sheets, such as Scott #517a, 529a (3), 610,
616 (2), 634, plus #339-340, 352, 383-390, C7-C15, some Postal Tax issues, etc., generally fresh, with mostly all
never hinged, Very Fine, nice lot; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,800
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Japan
STAMPS

558

558
559
560
m
ca. 1866, U.S. 3¢ Washington (Scott #65), cancelled in Kanagawa, cancelled by lovely, clear strike of
the very scarce “U.S. Consul/Kanagawa Japan” oval consular mail service marking, Fine to Very Fine, rare; with
1998 A.P.E.X. certificate.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

559

H/m
1871-74, Dragon and Cherry Blossom issues, 3 items (J.S.C.A. 1a, 15, 28. Scott 1, 9d, 32), comprising a lovely, four-margined mint 1871, Dragon, 48m brown, laid paper (with guide pin mark at right top); a used 1872,
Cherry Blossom, ½s bister brown, Government printing, native paper, the cancel unobtrusive; and a mint (appears
never hinged) 1874, Cherry Blossom, ½s brown, foreign wove paper, syllabic 1 (“i”); each incredibly bright and
nicely centered, Very Fine. Scott $330 (HK$ 2,560).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

560

(H)
1871, Dragon, 48m brown, plate 1, laid paper (J.S.C.A. 1a. Scott 1), position 30 over 38, vertical pair,
fresh with good margins, without gum as issued, Very Fine, a lovely pair.
J.S.C.A. 60,000 yen (HK$ 4,190). Scott $450 (HK$ 3,490).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,800

561

561
Ha
1872, Cherry Blossom, ½s brown, Matsuda printing, native paper (J.S.C.A. 9. Scott 9), Plate 2, full
sheet of 40, with all margins intact (wider right and bottom); several internal perforation separations, several sensibly hinge-reinforced, with a few spots of toning mainly in the selvage; previously folded vertically between columns 3
& 4 and 5 & 6, still Very Fine, a remarkable survivor.
J.S.C.A. 160,000 yen (HK$ 11,160). Scott $1,000 as singles (HK$ 7,750).
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 4,000
www.kelleherasia.com
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562

563

H/m
1872, Cherry Blossom, ½s brown, Matsuda printing, native paper, plate reconstructions (J.S.C.A.
9. Scott 9), a study of the four Matsuda Printing plates used to produce this issue; Plate I has 30 positions plated;
Plates II and III, 29 each; and Plate IV, 22 positions; minor duplication, the reconstructions consisting of both unused
and used examples; photocopies of the complete panes accompany, allowing you to continue the hunt, Very Fine, a
remarkable piece of detective work; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 563
564
m
1876-83, Kobans, selection of 7, cancelled at Shanghai in 1888 (J.S.C.A. 67, 79, 71, 73, 78-80. Scott
58//74), a bright, fresh group, comprising the 4s, 8s, 10s and 15s Old Kobans, plus 1s-5s UPU Kobans complete,
each cancelled by socked-on-the-nose “Shanghai/7/DEC/1888/I.J.P.A.” four-character thimbles; 4s value with repaired tear at bottom, still Very Fine as a group, the 15s an incredibly scarce stamp with a true postal cancellation.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

564

H
1876-77, Old Koban, 5s brown and 6s orange (J.S.C.A. 68 [2], 69. Scott 59 [2], 60), splendid, select
quality group of three items: two 5s values, plus a 6s issue, each wonderfully fresh with vibrant colors, excellent perforations and near-pristine o.g., Extremely Fine.
J.S.C.A. 66,000 yen (HK$ 4,600). Scott $330 (HK$ 2,560).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

565

H/m
1883, U.P.U. Kobans, 1s-5s complete, specialized collection (J.S.C.A. 78-80. Scott 72-74), mounted
or hinged on custom-made pages, all held in page protectors, a remarkable study of the UPU Kobans; perforation,
paper and color shades for each denomination, along with a wealth of cancel types, including Roman-character,
large botas, double-circles, Maru-ichi Denpo and non-postal cancels, Postage Due and Telegraph cancels,
geometrics, negative initials, thimbles, Shanghai, etc.—including many better; additional examples sorted in glassines, Very Fine collection, a beautiful work of love; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000

566

150

566
HH
1934, Communications Day souvenir sheet (J.S.C.A. C56. Scott C8), a simply magnificent sheet, without a single dulled corner, crease or bend; excellent colors on paper that’s fresh both front and back, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, as pretty as they come.
J.S.C.A. 320,000 yen (HK$ 22,330). Scott $2,000 (HK$ 15,500).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
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567

568

569

Ex 567
568
HH
1948-49, 5y and 8y Philatelic Week sheets (J.S.C.A. C140, C173 var. Scott 422a, 479a), lovely, attractive pair of sheets, o.g., never hinged; 8y pristine with three natural margin pinholes at bottom, 5y fresh with small
gum mottled spot, otherwise Very Fine.
J.S.C.A. 215,000 yen (HK$ 15,000). Scott $1,150 (HK$ 8,920).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 3,000
HH
1949, 8y Philatelic Week (J.S.C.A. C173 var. Scott 479a), pristine mint miniature sheet of 5, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
J.S.C.A. 125,000 yen (HK$ 8,720). Scott $800 (HK$ 6,200).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

Ex 569
Ex 570
571
HHa 1950, 5th National Athletic Meet complete (J.S.C.A. C194-197. Scott 505-508), sheet of 20, fresh,
o.g., never hinged; couple usual and customary pinholes in bottom margin, Very Fine.
J.S.C.A. 194,000 yen (HK$ 13,540). Scott $935 as 4 blocks + strip (HK$ 7,250).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

570

HHa 1950, 5th National Athletic Meet complete (J.S.C.A. C194-197. Scott 505-508), sheet of 20, fresh and
clean sheet, o.g., never hinged; a couple of margin flaws (light margin corner crease and customary margin pinholes, etc.), otherwise Very Fine.
J.S.C.A. 194,000 yen (HK$ 13,540). Scott $935 as 4 blocks + strip (HK$ 7,250).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

571

HHa 1935, 1½s New Year’s Greeting (J.S.C.A. N1A. Scott 222a), miniature sheet of 20, wonderfully fresh
and near-pristine, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely example of this popular sheet.
J.S.C.A. 180,000 yen (HK$ 12,560). Scott $700 (HK$ 5,430).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600
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Specialized Australia B.C.O.F. Overprints

572

573

574

575

572
573
P
1946, “B.C.O.F./Japan/1946", overprint proof strikes, lovely and very scarce group of four items comprising Gibbons Type 1 overprint in black, plus Type 2 examples in black, red and gold, without gum as issued, Very
Fine, fresh and choice.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
P
1946, “B.C.O.F./Japan/1946", ½d orange, overprint proof in red (Scott M1 var. SG J1 var (see footnote after #J7)), a splendid used example, tied to piece by ”Aust. Army P.O./18 OC/46/241" c.d.s., Very Fine, a very
scarce item. SG £325 (HK$ 3,210).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

574
575
P
1946, “B.C.O.F./Japan/1946", 1d brown violet, overprint proofs in red and black (Scott M2 var. SG J2
var (see footnote after #J7)), two fresh used examples, each tied to separate small piece, tied by 18 OC 1946
Army P.O. c.d.s.’s; one showing the overprint proof in red, the other in black, Very Fine, scarce. SG £425 (HK$
4,200).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
P
1946, “B.C.O.F./Japan/1946", 3d dark violet brown, overprint proofs in gold, black and red (Scott M3
var. SG J3 var (see footnote after #J7)), three select items, each tied to small piece by ”Aust. Army P.O./18
OC/46/241" c.d.s.’s; gold overprint slightly oxidized as nearly always, Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce group. SG
£850 (HK$ 8,400).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

STAMP COLLECTIONS
576

152

H/m
Highly detailed and valuable Old Koban specialized collection, 1876-77 (Scott 55-76), presented on
Hagnar stockpages all housed in a slipcased album; each stamp of the issue is preceded by full-color specialized
pages of the Japan Stamp Color Guide (in Japanese) describing the paper, shade and other varieties found, with
the stamps included—both mint and used—covering many if not most of those varieties; as beautiful as the mint
stamps are, the real treasure is in the cancels, running the full gamut of types, sizes, etc., of the period; additional examples of each denomination are held in glassines at the end of that stamp’s “listing”; many scarce, unusual, and
non-JSCA listed cancels throughout, Very Fine, a detailed review will be most rewarded; see it all in person or online
(photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 80,000 - 100,000
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577

HH/H/mOutstanding, highly complete collection, 1871-1998, beautifully housed in five Palo hingeless albums
with slipcases, including Prefecture issues (complete less a handful) for 1989-98; a wonderful collection built with
an eye to quality; 1871-73 issues are a mix of genuine and forgeries, with all issues through Tazawas a mix of mint
and used; virtually all mint from the 1921 commemoratives on, and virtually complete from about 1915, needing just
a handful of issues for completion; we note National Parks singles and sheets complete (less Kirishima) and never
hinged, complete 1947-48 souvenir sheets, complete 1950s lottery sheets, as well as a selection of Military and Offices stamps; among the many highlights are used Scott #5, 6, 15, 45 (syl. 5), 47 & 50 (both syl. 1), 51, 52 (faulty, not
counted), and 53-54A; and mint #85-86, 109, 110, 140a, 148-151, 167-170, 179-187, 190-193, 198-201, 212-213,
276-279, 521A-521B (barest trace of hingeing, appear never hinged), B11, C1-C2, C3-C7, C8 (hinged at very top
edge of sheet) and never hinged #222a, 351-361, 378a, 385a, 388, 400a, 421a, 422a, 423, 439-442, 448n, 456,
457, 479, 479a (small gum stain at bottom of center stamp), 480-497, 521c, 523-540, 564a, B11, C14-C24, etc.,
etc.; bonus binder of additional material, including a second set of #C1-C2 (each with APS certificate), miniature
sheets (some in light quantity), a few booklets, and more, Very Fine overall, a simply magnificent collection with astronomical total catalogue value; viewing will not disappoint (photo on web site). Estimate HK$ 30,000 - 40,000

578

H/m
Extensive and valuable accumulation, comprising many, many hundreds of items, including a nice
used #1, some better Kobans and Chrysanthemums, scores of miniature sheets (including Parks), 1948 sheets,
lots of 1000Y sheets, plus Scott #163-166, 381a (100!), 457, 505-508 (two strips of four plus a block of four), 521c
(2), 609 (corner margin block of four), extensive used Military stamps, and much, much more, bulk Fine to Very Fine,
a valuable holding for sure; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 20,000 - 25,000

579

m
A quartet of used collections, covering 1899-1989, comprising a specialized collection of over 160
stamps bearing roller cancels from 1899-1960; a solid accumulation of about 600-700 Mt. Fuji & Deer series, sorted
by issue on stockcards, with perfins and nicer cancels included (plus some unused), plus several copies of the
old-die 8s olive brown and two covers; a two-volume collection, both albums slipcased, running 1937-59, with many
better items including several Parks sheets along with Scott #422a and 456, each First Day-cancelled; plus thousands of New Showa Animal, Plant and National Treasures definitives, again with a scattering of never hinged singles and blocks, the majority of the holding selected for cancel types with hundreds of swordguards, thousands of
combs, machine cancels, rollers, etc., Very Fine overall, an absolute goldmine for the cancels specialist; be sure to
view (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 16,000 - 20,000

580

A stockbook of forgeries, Dragons to Kobans plus overprints, 16 pages of forgeries; comprises
Dragons: 62 Spiro, 13 Hirose and two Kamigata; Cherry Blossoms: 605 Wada (all plated), 85 Spiro, 10 Kamigata,
six Hirose and three from an unknown, skillful forger; Kobans: 42 Wada and a Spiro; plus forged overprints of Offices in Korea (27 examples), Offices in China (24), Military (6) and First Airmail (6); generally fresh with all appearing sound, Very Fine overall, a lovely study (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 12,000

581

Outstanding collection of plated Wada Dragon forgeries, 246 in total, of both imperforate and perforated issues, cancelled and uncancelled; includes three rare varieties: 100mon, Plate A, State I, Position 3 without
sanko; 5s, Plate A, State II, Position 3 uncancelled; and 5s, Plate A, State I, Position 2 uncancelled; fresh and sound
throughout, Very Fine, a lovely compilation; inspection invited (photo on web site). Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 1,000

582

H/m
Nice accumulation, clean little selection, including good National Athletic Meet blocks of four (#508b and
others), #421a, 439-441, 473a, a few better souvenir sheets such as #453a, 457, 463a (2), 479a (never hinged),
504a, plus a clean #C8 Communications Day sheet; fresh throughout, mostly Fine to Very Fine or better, a nice lot;
examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

583

HH/H Wonderful premium mint selection, excellent, clean all-mint selection (one item used, Scott #154, the
10s Heir Apparent) comprising better items only, including mint Scott #166, 167-170, 227-229, 276-279, 369-372,
435-436 plus a second #436, 457, 521, 521A, 521c, C1, C3-C37, C25-C38, etc.; fresh with original gum throughout,
most lightly hinged, some never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely lot; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
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584

585

m
Collection of Japanese stamps used in Taiwan, 1895-1945, 62 different mounted or hinged on special
album pages; examples run from Scott #47 to #B1-B2; mostly definitives, but note commemoratives including
#149-151, 152, 155-156, 158 (2), 178280, 299-300, 313-314, etc.; includes an additional stockpage with duplicates
(75); various cancellation types (noted at least one roller) and towns possible, Fine to Very Fine with better, an attractive holding; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 585
H
Selection of four premium miniature sheets, 1935-49 (Scott 222a, 456 [2], 479a), attractive group,
comprising a 1935 1½s New Year’s Greeting sheet (Scott #222a, JSCA #N1a), a 1949 8Y Philatelic Week sheet
(Scott #479a, JSCA C173 var), plus two examples of the 1949 Children’s Exhibition sheet (Scott #456, JSCA
#C159); New Year’s sheet with some minor gum toning, others with a trivial small flaw or two, Fine to Very Fine or
better, examine. Scott $1,490 (HK$ 11,550).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 6,000

586

HH/H Clean array of mid-modern better, 1935-49, comprising never hinged complete sheets of the 3s
Manchukuo Emperor’s Visit (Scott #219) and the 2s and 4s Nikko National Park issues (#280-281); both
Daisen-Setonaikai and Kirishima Park sheets (each never hinged and with original folder), along with a rarely seen
National Park Stamp series folder; plus a complete pane of 30 of the 1949 Children’s Day issue (#455; 26 stamps
never hinged); some toning to the Children’s Day sheet, mostly in the margin, still Very Fine overall, inspection invited (photo on web site). Scott $815+ (HK$ 6,320).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

587

H/m
Enticing Revenues collection, most all items on their original auction house pages and fully annotated
by Shimonura number; nice array of types, designs and purposes, with most items cancelled—though we do note
some mint/unused; includes full sheets of #330 (some perforation separations) and 343, an Officially Sealed label, a
few imprint blocks, etc., etc.; minor duplication, useful for the dealer or the plating specialist, Fine to Very Fine with
better throughout, infrequently offered material; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

588

H/m/) Japan, A mountain of miscellanies, 1876-1995, comprising several sets (some complete, some partial)
of album pages with various used issues throughout, with more used loose in an envelope; approximately 40 covers
from 1902 onward, with most First Day Covers from the mid-1960s or later commemorative-cancelled items; several mint never hinged souvenir sheets on dealer cards (including five examples of Scott #685a); a small-format
stockbook with some mint, even a pristine 1942 50s banknote, Fine to Very Fine, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
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589

589 - back
589 - front
)
1875 (Feb. 1), rare Degron-kun cover from Col. Munier, sent Yokohama to Versailles, a remarkable,
eye-catching cover despite its flaws; addressed to Madame Munier at Impasse des gendarmes, 15 (one of her four
addresses during the Colonel’s time in Japan), the cover bears the civilian pre-paid letter rate of 1F, paid by a tricolor
Cérès franking—5c yellow green on pale blue (Scott #53), large-figure 15c bister (#61) and large-figure 80c rose on
pinkish (#63), each receiving a tying Yokohama “5118" dotted-diamond cancel; front also bears a partial, blurred
Japanese Post Office Yokohama cancel at upper left, plus Roman-letter ”Yokohama/1/FVR/75/Japon" dater and
French red boxed “PF” handstamp below; reverse with a beautiful strike of the Type I Degron-kun handstamp (originally in black, here faded to a near gold), with boxed red Shimbashi chop below (as the Japanese would read it),
along with French “Marseille a Lyon/20/MARS/75/Special” transit and Versailles 21 MARS 75 receiver; cover with
various faults and repairs, including missing the part of the front panel that bore the 2s Japanese adhesive to pay the
Tokyo-to-Yokohama inter-city rate (rim of cancel still visible above “Versailles”), but a very scarce and important
piece of postal history nonetheless, Fine.
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000
The rarity of this cover cannot be overstated. According to Jun Ichi Matsumoto (The French Post Office in Yokohama), there are only about 20-30 surviving Munier covers, of which roughly ten are Franco-Japanese combinations. The franking here is very rare, with Matsumoto noting only 4-10 covers known bearing the large-figure 15c
issue (whereas 11-20 are known with the 5c, and 21-40 with the large-figure 80c). And for the Japanese postal
markings collector, the Shimbashi Railway Station chop was introduced “from the beginning of 1875" (p. 142),
making this surely one of the earliest possible examples.
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590

156

590
)
1927 (Aug. 21), scarce mixed-franking paquebot/airmail cover, sent from Yokohama to New York,
an oversized business envelope (260 x 117 mm), franked 22s Japanese postage, plus 75¢ US; “Silk Documents”
sent from the Yokohama branch of the National City Bank of New York (company name pre-printed on backflap,
plus three white-on-black paper wafers and a nearly intact red wax seal); endorsed by straightline violet “Paquebot”
handstamp at center and by “S.S. ‘Emp. of Canada’” at lower left, with “Via Air Mail” in manuscript alongside stamps,
and “via AIR MAIL from SEATTLE/to NEW YORK.” and “VIA Aircraft from Victoria” handstamps at left; Japanese
postage plus 50¢ US tied by Seattle 17 duplexes, the additional 2¢ pair and 1¢ single on front tied by mute “Seattle/Wash.” ovals, the remaining 20¢ postage on reverse tied by multiple, zealous strikes of “City Hall Sta./Paid/New
York” ovals, with “New York, NY/AUG 24/1927" meter slogan cancel alongside; all adhesives and handstamps applied aboard the Empress of Canada, the 22s paying the sea rate to Seattle, the 75¢ prepaying Airmail service from
Seattle to New York; heavy vertical file fold at center affects two stamps on reverse, Fine to Very Fine+, an uncommon two-country franking, with mixed sea-and-air service as well.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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591

592

Ex 591
)
1933, sea-to-summit selection of 6 Karl Lewis covers, a lovely introduction to Lewis’ covers, comprising five ship covers plus one mailed from Mt. Fuji’s Summit Post Office; the Fujiyama cover bears a Type V cachet,
with the mountain depicted at lower left, a less common Type 2 inscription, and the four definitives tied by two strikes
of the Mt. Fuji Scenic Datestamp dated 8.7.29 (July 29, 1933); the ship covers hail from the Asama-Maru,
Heian-Maru, Hiye-Maru (2) and Tatsuta-Maru; four, posted between June 8 and Sept. 14, predate Lewis’ introduction of cachets for these covers, and each bears two strikes of the ship’s I.J. Sea Post Scenic Datestamp tying the
postage; the second Hiye-Maru cover is dated Nov. 14 and boasts one of the earliest cachets known (the earliest
recorded is Nov. 9; Lewis’ artist was still painting cachets when this cover was sent!)—and one of the prettiest in our
view; all with blue Beikokuyuki (“To US”) handstamp on front and combination noted on back (Fujiyama C-3,
Asama-Maru C-7, Heian-Maru C-4, uncacheted Hiye-Maru C-1, Tatsuta-Maru C-5, cacheted Hiye-Maru C-14),
Very Fine despite some slight toning almost always found on these earliest covers, all imaged online.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

Ex 592
)
1939 (Aug. 8), set of 6 Karl Lewis Fujiyama covers, each dated 8.8.14 by Mt. Fuji Scenic Datestamp
and addressed to a Myer Greenbaum in Toledo; set consists of two examples each of the Bridge-over-Water design
(C-6 and C-22), Gate-on-Road design (C-5 and C-4) and House-above-Shoreline design (C-3 and C-1); all fresh
and clean, with a different handstamp sealing the backflap, Very Fine, a pretty group of late Fujiyama covers; imaged in full online.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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"Rare General Tomoyuki, Yamashita Tiger of Malaya" Autograph Cover

593

593
1945 (Sept. 2), autograph, in both Japanese and English, of General Tomoyuki Yamashita, the infamous “Tiger of Malaya”, size 10 envelope franked by Scott Philippines #485-494 and E10a “Victory” overprints,
obtained by Eriberto B. Misa, Jr., former Director of the Bureau of Prisons in the Philippines; Mr. Misa had Gen.
Yamashita sign two similar envelopes, one still remaining with the Misa family; cover shows bold signatures in
brown ink across numerous stamps; minor tropical toning, still Fine-Very Fine and rare.
Estimate HK$ 16,000 - 20,000
Gen. Yamashita surrendered in the Philippines to Gen. MacArthur and was imprisoned at Muntinlupa. Yamashita
was a hero during the Battle of Singapore and the invasion of Malaya, before being sent to defend the Philippines.
He was convicted of atrocities in a very controversial trial, whose impact remains to this day, and was hanged at
Los Baños on Feb. 23, 1946.

POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS
594

)
Cover compendium, a lovely holding of earlies to modern, on pages, in page protectors, and various
loose; majority mid- to late 20th century, including approximately 50 JAL First Flight Covers, but also features a
strong array of pre-war material as well, including a colorful Imperial Japanese Telegraphs form (with message);
several Mt. Fuji covers, including a picture post card cancelled at the summit in 1906 and a couple later Scenic
Datestamp-cancelled covers; various markings and instructional slips; Registered, Airmail and Censored covers;
two lovely homemade cards whose designs were created from cut-up stamps; a handmade wooden cover, plus
mint and used picture post cards, postal cards, etc.; even includes mint singles of Scott #188-189, 422 and 427, plus
complete sheets (some mint, some cancelled) of Showa-era issues, Very Fine, a bit of everything; review
recommended (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

595

)
Postal History sampler, 1896-, comprising approximately 175 covers from the Meiji Era to the modern;
comprises an 1896 cover franked by UPU and New Kobans to Pennsylvania, a 1898 Printed Matter Wrapper (with
lovely design) to Ohio; six nicer postal cards (one with hand-tinted picture of Japanese Junk at Yokohama on reverse), all uprated, four domestically, two internationally to Germany; 20 covers franked by issues from the UPU
Kobans to the Second Showa series, plus about 150 modern covers featuring animal and plant-themed stamps;
older covers and cards show signs of aging, but generally Very Fine, a fun miscellany; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,500
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596

H
Ryukyus, Semi-specialized stamp and stationery collection, in two binders; includes a wide variety of
postal cards, many signed by artist S. Tamanaho, along with examples of surcharge and printing varieties, a study
of the VX3M card (ink, fluorescence and paper varieties), etc.; stamps include cards bearing artist S. Omine’s signature and chop, several pages of varieties of the ½¢ surcharge basic stamp, Itoman Merger issue study plus full
sheet, etc.; clean throughout, generally Very Fine, inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

WORLD WAR II OCCUPATIONS
597

598

HH/H Nice array, 1932-45, featuring good Manchukuo (including two booklet panes of the 2f green with binding
tab at top, one imperforate at bottom, the other with a narrow perforated tab); a handful of Occupation of China issues from Honan, Hobei and Shanxi; plus small holdings from Burma, Pahang (including a Scott-unlisted Revenue), Straits Settlements (including a 5c King George VI with Okugawa Seal overprint), etc.; no great rarities, but a
nice solid compilation on which to build, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Fine, see it all online (photo on
web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

598
)
Selection of five covers, 1908-35, four items from Korea, one from Tsingtao, all franked by Japanese
stamps; Korean items consist of a picture post card sent to Ireland plus three covers, one sent internally (Seoul to
Pyong Yang), one “via Siberia” to Scotland, plus one franked by commemoratives to Stanley Gibbons’ New York office, each cover’s postage tied by one or another Japanese-style comb cancel; the Tsingtao cover is from the
American Consulate in the city, the corner card additionally reading “Sanitary Report”, addressed to The Secretary
of the Treasury/(For the United States Public Health and Marine Hospital Bureau), the 10s postage tied by a
Tsingtau I.J.P.O. foreign comb with “Kobe/Japan” comb alongside, Very Fine overall, an interesting and attractive
group.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

The Japanese Occupation of Southeast Asia
Andaman and Nicobar Islands

599

599

600
601
602
603
H
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 1943, “.3" on ½a India King George VI issue (SG see information on
page 292. Singer 1), fresh and near-pristine, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Gibbons notes ”prices from £450", rare;
signed Rowell.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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600

H
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 1943, “.5" on 1a India King George VI issue (SG see information on
page 292. Singer 2), fresh and near-pristine, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Gibbons notes ”prices from £450";
signed Rowell.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

601

HH
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 1943, “.10" on 1a3p India King George VI Official issue (SG see information on page 292. Singer unlisted), pristine mint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Gibbons notes ”prices
from £450", a very rare value; signed Rowell.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

602

H
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 1943, “.20" on 3p India King George VI issue (SG see information on
page 292. Singer 4), Post Office fresh, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Gibbons notes ”prices from £450", rare;
signed Rowell.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

603

H
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 1943, “.30" on 6a India King George VI (SG see information on page
292. Singer 7), Post Office fresh, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a gem. Gibbons notes ”prices from £450";
signed Rowell.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

Brunei

604

605

160

Ex 604
H
Brunei, 1942-44, First Issue single-line handstamps, 1¢ to $25 complete (Scott N1-N19. SG J1-19),
fresh mint, o.g., mostly lightly hinged, generally Very Fine, an exceptional quality offering of this scarce set.
Scott $4,529 (HK$ 35,110). SG £3,892 (HK$ 38,470).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

Ex 605
HH/H Brunei, 1942-44, First Issue overprints, 1¢ to $1 (Scott N1-N17 (less N8, N9)), the set complete, less
the extravagantly priced #N8 and N9; a pretty set facially, showing expected gum toning; both 2c values very lightly
hinged, the others never hinged, Very Fine, a pretty group.
Scott $2,729 (HK$ 21,160).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
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606

607

608

609

606
607
H
Brunei, 1942-44, $5 lake on green (Scott N18), fresh and beautifully centered, customary very slightly
brownish o.g., Very Fine, rare.
Scott $1,100 (HK$ 8,530).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
H
Brunei, 1942-44, $25 black on red (Scott N19), well-centered, o.g., Very Fine, rare; signed M. Rowell.
Scott $1,100 (HK$ 8,530).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

608
H
Brunei, 1944, “Imperial Japanese Postal Service” handstamp surcharge, $3 on 1¢ black (Scott
N20a. SG J20a), a magnificent lower left corner margin example of the rarity, fresh and beautifully centered, full
clean original gum which displays just the slightest evidence of hinging, Very Fine, an outstanding example; signed
Rowell.
Scott $10,000 (HK$ 77,520). SG £11,000 (HK$ 108,720).
Estimate HK$ 15,000 - 20,000

609
H
Brunei, 1944, “Imperial Japanese Postal Service” handstamp surcharge in violet on single-line
Japanese Occupation issue, $3 on 1¢ black (Scott N20. SG J20), a well-centered example of this rarity, with reverse showing dryish, slightly disturbed gum as is often encountered; tiny thin spot mostly in watermark, otherwise
Very Fine, a most attractive example of this rarity; signed JR Hughes.
Scott $8,750 (HK$ 67,830). SG £9,000 (HK$ 88,950).
Estimate HK$ 14,000 - 18,000
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610

610
H)
Brunei, Registered Letter, 1942, 15¢ blue entire, with violet boxed Japanese Occupation
handstamp (Singer 54. Tan JRE1), fresh and near-pristine mint, Very Fine, scarce and choice. Singer $1,100
(HK$ 8,530).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

Burma

611

612

162

Ex 611
H
Burma, 1942, Henzada Type 5 Peacock overprints, 1p//4p (Scott 1N4-1N6, 1N8-1N11. SG J25-27,
J29-32), fresh, clean group, o.g., Very Fine; most signed Rowell, 1p signed Stanley Gibbons Ltd.
Scott $464 (HK$ 3,600). SG £423 (HK$ 4,180).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

Ex 612
HH
Burma, 1942, Henzada Type 5 Peacock overprints on King George VI Official stamps, 3p to 4a
(Scott 1N12-1N16. SG J33-36), pristine and choice, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, an exceedingly scarce set in
premium condition; each value signed.
Scott $2,300 (HK$ 17,830). SG £1,855 (HK$ 18,330).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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613

Ex 613
Ex 614
Ex 615
H
Burma, 1942, Myaungmya Type I overprints complete (Scott 1N25-1N30. SG J1-6), fresh, clean set,
o.g., Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce group; numerous values, including 1a, signed.
Scott $1,325 (HK$ 10,270). SG £1,140 (HK$ 11,270).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 3,000

614

HH
Burma, 1942, Myaungmya Type I Peacock overprints on 1939 King George VI Officials issue, 3p to
4a (Scott 1N31-1N36. SG J7-11), select, superb quality set, Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged (!), Very Fine,
rare; each value signed.
Scott $1,078 (HK$ 8,360). SG £1,077 (HK$ 10,640).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

615

HH/H Burma, 1942, Myaungmya Type II and Type III Peacock overprints, 3p to 2R (Scott 1N37-1N42,
1N43-1N44. SG J12-19), fresh and near-pristine, o.g., with the 1R and 2R values margin singles and never hinged,
Very Fine, nice group; all values signed Rowell, Tyler or others.
Scott $944 (HK$ 7,320). SG £929 (HK$ 9,180).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600

616

Ex 616
H
Burma, 1942, Pyapon Peacock overprint issue complete, 6p to 4a (Scott 1N45-1N49. SG J19a-21,
plus unlisted 2a vermilion), a premium, select-quality set, which is normally encountered in poor condition, o.g.,
Very Fine, rare; all but 1a brown violet signed Rowell, JR Hughes or others.
Scott $1,330 (HK$ 10,310). SG £1,005 (HK$ 9,930).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 3,000
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617

618

619

164

617
Pa
Burma, 1942, 1a Plowing Farmer, imperforate proof block of 4 in red (Scott 2N2 var. SG J46a var.
Singer 104, A17), printed on vertically laid paper, showing small part of elephant watermark, fresh, without gum as
issued, Very Fine, very scarce, as only 200 examples were printed. Singer $740 (HK$ 5,740).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600

Ex 618
Ex 619
H/m
Burma, 1942, Cent-value overprints on anna-revalued issues (Scott 2N14//2N19. SG J58//J63), excellent group of eight items, comprising 3c on ¾a on 3s and 5c on 1a on 5s used, plus six mint values, including two
varieties of the 15c on 4a on 4s type, mostly Very Fine, examine, very scarce group. SG £730 (HK$ 7,220).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
H/m
Burma, 1942, Cent-value resurcharge issue complete, 1¢ on 1s to 20¢ on 8s (Scott 2N21-2N27,
2N23a, 2N24a. SG J65-71, J67c, J68b), set of all seven values, plus the two listed varieties in different colors; 1c on
1s used, all others mint; fresh throughout, o.g., Very Fine, scarce group.
Scott $975 (HK$ 7,560). SG £959 (HK$ 9,480).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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620

621

622

623

620
Ex 621
(H)a
Burma, 1943, 5a red Government Crest Seal, imperforate, printed on both sides (Scott 2N29a var.
SG J72ab), lower right corner margin block of 4, fresh mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine, scarce thus. SG
£380 (HK$ 3,760).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
(H)a
Burma, 1943, 1c to 30c Plowing Farmer with “cents” value complete, imperforate blocks of 4 (Scott
2N30-2N37 var. SG J73-81 var), a full set of eight Singer-listed issues, without gum as issued, Very Fine, a lovely
and rare set.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

622
623
(H)a
Burma, 1943, Plowing Farmer with “cent” value, “3¢” for “2¢” yellow green (Scott 2N31 var. SG
J74a var), imperforate lower right corner margin block of 16, an exceptionally rare imperforate block, listed but
unpriced in 1997 Singer; the addition of the “3¢” error (Position 8) further adds considerably to the block’s value, as
the normal perforated variety lists in Gibbons at £350; neatly folded between rows 3 and 4, without gum as issued,
Very Fine, rare.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
(H)a
Burma, 1943, Independence issue, 1¢ orange, perforated x rouletted (Scott 2N38 var. SG J85b),
lower right corner margin block of 4, fresh with distinctive perforating types, without gum as issued, Very Fine,
scarce multiple. SG £600 (HK$ 5,930).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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624

625

626

627

166

Ex 624
E
Burma, 1943, Shwedagon Pagoda, 3a essays (J.S.C.A. U1-4), complete set of four essays, each noted
lightly in pencil [position] “28" (from the sheet of 100) on reverse; fresh, Very Fine, a lovely and scarce set.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
H/m) Burma, Postal Stationery, splendid specialist’s collection of entires, lovely group of 18 entires, 14 of
which are mint, beginning with all Singer-listed Moulmein examples, plus a pristine straight-legged Peacock type
(Singer #261), a lovely group of different Obliterated King’s Head issues including seal chop and surcharge examples, a few nice “On Postal Service” used examples, etc., bulk fresh and Very Fine, a super group of scarce items;
examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 626
)
Burma, Postal Cards, ca. 1943, Independence Issue commemorative series picture post cards,
lovely selection of five of the six issued-design cards as depicted in Singer, less only the Bullock Cart design; each
“used” with various 1943 Independence Issue stamps with customary violet commemorative c.d.s., Very Fine, a
scarce and attractive group.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
H)
Burma, Postal Cards, extraordinary mint collection, a superb specialist’s collection of 30 mint cards,
nearly all different and including Peacock overprints, highlighted by an intact Message-Reply (Paid/Reply) card with
red peacock (Singer #258), extensive Obliterated King’s Head overprint types, excellent “BURMA” and “SERVICE”
overprinted examples, ½a surcharges, Japanese Army Administration seal chops, and lots more, Very Fine, a fantastic specialized holding not easily duplicated; be sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,500
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Rare Chin Hills Provisional Covers

628

628
)
Burma, 1942 (Sept. 15), registered “Chin Hills” Provisional Official cover, sent from Falam to Aijal,
a splendid and rare cover franked by a 1a violet brown and 3a6p blue Burma King George VI issues with typed (1a)
or handstamped (3a6p) “OHMS” overprints of different styles, each tied by bold “Falam/REG/15 SEP/42" c.d.s.’s to
printed ”On His Majesty’s Service" entire; front shows Falam Registry label, while reverse shows neat “Aijal/27
SEP/42" receiver, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000
Chin Hills fell to the Japanese on Nov. 7, 1943, and covers are rare. See comments in Gibbons after Burma #34.

629

629
)
Burma, 1942 (Oct. 16), registered “Chin Hills” Provisional Official cover, sent Tiddim to Jorhat, India, a lovely censored Official cover, franked by Burma 1½a (vertical strip of three) and 2a (horizontal pair) King
George VI issues, each with typewritten “OHMS” overprints, tied by multiple “Tiddim/16 OCT/42" c.d.s.’s to ”On His
Majesty’s Service" printed Official envelope; front additionally shows “Tiddim” Registry label, censor label at right,
along with violet censor’s chop, while reverse shows Jorhat 9 NOV 42 arrival c.d.s., Fine to Very Fine, a very rare
and desirable cover.
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000
Chin Hills finally fell to the Japanese almost exactly a year later, on Nov. 7, 1943.
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630

630
)
Burma, 1943 (Oct. 23), 5¢ Perak stamp issue with kanji overprint, used in the Shan States, 5c Perak
stamp affixed over indicia of 5c brown King George VI entire, tied by Hsenwi origin c.d.s. from the Northern Shan
States, to Wakema, and showing bold “Wakema/5 NOV 44" arrival c.d.s. on reverse; front additionally shows horseshoe-style Postage Due marking, with manuscript ”10" (cents due); fresh, Very Fine, see Singer parcel post.
178-179, exceedingly scarce; signed “genuine but philatelic/Milo Rowell” on reverse.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

Malaya

631

632

633

168

Ex 631
Ex 632
P
Malaya, 1943, 4¢ to 8¢ plus 2¢ trial color proofs (Scott N30-N32. SG J298, J300-301. Singer 2, 5, 7),
horizontal pairs of imperforate proofs in issued colors, without gum as issued, Very Fine, scarce; each signed.
Singer $900 (HK$ 6,980).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,200
P
Malaya, 1943, 2¢ to 8¢ trial color proofs (Scott N30-N32. SG J298, J300-301. Singer 2, 5, 7), lovely and
scarce group of nine items, all imperforate, comprising the set in issued colors, along with unissued colors as well,
without gum as issued, Very Fine, scarce group. Singer $1,350 (HK$ 10,460).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

Ex 633
P
Malaya, 1943, 1¢ and 10¢ to 70¢, imperforate proof pairs (Scott N35, N37-N41 var. SG J297,
J302-306 var. Singer 17, 25, 29, 32, 36, 40), without gum as issued; 1c value light crease, otherwise fresh and Very
Fine, very scarce and seldom offered. Singer $1,800 (HK$ 13,950).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
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634

Ex 634
635
Ex 636
E
Malaya, 1943, Large Numeral of Value, 3¢ to 15¢, 50¢ and 70¢ essays (Scott N36-N38, N40-N41. SG
J299, J302-303, J305-306. Singer 22, 26, 30, 37 plus unlisted #39 var), very scarce and seldom-encountered
group of five different values, each essay showing a much larger numeral of value at left; pristine and choice, without
gum as issued, Very Fine, listed, but unpriced, in Singer.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

635

E
Malaya, 1943, Palm Trees & Mosque, 70¢ dull blue essay (Scott N41. SG J306. Singer 41), lovely, attractive design, without gum as issued, Very Fine, unpriced in Singer, scarce.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

636

H
Malaya, Postage Dues, 1942, 1¢ to 50¢ complete (Scott NJ1-NJ7. SG JD21-27), fresh and near-pristine, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, a lovely set; signed Rowell.
Scott $537 (HK$ 4,160). SG £552 (HK$ 5,460).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

637

637
H)
Malaya, Registered Letter, ca. 1942, 15¢ blue entires with red kanji overprints, lovely, high quality selection of three mint registered entires, each with red kanji overprint, comprising examples from Johore, Kedah and
Negri Sembilan, each fresh and Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600

638

H/m) Malaya, Excellent and diverse postal stationery collection, a lovely mint or used selection of 37 items,
apparently all-different including, among others, Tan (MSB) #DP2-3, JP1, JP2b, OP1, OP4, PP1, PP3, TOP1, and
many others; majority are unused, bulk Very Fine, scarce group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 6,000

639

H/m
Malaya, Lovely, scarce specialized selection of Revenue stamps, excellent and clean assemblage of
approximately 86 items, including Tan (MSB) #AT5-7, FT1-5, GT1-4, HT2-7 plus unlisted mint $100 value, BAT5;
QT1, 3, 5; IT1-8, AAT4-9; plus mint pairs of #AAT2 and AAT4; plus complete sheet of 25 #JPR1 (Map of Malaya &
Flag Issue of Perak), and more, Fine to Very Fine or better, wonderful holding of scarce material; examine (photo on
web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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640

Ex 640
Ex 641
Ex 642
HH/H Japanese and Thai Occupation of Malaya, issues array, 1942-43 (Scott NJ1//NJ20, 2N2, 2N4-2N6),
comprising Japanese Occupation Postage Dues, Scott #NJ1, NJ3b, NJ8-NJ13, NJ14-NJ20, plus NJ17 with inverted overprint; plus Thai Occupation regular issues #2N2 and 2N4-2N6; great color on clean paper; some (very)
lightly hinged, others never hinged or appearing so, Very Fine, an interesting group.
Scott $263+ (HK$ 2,040).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

Johore
641

H
Malaya: Johore, 1942, “Dai Nippon” overprinted and surcharged Postal-Fiscal issues (Singer
2//32. Tan 1, 3-7, 9-14, 16-22, 25-29), lovely, scarce and seldom-offered group of 24 different values as noted in the
MSB and Singer catalogues, o.g., fresh and generally Very Fine, scarce. Singer $795 (HK$ 6,160).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

642

HH
Malaya: Johore, Postage Dues, 1942-43, the issue complete (Scott NJ1-NJ10), an exceptionally
pretty group, with Scott #NJ1 and NJ2 top margin singles with color bar in selvage; a flawless set, with all nearly perfectly centered, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, you couldn’t ask for nicer.
Scott $486 (HK$ 3,770).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,400

Kedah

643

Ex 643
Ex 644
Ex 645
H
Malaya: Kedah, 1942, “DAI NIPPON 2602” overprints, 1¢-$5 complete (Scott N1-N15. SG J1/15.
J.S.C.A. 5M1-15), exceptionally fresh and near-pristine, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a choice, quality set;
nearly all signed Rowell.
Scott $814 (HK$ 6,310). SG £600 (HK$ 5,930).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

644

HH/H Malaya: Kedah, 1942, selection of regular issues and revenues (Scott N1//N15, plus Revenues), a
remarkably fresh and bright group, comprising regular issues Scott #N1-N9, N11, N14 and N15, and Revenues
(MSB catalogue #AT1, AT1a, AT2 and AT3); two with toned gum, the others with clean gum; a mix of hinged and
never hinged, Very Fine, a nice group, the Revenues less-often seen.
Scott $529+ (HK$ 4,100).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

645

H
Malaya: Kedah, 1942, 5¢ yellow and 25¢ brown violet & ultramarine, with black “Dai Nippon/2602"
overprints (Scott N4a, N9a. SG J4a, J9a), fresh, o.g., Very Fine, a very scarce pair.
Scott $750 (HK$ 5,810). SG £675 (HK$ 6,670).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
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646

646
H
Malaya: Kedah, 1942, “DAI NIPPON 2602” overprint, $5 black & scarlet, black overprint (Scott
N15a. SG J15a. J.S.C.A. 5M15a), exceptionally fresh and beautifully centered, with full clean original gum which is
very lightly hinged, Very Fine+, a splendid example of this elusive issue.
Scott $1,750 (HK$ 13,570). SG £1,600 (HK$ 15,810).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

647

647
H)
Malaya: Kedah, Postal Card, 1942, 4duit on 8duit (Singer 25. Tan OP3), attractive mint card; some light
foxing spots, otherwise Very Fine, a nice example of this scarce card. Singer $750 (HK$ 5,810).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

648

Ex 648
649
H
Malaya: Kedah, Revenue, 1942, $25 and $100 (Singer 38-39. Tan AT8-9), fresh mint, o.g., Very Fine, a
scarce pair. Singer $430 (HK$ 3,330).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

Kelantan
649

H
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, First Issue, with black single-frame overprint, 10¢ dark violet (Scott N1. SG
unlisted. Singer 1), fresh and near-pristine, beautifully centered, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine; signed “EDB”
(Bailey). Scott $400 (HK$ 3,100).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
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650

Ex 650
Ex 651
652
HH/H Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal overprint selection (Scott N2//N22), comprising Scott #N2,
N7, N9 and N20-N22; bright, clean faces, with original gum either very lightly hinged or appearing never hinged,
Very Fine.
Scott $535 (HK$ 4,150).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

651

H
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Handa seal, 1¢ on 50¢ to 10¢ on 6¢ complete (Scott N2a-N3a, N5a-N6a. SG
J41-44), set of four, fresh and near-pristine, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a lovely, top-quality group.
Scott $550 (HK$ 4,260). SG £670 (HK$ 6,620).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

652

m
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Handa Seal and Underlined Surcharge, 1¢ on 50¢ gray olive & orange
(Scott N2a. SG J41. J.S.C.A. 3M26), a choice-quality used example, fresh, cancelled by neat “Syonan/6.30/2602"
c.d.s., Very Fine, scarce used.
Scott $200 (HK$ 1,550). SG £250 (HK$ 2,470).
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000

653

653
654
655
656
H
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 1¢ on 50¢ gray olive & orange (Scott N10A. SG J16.
J.S.C.A. 3M1), pristine mint, original gum showing the slightest evidence of hinging, Very Fine+, a gem.
Scott $350 (HK$ 2,710). SG £450 (HK$ 4,450).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

654

H
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 1¢ on 50¢ gray olive & orange (Scott N10A. SG J16.
J.S.C.A. 3M1), wonderfully fresh and bright, full clean o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a beauty.
Scott $350 (HK$ 2,710). SG £550 (HK$ 5,440).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

655

H
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 2¢ on 40¢ orange & blue-green (Scott N11. SG J17.
J.S.C.A. 3M2), a splendid, superior-quality example, wonderfully fresh and perfectly centered, o.g., very lightly
hinged, Very Fine+, a beauty.
Scott $900 (HK$ 6,980). SG £400 (HK$ 3,950).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

656

H
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 2¢ on 40¢ orange & blue-green (Scott N11. SG J17.
J.S.C.A. 3M2), superb, near-Post Office fresh quality, with vibrant colors, full, clean original gum which shows just
the slightest evidence of hinging, Very Fine+, a gem; signed Rowell.
Scott $900 (HK$ 6,980). SG £1,500 (HK$ 14,830).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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657

658

657
Ex 658
m
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 4¢ on 30¢ violet & scarlet (Scott N11A. SG J18. J.S.C.A.
3M3), fresh and nicely centered, a choice-quality used example, with neat, partial “10.14.2602" c.d.s., Very Fine, an
exceptionally rare stamp.
Scott $1,400 (HK$ 10,850). SG £2,750 (HK$ 27,180).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
HH/H Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 5¢ on 12¢ deep blue and 8¢ on 5¢ red brown (Scott N12,
N14. SG J34-35), each fresh and near-pristine, o.g., the 5¢ on 12¢ never hinged, Very Fine, a choice pair.
Scott $850 (HK$ 6,590). SG £415 (HK$ 4,100).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

659

659

660
661
662
663
H
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 5¢ on 12¢ blue (Scott N12. SG J19. J.S.C.A. 3M4), fresh and
near-pristine with rich color, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine; signed Rowell.
Scott $350 (HK$ 2,710). SG £475 (HK$ 4,700).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

660

H
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 6¢ on 25¢ vermilion & violet (Scott N13. SG J20. J.S.C.A.
3M5), fresh and nicely centered, o.g., Very Fine, scarce.
Scott $375 (HK$ 2,910). SG £475 (HK$ 4,700).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

661

H
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 8¢ on 5¢ red brown (Scott N14. SG J21. J.S.C.A. 3M6), perfectly centered, fresh and bright, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, a superb example of this difficult issue;
signed Rowell.
Scott $500 (HK$ 3,880). SG £750 (HK$ 7,410).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

662

HH
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 10¢ on 6¢ lake (Scott N15. J.S.C.A. 3M7), perfectly centered, pristine and Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a gem.
Scott $100 (HK$ 780).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

663

HH
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Handa Seal, 12¢ on 8¢ gray olive (Scott N16. SG J23. J.S.C.A. 3M8), pristine
mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $225 (HK$ 1,740). SG £275 (HK$ 2,720).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
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664

664
665
666
H
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 25¢ on 10¢ purple (Scott N17. SG J24. J.S.C.A. 3M9), pristine mint, o.g., lightly hinged on full, clean original gum, Very Fine, rare and choice; signed Rowell.
Scott $1,600 (HK$ 12,400). SG £2,500 (HK$ 24,710).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

665

H
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 30¢ on 4¢ scarlet (Scott N17A. SG J25. J.S.C.A. 3M10),
fresh and near-pristine, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, a splendid example of this rare issue.
Scott $2,500 (HK$ 19,380). SG £3,250 (HK$ 32,120).
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,500

666

H
Malaya: Kelantan, 1942, Sunagawa Seal, 50¢ on 1¢ gray olive & yellow (Scott N19. SG J27. J.S.C.A.
3M12), wonderfully fresh and bright, with full, clean original gum which is very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a beauty,
rare.
Scott $1,800 (HK$ 13,950). SG £2,500 (HK$ 24,710).
Estimate HK$ 3,400 - 3,800

667

668

174

667
668
)
Malaya: Kelantan, 194[?] (Sept. 19), 9¢ on 5¢ brown revalued Kelantan entire with the seal of Gen.
Sunagawa, sent to Penang (Singer 99. Tan E2), attractive entire, re-surcharged “9 cents” in red, along with
Sunagawa seal; straightline “On Postal Service” violet handstamp, with Kuala Lumpur c.d.s.; addressed to the
Postmaster at Pulan Tikus, Penang; flap missing and small corner tear at upper left, Fine to Very Fine, a rare and desirable entire; signed Rowell. Singer $1,900 (HK$ 14,730).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 6,000
)
Malaya: Kelantan, Registration Envelopes, 1942, 19¢ on 15¢ revalued entire with General
Sunagawa seal (Singer 100. Tan RE16), with two-line violet handstamp “On Postal Service/POSTMASTER” on
reverse to Penang; fresh, Very Fine, a lovely and exceedingly scarce registered entire. Singer $2,200 (HK$
17,050).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 7,000
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Malacca

669

669
670
671
HH/Ha Malaya: Malacca, 1942, “Military Govt. Seal” on Straits Settlements, 1¢ black (Scott N1. SG J45.
J.S.C.A. 4M1), block of 4, wonderfully fresh, o.g., the bottom stamps never hinged, Very Fine; signed.
Scott $500 (HK$ 3,880). SG £520 (HK$ 5,140).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

670

HHa Malaya: Malacca, 1942, “Military Govt. Seal” on Straits Settlements, 2¢ orange (Scott N2. SG J46.
J.S.C.A. 4M2), block of 4, Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a gorgeous block; signed JR Hughes.
Scott $300 (HK$ 2,330). SG £280 (HK$ 2,770).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

671

HHa Malaya: Malacca, 1942, “Military Govt. Seal” on Straits Settlements, 3¢ green (Scott N3. SG J47.
J.S.C.A. 4M3), block of 4, pristine mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a gem block; signed JR Hughes.
Scott $320 (HK$ 2,480). SG £300 (HK$ 2,960).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

672

672
673
674
HHa Malaya: Malacca, 1942, “Military Govt. Seal” on Straits Settlements, 5¢ brown (Scott N4. SG J48.
J.S.C.A. 4M4), block of 4, pristine mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely and scarce block.
Scott $700 (HK$ 5,430). SG £720 (HK$ 7,120).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

673

Ha
Malaya: Malacca, 1942, “Military Govt. Seal” on Straits Settlements, 10¢ dull purple (Scott N6. SG
J50. J.S.C.A. 4M6), block of 4, fresh and well-centered, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a lovely and attractive
block; signed JR Hughes and “EDB” (Bailey).
Scott $500 (HK$ 3,880). SG £600 (HK$ 5,930).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,400

674

Ha
Malaya: Malacca, 1942, “Military Govt. Seal” on Straits Settlements, 12¢ ultramarine (Scott N7. SG
J51. J.S.C.A. 4M7), block of 4, incredibly fresh and beautifully centered, Very Fine, a choice block; signed “EDB”
(Bailey).
Scott $560 (HK$ 4,340). SG £560 (HK$ 5,540).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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675

676

677

675
HHa Malaya: Malacca, 1942, “Military Govt. Seal” on Straits Settlements, 15¢ ultramarine (Scott N8. SG
J52. J.S.C.A. 4M8), block of 4, Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed Rowell and “EDB” (Bailey).
Scott $400 (HK$ 3,100). SG £400 (HK$ 3,950).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

Ex 676
H
Malaya: Malacca, 1942, 30c, $2 and $5 Military Administration Seal issue complete, unissued
(Scott N9, N13-N14. SG see footnote after #J55), each being incredibly fresh with vivid colors and excellent centering, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine+, a simply exquisite set of these exceedingly rare unissued values; $2 and $5
each with 1994 RPSL certificate, while the 30c also had a like certificate, now missing.
Scott $10,500 (HK$ 81,400). SG £11,000 (HK$ 108,720).
Estimate HK$ 18,000 - 22,000

677
678
679
HH
Malaya: Malacca, 1942, “Military Govt. Seal” on Straits Settlements, 40¢ scarlet & dull purple (Scott
N10. SG J53. J.S.C.A. 4M10), a pristine, eye-arresting left margin single, boasting brilliant colors, etc., o.g., never
hinged; trivial light scuffs at upper right margin, otherwise Very Fine, rare; signed Rowell and “EDB” (Bailey).
Scott $700 (HK$ 5,430). SG £650 (HK$ 6,420).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

678

HH
Malaya: Malacca, 1942, “Military Govt. Seal” on Straits Settlements, 50¢ black on emerald (Scott
N11. SG J54. J.S.C.A. 4M11), beautifully centered and Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a gem;
signed Rowell and others.
Scott $1,100 (HK$ 8,530). SG £1,300 (HK$ 12,850).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600

679

H
Malaya: Malacca, 1942, “Military Govt. Seal” on Straits Settlements, $1 black & red on blue (Scott
N12. SG J55. J.S.C.A. 4M12), Post Office fresh and perfectly centered, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, a
gem.
Scott $1,350 (HK$ 10,460). SG £1,500 (HK$ 14,830).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
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680

681

682

Ex 680
H
Malaya: Malacca, Postage Due, 1942, 1¢ to 50¢ issue complete (Scott NJ1-NJ6. SG JD11-16), a magnificent, superb-quality set, with each value wonderfully fresh with vibrant colors, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine,
rare and choice; all but 50c value signed “EDB” (Bailey).
Scott $8,375 (HK$ 64,920). SG £10,400 (HK$ 102,790).
Estimate HK$ 15,000 - 20,000

681
Malaya: Malacca, Postage Due, 1942, 8¢ red (Scott NJ3. SG JD13), a splendid, fresh used example,
tied in corner to small piece by neat, partial “Mal[lacca]/27 A[U]/1942" c.d.s., Very Fine, a select example of this rarity.
Scott $2,250 (HK$ 17,440). SG £3,250 (HK$ 32,120).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
s

682
)
Malaya: Malacca, Postal Card, 1942 (Apr. 23), registered 2¢ green, used from Malacca to Singapore
(Singer 29. Tan MP1), with card showing large red boxed “Seal of the Government Office of the Malacca Military
Dept.” handstamp, with additional 8c gray Straits Settlements block of 4 with Malacca chop (Scott #N5, $600), all
cancelled by “Malacca/23 AP/1942/R” c.d.s.’s; reverse shows Syonan “4 24 2602" arrival c.d.s., Very Fine, a fresh
and lovely rare showpiece. Singer $950 (HK$ 7,360).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
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683

683
H)
Malaya: Malacca, Postal Stationery, 1942, 5¢ brown + 3¢ red Straits Settlements entire with “Seal of
the Government Office of the Malaya Military Dept.” chop in red (Singer 30. Tan E5), lovely mint entire showing
red “Postage Paid/3 CTS/Malaya” handstamp in red; some light, minor foxing, Fine to Very Fine, a rarely encountered entire.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

Negri Sembilan

684

Ex 684
Ex 685
686
687
HH/H Malaya: Negri Sembilan, 1942-43, nice selection of issues (Scott N1//N31), comprising Scott #N1, N4,
N17a, N17b, N18-N27 and N28-N31; all with bright colors on clean paper, with the double and double-one-inverted
overprints a fun bonus, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Fine, inspect.
Scott $350 (HK$ 2,710).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

685

H
Malaya: Negri Sembilan, 1942, single-frame handstamp overprints, 1¢ to $1 (Scott N1-N4, N6,
N8-N9, N11-N13, N15. SG between J161 and J174a), lovely and very scarce group of 11 items, including
handstamps in various colors, etc.; Gibbons #J161, J162b, J163a, J164c, J165a, J166-167, J169, J170a, J171 and
J174a, Very Fine; several values signed, 8c value with 1994 RPSL certificate.
Scott $776 (HK$ 6,020). SG £1,620 (HK$ 16,010).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

686

H
Malaya: Negri Sembilan, 1942, 4¢ brown orange, with black single-frame handstamp, unissued
(Scott unlisted. SG see footnote after #J223. Singer 15), pristine mint and perfectly centered, o.g., very lightly
hinged, Very Fine+; signed Bailey.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
Gibbons notes, “exists with overprint, but not available to the public, while Singer states 780 printed.

687

178

H
Malaya: Negri Sembilan, 1942, 6¢ rose red, with black single-frame overprint, unissued (Scott N5.
SG see footnote after #J223), wonderfully fresh and beautifully centered, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a
splendid example of this highly elusive issue; signed “EDB” (Bailey), etc.
Scott $600 (HK$ 4,650).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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688

688
689
690
H
Malaya: Negri Sembilan, 1942, 12¢ ultramarine, with brown single-frame overprint (Scott N10. SG
J168), fresh and perfectly centered, full clean o.g., Very Fine+, a choice quality example of this rarity.
Scott $900 (HK$ 6,980). SG £2,750 (HK$ 27,180).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

689

H
Malaya: Negri Sembilan, 1942, 40¢ dark violet & carmine, with black single-frame handstamp
(Scott N14. SG J172), an immaculate example of this exceptionally rare stamp, well-centered with lovely colors
and full, clean original gum which is only lightly hinged, Very Fine+, a gem, only 70 examples prepared; signed
Rowell and “EDB” (Bailey).
Scott $750 (HK$ 5,810). SG £3,000 (HK$ 29,650).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600

690

H
Malaya: Negri Sembilan, 1942, $5 brown red & green on emerald, with black single-frame overprint
(Scott N16. SG J175), fresh mint and perfectly centered, full clean o.g., Very Fine+, a beauty.
Scott $325 (HK$ 2,520). SG £800 (HK$ 7,910).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

691

691
)
Malaya: Negri Sembilan, Registration Envelopes, 1942 (May 12), 15¢ blue entire with reddish
brown single-frame handstamp, sent to Ayer Itam, Penang (Singer 104. Tan RE4a), lovely, fresh and clean entire, franked additionally on reverse by 5 Japanese Showa series issues, all tied by violet “12.5.2602" commemorative c.d.s.’s; reverse shows ”Penang b/6057" registry label, Very Fine, a scarce entire. Singer $1,500 (HK$ 11,630).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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Pahang

692

693

694

692
693
H
Malaya: Pahang, 1942, 6¢ scarlet, with black single-frame handstamp (Scott unlisted. SG see footnote after #J223. Singer 17. Tan J67), full clean o.g., Very Fine, a superb example of this rarely encountered item,
of which only 14 examples are believed to have been prepared; signed JR Hughes. Singer $400 (HK$ 3,100).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
H
Malaya: Pahang, 1942, $2 green & scarlet King George VI, with black single-framed overprint, unissued (Scott unlisted. SG see footnote after #J223. Singer 52), o.g., Very Fine, a magnificent example of this incredibly rare issue, which is noted in Gibbons as “not available to the public”, while Singer notes it as an “unofficial
overprint” with only 20 examples prepared; signed. Singer $450 (HK$ 3,490).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

Ex 694
695
696
697
H
Malaya: Pahang, 1942, 1¢ to 8¢, 10¢, 15¢-40¢ & $1, with black single-frame handstamp (Scott
N1-N3, N4, N6-N9, N11. SG J176, 177a, 178, 180-181, 183-186, 188), lovely, fresh and clean group of ten values,
including the elusive 3¢ green, 10¢ dark violet, 15¢ ultramarine and $1 values, o.g., Very Fine; numerous values
signed “EDB” (Bailey).
Scott $1,937 (HK$ 15,020). SG £1,310 (HK$ 12,950).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

695

HH
Malaya: Pahang, 1942, 12¢ ultramarine, with brown single-frame handstamp (Scott N5. SG J182a),
wonderfully fresh and bright with perfect centering, o.g., never hinged (!), Very Fine, pristine and choice.
Scott $3,000 (HK$ 23,260). SG £1,200 (HK$ 11,860).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

696

H
Malaya: Pahang, 1942, 50¢ black on emerald, with black single-frame handstamp (Scott N10. SG
J187), fresh and near-pristine, o.g., Very Fine, a splendid example of this rarity; signed “EDB” (Bailey).
Scott $1,875 (HK$ 14,540). SG £1,900 (HK$ 18,780).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

697

H
Malaya: Pahang, 1942, $5 brown red & green on emerald, with black single-frame handstamp
(Scott N12. SG J189), extraordinarily fresh and well-centered, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine+, a superb example of this rarity; signed “EDB” (Bailey) and another.
Scott $875 (HK$ 6,780). SG £850 (HK$ 8,400).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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698

699

700

698
699
H)
Malaya: Pahang, Postal Card, 1942, 2¢ green with red single-frame handstamp (Singer 69. Tan
JP4a), pristine mint card, showing additional bold two-ring “Postage Paid/2 CENTS/Malaya” handstamp in red, indicia and handstamp each showing bold strike of red single-frame handstamp, Very Fine+, a beauty. Singer $450
(HK$ 3,490).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
)
Malaya: Pahang, Registration Envelopes, 1942 (Dec. 18), 15¢ blue entire with black single-framed
handstamp (Singer 75. Tan RE5), lovely entire to Singapore, with front showing “Penang B/6765" Registry label
and one of two violet Censor chops, with reverse showing 15c Pahang entire with single-frame handstamp
cancelled by General Post Office 18.12.2602 origin c.d.s.; couple nice wax seals at front and back, with Syonan
12.21.2602 arrival; minor, unobtrusive tear on address side, Very Fine, rare. Singer $1,250 (HK$ 9,690).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

700
701
Ex 702
HH
Malaya: Penang, 1942, 3¢ green King George VI, with unissued four-character Okugawa seal (Scott
unlisted. SG see footnote after #J76. Singer 35), a magnificent example of this elusive issue, fresh and nicely
centered, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and choice; signed Rowell. Singer $700 (HK$ 5,430).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

701

H
Malaya: Penang, 1942, 2¢ orange, with unissued circular four-character Okugawa seal (Scott unlisted. SG see footnote after #J76. Singer 34), overprinted in red, o.g., Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce issue,
not available to the public. Singer $500 (HK$ 3,880).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

702

H
Malaya: Penang, 1942, “DAI NIPPON 2602 PENANG” on Straits Settlements, 1¢-$5 complete (Scott
N1-N13. SG J77/89. J.S.C.A. 2M28-40), each fresh and nicely centered, full o.g., Very Fine, a scarce set; various
values signed “EDB” (Bailey), etc.
Scott $1,048 (HK$ 8,120). SG £950 (HK$ 9,390).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,400
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703

704

705

706

182

Ex 703
Ex 704
H
Malaya: Penang, 1942, Okugawa seal handstamps, 1¢ to $2 (Scott N14-N25. SG J56-67), fresh and
generally nicely centered, o.g., mostly Very Fine, a lovely and exceptionally scarce group.
Scott $2,000 (HK$ 15,500). SG £1,873 (HK$ 18,510).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
H
Malaya: Penang, 1942, Itchiburi seal handstamp overprints, 1¢ to 3¢ plus 8¢ to 15¢ (Scott
N14a-N16a, N18a-N21a. SG J69-71, J73-76), the set complete, less only the elusive 5¢ value, fresh, o.g., Very
Fine, a lovely and scarce group.
Scott $1,250 (HK$ 9,690). SG £1,140 (HK$ 11,270).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

705
H
Malaya: Penang, 1942, Okugawa Seal on Straits Settlements, $5 green & red on emerald (Scott
N26. SG J68. J.S.C.A. 2M14), fresh with near-perfect centering, o.g., Very Fine+, a splendid example of this rare issue; signed Rowell.
Scott $3,500 (HK$ 27,130). SG £3,250 (HK$ 32,120).
Estimate HK$ 6,500 - 7,500

706
)
Malaya: Penang, Postal Card, 1942 (Mar. 30), 2¢ orange Straits Settlements postal card with
two-ring “Postage Paid/2 CTS/Malaya” & Okugawa seal in red (Singer 31. Tan OSP2), lovely, exceptionally
clean card used within Penang, cancelled by perfect strike of “Dai Nippon/G.P.O./30th March/2602/Penang.” c.d.s.;
fresh, Very Fine, a scarce card. Singer $750 (HK$ 5,810).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
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707

708

709

710

707
708
)
Malaya: Penang, Postal Stationery, 1942 (Apr. 29), 5¢ brown Straits Settlements entire with red
two-ring “Postage Paid/3 CTS/Malaya handstamp & Okugawa seal chop (Singer 29.1. Tan E4), a splendid
and clean registered cover used within Penang, uprated by Straits Settlements 1¢, 3¢ (2) and 2¢ (block of four, one
stamp ”PE" for “PENANG” variety), all tied by violet “In Commemoration/Dai Nippon/Penang/29th April 17/of
Tencho-Betsu” handstamps, Very Fine, a rare usage—and a beauty. Singer $750 (HK$ 5,810).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
)
Malaya: Penang, Postal Stationery, 1942 (Sept. 26), 5¢ brown + 3¢ red Straits Settlements entire,
overprinted “Dai Nippon/2602/Penang” with two-ring “Postage Paid/3 C (Tan E4 var), splendid entire sent
Registered, cancelled by bold violet ”26 SEP 1942" straightline handstamp, with matching “Penang Road/Penang.”
circular cancels; bearing additional 1c Straits Settlements (with Okugawa seal?), 3c Straits block of 4, 1c Negri
Sembilan with red single-frame handstamp and 1c Pahang “Dai Nippon” overprint issues; reverse shows Penang
28 SE 1942 receiver, Very Fine, a striking and rare item, demonstrating the 3 CTS Malaya surcharge without the
Okugawa seal as listed.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

709
710
)
Malaya: Penang, Postal Stationery, 1942 (July 24), 5¢ brown + 3¢ red Straits Settlements entire,
overprinted “Dai Nippon/2602/Penang” with two-ring “Postage Paid/3 CT (Tan E3), a splendid and rare entire,
cancelled by ”Kepala Batas/24 JY/1942/S.S." c.d.s.; addressed to the Education Office, Penang; reverse shows
“Dai Nippon/25 JY/2602/G.P.O. Penang” next-day receiver, Very Fine and choice, a lovely and elusive entire.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
H)
Malaya: Penang, Registration Envelopes, 1942, 15¢ blue entire, with Penang Uchiburi seal (Singer
32. Tan RE1a), lovely, large-sized (125 X 201 mm) entire with well-struck red Uchiburi seal chop; fresh, Very Fine,
scarce. Singer $900 (HK$ 6,980).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,200
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711

712

713

714

184

711
712
)
Malaya: Penang, Registration Express, Envelopes, 1942 (May 12), 5¢ brown + 3¢ red “Dai Nippon/2602/Penang” entire, used locally (Singer 29.1 var. Tan E3), a splendid, clean entire, bearing both Registry
and Express labels, additionally franked by 8c gray Straits Settlements issue overprinted “Dai Nippon/2602/Penang” right margin block of 8, with red “Postage Paid/3 CTS/Malaya” double-ring handstamp, all
cancelled by “Dai Nippon/12 MY/2602/G.P.O. Penang” c.d.s.’s, Very Fine, a wonderful, very scarce and exceptional usage. Singer $750 (HK$ 5,810).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
)
Malaya: Penang, Postal Card, 1942 (June 27), 2¢ green Straits Settlements postal card with “Dai
Nippon/2602/Penang” overprint plus double-circle “Postage Paid/2 CTS/P, beautiful, clean card to Kulim,
Kedah (29 JU 1942 arrival), cancelled by ”Dai Nippon/27 JU/2602/G.P.O. Penang" origin c.d.s.; front shows violet
Censor’s chop, lovely, fresh quality, Very Fine, a beauty.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

713
714
)
Malaya: Penang, Postal Card, 1943 (Mar. 2), 2¢ orange Straits Settlements with “Dai Nippon/2602/Penang” overprint and red two-ring “Postage Paid/2 CTS/Penang” handsta (Tan PP5), neat, censor-chopped card, cancelled by “Kapala Batas (P.W.)/2 MR/2603/S.S.” c.d.s., used to Kuala Kangsar, Perak, Very
Fine, clean card and nice usage.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
)
Malaya: Penang, Postal Card, 1942 (Oct. 23), 2¢ orange Straits Settlement with “Dai Nippon/2602/Penang” overprint and red two-ring “Postage Paid/2 CTS/Malaya” handsta (Tan PP4), lovely, clean
card, cancelled by “General Post Office/10 23/2602/Penang” c.d.s., with violet Censor’s chop; written in Arabic
script and addressed to Kuala Kangsar, Perak; fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
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715

715
)
Malaya: Penang, 1942 (July 31), rare postage due cover used within Penang, lovely and unusual
cover, bearing pair of Straits Settlements 1c “Dai Nippon/2602/Penang” overprints, short-paid, with additional left
margin single of 10c Malayan Postal Union Postage Due with red overprint (Scott #NJ5b), along with bottom margin
control number “1" pair of 1c violet Straits Settlements Dues with Itchiburi seal chops, all tied by ”Dai Nippon/31
JY/2602/G.P.O. Penang" c.d.s.’s, along with boxed “T” and “Unpaid” handstamps, Fine to Very Fine, attractive and
scarce usage.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

Perak

716

717

Ex 716
H
Malaya: Perak, 1942, 1¢ to $1 and $5 black, single-frame handstamp overprints (Scott N1-N14, N16.
SG J190-202, J203a, J205), the set of 16 complete, less only the very rare $2 value (which appears as a separate
lot in this sale); $1 value shows brown overprint variety; fresh and beautifully centered, o.g., Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce assemblage; many values signed “EDB” (Bailey), $5 signed Rowell.
Scott $3,038 (HK$ 23,550). SG £2,799 (HK$ 27,660).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 7,000

Ex 717
HH/H Malaya: Perak, 1942-43, solid array of issues (Scott N2//N27a), comprising single-frame overprints
(most in black, one—Scott #N13a—in red), “Dai Nippon/2602/Malaya” overprints including a number of inverted
overprints, plus vertical single-line Japanese overprints, again with inverts; clean and fresh throughout; a few with
light gum toning, but many with fresh gum and many never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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718

719

720

721

186

718
H
Malaya: Perak, 1942, $2 rose red & green, black single-frame handstamp (Scott N15. SG J204), wonderfully fresh and perfectly centered, o.g., Very Fine, a splendid example of this rarity, of which only 47 examples
are believed to have been prepared; with 1994 R.P.S.L. certificate.
Scott $5,750 (HK$ 44,570). SG £5,500 (HK$ 54,360).
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000

Ex 719
Ex 720
H
Malaya: Perak, 1942, 1c, 5c & 30c unissued “Dai Nippon/2602/Malaya” overprints (Scott N16A, N18B,
N21A. SG see footnote after #J258), each fresh, with full, clean original gum, Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce
group, printed in quantities of 60, 65 and 73 respectively; each signed “H&W”.
Scott $425 (HK$ 3,300). SG £400 (HK$ 3,950).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
HH/H Malaya: Perak, 1942, 2¢ to $5 “Dai Nippon/2602/Malaya” overprints (Scott N17-N18, N19-N21,
N22-N24. SG J246-253), set of eight issued values complete, with the three unissued values included in this sale as
a separate lot; fresh and mostly o.g. never hinged or very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a scarce set.
Scott $775 (HK$ 6,010). SG £650 (HK$ 6,420).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

721
)
Malaya: Perak, Registration Envelopes, 1942 (June 29), 15¢ blue entire with reddish brown single-frame overprint, used from Batu Laut to Kuala Lumpur (Tan RE6a), splendid and attractive used entire,
uprated by 3¢ Negri Sembilan red single-frame overprint and 5¢ Selangor black single-frame overprint, all tied by
“Banting/6 29/2602" origin c.d.s.’s; entire additionally shows Kuala Lumpur ”6 30" receiver, etc.; fresh, Very Fine, a
lovely and rare usage; signed Rowell.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
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Selangor

722

723

724

Ex 722
H
Malaya: Selangor, 1942, 1¢ to 50¢ and $1 to $5, with black single-frame handstamp (Scott N1,
N3-N14, N16-N18. SG J206, J208, J210-223), fresh with exceptional colors, o.g., Very Fine; most signed “EDB”
(Bailey).
Scott $922 (HK$ 7,150). SG £1,480 (HK$ 14,630).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

723
s
Malaya: Selangor, 1942, 2¢ deep green, with black single-frame handstamp (Scott N2. SG J207), a
lovely, fresh example, tied to a small piece, Very Fine, rare; with 1995 Brandon certificate.
Scott $1,500 (HK$ 11,630). SG £1,500 (HK$ 14,830).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,200

Ex 724
Ex 725
726
HH/H Malaya: Selangor, 1942-43, selection (Scott N5//N42), fresh-faced with bright colors on undimmed paper; includes some better such as Scott #N11, N14, N16 and N27-N42, plus numerous inverted overprints, some
Scott-listed, some not; gum generally fresh, though a few items toned, Very Fine on the whole, see the complete lot
online.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

725

H
Malaya: Selangor, 1942, 1¢ to $1 “Dai Nippon/2602/Malaya” overprints, unissued (Scott N18A,
N19A, N20, N23, N24A, N25A. SG see footnote after #J258), a splendid, clean and high quality complete set of six
values—which were not available to the public, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, scarce.
Scott $380 (HK$ 2,950). SG £850 (HK$ 8,400).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

726

H
Malaya: Selangor, 1942, 3¢ green (Scott N26. SG see footnote after #J262), o.g., very lightly hinged,
Very Fine, a choice, select-quality example of this difficult issue, of which only one sheet of 300 was prepared;
signed JR Hughes and others.
Scott $400 (HK$ 3,100). SG £350 (HK$ 3,460).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
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727

728

729

188

727
728
H)
Malaya: Selangor, Postal Card, 1942, 2¢ green with reddish brown single-frame handstamp
(Singer 171. Tan JP5), splendid mint card showing additional two-ring “Postage Paid/2 CENTS/Malaya”
handstamp in red, indicia and handstamp each showing bold strike of single-frame reddish brown handstamp, pristine mint, Very Fine, choice. Singer $450 (HK$ 3,490).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
H)
Malaya: Selangor, Registration Envelopes, 1942, 15¢ blue entires, with kanji handstamps in red
and black (Singer 177-178), beautiful, pristine mint pair, representing both overprint color types, Very Fine, choice.
Singer $625 (HK$ 4,840).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

729
729
)
Malaya: Selangor, Registration Envelopes, 1945 (June 16), 15¢ blue entire with black single-frame
handstamp, used within Penang (Singer 174. Tan RE6), beautiful, clean entire, carrying additional postage of
mainly “Dai Nippon” overprints from Negri Sembilan (two 2c blocks of 4, one showing scarce “Bai” for “Dai” variety)
or Straits Settlements (5c block of 4, 8c pair), plus a single 1c Perak kanji overprint, all tied by “2605 6 16" origin
c.d.s.’s, Very Fine, an attractive and scarce entire. Singer $1,500 (HK$ 11,630).
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,500
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730

730
731
732
(H)
Malaya: Singapore, 1943, “Liquidation of Empire” issue, ½d to 3d complete (Singer 1-6), an “unused” set of this famous propaganda issue printed in Germany in 1943, without gum as issued, Very Fine, scarce.
Singer $1,500 (HK$ 11,630).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600

Straits Settlements
731

H
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, King George VI, 25¢ purple & scarlet, with red single-frame
handstamp, unissued value (Scott unlisted. SG see footnote after #J223), fresh mint with bold, vivid colors,
o.g., Very Fine, a magnificent example of this rarity, with only a handful of examples reported; with 1994 B.P.A. certificate. Singer $1,100 (HK$ 8,530).
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

732

H
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, King George VI, 15¢ ultramarine, with violet single-frame
handstamp (Scott unlisted. SG J154a. Tan J21a), fresh and beautifully centered, o.g., Very Fine, rare. SG
£1,000 (HK$ 9,880).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

733

734

733
734
H
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, King George VI, 6¢ scarlet, with red single-frame handstamp,
unissued value (Scott unlisted. SG see footnote after #J223. Singer 59), fresh and beautifully centered, full
clean o.g., Very Fine, a superb example of this rarity, of which only 11 examples are believed to have been produced; signed JR Hughes. Singer $550 (HK$ 4,260).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
HH
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, King George VI, 2¢ green, with black single-frame handstamp
(Scott unlisted. SG unlisted. Singer 41. Tan J14a), a splendid and pristine right margin single, perfectly centered,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine+, a wonderful example of this rarity. Singer $650 (HK$ 5,040).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,400
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735

736

737

Ex 735
H
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, “Military Govt. Seal” overprints on Straits Settlements, 1¢-15¢
complete (Scott N1-N5. SG J92/96. J.S.C.A. 1M1-5), plus Singer #9, 13, 15, 22 and 24; wonderful, very scarce
selection comprising the issued set complete, plus the rare unissued values of 6c scarlet (Singer $500), 10c violet
(tiny thin, Singer $525, only 11 copies prepared), 12c ultramarine (Singer $500, 14 copies prepared), 40c scarlet &
purple (Singer $450, 10 copies prepared) and 50c black on emerald (Singer $500, 9 examples prepared), generally
Very Fine, an exceedingly rare assemblage; most unissued values signed Rowell.
Scott $157 for issued set (HK$ 1,220). Singer $2,475 for unissued values (HK$ 19,190).
Estimate HK$ 7,000 - 8,000

Ex 736
H
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, King George VI issue with red single-frame handstamps, 1¢ to
15¢ plus 40¢ to $5 (Scott N6-N13, N15-N19. SG J146, J148-154, J156-160), lovely set of 13 items, complete less
the ultra-rare 30¢ value, o.g., Very Fine, fresh and select quality.
Scott $1,064 (HK$ 8,250). SG £1,132 (HK$ 11,190).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,800

737
Ex 738
739
HH
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, King George VI, with black single-frame handstamp, 1¢ black
(Scott N6b. SG J146a), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $425 (HK$ 3,300). SG £400 (HK$ 3,950).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

738

H
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, King George VI with black single-frame handstamp, 2¢ orange
and 8¢ gray (Scott N7b, N10b. SG J148a, J151b), each fresh and well-centered, o.g., Very Fine, a lovely and
scarce duo.
Scott $430 (HK$ 3,330). SG £415 (HK$ 4,100).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

739

H
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, King George VI with black single-frame handstamp, 3¢ green
(Scott N8b. SG J149a), fresh and perfectly centered, full o.g., Very Fine, a beauty.
Scott $450 (HK$ 3,490). SG £425 (HK$ 4,200).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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740

741

742

743

740
741
s
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, King George VI with black single-frame handstamp, 10¢ violet
(Scott N11 var. SG J152 var), fresh, lovely, exceptionally scarce used example neatly tied to small piece, Very
Fine, a rare, unlisted handstamp color variety; with 1996 Brandon certificate.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
HH
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, King George VI with red single-frame handstamp, 2¢ green, unissued (Scott see footnote after #N15e. SG see footnote after #J160. Singer 6. Tan J14b), pristine, well-centered and choice, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, an extraordinary example of this rarely-encountered issue.
Scott $400 (HK$ 3,100). SG £375 (HK$ 3,710).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

742
743
m
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, King George VI with brown single-frame handstamp, 40¢ dark
violet & rose (Scott N15e. SG J156a), fresh and nicely cancelled, Very Fine, scarce indeed; signed Rowell.
Scott $550 (HK$ 4,260). SG £550 (HK$ 5,440).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
H
Malaya: Straits Settlements, 1942, King George VI with black single-framed handstamp, $5 green &
red on green (Scott N19 var. SG J160 var. Singer 90. Tan J27b), exceptionally fresh and nicely centered, Very
Fine and choice, a splendid example of this rarity, of which only 18 examples are believed to have been produced;
unpriced in all references; signed Rowell, with 1985 B.P.A. certificate.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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744

745

744
745
)
Malaya: Straits Settlements, Postal Stationery, 1946 (? Aug. 23), 5¢ brown entire obliterated with
red bars and matching “On Postal Service” (Tan OEV1), lovely and scarce entire cancelled by light, indistinct
postmark, with Kuala Lumpur 23 AUG c.d.s.’s also tying; entire addressed to Singapore; flap tear, otherwise Fine to
Very Fine, scarce entire and usage.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
H)
Malaya: Straits Settlements, Registration Envelopes, 1942, 15¢ blue entires, with red and black
kanji overprints (Singer 121. Tan RE18-19); 15¢ black kanji overprint entire with a few minor, light toned specks,
otherwise Very Fine. Singer $450 (HK$ 3,490).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

Trengganu

746

747

192

746
H
Malaya: Trengganu, 1942, 3¢ green with black single-frame handstamp, unissued (Scott unlisted.
SG unlisted. Singer 11. Tan J127a), fresh, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, a far scarcer issue than you would imagine; signed Rowell and “EDB” (Bailey).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

Ex 747
Ex 748
H
Malaya: Trengganu, 1942, 1¢ to $3 issues, with black single-frame handstamp (Scott N1-N14, N16,
N30, N32. SG J97-112, J114), lovely, clean run of 17 items, comprising 1¢ to 50c plus $3 and two surcharge values;
exceptionally fresh, o.g., Very Fine, scarce group; many values signed “EDB” (Bailey).
Scott $1,205 (HK$ 9,340). SG £925 (HK$ 9,140).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 3,000
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748

749

750

751

HH/H Malaya: Trengganu, 1942-43, solid array of issues (Scott N5//NJ4), comprising Scott #N5-N7,
N9-N13, N16, N25, N30, N32, N34, N36-N39, N41-N44, N46-N47, N50-N51, N53-N58, N59-N60, plus Postage
Dues #NJ3-NJ4; all crisply printed on clean paper, with solid, fully legible overprint strikes; some gum toning as to be
expected, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Fine overall, worth a look.
Scott $857 (HK$ 6,640).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

749
H
Malaya: Trengganu, 1942, $1 ultramarine & violet blue, with black single-frame handstamp (Scott
N15. SG J113), a gem of a stamp, displaying bold, vibrant colors along with excellent centering, full o.g., Very Fine+,
a simply magnificent example of this rarity; signed Rowell and “EDB” (Bailey).
Scott $5,750 (HK$ 44,570). SG £5,500 (HK$ 54,360).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 15,000

750
751
H
Malaya: Trengganu, 1942, $5 red & green on yellow, with black single-frame handstamp doubled
(Scott N17 var. SG J115 var), interesting and pronounced double overprint, o.g., Very Fine, a striking and uncommon variety; signed Rowell.
Scott $300 as normal (HK$ 2,330). SG £350 as normal (HK$ 3,460).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
H
Malaya: Trengganu, 1942, $5 red & green on yellow, with black single-frame handstamp (Scott N17.
SG J115), fresh and perfectly centered, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, a pretty stamp.
Scott $300 (HK$ 2,330). SG £350 (HK$ 3,460).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
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752

753

754

755

752
753
HH/H Malaya: Trengganu, 1942, $25 blue & lilac, with black single-frame handstamp (Scott N17A. SG
J116), a superb and striking top margin single showing control number “1"; fresh and well-centered, o.g., stamp
never hinged, hinged in selvage only, Very Fine, a beauty.
Scott $2,150 (HK$ 16,670). SG £2,250 (HK$ 22,240).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
H
Malaya: Trengganu, 1942, $100 red & green, with black single-frame handstamp (Scott N17C. SG
J118), well-struck chop, with stamp showing vivid colors, customarily encountered evenly toned original gum, Very
Fine, a most attractive example of this elusive issue; signed JR Hughes.
Scott $2,450 (HK$ 18,990). SG £2,500 (HK$ 24,710).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 754
H
Malaya: Trengganu, 1942, 1¢ to $3, 2¢ on 5¢ and 8¢ on 10¢ with red single-frame handstamp issue
(Scott N18-N29, N31, N33. SG J97b-99a, J102b-111a, J114b), group of 14 complete, less only the exceedingly
rare $25 value (which is offered separately in this sale), outstanding fresh condition, o.g., Very Fine, scarce group.
Scott $2,170 (HK$ 16,820). SG £1,846 (HK$ 18,240).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

755
H
Malaya: Trengganu, 1942, $25 blue & lilac, with red single-frame handstamp (Scott N29A. SG
J116a), nicely centered with bold colors and choice strike of red handstamp, full clean o.g.; a few very, very light perforation-tip toned spots mentioned solely for accuracy, Very Fine, a choice example of this rarity; signed JR Hughes.
Scott $10,000 (HK$ 77,520). SG £10,000 (HK$ 98,840).
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756

757

758

759

760

761

Ex 756
Ex 757
HH/H Malaya: Trengganu, 1942, “Dai Nippon/2602/Malaya” issue, 1¢ to $3 complete (Scott N34-N47. SG
J119-132), an exceptional, select quality set, o.g., 2¢ key value never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $409 (HK$ 3,170). SG £600 (HK$ 5,930).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
H
Malaya: Trengganu, 1943, Kanji overprint issue, 1¢ to 35¢ complete (Scott N48-N60. SG J133-145),
wonderfully fresh with brilliant colors, o.g., Very Fine, a lovely set.
Scott $385 (HK$ 2,980). SG £400 (HK$ 3,950).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

758
759
P
Malaya: Trengganu, 1944, $50 brown, imperforate left margin proof with “50" missing from value tablets (Singer 118-1), a striking, eye-catching variety; light crease well distant in margin, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,500
H
Malaya: Trengganu, Postage Due, 1942, 8¢ yellow with “Dai Nippon/2602/Malaya” overprint, unissued (SG see footnote after #JD20. Tan JD31), wonderfully fresh with lovely, bright color, o.g., Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce issue. SG £600 (HK$ 5,930).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

Ex 760
761
(H)
Malaya: Trengganu, Revenue, 1944, 1¢ to $100 complete (Singer 105-119. Tan TR1-15), set of 15, 1¢
to 50¢ values top margin singles and the $1 to $100 values matched lower right corner margin singles, without gum
as issued; 5¢ with some damaged perforations at left, Very Fine, scarce complete set. Singer $483 (HK$ 3,740).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
HH
Malaya: Trengganu, Revenue, 1942, War Tax handstamp, $50 green & orange (Singer 98. Tan ET1),
wonderfully fresh and beautifully centered, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, scarce and seldom offered. Singer $350
(HK$ 2,710).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
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762

763

764

765

196

762
763
H)
Malaya: Trengganu, Registration Envelopes, 1942, 15¢ blue entire with black single-frame
handstamp (Singer 89. Tan RE7 var), splendid mint entire, measuring 94 x 151 mm, remarkably fresh, Very Fine,
scarce entire. Singer $850 (HK$ 6,590).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
)
Malaya: Trengganu, Registration Envelopes, 1946 (Oct.), 15¢ blue entire, with black single-frame
handstamp, sent Selangor to Singapore (Tan RE8b), exceptionally scarce large (151 x 290 mm) entire, with front
showing Selangor Registry label, Kuala Lumpur 24 OC transit and Singapore 25 NO (?) receiver, while reverse
notes a Singapore receiver dated 25 OC, Fine to Very Fine, an uncommon item and usage.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

764
)
Netherlands East Indies, 1942 (July 15), Dutch airpost postal card, locally used within Medan, Sumatra, Indonesia, interesting locally used card franked by six different Straits Settlements King George VI issues
with red single-frame overprints; includes several very scarce values, namely the 40c, 50c (which Singer reports
solely for use in Sumatra, unpriced) and the $1 values; fresh, Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce item to be sure.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
HH/H Netherlands East Indies, 1942-45, solid compilation of issues, arranged on two-sided stock sheets, all
fresh on day-of-printing paper, and sporting a range of occupation overprints, including boxed and unboxed “Dai
Nihon”, “Sumatra” with Japanese PTT symbol, large “X” (most black, a few in violet), a good assortment of Maritime
Anchors, etc., etc.; we note one Anchor used, the rest mint, Very Fine, one to view, in person or online (photo on web
site).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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North Borneo

766

767

768

Ex 766
m
North Borneo, 1943, “Liquidation of Empire” German War-time propaganda issue, ½d to 3d complete (Singer 7-12), each fresh and “used”, Very Fine, scarce as a complete set. Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

Ex 767
HH
North Borneo, 1942, First Issue with violet single-line handstamps, 1¢ to $5 (Scott N1-N15. SG
J1-15), an absolutely exquisite set, truly remarkable as regards quality, Extremely Fine, a true connoisseur set.
Scott $4,855 (HK$ 37,640). SG £4,690 (HK$ 46,360).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 12,000

Ex 768
H
North Borneo, 1944, Three-line overprints, 1¢ to $1 complete (Scott N16-N28. SG J20-32), fresh and
near-pristine, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine+, a splendid set.
Scott $437 (HK$ 3,390). SG £325 (HK$ 3,210).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
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769

770

771

198

769
H
North Borneo, 1944, First Issue, 10¢ olive green & violet, three-line handstamp with double black
single-line surcharge variety (Scott N22a var. SG J26b var), a rare and striking variety with the basic single-line
handstamp showing pronounced double overprint variety, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, choice, unlisted.
Scott $425+ (HK$ 3,300).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

770
H
North Borneo, 1944, $2 on 1¢ green & red brown, with three-line handstamp (Scott N30. SG J33),
handstamp on violet single-line overprinted First Issue; a superb, well-centered example with excellent colors;
some very slightly dryish gum as usually encountered, which is quite minor and in no way detracts, Very Fine and
choice, rare; signed JR Hughes.
Scott $7,500 (HK$ 58,140). SG £6,000 (HK$ 59,300).
Estimate HK$ 10,000 - 15,000

771
H
North Borneo, 1944, $5 on $1 brown & carmine, with three-line handstamp (Scott N31. SG J34), an
absolutely immaculate example of this rarity, fresh with excellent colors and centering, full clean original gum which
is lightly hinged, Very Fine, a gem; signed Rowell and JR Hughes.
Scott $7,000 (HK$ 54,260). SG £5,000 (HK$ 49,420).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 12,000
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772

773

774

775

776

Ex 772
Ex 773
H/(H) North Borneo, 1943, 4¢ Mt. Kinabalu and 8¢ Boat & Traveler’s Palm, specialized group (Scott
N32-N33. SG J18-19), lovely, scarce group of eight items comprising the issued set, plus imperforate Trial Color
Proofs for each value in red, blue and claret; issued stamps o.g., proofs without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
H
North Borneo, 1944, Single-line overprints, 1s to 1y complete (Scott N34-N47. SG J35-48), fresh,
o.g.; a few values with interleaving adhering as often encountered, Very Fine, scarce and attractive complete set.
Scott $695 (HK$ 5,390). SG £550 (HK$ 5,440).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

774
H
North Borneo, War Tax, 1942, 2¢ purple & greenish blue, with single-line overprint (Scott N15B. SG
J17), pristine mint, Very Fine, a gem.
Scott $1,900 (HK$ 14,730). SG £2,000 (HK$ 19,770).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 4,600

775
Ex 776
HH
North Borneo, War Tax, 1942, 1¢ green & red brown, with single-line overprint (Scott N15A. SG
J16), a simply flawless, Post Office fresh example of this difficult issue, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, choice; signed
Rowell.
Scott $750 (HK$ 5,810). SG £700 (HK$ 6,920).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
H
North Borneo, Revenue, 1943, scarce group (Tan NJR1-2, NJR3, NJR4-7 plus unlisted), comprising
50¢ and $1 perfined “Revenue” issues, plus 1¢ green & brown War Tax issue with handstamp of three Chinese
characters and 2¢ to 8¢ set of four with three-character overprints and bars; also included are two completely unlisted items (MSB or Singer) comprising 10¢ and 25¢ First Issues with single-line handstamp and perfins, o.g., Very
Fine, nine scarce items in all.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
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Sarawak

777

778

Ex 777
H
Sarawak, 1942, Violet single-line handstamps, 1¢-$10 complete (Scott N1-N22. SG J1/26. J.S.C.A.
10-35), extraordinarily fresh with brilliant colors, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, a remarkable set; signed “EDB”
(Bailey) and others.
Scott $9,210 (HK$ 71,400). SG £10,458 (HK$ 103,360).
Estimate HK$ 16,000 - 20,000

778
m
Sarawak, Marudi Provisional Label, ca. 1944-45, 15¢, fresh; tiny pinhole, otherwise Very Fine, a superb
specialist item.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
This incredibly rare item is detailed in “The Stamps and Postal History of Sarawak” by W.R. Forrester-Wood
(1957) on pages 386-387. The label was used in the Baram area, where Civil Affairs Officer C.B. Murray produced his own “stamps” from the ruled pages of an old Treasury Account book. Size is appr 43x34mm, with the
“stamps” being affixed to cover, initially by Murray and cancelled with the District Office “chop”, and finally with a
reconstituted pre-war Baram c.d.s. The stamps were recognized as unofficial, removed from the covers and replaced by the correct postage. Fortunately, notes Forrester-Wood, a few were kept and survived, as none are
known to have survived on cover.
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779

780

779
)
Sarawak, Registered Postal Card, 1943 (Mar. 27), 4¢ purple with violet blue single-line handstamp,
used from Miri to Kuching (Singer 126. Tan P20), beautiful, clean card, showing additional 7s and 8s Japanese
Showa Series issues tied by violet Miri 18.3.27 origin c.d.s., along with matching “Miri/No. 23/R” Registry
handstamp; front also shows violet boxed Censor chop and Kuching April 15 receiver; fresh, Very Fine, a splendid
and rare card and usage. Singer $1,500 (HK$ 11,630).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
H
Sarawak, Revenues, excellent collection, extensive specialist’s holding comprising 34 blocks of four
plus 42 (mostly) singles, offering a wide array of values plus excellent overprint types, etc.; we note the vertically
barred overprints with three Chinese characters, plus a wide variety of oval overprints with different characters,
sizes, colors, etc., Very Fine, ideal specialist group; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,800 - 4,200

Other Asia Countries
ASIA COLLECTIONS
781

H/m/) A grab-bag of goodies, with offerings from China (all periods), Korea, Macau and Malaya; China features material from the Imperial CIP Coiling Dragons onward, with solid Republic issues (mainly Junks and Sun
Yat-sen/Martyrs), a sampling of mint early PRC, ROC (mostly used), Shanghai Local Post issues, covers with Foreign Offices in China usages, even a pretty set of Manchukuo-franked post cards; Korea is a mix of Imperial issues,
South Korean souvenir sheets and various North Korean issues; Macau features a number of souvenir or miniature
sheets, each in quantity; and Malaya consists of never hinged Silver Wedding issues from Johore (bottom margin
plate number singles), Kedah, Kelantan, Malacca (left margin singles) and Pahang plus a used block of four $1 King
George VI cancelled by “Singapore/Registration” strikes; uniformly clean and fresh, Very Fine on the whole,
inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,500

782

HH/H/mDelectably diverse accumulation, a bit of everything, presented on black cards, counterbook pages,
manila stockcards and in glassines; we note Treaty Port cancels on Hong Kong Victoria and Edward definitives, a
useful quantity of Hong Kong 1989 Royal Visit souvenir sheets; China Small Dragons, a Statistical Department-overprinted $1; a small array of Chinese Republic Sun Yat-sen issues including Japanese Occupations; PRC
#962-964, 1076-1079, 1104-1107 and 1864-1871; Ryukyus including #18, C14-C18 and the wide-bar #192b; Taiwan #1109-1110, 1471-1474 and 1479-1482; even a Manchukuo Inaugural Flight postal card (uprated) to Japan,
and more; overwhelmingly mint with much never hinged; excellent potential for the dealer, and great material for the
collector, Very Fine overall, an interesting group; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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783

H/m/) Enticing array, mostly China, but with Hong Kong, Japan and Laos included as well; China comprises a
mint and used hinged collection on album pages, from Coiling Dragons to CNC and Gold issues, with several Large
Figure Dowager overprints, Provinces, Japanese Occupations, etc., plus a full sheet of 200 8¢ Dah Tung print Sun
Yat-sens; PRC consists of five 1981-82 souvenir sheet First Day Covers, including Scott #1761; Hong Kong harbors an array of used Georges (including blocks, several of which with plate or sheet number) and mint Elizabeths,
along with two King George VI definitive First Day Covers; Japan offers two engraved-image postal or post cards;
Laos consists of multiple miniature sheets of four of the FAO issue (Scott #84a and 84b, with the 5k value’s frame in
brown and green, respectively); plus a trio of charming and beautiful “picture” post cards created from cut-up
stamps, Fine to Very Fine, well worth inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,500 - 4,500

BHUTAN

784

785

786

787

202

Ex 784
785
H
1973, Record stamps issue, 10ch to 9nu complete (Scott 152-152F), fresh and clean, Very Fine, a superb set of this storied issue.
Scott $400 (HK$ 3,100).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
1976, 2nu 25th Anniversary of the Colombo Plan, original artwork (Scott 231), splendid,
hand-painted design measuring approximately 8½ x 6½ inches affixed to production card, with additional overlays,
etc., added; the design was adopted for the 4ch value and the reverse shows a lovely pencil drawing of the design,
Very Fine, a unique archival piece.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 3,000

786
787
1976, 1.25nu 25th Anniversary of the Colombo Plan, original artwork (Scott 234), outstanding, beautiful design in watercolors, complete with overlays; measures approximately 9½ x 8 inches, affixed to card, a splendid, superb design, Very Fine, unique.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 3,000
1976, 15ch 25th Anniversary of the Colombo Plan, original artwork (Scott 235), lovely, beautifully
produced hand-painted design with overlays, approximately 9½ x 6 inches, mounted on card; design shows floral
motif in yellow similar to the 2nu accepted design; minor paint loss at far left, Very Fine, striking and unique.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 3,000
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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788

788
789
1998, 15nu Seated Buddha, 50th Anniversary of India’s Independence, original artist’s work (Scott
1184), portraying the 15nu miniature sheet; a splendid, hand-painted design in the issued colors, approved and
signed by the Director of Posts & Telegraphs; also includes like examples for the 3nu and 15nu issued stamps from
this set—for a total of three items in all, Very Fine and choice.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

789

2001, 10nu to 20nu Choelong Trulsum miniature sheet, stamps’ original artwork (Scott 1343),
beautifully executed group of three items, each measuring approximately 2½ x 3½ inches, affixed to card, approved
and signed by the Director of Posts & Telegraphs, Royal Government of Bhutan, Very Fine, splendid hand-painted
designs.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

790

)
Fantastic selection of hundreds of commercially used covers, excellent, extensive and diverse array
of approximately 250-300, including many eye-catching frankings, Registered usages, bank mail, overseas usages, Official envelope stamp-franked covers (some addressed to the famous B.K. Todd, the man who created
Bhutan’s unique stamp-issuing policies), etc.; a lovely lot of seldom-offered material, Fine to Very Fine, specialist’s
delight; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 7,000 - 9,000

791

HH/H/)Excellent accumulation, an extensive, clean and valuable holding including a nice single-volume collection in a Minkus album, with loads of unusual sets and miniature sheets, including 3-Ds, etc.; we also note many sets
and sheets on counter pages, stocksheets, etc.; scores of colorful and unique sets, with much never hinged, Very
Fine, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

792

)
Wonderful group of First Day Covers, from the First Issue on, excellent and highly unusual selection
of perhaps 120-150 or so First Day Covers, from duplicated First Issue sets mostly to the mid-1970s; included are a
wonderful array of striking cachet designs; bulk fresh, Very Fine, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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CAMBODIA

793

794

793
P
1973, New Constitution souvenir sheet of 3, large proof (Scott 311a), a stunning, oversized
(289 x 281 mm) press sheet of one on gummed stamp paper, with design of issued souvenir sheet at center, complete printed sheet markings (including date) at bottom, plus pencilled ink color notations at right, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, a real beauty, not often seen.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
HH
Captivating compilation, comprising three booklets containing Scott #15a, 16a & 17a; #38-52 deluxe
sheets complete; perforated souvenir sheets: #23a, 67a (2), 70a, 111a, 294a, 311a, 314a, 317a, C14a (lightly
hinged), and C17a (2), plus over 80 imperforate singles, all in complete sets, with many margin singles (and even a
few pairs); bright, fresh and clean throughout, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely holding, well worth the time to
view (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

INDOCHINA
795

H
1888, Annam & Tonkin First Issues, magnificent, highly specialized all-mint selection (Scott 1888),
a superb collection keenly assembled on a Gibbons Philatelic Page, including a ca. 1887 essay of the 15c Sage
black on blue overprinted “Annam/Tonkin” in two lines (2011 Roumet certificate); “A&T 1" on 2c; ”A&T 1" on 4c (two
types) plus block of four with overprints normal, inverted, sideways reading up and sideways reading down (2009
SBPV certificate); “A&T 5" on 10c (two types); ”A-T 1" on 2c (two types) plus overprint inverted and overprint double
sideways, one reading up, the other down; “A-T 1" on 4c (two types); ”A-T 5" on 10c (two types), etc., mostly Very
Fine and choice, an outstanding collection full of rare varieties (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 20,000 - 25,000

796

H
1886-88, Cochin China issues complete mint (Scott 1886), lovely group of seven stamps, comprising
5c on 25c yellow on straw (horizontal pair), plus singles of all other values, with an additional 15c on half of 30c
brown showing “tilted 5" variety, Very Fine, fresh and sound; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
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797

m
1886-88, Cochin China issues complete used (Scott 1886), on Gibbons philatelic page, with “5" on 25c
ocher on yellow (2, each on piece), ”5 C. CH." on 2c (2 shades), “5 C. CH.” on 25c ocher on yellow (2, wide and narrow settings), “5" on 25c black on rose, plus rare triple surcharge variety, the 1888 unissued 15/15 on 30c, etc., nice
stamps in all, Fine to Very Fine, examine, the triple surcharge variety a great rarity (Scott #4e, US$8,750); with 2005
Calves certificate for triple surcharge (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 15,000 - 18,000

798

m
1888, Annam & Tonkin First Issues, outstanding, specialized all-used selection (Scott 1888), neatly
mounted and identified on a Gibbons philatelic page, with “A&T 1" on 2c (2 types), ”A&T 1" on 4c, “A&T 5" on 10c
(six, mainly different types), ”A-T 1" on 2c plus overprint angled 45º, “1" on 4c, ”5" on 10c, 13 items in all, all fresh,
Fine to Very Fine+, an excellent lot (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 7,000

799

H/m
Revenue, 1919-42 (Pécule) overprint issues, collection of 39 scarce items neatly mounted and annotated
on Gibbons Philatelic Pages, including 1919 overprints on Canton and Tchongking surcharges, 1922-23 Native
Women to 1p including a 5c millésime #6 block of four, 1927 Pictorials including a 10c block of four, 1931-41 Pictorials including 2c, 20c and 25c values; 1933 Airmails with values to 10p (4) including the 5p in a block of four, 1933
overprinted “Service” 2p, 1942 Portraits 1c, 5c and 1p; some present in more than one overprint size or color; exceptionally fresh, Fine to Very Fine, a scarce, seldom-offered group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 6,000

800

801

800
Ha
International Reply Coupon, ca. 1920s-’30s, block of 4, for use in Indochina, pristine mint, Extremely
Fine, rare and choice, ex-King Fuad collection.
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,500
)
Postal Stationery, ca. 1890s, French Colonies items used in Indochina, all Commerce-type designs,
including three 5c green envelopes from (a) Saigon Port 4 JANV 93 locally used (b) Gocong/Cochinchine 30 NOV
94 to Yokohama, and (c) Travinh/Cochinchine 16 MARS 97 uprated 10c to Saigon; wrappers: (a) 1c black with indistinct Saigon/Cochinchine cancel uprated 4c to Paris (b) 4c brown with Tonquin/Hai-Phong 11 SEPT 95 cancel
Registered to Leipzig with Ligne N Paq. Fr. No. 10 cancel of 22 SEPT 95; and postal cards: (a) 10c+10c black on
green with indistinct Tonkin cancel and adjacent “Corps Expre Annam Tonkin” marking (card unaddressed) and (b)
10c black on gray Saigon Central 5 OCT 99 to Germany, mostly Fine to Very Fine or better, a lovely group of seven
items (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
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802

)
Postal Stationery, 1890s-1920s, premium selection of 11 entires, among which (1) 1901-02 5c with
pointed flap sent Hanoi to Paris with Nov 25.02 c.d.s. (2) 1904-05 5c with “439" control number sent 2 JANV 07 from
Chalon to Saigon (3) 1904-05 10c with ”723" control number and return address cachet at to left sent 4 NOV 07
Sadec to Paris with Saigon Central transit (4-6) 1908 5c all to France, sent 1910 or 1911, from either Hanoi (uprated
5c), Saigon Central, or Quinhone/Annam (7-10) 1908 10c size “b” from Song-cau/Annam to Hanoi 13 FEV 11,
Vinh/Annam to Hanoi 3 MAI 11, Thanh-hoa/Annam to Paris 9 JUIN 11 and Laighau/Tonkin to Berlin 23 MAI 12 with
transits from Lao-kay (10 JUIN) and Haiphong (12 JUIN); and (11) 1908 10c size “c” Hong-hoa/Tonkin to Paris 17
NOV 15, mostly Very Fine, lovely group; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 1,800

803

H)
Postal Stationery, 1892-1943, wonderful, clean group of 18 mint entires, namely, 1892 name-in-red
5c green on greenish, 15c blue on bluish (all three sizes), and 25c black on pink (sizes “a” and “c”); 1901-02 no control number 25c blue on pink (size “a”); 1904-05 with control number 10c (No. 723) rose on greenish; 1908 no control
number 5c green & black on off-white; 1919 2c on 5c (No. 022) green & black; 1922 4c orange & black; 1928 2c
green (2), 5c violet and 6c carmine; 1932 5c violet, and the scarce 1943 6c Pétain red on grayish, Very Fine, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

804

)
Postal Stationery, 1893-1927, premium selection of four entires, all size “c” (146 x 112 mm), comprising (1) 1892 name-in-red 15c blue on bluish to Strasbourg, uprated 35c and tied by Phan-tiet/Annam 9 AVRIL 93
c.d.s.’s, reverse with partial Baria/Cochinchine c.d.s. (2) same-issue 25c black on pink to Shanghai “via Hong Kong”
with Tonguin/Hai-phong 3 MARS 01 c.d.s., reverse with Haiphong/Tonkin transit (24 AOUT 01) along with
Shang-haï/Chine c.d.s. of 31 AOUT 01 and same-day Shanghai Local Post cancel, plus “12" in circle marking (3)
1923 4 cents orange brown & black no control number to Hanoi with Baoha/Tonkin 25-9-23 origin, reverse showing
same-day Laokay à Hanoi Railway cancel; and (4) 1925 4 cents brown orange & black to Hanoi uprated 1c and tied
by 8 AOUT 27 Bentuy à Hanoi Railway cancel, Very Fine, inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

805

206

805
)
Postal Stationery, 1895 & 1925, pair of premium usage entires, namely, an 1892 name-in-red 5c green
on off-white to Paris with “Rachgia/3/DEC/95/Cochinchine” origin with “Longxuyen/Cochinchine” transit dated 4
DEC on reverse; plus a 1923 4 cents brown orange & black with lilac interior to Hanoi, with
“Phu-da-phuc/4/JANV/25/Tonkin” cancel with “Poste Rural/Ha-chau/Province de Phuc-yen” adjacent, Very Fine
and choice, an excellent and scarce pair of usages.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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806

)
Postal Stationery, 1899-1903, select group of 13 entires, comprising (1-4) 1892 name-in-red 5c green
on off-white (a) Thainguyen/Tonkin 5 JANV 99 to Tourane, Annam (13 JANV 99 receiver) (b) Vinhlong/Cochinchine
27 NOV 00 to Saigon (c) Cholon/Cochinchine 29 JANV 00 to Saigon and (d) Saigon Central 31 JANV 01 to Hanoi (5)
15c blue on bluish size “a” uprated 10c with Hanoi/Tonkin cancels of 21 JANV 02 to Nova Scotia, reverse showing
Numea à Marseille Paq. Fr. No. 1 cancel of FEB 13 02 and Halifax MR 8 receiver (6-10) 15c blue on bluish size “c”
with three unaddressed but with Saigon Central cancels of 20 JANV 93 and 24 MAI 95 plus Soctrang of 13 AOUT
95, along with (d) Phantiet/Annam 23 JUIL 01 to Saigon with Baria/Cochinchine cancel of 26 JUIL 01, and uprated
10c from Saigon Central 28 AOUT 03 to Germany (11) 25c black on pink size “a” Saigon Port 8 NOV 98 to Belgium
(12) 25c black on pink size “c” from Saigon Central 27 JUIL 98 to France with Ligne N. Paq. Fr. No. 7 cancel; and (13)
Hanoi/Tonkin 17 DEC to Germany with Singapore transit dated DE 27 1902, mostly Very Fine, choice group (photo
on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

807

)
Postal Stationery, 1905-13, trio of premium entires, featuring (1) 1904-05 5c green on white with “422"
control number to Singapore, endorsed ”per SS Eridan" and cancelled with Singapore FE 4 1905 c.d.s. (2) 1908 10c
red & black on greenish size “c” with “851" control number uprated 15c to Leipzig with Quinhone/Annam cancels of
24 JUIL 09; and (3) 1908 10c red & black size ”c" no control number Registered and uprated 40c to Leipzig with
Cholon-Bin-htay/Cochinchine cancels of 15-2-13, Fine to Very Fine, choice group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

808

809

808
)
Postal Stationery, 1912-13, 10c rose & black entires with rural post cancels, a pair of size “b” covers,
the first sent 1912 to Hanoi with indicia cancelled “Lacquan/26 DEC/12/Tonkin” with adjacent blue “Poste Rurale,
Bui-chau/Province de Nam-dinh”; the second mailed to France in 1913 from “Ninh-binh/Tonkin” with adjacent
“Poste Rurale/Chun-nhac/Province de Nam-dinh” in blue, with a Haipong transit dated 24-8 on reverse, Fine to Very
Fine pair, very scarce markings.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
)
Postal Stationery, ca. 1915-28, lovely selection of 15 used postal stationery entires, featuring 1915
10c red & black with slate blue interior sent Saigon Central 13-3-16 with Travinh next-day arrival; 1916-19 no control
number 10c size “c” lilac interior sent Dalat/Annam 27-8-17 to Hanoi, 15c size “b” Quinehone/Annam 17 AVRIL 20
to Paris, 15c size “c” Saigon Central 2-1-20 to France; 1919 “4 cents” (closed top) on 10c Benthuy/Annam 25-7-19
to Haiphong, plus three locally used in Haiphong each uprated with “4 cents” overprint (open top) on 10c MAI 22, “4
cents” (open top, control number 816) on 10c with Saigon Central origin and Travinh/Cochinchine 20-3-19 arrival,
Phantiet/Annam 14 OCT 21 uprated 6c to France, Mytho/Cochinchine 17-8-22 uprated 2/5c on 1c block of ten with
Cholon 18-8-22 arrival; 1922 “5 cents” no control number Hai-duong/Tonkin 2-3-24 to Paris (roughly opened); 1923
“4 cents” brown orange & black with lilac interior used locally Haiphong 19 FEVR 23 with different type of same-day
arrival c.d.s.; Samson/Annam 7 DEC 23 to Hanoi; 1928 2c green with Mytho/Cochinchine 11-12-33 cancels and
uprated 1c to Marseille, Fine to Very Fine, excellent group; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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810

811

812

)
Postal Stationery, 1922-36, excellent selection of ten used 4c and 5c entires with lilac interiors, all
size “c” (146 x 112 mm), the holding divided between 1922 4 cents Native Women (6 examples) and 5c Angkor designs (4 examples); three of the 4 cents cards are from Annam: (1) Phantiet to France with “T” in triangle marking
and 20c Postage Due (2) Song Cau to Hanoi with Quinehone transit, and (3) Thu-xa to France with Quinehone transit; plus three from Tonkin: two locally used at Haiphong, plus a Phuly to Hanoi; 5 cents cards include Registered
and uprated 7c Thanh-hoa to France with Tourane tranist; three 1932 entires: (1) Ky-anh/Annam 23-1-32 to
Can-tho with Tourane transit (2) Hue/Annam 27-7-32 to Germany uprated 65c with red-and-black “Par Avion” etiquette and boxed “Saigon-Marseille” cachet, and (3) Phu-tho/Tonkin 20-5-36 to Saigon uprated 11c and
green-and-black “Par Avion” etiquette, Fine to Very Fine or better, a lovely, wide-ranging group; inspection invited
(photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

811
812
)
Postal Stationery, 1924 & 1937, scarce pair of entires showing rural cancel usages, comprising a
1923 1c brown and black on white laid paper to Banglong via Soctrang, with franking tied by indistinct rural cancel in
black with adjacent “Do-Luong/Annam” cancel of 25-1/24, with reverse showing 29-1 “Gungson [?]/Annam” and
“Journaux P.P.X./Saigon” 31-1 daters; plus a 1930 5c violet uprated 1c to France and tied by
“Thanh-hoa/19-5/37/Annam” cancel with adjacent “Poste Rurale/Van-tra/Province de Thanh-hoa” in blue, Very
Fine, a very scarce and attractive pair.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
)
Postal Stationery, 1929 (Oct. 6), 5c violet with lilac interior entire, used from Hanoi to Vinh, uprated
with Yunnanfou 20c on 50c, the adhesive and the indicia both cancelled (stamp tied) by one of two blue “Hanoi
R.P./10-6/29/Tonkin” c.d.s.’s, with red-and-black “Par Avion” etiquette alongside; reverse with both Vinh and Hanoi
cancels in blue dated June 11; fresh, Very Fine, a beauty, scarce.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
Possibly a return First Flight Cover; see Muller #25.
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813

813
814
)
Postal Stationery, 1929 (Nov. 17), 5c violet with lilac interior registered entire, sent Hai-phong to
France, uprated by three adhesives totaling 1p16c, all tied by “Hanoi R.P./17-11/29/Tonkin” c.d.s.’s, but with
Haiphong Registry label and cancel of Nov. 13; front additionally bears a red-and-black “Par Avion” etiquette and, at
lower right, a black framed “Voyage/Retour Record Distance/Costes-Bellonte/Oct. Nov. 1929" cachet, Very Fine, a
scarce and lovely combination.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

814

)
Postal Stationery, 1943 (May 13), 6c Marshall Pétain entire, used to Hanoi (Higgins and Gage K1), a
beautiful, exceptionally fresh entire, cancelled by one of two bold strikes of “Lai-chau/13-5/43/Tonkin” c.d.s.’s, Very
Fine, absolutely pristine, scarce.
Estimate HK$ 3,500 - 2,400

815

H)
Postal Stationery, ca. 1892-1928, excellent selection of 19 mint letter cards, including 1892
name-in-blue 10c gray black on light greenish (2), 10c black on bluish (Reply only), 10c+10c black on bluish; 1900
name-in-red 10c black on green (2) and name-in-blue 10c red on green with control number “046" (2), 10c+10c red
on bluish with control number ”048" on Reply (2); 1901 10c red on greenish without control number and 10c+10c red
on blue no control number (2); 1904 10c carmine on greenish; 1928 on greenish issues of 4c red violet, 6c red, 8c olive green (2) and 12c blue green, generally Fine to Very Fine, nice lot (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,800

816

)
Airmail Envelopes, 1934-38, wonderful group of 21 used “moiré design interior” 36c entires, most
dated during 1935 and all but one to Paris; includes six covers from Annam: (1) Qui-nhon (2) Nha-trang Registered
and uprated 15c (3) Tourane (4) Fai-fo with Tourane transit (5) Dalat with boxed slogan marking, and (6) Buang-tri;
four from Cochinchine: two with Saigon Central cancels (one to French India), Cantho with boxed Dalat slogan
marking, and Vinhlong uprated 1c; and 11 from Tonkin: five from Hanoi, two from Nam-Ðinh with boxed slogan
markings, plus one each from Haiphong, Hongay with “Extrême Orient Amerique du Sud/Via Air France” etiquette,
Viet-tri and Vinh-yen, Fine to Very Fine or better, excellent, wide-ranging group; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

817

H/m) Airmail Envelopes, 1933-47, selection of 7 nice 36c and 27c entires, including 1933 with “Poste
Arienne Indochine” inside 36c carmine text; two to Paris from Mytho/Cochinchine 6-1-34 and Nam-Ðinh/Tonkin
1-8-34; 66c olive to Paris with “T” markings and uprated 20c Haiphong 27-5-47 c.d.s.; 1934-38 with moiré design inside 36c carmine (2), one with watermark, one without, both unused; plus 37c olive (2), one uprated 3c but both unused; a fresh flight of covers, Very Fine, nice group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,300 - 1,600
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818

818
819
H)
Formular Cards for use in Indochina, 1876, a group of three (Higgins and Gage Type 2), fresh 1876
no-value black on blues, with “le dessert” in last line of instructions at right; each unused, but one franked with 1879
imperforate Peace & Commerce 10c black on lilac, generally Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,300 - 1,700

819

)
Postal Cards, 1892, two 10c black cards displaying printed vignettes of buildings on reverse, both
fresh examples of the 10c black with name in blue, the first with picture of street scene sent to Austria, with Saigon
Central cancels of 6 AVRIL 98 and an indistinct “Ligne N/Paq Fr” cancel of 13 AVRIL; the second sent to Java showing Saigon Cathedral with Saigon Port cancels of 26 AVRIL 98 and adjacent next-day “Ligne N/Paq Fr No. 7" marking, with ”N-I Agent/Singapore" cancel of Apr. 29 and “N” marking, Very Fine, scarce pair.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

820

H)
Postal Cards, ca. 1892-1944, lovely, clean group of 17 mint cards, comprising 1892 name-in-blue 10c
black on greenish (2) plus 10c+10c black on blue green; 1900 name-in-red 10c black on green and name-in-blue
with control numbers 10c (No. 048) red on green; 1901 name-in-blue no control number 10c red on green and
10c+10c red on blue; 1904 10c carmine on greenish; 1919 15c violet & black on greenish; 1924-25 6c vermilion &
black on greenish (only 360 issued) and 6c+6c vermilion & black on greenish (only 288 issued); 1928 4c red violet
on greenish, 6c red on greenish, 8c olive green on greenish and 12c blue green on greenish; and 1944 12c “EF” maroon on buff, Very Fine, a nice, diverse group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

821

H)
Postal Cards and Letter Cards, 1892-1912, clean mint selection, the postal cards comprising 1892
name-in-blue 10c black on greenish (10), 10c+10c black on bluish (9); 1901 red on greenish (2), 10c+10c red on
greenish (2); 1904 10c carmine on green (2); the letter cards the 1892 name-in-red 15c blue on greenish (10), 25c
black on pink (8); 1901 no control number 15c gray on grayish (3), 25c blue on pink (3); and 1912 “10" on 15c blue on
grayish (2), 51 items in all, fresh, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,200
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822

Ex 822
825
)
Postal Cards, ca. 1893, trio of 10c black name-in-blue cards with pictures on reverse, each addressed to Germany, the first showing a river view of boat and buildings with Saigon Central cancels of 14 JUIN 98;
the second portraying village buildings on riverbank with Saigon Port cancel of 18 JUIL 99 and adjacent July 28
“Ligne T/Paq. Fr. No 6" double-ring cancel; the third picturing a woman in native dress with Sept. 20 Sontay/Tonkin
origin plus Hanoi (Sept. 22) and Saigon Central (Sept. 30) transits, Fine to Very Fine or better, scarce group.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

823

)
Postal Cards, 1894-1901, attractive, select group of nine 1892 10c postal cards used, examples of
the 1892 10c black on greenish with country name in blue postal card; group comprises (1) cancelled Ligne N Paq.
Fr. No. 5, 9 JUIN 94, to Hong Kong with arrival cancels of JU 13 94 (2) Hai-phong/Tonkin 22 DEC 94 to London and
endorsed “via Hong Kong, Japan, Amerique” with Hong Kong DE 27 94 transit (3) Saigon Central 18 MAI 95 to Germany with Ligne N Paq. Fr. No. 10 cancel of 19 MAI 95 (4) Hanoi/Tonkin 5 JUIL 95 to Hong Kong with JY 13 95 arrival (5) Saigon Central 25 JUIL 96 and circled “12" to Germany, reverse with small Ligne N. Paq. Fr. No. 4 cancel (6)
Ligne N. Paq. Fr. No. 10 cancel of 13 JUIN 97 to Germany with ”Speidel Saigon 13 JUIN 1897" circular cachet at
lower left (7) Saigon Central 22 NOV 98 to Japan with Hong Kong transit (DE 5 98) and Kobe/Japan arrival (18 DEC
98) (8), Saigon Port 14 SEPT 00 to Java with “Agent Singapore” cancel dated 18 9 1900; and (9) Hanoi/Tonkin 20
FEVR 01 to Berlin with 10 MARS 01 Ligne N Paq. Fr. No. 1 cancel, Very Fine, lovely group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

824

)
Postal Cards, 1895-1941, choice selection of 6 premium used, comprising (1) 1892 10c+10c black on
bluish to France with Hanoi/Tonkin NOV 11 95 cancel, endorsed “Troupes du Tonkin” with adjacent blue “Troupes
de l’Indo-Chine/Le General en Chef” cachet (reply card unused) (2) 1892 10c+10c black on bluish to Germany with
DEC 97 Haiphong cancel and adjacent Ligne N Paq. Fr. No. 7 cancel dated 26 DEC 97 (reply card unused) (3) 1892
10c+10c black on bluish to Saar with Haiphong/Tonkin cancels of 19 DEC 1902 with Singapore DE 27 1902 transit
at left (reply card unused) (4) 1904 10c carmine on greenish to Java with Saigon Central 5 MAI 06 origin and “N”
marking, along with Singapore MY 7 1906 transit and Batavia 10 5 06 arrival (5) 1904 10c carmine on greenish to Japan with Pak-hoi-chine 5 SEPT 07 cancels plus Victoria/Hong Kong 9 SP 07 transit and Kobe/Japan arrival dated
17.9.07; and (6) 1931 5c violet brown on buff with Saigon Central c.d.s. of 10.1.41, unaddressed, Fine to Very Fine,
nice group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,500

825

)
Letter Cards, ca. 1895-1902, lovely group of four used, comprising (1) an 1892 name-in-red 25c black
on pink to Germany with Hai-phong cancels of 10 FEVR 95 and adjacent Hong Kong transit c.d.s. of FE 15/95; (2) a
similar letter card to Switzerland with Vinhlong 17 OCT 00 cancels, reverse bearing Saigon Central c.d.s. of 18 OCT
00; (3) an 1892 name-in-red 15c blue on gray uprated 10c to Switzerland with blue “Vapeur No. 2/Mekong River”
steamer cancels, with Saigon Central c.d.s. of 1 NOV 00 and “Australie/Paq. Fr. T No. 1" 17 NOV 00 dater; and (4)
similar card to Belgium uprated 12c (three 4c adhesives) with Saigon Central cancels of 16 OCT 02 plus circled
”501", Fine to Very Fine, a wonderful group.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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826

827

)
Postal Cards, 1901-22, lovely group of 11 used, including five 1901 10c red on greenish, four 1904 10c
carmine on greenish and two 1919 “6 cents” on 15c Native Women design; 10c reds feature (1) Saigon Central 15
AVRIL 04 to Hankow, China (2) Saigon Central 15 AVRIL 04 to London (3) Saigon Central 20 AVRIL 03 to Paris (4)
Hue/Annam 25 AVRIL 04 to Germany with 4 MAI 04 Saigon Central transit (5) Benhoa 27 OCT 04 to Germany; 10c
carmines used (1) Saigon Central 14 AVRIL 08 to Germany (2) Yenbay/Tonkin 22 NOV 09 to Germany (3)
Thudaumot/Cochinchine 9 MAI 10 to India (4) Saigon Central 24-5-13 to Germany; with the “6 cents” on 15c cards
both with Haipong/Tonkin cancels, one on 14 AOUT 22 and unaddressed, the second on 28 AOUT 22 and addressed locally, Very Fine, a nice lot of fresh cards (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

827
)
Postal Card, 1930 (Jan. 15), 8c olive green on greenish registered airmail card, sent from Saigon to
France, uprated with 5c Ploughman, 1p Founding and 16c on 40c Canton opt; addressed to Angers, with Saigon
RP registration label handstamped “G9", stamps and indicia tied by Jan. 15 Saigon Central c.d.s.’s, with
black-and-red ”Par Avion" etiquette and red boxed “Parmalle Aérienne/Hollandaise” cachet, Very Fine, a wonderfully fresh beauty, scarce item.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

828

)
Letter Cards, ca. 1892-1924, wonderful selection of 9 used, comprising (1) 1892 name-in-red 25c
black on pink to Luxembourg with Caobang/Tonkin cancels of 24 FEVR 98, reverse with Lang-son (FEB 27),
Haiphong (FEB 28) and Saigon Central (MAR 5) transits (2) 1892 25c black on pink to Germany with Saigon Port
cancels dated 13 SEPT 98 plus “Ligne T/Paq. Fr. No. 1" of 22 SEPT 98 and endorsed ”pr SS Salazie" (3) 1900 15c
gray on pale gray with “047" control number Registered to Austria and uprated 35c, with 15 SEPT 11 Saigon Port
cancels and Wien 13.X.11 arrival (4) 1912 ”10" on 15c blue on gray addressed locally with Kien-an/Tonkin cancels
of 29 JANV 13 (5) 1907 10c orange & black on buff uprated 15c to Holland with Saigon Central 5-4-18 daters, with
French Military Censor tape and cachets (6 & 7) 1919 “4 cents” on 10c orange & black on buff, both addressed locally and cancelled 20 JUIL 20 Haiphong/Tonkin (8) 1919 15c violet & black on tan 20 JUIL 20 addressed locally in
Haiphong/Tonkin (9) 1924 4c orange & black on buff uprated 1c to Saar with 16-1-25 Saigon Central cancels, fresh,
mostly Very Fine, an excellent diverse group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

829

H)
Postal Cards or Paid Reply Cards, ca. 1892-1924, lovely selection of 19, clean, all-mint selection of
cards with name in red, including 1892 15c blue on gray (2) and 25c black on pink (2); 1900 15c gray on pale gray
with “047" control number and 25c blue on pink with ”049" control (2); 1901 no control number 15c gray on pale gray
(2) and 25c blue on pink (2); 1907 10c red & black on buff; 1912 “10" on 15c blue on gray (2); 1924 ”4 cents" orange &
black on buff (2) and “5 cents” carmine & black on buff (3), Fine to Very Fine or better, attractive group (photo on web
site).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,500
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830

831

832

833

)
Postal Cards, ca. 1893-1902, lovely group of 11 used 10c cards, comprising 1892 name-in-blue 10c
gray black on light green: (1) unaddressed with Saigon Central 11 JUIL 93 c.d.s. (2) unaddressed with
Soctrang/Cochinchine 13 AOUT 95 c.d.s. (3) Hanoi 14 OCT 98 to Haiphong (4) Hanoi 11 JAN 99 to Great Britain (5)
Saigon Port 21 AOUT 01 to Switzerland via Singapore (6) Saigon Central 17-2-13 to Berlin (7) 10c+10c
Quinehone/Annam 13 JUIL 02 to Paris with response card unused; and 1900 name-in-red 10c black on bluish
green: (8) Hanoi 25 SEPT 01 to Germany with 30 SEPT Saigon Central transit (9) Thanh-hoa/Annam 31 MARS 02
to Hanoi with Ninh-binh transit (10) Cholon/Cochinchine 6 AOUT 02 to Germany; and (11) Hanoi 22 OCT 02 ot Germany with Saigon Central transit of 27 OCT, Fine to Very Fine or better, excellent group; examine (photo on web
site).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

831
832
)
1877 (June 27), lovely cover sent from Saigon to France, franked by a 40c imperforate Cérès, tied by
one of two bold strikes of “Cochinchine/27 JUIN/77/Saigon” c.d.s.’s; reverse notes Le Puy-en-Velay arrival of July
30; some age soiling, etc., Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
)
1895 (Apr. 25), pretty cover from Cap St. Jacques, Cochinchine, to Paris, franked by 5c single and
10c pair nac, tied by “Cap-St Jacques/25/AVRIL/95/Cochinchine” c.d.s.’s, with red Paris May 95 arrival at right; reverse shows Saigon Central transit; part of flap missing harmlessly, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

833
)
1896 (Oct. 10), hand-painted stampless military cover, sent from Mon-cay, Tonkin, to Serquigny,
France, depicting prisoners and soldier; sent stampless through the Military Concession, with Mon-cay c.d.s. of 10
OCT 96, adjacent “Corps Expeditionnaire du Tonkin” cancel, and “Place de Mon-Cay/Le/Commandant/d’Armes/Tonkin” cachet in black, Fine to Very Fine, a beauty, an attractive and rare cover from this conflict.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 7,000
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834

)
1898-1931, group of 11 lovely covers, including 1898 (Sept. 6) Bac-ninh/Tonkin to Saigon; 1904 (Feb. 7)
Red Band cover sent Soctrang/Cochinchine to Saigon; 1912 (Dec. 21) local Haiphong cover franked with various
surcharged values; 1923 (Apr. 23) Registered cover from Djiring/Annam to Hue, with Phanrang and Hue
backstamps; 1931 (Aug. 4) Registered cover from Longxuyen/Cochinchine to Cantho, plus six 1924 “Louis Bossy”
covers (five of which Registered) to Switzerland and franked by 15 values of the 1922-23 Native Women series, including the 2p, each tied by Hanoi/Tonkin cancels of 13-8-24, Very Fine overall, a choice group; examine (photo on
web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

835

)
1904-08, a splendid selection of 12 picture post cards with Tonkin cancels, comprising 1904 from
Phu-doan with view of Rue Paul-Bert Street, Hanoi; 1906 Botanic Gardens in Saigon, hand-painted view, with
Haipong à Hanoi Railway cancel; 1908 from Tuyen-quang showing local river view; 1909 showing “Caserne de
l’Artillerie” Dap Cau with Langson à Hanoi Railway cancel; 1909 from Haiphong with view of Citadel in Bac-ninh;
1911 from Haiphong showing river view; 1911 from Haiphong showing “Baie d’Along” with Shanghai, China, US
Postal Ag’cy/Rec’d transit; 1912 from Lang-son showing a general view; 1913 from Haiphong showing “Cité Marty”;
1919 from Hanoi picturing “Bureau de la Résidence Supérieure”; 1922 from Hanoi-Gare showing Haiphong Theater; and 1928 from Hai-phong showing “Appontement de l’Hôpital”, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

836

214

836
)
1906, cover to Hanoi from the Elections de la Chambre d’Agriculture, pre-printed envelope franked
by 5c French Commerce issue along with 1c and 5c Grasset types, all tied by “Ecole Française d’Extrême Orient/Service Photographique” large double-circle cachet cancel; small tear on front, Fine to Very Fine, scarce.
Estimate HK$ 1,300 - 1,600
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837

)
1906-50, select group of 14 items, featuring (1) 1906 (May 31) pc with Japan 1s tied by Nagasaki/Japan
c.d.s. with “Marine Francaise/Service a la Mer” and anchor cachet on reverse (2) 1906 (June 29) cover to France,
10c franking tied by Tourane/Annam c.d.s. with boxed “Paquebot” cachet alongside (3) 1907 (Aug. 20), cover to
France franked with “F.M.”-overprinted 15c green Sower tied by Mytho/Conchinchine c.d.s. (4) 1921 (Aug. 14)
small local mourning cover with 2c on 5c and 4c on 10c (pair) tied by Saigon Central c.d.s.’s (5) 1927 (Feb. 4), 1c
brown & black stationery entire of 1924 (lilac inside) uprated 4c to Berlin with Lang-son/Tonkin cancels (6) 1934
cover to Switzerland with 15c franking tied by “Compagnie des Messageries Maritimes/Paquebot Lieutenant
St-Loubert-Ble” marking in purple, with “Paquebot Singapore” 16 JA 1934 c.d.s. on reverse (7) 1936 card to the US
with Philippines 2c tied by “N.V. Koninklijke Paketvaart/Maatschappij” oval cachet and adjacent “Saigon/Paquebot”
c.d.s. of 14 8 36 (8) 1942 (Mar. 29) Fêtes of Nam-giao set in blocks of four on large cacheted First Day Cover with
Hue/Annam cancels (9) 1950 (Nov. 24) Airmail cover with 50c and 70c Apsaras tied by Vinhlong/Sud Viet-Nam
c.d.s., reverse with Saigon R.P./Sud Vietnam next-day machine cancel and Dalat/Plateaux Indochinois 27-11-1950
c.d.s. (10) 1951 (Mar. 10) Banque de l’Indochine Airmail cover to the US franked 20c (pair) and 1p Apsaras plus 2p
Air tied by Tourane/Central Viet-Nam cancels; and (11) four “AR” or Money Order Forms from Saigon Central dated
30-9-32 and 16-5-38, Saigon R.P. 27-9-48, and Cholon-Binhtay/Sud Viet-Nam 5-10-1950, mostly Very Fine, a
lovely, eclectic and diverse group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

838

)
1917-41, group of 5 lovely censored mail covers, comprising (1) 1917 (July 24) Saigon Port to Penang
with Straits Settlements censor tape and cachet plus boxed “Passed by Censor Penang” handstamp, Penang arrival (30 JY 1917) on reverse (2) 1936 (Feb. 7) Hanoi to Austria with “Osterr. Post-u Telegraphenamt” censor tape
and cachet dated 11/11 1936, reverse with same-day Vienna arrival and transit c.d.s. of 6 MR 36 which appears to
be Port Danzig (3) 1939 (Dec. 6) F.M. cover from Vientiane/Laos to France with “Contrôl Postal Militaire” tape and
oval “Ouvert par l’Autorité Militaire” cachet (4) 1940 (Jan. 13) Banque de l’Indochine cover from Tourane to
Haiphong branch with large red boxed “Courrier de la Banque Privilegiee/A Expedier sans Delai/Exempt de Censure” cachet; and (5) 1941 (Sept. 24) company Airmail cover from Saigon to New York with Hong Kong censor tape
but no other markings, Fine to Very Fine, nice group; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

839

)
1922-29, premium selection of 7 better covers, including (1) 1922 (19 JUIL) Registered cover to Belgium with multicolor franking including 2/5c on 1c block of four, all tied by Saigon Central cancels (2) 1922 (29-10)
Registered cover to Argentina via France with mixed franking of Indochine and Hoi-Hao issued tied by Hanoi-Gare
Tonkin cancels with adjacent two-line cachet “Affranchie/par l’expediteur”, reverse with 20 XII 22 arrival (3) 1936
cover to the US with French franking tied by Saigon Paquebot c.d.s. of 24-4-36 with all date slugs inverted (4) 1946
(28-6) Airmail cover to the US with Saigon-Principal c.d.s. (5) 1949 commercial-size cover to the US from “The
American Consulate General/Saigon, Indochina” with 1p40c franking tied by Saigon R.P. cancels of 16-6-1949, reverse shows Hong Kong transit of 30 JU 49 (6) 1950 Airmail cover to Switzerland with 3p20 franking tied by a Christmas Day Saigon R.P./Sud Viet-Nam c.d.s. with adjacent boxed four-line cachet commemorating Vietnamese
Independence 23-12-50; and (7) 1929 Crash Cover Registered from Santenay, France, to Saigon with franking of
11F50 tied by 10-12-29 cancels with unboxed “Courrier Accidente” and four boxed “Retour à l’Envoyeur” cachets,
reverse with transits of Marseille (3-1-30), Saigon Central (29-1-30) and Santenay (1-3-30) [Nierinck #291214],
Fine to Very Fine, excellent group; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

840

)
1929, 3 first flight covers from Saigon Central, each with the “Premier Voyage/Postal par
Avion/Indochine France” cachet and red-and-black “Par Avion” etiquette (1) Registered with mixed franking tied by
26 2 29 cancels to Paris, plus “Courrier Accidente” boxed cachet (2) Registered to Belgium with franking tied by 9 4
29 cancels, the cachet in blue; and (3) to Marseille with franking tied by blue cancels dated 12 4 29; fresh all, Very
Fine, a scarce group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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841

)
1929-48, group of six premium registered airmail covers from Tonkin, each addressed to either
France or England (1) 1929 (Nov. 17) with mixed franking of $1.40 tied by Hanoi cancels with red-and-black “Par
Avion” etiquette and “Voyage Retour Record Distance Costes-Bellonte Oct. Nov. 1929" cachet (2) 1929 (Nov. 17)
with mixed franking of $1.48 tied by Hanoi R.P. cancels with red-and-black ”Par Avion" and “Service Accelere” etiquettes; Saigon Registered label and adjacent Saigon Central c.d.s. in blue, with Costes-Bellonte return flight cachet on reverse (3) 1932 (Mar. 26), franked 85c tied by Hongay cancels with blue-and-black “Par Avion” etiquette
and boxed “Saigon-Marseille” cachet, reverse showing Ha-noi R.P. 27-3-32 transit (4) 1934 (Jan. 31)
$2.95-franked cover, postage tied by “Hanoi A” cancels, with blue-and-black “Par Avion” etiquette and boxed “Saigon-Marseille” cachet (5) 1939 (Apr. 7) blue-bordered Airmail envelope, 52c franking tied by “Hanoi A” c.d.s.; and
(6) 1948 (Aug. 10) cover to London with franking of $3.50 tied by Haiphong cancels, Fine to Very Fine, choice, select
group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

842

)
1929-39, group of 11 premium flight covers with cachets, nine Air France, 2 KNILM (Dutch); Air
France covers comprise (1) 1929 (Dec. 29) to France with franking of $1.06 tied by Saigon Central c.d.s. with boxed
“Parmalle Aerienne Hollandaise” cachet and adjacent Saigon Khanhmoi c.d.s. of 2-1-30 (2 & 3) 1931 (Feb. 3) pair of
covers from Saigon Central to Holland, each with the Air Orient France-Indochine cachets, one in purple, the other
in blue green (4) 1938 (Oct. 5) Hanoi-Hong Kong with blue triangular cachet (5 & 6) 1939 (May 22) printed-cachet
envelopes of Hanoi-Vientiane and return flights (7 & 8) 1939 (July 7) Saigon-Vientiane and Saigon-Hanoi with black
cachets (9) 1939 (July 6) Hanoi-Saigon with blue cachet; KNILM covers dated (1) 1938 (Aug. 30) Java-Indochina
with purple cachet; and (2) 1938 (Aug. 31) Saigon-Batavia with black cachet, Very Fine, choice group; examine
(photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

843

)
1931-50s, selection of 9 premium first flight covers, comprising (1) 1931 (June 29) England-Saigon
with 1s4d franking tied by “London F.S./Air Mail” cancels, reverse with Marseille 30 VII 1931 transit and Saigon
22-7-1931 arrival (no cachets, but believed to be from the first London-to-China flight) (2 & 3) two covers
Haiphong-Kunming, each with similar pictorial “Ouverture de la Ligne Haiphong, Hanoi, Kunming 10 JUIN 1948/Par
Air France” cachet, along with “Retour” and “Address incomplete” cachets, both having 14.6.48 Kunming arrival
daters (4) 1948 (June 11) Hanoi-Kunming with “Ouverture de la Ligne Hanoi-Kunming 11 JUIN 1948/Par Air
France” boxed pictorial cachet and Kunming arrival c.d.s. of 14.6.48 (5 & 6) 1948 (Aug. 11) Saigon-Laos with boxed
“Reouverture de la Ligne Saigon Seno Vientiane 11 Aout 1948/Par Air France” cachet with Vientiane arrival
(11-8-48) on reverse, along with Aug. 12 return flight with appropriate cachet and Saigon arrival of 12-8-48 (7) 1949
(Sept. 24) Saigon-Noumea with “Ouverture du Service Regulier/France-N. Caledonie” pictorial cachet, Noumea arrival c.d.s. of 29.9.49 on reverse (8 & 9) 1950 (Oct. 28) Saigon-Cambodia with “Air France Ouverture de Ligne Saigon-Siem-Reap 28-X-50" pictorial cachet, arrival c.d.s. of Siemreap-Angkor dated 28-10-1959, plus the return flight
to Saigon but without cachet, Very Fine, clean, uncommon group; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 1,800

844

)
1931-39, fresh group of 11 flight covers, comprising (1) 1931 (Mar. 3) Ha-noi to Paris with red-and-black
“Par Avion” and “Service Accelere” etiquettes (2) 1932 (Jan. 18) Hue to Paris with red-and-black “Par Avion” etiquette and boxed “Saigon-Marseille” cachet (3 & 4) 1932 (Oct. 28) Saigon-Central Registered cover to Shanghai
with red-and-black “Par Avion” etiquette, reverse with 1 NO 32 “Registered G.P.O. Hong Kong” c.d.s.—plus a similar cover but to canton with no transit cancel (5) 1933 (Apr. 19) Hai-phong to Paris on Air-Orient envelope with boxes
“Saigon-Marseille” cachet (6) 1934 (June 2) to France with $4.65 franking tied by Saigon Central c.d.s. with
blue-and-black etiquette and small “Control Avion” purple cachet (7) 1937 (Aug. 6) Hanoi R.P. to Germany on Air
France envelope with boxed “Hanoi-Marseille” cachet (8) 1938 (Aug. 3) Kunming to Canton First Flight Cover
(Kunming-Hanoi-Hong Kong by E.A.C. & Air France) endorsed “via Hanoi” (9 & 10) 1938 (Nov. 21) Kunming-Hanoi
First Flight plus return (11) 1939 (June 12) Hanoi-Vientiane, Laos flight with “Monsieur PONS/Compagnie AIR
FRANCE” cachet in purple, Fine to Very Fine, lovely group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
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845

846

847

)
1931-38, lovely group of 8 select first flight covers, a grand selection comprising (1) 1931 (Jan. 16)
Paris to Saigon and franked 6F50, with “Premiers Services Reguliers France-Indochine/Via Air-Orient” black cachet, with Saigon arrival dated 27-1-31 (2) 1931 (Feb. 3) Saigon to Paris return flight with 66c franking and same cachet as outbound flight but in purple (3) 1937 (Apr. 9) blue-bordered Airmail Registered envelope to Fort Bayard with
seven-line boxed cachet for the Hanoi-Canton flight via Fort Bayard, with 10-4-37 arrival c.d.s. (4) 1938 (July 12)
Hanoi to Hong Kong flight with special red “Premier Vol d’Essai Hanoi-Hong Kong par Air France 13 Juillet 1938" cachet (5) the same flight but cachet in blue with ”Postes et Telegraphes/Tonkin" red cachet and signed by pilot (6) the
same flight again, but on special pictorial envelope by L’Indochine Philatélique Hanoi, the cachet in red, with 13 JY
38 Victoria/Hong Kong arrival c.d.s. (7) 1938 (July 29) cover to Saigon with boxed red “Premiere Liaison Postale
Aerienne Hanoi-Saigon en 5 Heures via Air France 30 Juillet 1938" cachet; and (8) 1938 (Oct. 5) cover to Hong
Kong with special triangular black cachet reading ”Hanoi-Hong Kong Ouverture du Trafic Postal Aerien Regulier
par Air France" with Kowloon/Hong Kong arrival c.d.s. of 6 OC 38 on reverse, Fine to Very Fine, excellent group;
examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,500

846
)
1932 (Sept. 29), eye-catching cover sent from Cantho, Cochinchine, to Wallis Island, assessed
postage due, an exceptional cover, showing manuscript “via Sydney” and franked by two 1/10c and 4/5c Indochina
adhesives, tied by bold blue “Poste Rurale/Binhthuy/Province Cantho” handstamps, with
“Cantho/29-9/32/Cochinchine” origin c.d.s. on reverse, along with same-day Saigon Central transit; cover is addressed to Mota Uta and obviously short-paid, with “Iles Wallis et Futuna” 15c and 30c (each a margin pair) and 10c
Postage Dues added and cancelled by “Protectorat Français/31/DEC/32/Wallis” arrival markings, Very Fine and
choice, a remarkable destination and usage item.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
)
1938-39, group of 10 Air France flight covers, all but one having a special flight cachet; note 1938 (July
30) Hanoi-Saigon blue cachet; 1938 (Aug. 1) Saigon-Hanoi black pictorial cachet; 1938 (Oct. 5) Saigon-Hong Kong
black cachet; 1939 (July 6) Hanoi-Vientiane blue cachet and Hanoi-Saigon black cachet; 1939 (July 7) Saigon-Hanoi and Saigon-Vientiane, each with black cachets, plus Vientiane-Hanoi uncacheted; and 1939 (July 26) Hanoi-Fort Bayard blue cachet and (same-day) return flight black cachet, Very Fine, attractive group; inspect (photo on
web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,500
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848

849

850

218

)
1940-41, choice group of four censored covers to Australia, comprising (1) 1940 (July 17) red-bordered Airmail cover to Perth, WA, with franking tied by Tourane/Annam cancels, brown tape at left with purple
“Passed by Censor 98 Singapore” cachet, reverse with Saigon transit of 18-7-40 and two more Singapore censor
cachets (2) 1940 (July 17) company envelope to the same Perth address with franking tied by Tourane/Annam cancels, French “Contrôl Postal” tape and oval “Ouvert par l’Autorité Militaire” cachet along with brown tape and
“Passed by Censor 109 Singapore”, reverse with 20-7-40 Saigon transit (3) 1940 (Aug. 26) company envelope to
Sydney, NSW, with franking tied by Saigon Central cancels, “Contrôl Postal Militaire” tape and oval “Ouvert par
l’Autorité Militaire” cachet both at left, along with two-line “To be forwarded by Air from Singapore” cachet and triangular “Passed for Transmission Singapore” cachet (4) 1941 (Apr. 11) small company envelope to Melbourne, VIC,
stamps tied by Saigon Central c.d.s., with Australian censor tape and cachet over Singapore tape and cachet at left,
Very Fine, wonderful group (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,500 - 3,000

849
850
)
1941 (Dec. 5), airmail cover sent from Saigon to Perth, Western Australia, a lovely cover from the
Hong Kong Bank, Saigon, franked by 5c, 30c and $1 (for use in Cambodia) adhesives, all tied by Saigon Central
c.d.s.’s, with adjacent “Retour à l’envoyeur/Service suspendu” two-line cachet, Very Fine, a scarce marking.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
)
1951 (Dec. 8), mixed-franking airmail cover, sent Saigon to London, clean and neat, franked by 70c
Indochina Apsara, along with Vietnam 3p Bao Dai, both tied by “Saigon R.P./8-12/1951/Sud Vietnam” c.d.s., with
second strike at lower left, Very Fine, a scarce mixed franking.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
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851

851
852
)
1952 (Jan. 17), mixed-franking airmail cover, sent from Nam-Ðinh, Vietnam, to Lyon, France, lovely
and clean, franked by 30c Indochina Rice Planting along with 3p Vietnam Bao Dai, the two stamps tied by one of two
strikes of “Nam-Ðinh/17-1/1952/Viet-Nam” c.d.s.; reverse shows next-day “Hanoi R.P./Nord Vietnam” transit, Very
Fine, a scarce combination.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

852

)
1952 (Jan. 18), mixed-franking airmail cover from Saigon to Wilmington, Delaware, franked by
Indochina 30c Rice Planting strip of three, plus Vietnam 3p Bao Dai, all tied by three strikes of “Saigon R.P./18
1/1952/Sud Viet-Nam” c.d.s.; fresh, Very Fine, scarce usage.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

853

m
1859-1949, outstanding, specialized, all-used collection, mounted on quadrille pages in a Gibbons
Philatelic album; commences with a strong range of French Colonies General Issues (65 items) with Indochina
postal markings, including all six values of the 1859-65 Eagle design; 1871-72 Napoléon 1c strip of three with Saigon cancels, 5c green signed Brun, and 80c; 1871-76 Cérès include 2c brown, 4c gray (with 1973 BPA certificate),
also overprinted “SPECIMEN” plus postmark; 1872-77 Cérès “large figures” include 80c (two shades) plus strip of
four; 1877-86 Peace & Commerce perforated and imperforate to the 1F; most 1884-1906 Dues including a 5c black
Plate 2 pane of 25 with Saigon Central cancels of OCT 97; Indochina 1889-1949 near-complete, including 1889 “5"
on 35c surcharge in red (both Types, plus Type1-Type 2 pair), ”5" on 35 surcharge in black including “89" omitted;
1892-96 Tablet set to 5F; 1904-06 Grasset and 1907 Native Women to 10F; 1912 surcharges include narrow-spaced set on Registered stationery entire with 23 SEPT 13 Hanoi cancels; 1915-17 Red Cross 5c+5c with surcharge double and surcharge inverted; 1918 War Orphans’ Fund set of six; 1919 surcharge set to 4p plus a few
varieties; 1922-23 Native Women set to 2p plus a few values with different font; 1927 Pictorials to 2p; 1931-41 Pictorials to 2p plus a few different types of Rice Planter; 1933-49 Airmails to 30p; 1936-49 commemoratives complete
less Scott #B32 and a few perforation changes, but including 1946 ”From Chad to the Rhine" set of six on a Registered cover to the US with franking tied by B.P.M. 403 Military cancels and 1942-44 Airmails without “RF” (12 values) on cover to US dated Sept. 2, 1949, from Saigon R.P.; also included is the 1949 3p UPU in different colors (the
warrior and globe in brown rather than olive); Parcel Post issues include the scarce 1891 larger type overprint;
1899-1902 includes both values with overprint inverted plus 10c rose with overprint sideways; most Postage Dues
and Officials are here as well, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, an outstanding lot of about 500 items in
total; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 30,000 - 35,000
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854

HH/H 1889-1949, simply superb and unbelievably comprehensive single-volume specialized collection,
mint throughout, in mounts and near-complete in a slipcased Gibbons Philatelic Album; includes many errors, varieties, proofs, millésimes, etc.; the myriad highlights include 1889 overprints “5" on 35c (red) Type 1-2 pair and ”5" on
35c (black) margin strip of three with one unit “89" omitted; 1892-96 75c Tablet with name inverted (Fournier Forgery), 1F ”name doubled", plus set of 15 printed on Bristol at the 1900 Paris Exhibition; 1904-06 Grasset 15c original
design proof in black, 1c plate proof strip of five in rose pink, plus 15c, 30c, 5F and 10F values imperforate; 1907 Native Women: 13 full-size and three trimmed color proofs to the 10F value; 1915-19 Red Cross varieties including the
5c green with overprint doubled, 15c violet with triple overprint and and quadruple overprint, 4c on 5c “4" with closed
top single and in pair with normal, ”8 cents" double on 15c; 1918 War Orphans “10 cents” on 15c double; 1919 surcharge varieties include 2c on 5c inverted overprint single and gutter pair, 4c on 10c double overprint (2), 6c on 15c
inverted overprint and 80c on 2F double overprint, plus unissued series including 1c on 5c triple overprint and 2c on
10c double overprint, as well as color proofs of the unissued 22c on 55c and 24c on 60c, along with set of six without
surcharge; 1922-23 Native Women varieties include 1/10c, 4c, 5c, and 12c with double black print, 5c gutter strip of
three imperforate at top and vertically; 1927 Pictorials include a combination 5c and 12c die proof, 30c and 2p die
proofs in black, three different 50c color proofs, plus 1p yellow omitted along with the 1p (5c x 20) and 1p20 (6c x 20)
booklets; 1931-41 Pictorials include various values imperforate in singles, pairs or blocks of four, eight die proofs
plus the 1p50 (6c x 25) booklet; 1933-49 Airmail issue includes 15 values in imperforate blocks of four (11) or pairs
(4), plus 20p and 30p proofs; “Without ‘RF’” include 10c with value double and 37c no value, plus 15c and 69c
proofs; 1936 Bao Dai issue boasts 4c engraver’s sunken die proof in black and 2p King Sisowath engraver-signed
proof in indigo; 1937 Paris Exhibition miniature sheet with inscription inverted; 1938 Railway Opening no-value imperforate color proof in lilac (2 impressions) on gummed paper; the 1941-44 period includes many imperforate singles, pairs or blocks of four plus part-perf blocks, and we also note 1942 10c surcharge on 25c purple in black and
red plus two trial overprints in different fonts; 1943 die proofs of unissued designs for Bert, Courbet and Rhodes;
1945 overprint/surcharge on France set of three die proofs; Victory sunken die proof in issued color; “From Chad to
the Rhine” imperforate pairs; 1941-42 Vichy issues include some imperforates and a Child Protection die proof in
blue of an unissued design; Postage Dues include 1904 “5" on 60c overprinted ”ULTRAMAR" plus millésime #3
pair; 1908 5F perf 11; 1919 2p on 5F with overprint double and quadruple; 1922 4c value omitted; 1927 1p die proof
in black; 1931-41 no-denomination with 11 value tablets in black and brown, various imperforates including 12c,
20c, 25c, 50c plus 1p in vertical strip of five, no-value margin blocks of four, plus other singles and pairs; Officials include the 1933 set of 16 imperforate; 1934 no-value die proof in black signed Puyplat (2); also a very fine range of
millésime pairs from the 1892-96 Tablets (including 50c #2 and #3, 75c and 1F #3), 1904-06 Grasset 1F and 2F,
1908 Postage Dues (13 different), 1919 surcharges (24, including 6c, 8c #5, #7 & #8; 30c #7, 40c #8, 45c #7, 20c
#5), 1919 Postage Dues including #8 for 2c, 4c and 24c values; Unissued Surcharge set of six in blocks of four;
1922-23 Native Women 62 different (15c #2, #3, #5 & #6), 20c and 40c each #2, #3 & #6, 1p #3, 2p #2 & #3; 1922
Dues 19 different including 40c and 1p each #2; 1927 Pictorials 20 different, 1927 Dues 11 different, and oh so
much, much more; much unhinged or lightly hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 220,000 - 260,000
Without question, this is a remarkable keepsake collection in every respect, and would be nigh-on impossible to
duplicate. Inspection is heartily invited.
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855

Ex 855
H
1903, Falcon Issue, 2re-2wn complete (Scott 39-51), all o.g.; couple smallish hidden faults, but generally Fine to Very Fine+, a fresh, attractive set.
Scott $1,261 (HK$ 9,780).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

856

Ex 856
Ex 857
(H)
Korea (South), 1957, Participating Nations presentation sheets (Scott 132-173. Korea P.S.C.
PSC41-83), fresh set, with just a hint of toning along one or two edges, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

857

(H)
Korea (South), 1957, Participating Nations presentation sheets (Scott 132-173. Korea P.S.C.
PSC41-83), fresh mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $875 (HK$ 6,780).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
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858

859

860

861

222

Ex 858
Ex 859
(H)
Korea (South), 1957, Participating Nations presentation sheets (Scott 132-173. Korea P.S.C.
PSC41-83), a lovely, Post Office fresh set, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $875 (HK$ 6,780).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
(H)
Korea (South), 1951, Participating Nations presentation sheets (Scott 132-173. Korea P.S.C.
PSC41-83), set of 22 complete, including both Italy types, fresh mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $875 (HK$ 6,780).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

Ex 860
Ex 861
(H)
Korea (South), 1951, Participating Nations presentation sheets (Scott 132-173. Korea P.S.C.
PSC41-83), set of 22 sheets complete, including both Italy types, pristine mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Scott $875 (HK$ 6,780).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
(H)
Korea (South), 1951, Participating Nations presentation sheets (Scott 132-173. Korea P.S.C.
PSC41-83), set of 22 sheets complete, including both Italy types, Post Office fresh, without gum as issued, Very
Fine.
Scott $875 (HK$ 6,780).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
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863

864

865

Ex 862
863
(H)
Korea (South), 1951, Participating Nations presentation sheets (Scott 132-173. Korea P.S.C.
PSC41-83), set of 22 sheets complete, including Italy-with-crown type, pristine mint, without gum as issued, Very
Fine.
Scott $875 (HK$ 6,780).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
HH
Korea (South), 1956, 20h blue Reconstruction, booklet (Scott 212Fa), a lovely, clean group of ten unexploded booklets, o.g., never hinged, generally Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

864
865
(H)
Korea (South), 1955, 20hw Naval Anniversary issue presentation sheet (Scott 225 var. Korea P.S.C.
PSC101), pristine mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine and choice, only 1000 examples issued.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
(H)
Korea (South), 1956, 20hw & 55hw Olympic Games presentation sheets (Scott 229-230 var), fresh
mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine, nice set.
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
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866

867

868

869

224

Ex 866
867
HH
Korea (South), 1957, ITU Anniversary presentation sheet (Scott 243-244 var. Korea P.S.C. PSC111),
fresh mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
HH
Korea (South), 1957, 40hw+20hw Boy Scouts 50th Anniversary miniature sheet (Korea P.S.C.
PSC113), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a splendid, choice example of this ever-popular sheet, only 1000 examples
printed.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

868
Ex 869
HH
Korea (South), 1957, 40hw+20hw Boy Scouts 50th Anniversary presentation sheet (Korea P.S.C.
PSC113), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely sheet, only 1000 examples printed.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
HH
Korea (South), 1957, 2hw to 400hw Definitive Series miniature sheets (Korea P.S.C. PS153-166), a
remarkable, absolutely superb quality set of ten sheets, each pristine, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, choice,
only 1000 sets produced.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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870

871

872

873

Ex 870
Ex 871
HH
Korea (South), 1957, 2hw to 400hw Definitive Series miniature sheets (Korea P.S.C. PS153-166), an
absolutely superb quality set of ten sheets, Post Office fresh (any lines in our online images are from the holders—the sheets are flawless), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, only 1000 sets produced, with few remaining in
this quality.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
HH
Korea (South), 1957, 2hw to 400hw Definitive Series miniature sheets (Korea P.S.C. PS153-166), a
lovely, exceptional quality complete set of ten sheets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 1000 sets produced; few
remain in this quality.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

Ex 872
Ex 873
HH
Korea (South), 1957, Christmas & New Year issue miniature sheets (Scott 265a-267a. Korea P.S.C.
N1a-N3a), fresh mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely set, of which only 2000 were produced.
Scott $3,300 (HK$ 25,580).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
HH
Korea (South), 1957, Christmas & New Year issue miniature sheets complete (Scott 265a-267a. Korea P.S.C. N1a-N3a), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a beautiful, choice quality set.
Scott $3,300 (HK$ 25,580).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
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874

875

876

226

Ex 874
HH
Korea (South), 1957, Christmas & New Year miniature sheets complete (Scott 265a-267a. Korea
P.S.C. N1a-N3a), pristine mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely and choice set.
Scott $3,300 (HK$ 25,580).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

Ex 875
Ex 876
HHa Korea (South), 1957, Christmas & New Year issue complete (Scott 265-267. Korea P.S.C. N1-N3),
matched imprint blocks of 4, each a lower right corner margin block as always encountered, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, a scarce set, printed in far smaller quantities than the miniature sheets.
Scott $103+ (HK$ 800).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,500
HHa Korea (South), 1957, Christmas & New Year issue complete (Scott 265-267. Korea P.S.C. N1-N3),
matched imprint blocks of 4, a splendid set, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a particularly rare set, in actuality
scarcer than the miniature sheets.
Scott $103+ (HK$ 800).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,500
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877

878

879

880

877
Ex 878
HH
Korea (South), 1958, 40h Second Postal Week miniature sheet (Scott 283a), fresh mint, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $1,950 (HK$ 15,120).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
HH
Korea (South), 1958, Christmas & New Year souvenir sheets (Scott 287a-289a. Korea P.S.C.
N4a-N6a), group of ten sets, each set individually bagged and ready for retail; all as fresh as the day they were
printed, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $2,025 (HK$ 15,700).
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600

Ex 879
Ex 880
HH
Korea (South), 1958, Christmas & New Year souvenir sheets (Scott 287a-289a. Korea P.S.C.
N4a-N6a), group of ten sets, all fresh mint, each set individually sleeved, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $2,025 (HK$ 15,700).
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
HH
Korea (South), 1958, Christmas & New Year souvenir sheets (Scott 287a-289a. Korea P.S.C.
N4a-N6a), group of ten sets, Post Office fresh and ready to sell, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $2,025 (HK$ 15,700).
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
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881

882

883

884
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Ex 881
Ex 882
HH
Korea (South), 1958, Christmas & New Year souvenir sheets (Scott 287a-289a. Korea P.S.C.
N4a-N6a), group of ten sets, Post Office fresh and ready to sell, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $2,025 (HK$ 15,700).
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
HH
Korea (South), 1958, Christmas & New Year souvenir sheets (Scott 287a-289a. Korea P.S.C.
N4a-N6a), group of ten sets, vibrantly fresh all; sets identified in individual sleeves, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $2,025 (HK$ 15,700).
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600

Ex 883
Ex 884
HH
Korea (South), 1958, Christmas & New Year miniature sheets (Scott 287a-289a), five pristine, complete sets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $1,013 (HK$ 7,850).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
HHa Korea (South), 1962, 370th Anniversary of Victory of Hansan Island complete (Scott 356-357. Korea
P.S.C. C164-165), seven sets of the 2w and 4w values, all bottom right corner imprint blocks of four, fresh, bright
and clean, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $1,120+ (HK$ 8,680).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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885

886

885
HHa Korea (South), 1964, 4w Metric System Symbols (Scott 428. Korea P.S.C. C204), a lovely and
eye-catching bottom margin block of ten with imprint, complete imperforate, with blue color shifted to the right, pristine, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, scarce.
Scott $375 as pairs (HK$ 2,910).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

Ex 886
Ex 887
HHa Korea (South), 1967, 20w and 40w Anti-Counterfeit redrawn design issue (Scott 582-583. Korea
P.S.C. 250a-251a), blocks of 9, pristine for both values, both with and without imprints (the latter rare, as evidenced
by KPSC catalogue values), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely group.
Scott $1,103 (HK$ 8,550).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

887

(H)a
Korea (South), 1970, Second Ancient Painting issue, imperforate (Scott 718-720 var. Korea P.S.C.
437a-439a), three sets of corner margin blocks, each matched, one set lower right corner blocks of four with imprint;
one lower left corner blocks of six with selvage numbers, the third upper left corner blocks of nine, all Post Office
fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine, pretty.
Scott $950 as singles (HK$ 7,360).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

888

(H)a
Korea (South), 1970, Second Ancient Paintings issue, perforated and imperforate (Scott 718-720,
718-720 vars. Korea P.S.C. 437-439, 437a-439a), sheets of 25, pristine mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine
and choice (photo on web site).
Scott $1,906 (HK$ 14,780).
Estimate HK$ 3,400 - 3,800
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889

889
)
Korea (South), 1963, combined definitives and airmails First Day Cover, addressed to Seoul and
franked by Scott #363, 370, 377, C27 and C29-C30, the stamps tied by three strikes of a “63. 2. 5" dater; see notes in
Korean Postage Stamp Catalog under A29, Fine to Very Fine, a rare cover that may well be unique.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 1,800

890

)
Korea (South), Airmail, 1963, Castles & Palaces issue (Won values), three First Day Covers (Scott
C27, C29-C30), the stamps the 1961 Airmail design, valued in Won with underlined zeros added to the denominations; each cover addressed to Seoul, with the stamps neatly tied by “63. 2. 5" datestamps, Fine to Very Fine, inspection urged, very rare covers (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,500 - 3,000

891

HH/H/mKorea (South), exceptional nearly all-mint collection, 1884-1980, housed in three Palo hingeless albums with slipcases, plus two binders, running from the start of Korean philately; the first two issues are complete
mint, followed by a mix of mint and used issues up to the Falcons, which are again mint and complete; stamps issued under US military rule are nearly complete with vast majority mint, with South Korea proper essentially mint
with just a handful of items missing; we note 1951 Participating Countries, both singles and souvenir sheets, including both Italy designs, and a complete run of souvenir sheets from the 1950s on, including Christmas/New Year
sets, 1962 Anniversary of the Revolution sheets in both English and Hangul, etc.; binders are a bonus, housing
items too large to fit in the albums, with many souvenir sheets in useful quantities for the dealer, part-sheets, and
more, Very Fine, one to make you dance for joy; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 30,000 - 40,000

892

HH/H Korea (South), beautiful, all-mint, high-quality selection, lovely, nice quality group of sets, singles,
miniature sheets, etc.; nearly all better values, including Scott #6-9, 85-86, 90, 91-92, 107, 128a (never hinged block
of four), 132-173, plus strong miniature sheets like #285a (2, Very Fine never hinged), 286a (3), 287a-289a, 290a
(2), 298a-300a (2), 664a-683a (3), etc.; fresh throughout, with most all never hinged, Very Fine, a super lot; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

893

HH/H/mKorea (South), selection of individual sets and singles, 1895-1971, comprising used Kingdom issues
Scott #6 & 7 and South Korea #79; and mint (never hinged, unless noted) South Korea #61 and 61 var. (top margin
imperforate; both numbers in complete pane of 100, folded into quarters), 85-86, 119-121 (blocks of four), 132-173
plus 154a and 155a (hinged), 356 (three blocks of four, one with color tabs, two with imprints), 356-357 (imprint
blocks of four), 368 (two blocks of nine, one with imprints, one without), 718-720 (three imprint blocks of four), 785b
(five, as full pane of 25), and C23-C26 (three imprint blocks of four), along with a selection of booklets (several in
quantity); clean throughout, Very Fine overall, well worth inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 7,000 - 9,000

894

HHa Korea (South), mint souvenir sheets & inscription block collection, 1957-2000, hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps, blocks and souvenir sheets, with some better including souvenir sheets #713a (28),
883a-892a (23), 922a (10); inscription blocks #294 (6), 297 (5), 376 (20); duplication of even scarce items, what was
checked was o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine, a once-in-a-lifetime holding; examination a must (photo on web
site).
Estimate HK$ 7,000 - 9,000
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895

HH
Korea (South), useful, clean stock of souvenir sheets, 1952-74, comprising Scott #285a, 286a, 293a,
663a (61 normal, plus about ten more showing smudges, streaks, etc., mostly in the blue background printing),
918a (10), and 922a (approximately 50, all showing the blue impression shifted slightly to bottom), plus presentation
sheets for #185, 186, 187, 211 and C19; all clean, some with a slight curl at top and bottom (should flatten with patience), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, useful for the dealer; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

896

H
Korea (South), sensational seals collection, 1932-85, a remarkable holding of Christmas/Anti-Tuberculosis seals from the 1932 First Issue into the early 1970s, with singles, blocks, full sheets (most perforated, sever
imperforate) and booklets; note several described by the collector as “unique”, plus a wealth of beautiful designs;
additional Seals include the Korea Handicapped Persons Association (full sheet, unique), 1934 Seals for the 50th
Anniversary of Korean Methodism, Registry seals (perforated, rouletted, and shade variety), plus the odd-and-end
Revenue, etc., Very Fine, you’re not likely to see another lot like this soon; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

897

HH
Korea (South), substantial miniature sheet accumulation. Each in glassines, including a wealth of
better items, such as Scott #264a Friendship sheet, #285a ROK Anniversary, #286a, 287a-289a, 301a, 304a and
dozens more, o.g., never hinged; some toning on best item, others quite nice and fresh, mostly Fine to Very Fine,
examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

898

H/)
Korea (South), useful and diverse accumulation, comprising many hundreds of items, including some
early issues plus mint Scott #85-86 and 90, lots of miniature sheets, First Day Covers like #265-267 (2), and lots
more; interesting pickings throughout, Fine to Very Fine, well worth inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

899

)
Korea (South), eclectic selection of covers, 1950s-’70s, in two binders and loose, one binder of used
singles off-piece including many of the souvenir sheets from the 1960s, the second binder including a used single
Scott #31 with pink omitted, several Christmas Seals mint, a 2Ri Falcon used on native cover, an New Zealand FPO
cover from the Korean War, etc., plus an additional 200 or so post-war covers with a range of frankings, services,
markings, etc., with most commercial usages; lovely lot for the Koreaphile, generally Very Fine, worth review (photo
on web site).
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

900

900
s
Korea (North), 1946, Liberation from Japan, 50ch brown (Scott 6), two neat singles tied to small piece
by light native bridge-type c.d.s.; trivial usage wrinkle, Very Fine, scarce.
Scott $1,100 (HK$ 8,530).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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901

901
902
H
1952-73, International-themed issues, specialized collection, celebrating the UPU, UN, Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, ITU, International Letter Writing Week, Rotary, ECAFE, Lions, Space and a couple
International Years; each generally comprising the issued stamps, imperforates and deluxe sheets; the 1952 UPU
Admission issue with a beautifully hand-colored die-sunk proof signed by engraver Jean Pheulpin; the 1956 First
Anniversary of UN Membership with a rare pair of First Day Covers, one of the regular issues, the other of the Airs;
also features a set of three perforated WHO essays on stamp paper (mint never hinged) for 1952, 1953 and 1954;
clean and fresh throughout, Very Fine, inspection invited.
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

902

H
1954-76, a specialized miscellany, comprising various single-stamp or Laos-themed issues, with topics
ranging from King Sisivang-Vong to FDR, Arms of the Republic to the Peace of Vientiane, Marconi, Tourism, Folklore, etc., etc.; most with issued stamps, imperforate singles and/or sheetlets of four, and deluxe sheets; a clean,
fresh and pretty collection of Laotian collateral material, Very Fine, scarce material; inspection a must.
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

903

HH
1952-74, fine array of better items, comprising five sets of the 26 souvenir sheets of the 1951-52 First Issue (three sets loose, two in complete booklets), two complete souvenir booklets for Scott #99a and #C45a, plus
single examples of #111a, B8a, C56a-C57a, and C115a, etc., o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a useful lot for the
dealer; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
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904

905

906

904
905
H
1957-76, Buddhist-inspired thematical specialized compilation, comprising the 1957 Buddhism-themed Airmail, 1965 Hophabang Temple, 1969 Wedding of Kathanam & Nang Sida, 1972 That Luong Festival, 1975 UNESCO Campaign to Save Borobudur Temple and 1976 Pagodas issues; most with stamps as issued,
imperforate singles and/or sheetlets of four and deluxe sheets; Hophabang includes a beautiful engraver-signed
die-sunk trial color proof in blue with “Contrôl” emboss and a natural deckle edge, Very Fine, find tranquility after
some heated bidding.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
H
1967-74, Flora and Fauna specialized selection, comprising the 1967 Fish, 1968 and 1974 Insects,
1968 Fruits and 1974 Flowers issues; most some combination of issued stamps, imperforate singles and/or
sheetlets of four, deluxe sheets and/or trial color strips from sheets; strong vibrant colors and designs throughout,
Very Fine, a lively bunch; be sure to view.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,200

Ex 906
H
1951-52, King Sisavang-Vong specialized First Issue collection (Scott 1-17, C1-C4, J1-J6), a wonderful, high-quality collection beginning with the First Issue complete, an exploded opened-for-display First Issue
souvenir booklet with all 26 sheetlets, plus a 1.50pi value engraver-signed, deckle-edged sunk die proof in black
gray (very scarce), a couple imperforate singles in different color combinations, a 1.90pi value imperforate sheetlet
of four, plus the 60c and 1pi values in magnificent hand-colored, deckle-edged sunken die proofs signed by the engravers, etc., Very Fine, a choice group of scarce First Issue material.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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907

908

909

234

Ex 907
Ex 908
H
1953, Red Cross, specialized holding (Scott B1-B3), comprising the stamps as issued, plus imperforate sheetlets of four of each, along with deluxe sheets of each stamp (with three-headed elephant “Office Royal des
Postes & Telecommunications du Laos” blind emboss at lower left), a composite deluxe sheet showing all three
stamps side-by-side, as well as a Jean Pheulpin-signed sunken trial color proof of the $1.50+$1 design in green,
Very Fine, scarce and attractive.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
H
1956, 2500th Anniversary of the Birth of Buddha, specialized holding (Scott 27-29, C20-C21), attractive group comprising the set complete in singles plus matched top margin gutter blocks of four, plus huge-margined
imperforate singles from the sheets; fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

Ex 909
P
1957, Laotian Musical Instrument issue complete (Scott 34-36, C24-C26), a magnificent and choice
set of six deckle-edged (machined), Jean Pheulpin-signed trial color sunken die proofs in dark green on card, all
presented on exquisite custom pages, Extremely Fine, rare.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,800
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910

Ex 910
Ex 911
Ex 912
P
1957, Laotian Musical Instrument issue complete (Scott 34-36, C24-C26), beautiful and striking complete set of six die-sunk proofs on machined deckle edge card, each in black and signed Jean Pheulpin, all presented on superb, custom-designed pages, Extremely Fine and choice.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,800

911

P
1957, Laotian Musical Instrument issue, “first state” die proofs (Scott 34-36, C24, C26), superb and
extremely rare group of five items, less only the 14k Airmail issue for completion; all being the rare “first state” die
proof types showing the basic designs in black, with “1er état” in pencil; pristine mint, each presented on a custom
album page, Very Fine+, rare, with only five of each believed to have been produced.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

912

H
1957-77, Arts & Trades-themed specialized selection (Scott 34-36//C85-C86), five issues in total, being the 1957 Musical Instruments, 1959 Education and Fine Arts, 1970 Laotian Silk Industry and EXPO ‘70, 1971
Paintings by Chamnane Prisayane, and 1977 Trades and Crafts issues; each with a combination of issued stamps,
imperforate singles, imperforate sheetlets of four, deluxe sheets and/or trial color proofs from sheets; bright and colorful; toned spots on deluxe sheets for Education and Fine Arts, otherwise Very Fine, a pretty compilation; inspect.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
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913

914

915

236

Ex 913
Ex 914
P
1957, Rice Cultivation issue complete (Scott 37-40), beautiful, specialized assemblage of nine items,
comprising the set complete in imperforate blocks of four (in issued colors), plus five different progressive color
proofs in either pairs or margin, corner-dated strips of three; a select group on custom album leaves, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
P
1957, Rice Cultivation issue complete (Scott 37-40), a magnificent selection of ten rare pieces, comprising two complete sets of deckle-edged sunken die proofs (one set in sepia, the other in black), each signed by
Jean Pheulpin—plus examples of the 5k and 26k sunken proofs, unsigned, in royal blue; each beautifully presented
on custom pages, Very Fine and choice, a superb and rare group.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 915
H
1958, Elephants, specialized holding (Scott 41-47), a beautiful selection of the seven issued stamps,
along with three examples of each as wide-margined imperforate trial color proofs (with burelage) in various colors
and shades, including several two-color examples and some with ink color notations in pencil, Very Fine, a
gorgeous collection.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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916

917

918

919

916
Ex 917
P
1959, King Sisavang-Vong (Scott 53), a superb group of five very scarce specialized items, comprising a
Jean Pheulpin-signed sunken die proof in black brown with Stamp Printing Works’ “Contrôle” emboss at lower left,
along with four different trial color proofs in dark green, orange brown, dark carmine, and magenta, each sunk on
card; everything presented on splendid custom pages, Very Fine+.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,800
H
1959, Historic Monuments, specialized selection (Scott 60-65), wonderful and clean holding comprising the set complete in scarce imperforate sheetlets of four, plus the set complete in six engraver-signed, embossed
sunken trial color proofs in various colors, Very Fine, lovely; examine.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 918
Ex 919
H
1961, King Sisavang-Vong Funeral, specialized selection (Scott 66-69), including the issued set
along with a complete set of deluxe proofs, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
H
1962, King Savang Vatthana, specialized holding (Scott 70-73), a lovely, high-quality collection comprising the issued set, along with a set of deluxe proofs and imperforate sheetlets of four; fresh and near-pristine,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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920

921

922

238

Ex 920
Ex 921
H
1962, Malaria Eradication, specialized holding (Scott 74-76), superb, high-quality assemblage, comprising the issued set, plus a matched set of right margin imperforate singles, the set complete in scarce imperforate
sheetlets of four, the Scott footnote-listed miniature sheet, as well as a very scarce pristine-quality deluxe sheet,
Very Fine and choice, a wonderful holding of this popular issue.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
H
1962, Philatelic Exhibition and Stamp Day, specialized selection (Scott 77-80), an extraordinary
holding comprising the scarce perforated and imperforate and imperforate souvenir sheets (four in all) in souvenir
booklet, along with a duplicate set of these sheets without the booklet; a complete, pristine set of deluxe sheets,
complete imperforate miniature sheetlets of four, a scarce progressive color proof strip of five, plus the entire set tied
by special First Day cancels to elegant maximum card designs, Very Fine, a choice group.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 922
H
1963, FAO Freedom from Hunger Campaign, specialized holding (Scott 81-84, 84b), a high-quality
group comprising the issued set of four plus the miniature sheet (the scarcer variety, with the panel at the left of the
5k value green instead of the issued brown), along with the set complete imperforate, miniature sheetlets of four, a
full set of deluxe sheets, plus three different progressive color proofs in pairs, Very Fine, fresh and lovely; examine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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923

924

925

926

Ex 923
Ex 924
H
1963, International Red Cross Centenary, specialized holding (Scott 85-87, 87a), a lovely, pristine
collection of the issued stamps and miniature sheet, the stamps as matched upper right corner imperforate singles,
a complete set of deluxe sheets, plus the 4k value as imperforate trial color proofs (top margin single plus vertical
bottom margin pair and strip of three), Very Fine, exceedingly fresh.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
H
1964, UNESCO Nubian Monuments Campaign, specialized holding (Scott 89-91, 91a), comprising
the set complete (perforated and imperforate) plus the miniature sheet, along with a complete set of deluxe sheets
and imperforate miniature sheetlets of four, Very Fine, pristine mint—a nice lot.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

Ex 925
Ex 926
H
1964, Neutral and Constitutional Laos, specialized holding (Scott 92-95, 95a), a lovely grouping including the issued set and miniature sheet, plus an imperforate composite deluxe sheet and the set complete in imperforate miniature sheets and deluxe sheets, and finally the set in four black-gray engraver-signed sunken die
proofs with deckled edges, etc., Very Fine, a fresh, excellent holding.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
H
1964, Phra Vet Legend, specialized holding (Scott 96-99), lovely and clean holding of the set perforated and imperforate, along with the scarce souvenir booklet, a complete set of imperforate sheetlets of four, and a
set of sunken die proofs in the issued colors, Very Fine, examine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
www.kelleherasia.com
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927

928

929

930

240

Ex 927
Ex 928
H
1964, Foreign Aid to Laos, specialized holding (Scott 100, C43-C45), wonderful and clean mounted
collection, including the set complete perforated and imperforate, plus imperforate sheetlets of four and complete
deluxe sheets; every item fresh, Very Fine, examine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
H
1965, 6th Anniversary of the Mother & Child Protection Movement, specialized holding (Scott 114,
114a), being the stamp and miniature sheet as issued, a full-margined upper left imperforate single of the stamp, the
complete imperforate sheetlet of four, an imperforate deluxe sheet, and a lovely die-sunk trial color proof signed by
the engraver, Jean Pheulpin, Very Fine, a pretty compilation.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

Ex 929
Ex 930
H
1965, 20th Anniversary of the United Nations, specialized selection (Scott 115-117), comprising the
set as issued, complete imperforate sheetlets of four plus a full set of deluxe sheets, Very Fine, fresh; examine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
H
1966, WHO Geneva Headquarters Inauguration, specialized selection (Scott 126-128, 128a), a fresh
and pristine holding of the issued singles and miniature sheet, matched upper left corner imperforate singles, imperforate sheetlets of four and deluxe sheets of each value, plus two trial/progressive color sheets of 25 for the 10k
value with color and other notations penciled in the margins, Very Fine, scarce material; examine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 3,000
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931

932

933

934

Ex 931
Ex 932
P
1966, Laotian Ceremonies complete (Scott 129-132), a magnificent, specialized assemblage of 12 select items, comprising the complete set in progressive color proof sheets of 20, the 40k value noting the final color
selections for the issued stamp; plus embossed monochrome sunken die proofs in sepia (2), black and orange
brown, each signed by both designer and engraver (including Rodbooy, Pheulpin and Cami), along with deluxe
sheets for the entire set, Very Fine, a superb, pristine group.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 7,000
H
1966, 20th Anniversary of UNESCO, specialized holding (Scott 133-136, 136a), comprising the issued singles and miniature sheet, imperforate sheetlets of four and deluxe sheets for each value, plus an imperforate trial/progressive color sheet of 25 for the 20k value; light toning (overall) on the sheetlets of four (spotty) on the
20k deluxe sheet, still generally Very Fine, inspect.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 3,000

Ex 933
Ex 934
H
1967, Temple Sculptures, specialized collection (Scott 141-144), a stunning, fresh and pristine holding, comprising for each value—all imperforate—a sheetlet of four, a deluxe sheet, and a horizontal strip of five
trial/progressive color printings, as well as a full sheet of trial colors for the 5k value, along with part-sheets of 20 for
the 20k, 15 for the 50k and 20 of the 70k values, Very Fine, scarce and attractive; examine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
H
1967, Inauguration of New Post & Telegraph Headquarters, specialized selection (Scott 145-147),
comprising the issued set, imperforate sheetlets of four, imperforate deluxe sheets, plus an eye-catching trial color
proof sheet of 25, Very Fine, a pretty holding.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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935

936

937

938

242

Ex 935
Ex 936
P
1967, Laotian Flowers issue complete (Scott 152-155), a splendid, highly specialized holding comprising the basic set of four complete, plus imperforate sheetlets of four complete, plus monochrome embossed sunken
die proofs with the 30k and 75k values in dark green, the 55k in brown orange, and the 80k in violet, each signed by
the engraver and with control emboss at lower left; a wonderful and scarce group presented on lovely custom
pages, Very Fine+.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
H
1967, 10th Anniversary of Laotian Red Cross, specialized holding (Scott B9-B11, B11a), consisting
of the set of issued stamps and miniature sheet of three, along with matched upper right corner imperforate singles,
imperforate sheetlets of four, and imperforate deluxe sheets, Very Fine, a pretty set.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

Ex 937
Ex 938
H
1968, International Human Rights Year, specialized selection (Scott 160-162, 162a), comprising the
issued stamps and miniature sheet, imperforate sheetlets of four (with additional matched set of upper right corner
imperforate singles), plus imperforate deluxe sheets, Very Fine, a lot to light your flame.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
H
1968, 20th Anniversary of the World Health Organization, specialized holding (Scott 163-167,
167a), colorful compilation of the issued set and miniature sheet, along with imperforate top right margin singles, imperforate sheetlets of four and imperforate deluxe sheets; a bit of light toning on the 110k and 250k sheetlets,
otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
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939

940

941

942

Ex 939
Ex 940
H
1968, Laotian Army, specialized holding (Scott 168-170, C52-C53, C53a), an immaculate collection of
this issue, comprising the regular issues and Airmail along with miniature sheet of five, along with a matched set of
upper right corner imperforate singles, along with imperforate sheetlets of four and deluxe sheets, Very Fine, fresh
and bright.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
P
1969, Scenes from the Royal Ballet issue (Scott 184-189, C56-C57), superb and scarce, highly specialized assemblage of 18 items, comprising imperforate sheetlets of four of the 30k, 40k,60k and 110k values, all
inscribed “Juin, 1969/Thomas De La Rue” in the lower margin, plus date-showing singles; a complete set of imperforate sheets of one, each dated either “Mars, 1969" or ”Juin, 1969/Thomas De La Rue"; and a set of composite sets
of the eight values in two imperforate sheets; each absolutely pristine, Very Fine, a marvelous specialist’s group.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 941
Ex 942
H
1969, 50th Anniversary of the International Labor Organization, specialized selection (Scott
190-191), comprising the issued stamps, imperforate sheetlets of four, imperforate deluxe sheets, artist-signed
die-sunk trial color proofs of the 60k and 300k values (with printing press-design “Contrôle” blind emboss at lower
left), plus a trial color pair and full sheet of 25 of the 60k value, Very Fine, scarce material.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
H
1970, Wat Xiengthong, specialized selection (Scott 196, C65-66), a very pretty holding of the stamps
as issued, plus imperforate margin singles, sheetlets of four and deluxe sheets, Very Fine, as fresh as the day they
were printed.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
www.kelleherasia.com
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943

944

945

946

244

Ex 943
Ex 944
H
1970, Drums, specialized holding (Scott 197-198, C67), comprising the stamps as issued, plus imperforate sheetlets of four, plus imperforate deluxe sheets, plus an engraver-signed sunken-die trial color proof for the
55k value, with printing press-design “Contrôl” blind emboss at lower left, Very Fine, make some noise for this set.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
H
1970, 25th Anniversary of the United Nations, specialized holding (Scott 205-206, C75), a lovely array, fresh and clean throughout, of the three issued stamps, plus imperforate upper right margin singles and
sheetlets of four for each, along with imperforate deluxe sheets and an engraver-signed sunken-die trial color proof
in red of the 70k value, with printing press-design “Contrôl” blind emboss below, Very Fine, a pretty grouping.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

Ex 945
Ex 946
H
1971, God and Goddesses, specialized selection (Scott 207-208, C76), comprising imperforate corner
margin singles, sheetlets of four and deluxe sheets; clean, fresh and bright across the board, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
H
1971, Traditional Artisanry, specialized holding (Scott 209-211), a lovely, colorful compilation, featuring the issued stamps, corner-margined imperforate singles, imperforate deluxe sheets, plus sunken-die trial color
proofs for the three values, each signed by the engraver and with printing press-design “Contrôl” blind emboss: 30k
in red brown, 50k in a very deep purple, 70k in deep blue; 30k proof signature in pen, 50k and 70k each with single
natural deckle, Very Fine, inspect.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,200
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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947

948

949

Ex 947
Ex 948
H
1971-72, Two Sprays of Orchids, specialized holding (Scott 216-218, 230-232, C79, C89), the 1971
set (Scott #216-218, C79) comprising the issued stamps, imperforate singles and sheetlets of four, plus imperforate
deluxe sheets; the 1972 set (#230-232, C89) with the issued set, imperforate singles and sheetlets of four, along
with imperforate deluxe sheets of the 40k and 60k values; the stamps nearly as fresh and lovely as the flowers depicted, Very Fine, floreat this floral arrangement.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
H
1971, 20th Anniversary of Laotian Independent Postal Service, specialized selection (Scott
223-225, 223A), the four stamps and miniature sheet as issued, with imperforate singles and sheetlets of four;
strong colors, crisp printing and pristine paper throughout, Very Fine, examine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

Ex 949
H
1972, International Book Year, specialized holding (Scott 226-227, C87), a six-page story, starting
with the issued stamps, quickly followed by a full set of imperforate singles and sheetlets of four; the saga continues
with imperforate deluxe sheets in the issued colors, then by trial color proofs (die-sunk and engraver-signed with
“Contrôl” blind emboss), the 30k and 70k values in shades of red, the 125k in violet; neatly wrapped up by trial color
proof sheets of 25 of each of the 30k and 70k values, Very Fine, a stirring good yarn; be sure to pick it up.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,200
www.kelleherasia.com
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950

951

952

953

246

Ex 950
Ex 951
H
1972, 25th Anniversary of UNICEF, specialized holding (Scott 233-234, C90), comprising the issued
stamps; imperforate singles, sheetlets of four and deluxe sheets; plus engraver-signed, “Contrôl”-embossed,
die-sunk trial color proofs, the 50k value in a yellow orange, 80k in light violet, and 120k in black, Very Fine, rarely
offered.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
H
1973, Religious Festival Costumes, specialized holding (Scott 235-236, C101-C102), a truly pretty
outfit, with the stamps as issued plus matching imperforate singles and sheetlets of four, along with full length trial
color proof sheets of 25 for all but the 40k value; neat, clean and fresh throughout, Very Fine, be sure to try these on
for size.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

Ex 952
Ex 953
H
1973, 50th Anniversary of INTERPOL, specialized selection (Scott 242-243, C110), an
open-and-shut case: the trio of stamps as issued with imperforate deluxe sheets, plus a trial color proof full sheet of
25; this scene is pristine—not a fingerprint, smudge or blot to be found, Very Fine, investigate.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
H
1975, Sapphires, specialized selection (Scott 256-257), diamonds may be a girl’s best friend, but these
blue beauties will make you reconsider; a scintillating set consisting of the stamps as issued, imperforate singles
and sheetlets of four, imperforate deluxe sheets, plus a “Contrôl”-embossed, engraver-signed die-sunk trial color
proof (in green, of all colors), along with a set of trial color printings from a sheet: singles each in blue and orange,
plus a top margin vertical strip of three in yellow green, yellow and pale red brown, Very Fine, a gem of a grouping.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
stamps@kelleherasia.com
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954

Ex 954
Ex 955
Ex 956
H
1975, Year of the Rabbit, specialized selection (Scott 261, 262a), comprising the single and se-tenant
pair as issued and imperforate, plus imperforate deluxe sheets of each and a die-sunk proof in black, signed by the
engraver, Jumelet, and blind embossed at lower left with the Imprimerie des Timbres-Poste’s printing press-design
“Contrôl”, Very Fine, hop to it when it comes time to bid.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

955

H
1975, Legend of Vet Sandone, specialized selection (Scott 268-268C), the set of four as imperforate
singles and blocks of four (their margins suggest they came from a larger press sheet), plus imperforate deluxe
sheets; fresh and bright with great designs and color, Very Fine, inspect.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

956

H
Airmail, 1953, Great Oath of Laos Ceremony, specialized selection (Scott C7-C12), a lovely and very
nicely centered set of the issued stamps (the $9 value with an interesting plate flaw of a line of green running just
above the bottom perforations), plus an imperforate single of the $6.50 value in gray green rather than the issued
blue green and with a hint of margin burelage at far right, as well as two examples of the $1000 stamp overprinted
“SPECIMEN” in red, one attached to the first page of an article, by the French Director of Posts & Telecommunications, Henry Bouchon, which appeared in the government publication France-Asie, $50 UPU issue (#C6) with similar overprint attached to back page of the article, Very Fine, incredibly rare, these being two of only three values ever
issued with “Specimen” overprints (see the next lot for the third, plus the end of Bouchon’s article).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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957

Ex 957
958
Ex 959
H
Airmail, 1955, Scenes from the Ramayana, specialized holding (Scott C14-C19), an exquisite group,
with the stamps as issued fresh and bright, the imperforate deluxe sheets absolutely pristine, plus an example of the
2k green and black value with a red “SPECIMEN” overprint, the latter on the final page of French Director of Posts &
Telecommunication Henry Bouchon’s article on Laotian postage stamps in the journal France-Asie, Very Fine,
#C14 is the third of three stamps Laos ever issued with a “Specimen” overprint; the other two (and the first leaf of
Bouchon’s article) are offered in the lot immediately above.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

958

P
Airmail, 1957, 12k Khong Vong (Scott C25), from the Laotian Musical Instrument issue; this a beautiful
and select group of six pristine, sunken trial color proofs, comprising a Jean Pheulpin-signed example in black (on
machine-deckled card), plus unsigned examples in gray, carmine, brown orange, green and blue; all are presented
on beautiful custom pages, Very Fine+, a scarce group.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

959

H
Airmail, 1958, 3rd Anniversary of the Laotian Red Cross, specialized holding (Scott C31-C34), comprising imperforate matched upper right corner singles, sheetlets of four and deluxe sheets, in addition to the
stamps as issued; an interesting group with colors differing ever so slightly between the issued and the imperforate
stamps, Very Fine, examine.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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960

961

962

963

Ex 960
Ex 961
H
Airmail, 1962, Makha Bousa Festival, specialized holding (Scott C39-C42), a joyful compilation of the
issued stamps plus imperforate sheetlets of four and deluxe sheets; all with fresh, vibrant colors and pure white paper, Very Fine, a beauty.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
H
Airmail, 1965, Wild Animals, specialized holding (Scott C47-C51), with the issued set as matching
lower left corner margin singles, each with burelage and sheet number, along with a full set of imperforate deluxe
sheets, Very Fine, a handsome beastie.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

Ex 962
Ex 963
H
Airmail, 1969-72, Marc Leguay Paintings issues, specialized selection (Scott C62-C64, C72-C74,
C96-C100), comprising each of the three sets as issued and as imperforate margin singles; #C62-C64 additionally
as two sets of imperforate gutter pairs, #C72-C74 as imperforate gutter blocks of four and imperforate deluxe
sheets, #C96-C100 as imperforate deluxe sheets, Very Fine, a colorful montage.
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
H
Airmail, 1971, Twinning of Keng Kok and St. Astier, specialized holding (Scott C80-C82), a beautiful
issue presented as perforated and imperforate singles (the imperforates as matched jumbo-margined lower left
corners), plus imperforate sheetlets of four and imperforate deluxe sheets, Very Fine, examine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
www.kelleherasia.com
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964

965

966

250

Ex 964
Ex 965
HH/H Airmail, 1972, Laotian Mythology, specialized holding (Scott C91-C93), a beautiful compilation comprising perforated and imperforate sets, plus imperforate sheetlet blocks of four and deluxe sheets, plus three engraver-signed sunken die proofs in black, gray black and magenta, Very Fine, excellent holding; examine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
H
Airmail, 1973, International Meteorological Organization Centenary, specialized holding (Scott
C108-C109), a sumptuous collection comprising the issued singles, plus bottom margin imperforate singles, imperforate sheetlets of four, imperforate deluxe sheets, and simply spectacular trial color sheets of 20, with stamps
printed both monochrome and in varying color combinations, Very Fine, just a beautiful group.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Ex 966
H
Airmail, 1974, Goddesses, specialized selection (Scott C111-C113), comprising imperforate
sheetlets of four and imperforate deluxe sheets; Phra Sratsvady, Phra Phrom and Phra Indra in all their glorious issued colors, Very Fine, fresh and pristine; examine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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967

967
P
Postage Due, 1953, 10pi Boat & Raft issue, set of three plate proofs (Scott J7), all sunk on Rives paper, one each in black, deep blue, and black with highlights delicately hand-painted; blue on die-cut deckle-edged
paper, hand-colored with two natural deckles, both showing partial watermarks, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

MONGOLIA

968

968
)
1927 (Nov. 11), censored cover from Ulanbator to Kalgan, larger-size cover franked on reverse by 1m,
2m (2) and 10m (2) definitives, all tied by Ulanbator origin c.d.s.’s; reverse also shows handstamp of circled “T” with
Chinese characters, 30¢ Chinese Postage Due (which was added at Kalgan) with 16.12.27 receiver, plus bold large
violet Russian-Chinese Censor chop; front shows Manchouli 9.12.27 transit; normal usage wear with a few harmless edge tears, etc., Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600
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969

970

Ex 969
HH
1945, “B M A” overprints, 1¢-$10 complete (Scott 135-154. SG 126/45), set of 20, Post Office fresh,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine+, a superb-quality set.
Scott $500 (HK$ 3,880). SG £550 (HK$ 5,440).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

970
E
1945, Bradbury Wilkinson & Co, Ltd., 3¢ black essays for the “B M A” overprint issue (Scott 137. SG
128), an exquisite item comprising two 3¢ values printed in black (rather than the issued blue green), each a left
margin single, with the top example showing “BMA” in black and the bottom in red; the red example shows “approved” and is initialed and dated “25/6"; the black stamp was subsequently issued as a 2¢ value; each of the above
affixed to printers’ presentation card, Very Fine and choice, a unique showpiece.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

Photo on back cover.
971

252

HH
1948-90, scintillating sensation, including better items such as the $5 Silver Wedding issue (3), Scott
#53-59, 62-69, 141a (2), 143 (3), 236-239, 236-239, 256a (2), plus numerous complete booklets (a few in small
quantities), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a nice group; inspect (photo on web site). Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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972

H/m
Excellent selection, majority from the 1960s-80s, strong in miniature sheets, including better items
such as mint Scott #101-106, 106a Founding of Singapore miniature sheet (mint and used examples), 141a and lots
more; a fresh group, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, examine (no photo).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600

THAILAND

973

974

973
H
1891, King Chulalongkorn, 2a on 1a on 3a green & blue (Scott 29. Sakserm 26/1), fresh and nicely
centered, full o.g., Very Fine, a splendid example of this rare issue.
Scott $2,000 (HK$ 15,500).
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

974
)
1835 (Apr. 11), Exceedingly rare Bradley correspondence missionary letter from Moulmain,
Burma, to “Bankok”, Siam, a magnificent folded letter written by a Rev. Bennett at Moulmain, Burma, to “Dr. D.B.
Bradley/American Missionary/Bankok/Siam” with front top of cover showing in manuscript “Care of Messrs
Spottiswoode & Connolly/or Rev. Tracy, Singapore” with bottom left noting “Care of J.W. Roberts Esq./Calcutta”;
reverse shows black boxed “Forwarded/by/J.W. ROBERTS,/General Commission Agent,/Calcutta” handstamp,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 12,000 - 16,000
A remarkable usage between two American missionaries in 1835, each in a small mission post in Southeast Asia.
A rare and superb exhibition piece.
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975

975
)
1835 (Oct. 23), Folded missionary ship letter from Emelie Royce Bradley to Rev. Dan Bradley,
“Bankok” to Marcellus, NY, a magnificent, highly detailed folded letter from the wife of the famous American doctor and missionary, Dan Beach Bradley, not long after their arrival in Siam in July 1835; Bradley’s wife writes to her
father-in-law detailing the sick and feeble condition of her husband, who was suffering from severe and chronic diarrhea at this time; this remarkable letter shows red forwarding agent handstamp of J. Balestier, Singapore, which includes manuscript “Recd/12 Nov” notation within the oval; additionally, the cover bears a second red oval
handstamp, “Consulate of the/United States/Singapore” with manuscript “Forwarded from W. Caroll, St. Helena by
UStates Consular Agent…etc.”, while front shows “20¾” manuscript rate marking, red “SHIP” handstamp and
matching “New Bedford/MAR/17/Ms” receiving c.d.s.; few minor and trivial splits, etc., still generally Very Fine, a remarkably choice and incredibly rare cover.
Estimate HK$ 15,000 - 20,000
This cover truly has it all, with forwarding markings ranging from scarce to rare and great content. The cover is a
very early example from the storied correspondence of Dan Bradley, the man who introduced the first Thai-language printing press to Thailand, published the first newspaper there, introduced western medicine, and is generally credited with the discovery of the smallpox vaccination.
Simply an extraordinary letter and magnificent showpiece—a cornerstone exhibition item.

Photo on back cover.
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976

977

978

976
)
1835 (Dec. 7), Magnificent folded letter from the Bradley correspondence, sent Chantaburi to
Marcellus, NY, a remarkable, highly literate and supremely informative 12-page letter written by Dr. D.B. Bradley to
his father, the Hon. Dan Bradley at Marcellus; front shows red manuscript rate marking and light red Boston receiver, with father’s manuscript docketing on flap; Dr. Bradley’s postscript is dated Jan. 9, 1836—over a month after
he originally began the letter (!); wonderful content, Fine to Very Fine, an outstanding example from this noted
correspondence.
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

977
)
1838 (Aug. 30), Outstanding missionary ship letter from the Bradley correspondence, Bangkok to
Rochester, NY, a superb, heartfelt, highly detailed folded letter written by Emelie Royce Bradley, wife of Dr. D.B.
Bradley, to her cousin Eunice Smith in Rochester; cover shows manuscript rate marking along with red “SHIP”
handstamp and “Boston/FEB/27/Ms” arrival c.d.s., Very Fine and choice, a splendid and rare cover from this
most-noted correspondence.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
)
1845 & 1868, Two exceptional collateral items from the Bradley correspondence, comprising an
1868 receipt from Dr. Bradley for $1.52 for postage on two letters to the US, paid in Singapore; plus a letter written
on Dec. 17, 1845, in Clinton, NY, to Emelie Royce Bradley, Dr. Bradley’s wife and niece of Nancy Royce, the letter
writer; as this is merely the letter (no postal markings, etc.), the dateline indicates that Emilie had already passed
away due to illness by this time, Fine to Very Fine, an interesting pair (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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979

980

256

979
980
)
1845 (June 16), Folded missionary letter from the Bradley correspondence, a lovely folded letter entire addressed to “Rev. Dan B. Bradley M.D./Missionary Physician/Bangkok/Siam”, written by a Rev. Jonathan
Greenleaf; front shows manuscript “per Prince of Wales”, along with red “Forwarded by/Singapore/Spottiswoode &
Connolly” agents handstamp; letter’s interior has some contemporary comments harmlessly written in blank portion
in ink, otherwise Fine to Very Fine, a lovely example from this noted correspondence.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
)
1847 (Mar. 1), Forwarded missionary letter to Dr. D.B. Bradley, Siam, very interesting letter written by
a Jesse Caswell, addressed to “Dr. D.B. Bradley/Siam/Care of Messrs. Spottiswoode & Co./Singapore”, with front
additionally noting “per Success” in manuscript along with lovely strike in red of “Forwarded by/Singapore/Spottiswoode & Connolly” agent cachet handstamp; when opened, the flap shows, “Dear Br. Bradley, This letter & the Port Captain’s wh. accompanies it came back to me from Singapore, for what reason I know not, unless
because the agents at S. know not how to direct them to you. I shall write you by this opportunity overland, June 3d,
1847", Fine to Very Fine, a fascinating and rare piece of postal history from this storied early correspondence.
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000
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981

981
)
1907 (Dec. 16), “One att stamps run short. Postage paid” Bangkok 2 Provisional, a splendid envelope with the address in English, showing a nice strike of the Provisional handstamp in black; signed in red by Postmaster Nai Fack; fresh, Very Fine, a lovely example of the last day of usage.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

982

H/m/) Excellent, wide-ranging old-time accumulation, interesting and diverse holding of many hundreds of
items, including over 100 mint never hinged examples of Scott #1a, #6 in blocks of six or larger, dozens of covers
(earlier) and stationery items with lovely franking combinations, Censors, Registered, etc.; we also note mounted
collections of some older issues with cancellation interest, and much, much more, Fine to Very Fine or better, a fun
holding; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,500

983

H
Thailand, Magnificent, sultry collection, 1800-1999, three Palo hingeless albums, each with slipcase,
house this impressive collection, which is highly complete and virtually all mint; starting with an amazingly fresh mint
1883 King Chulalongkorn First Issue, and continues to a mint Second Issue (64att lightly cancelled) and a nice array
of surcharges; we note (mint, unless stated otherwise) a complete 1905-08 King Chulalongkorn set, Jubilee overprints of 1908 (shifted low on the 18att), 1908 Statue issue, 1912 King Vajiravudh issue through the 20B value, and
nearly every stamp issued during King Bhumibol Adulyadej’s reign; Semi-Postals include the 1918 Red Cross overprints to the 1B value, 1920 Scout’s Fund issues complete, etc.; Airmails show a lovely mint and used array of
1925-37 Garuda designs, plus mint Monument of Democracy and Bangkok Skyline issues complete; Officials include Scott #O1-O4, with frames on the first three shifted to varying degrees, and much, much more, Very Fine, just
a beautiful collection; be sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 25,000 - 35,000
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984

985

986

987

258

984
985
H/m
1943-45, Occupation of the Northern Provinces, selection, interesting group comprising the 1944
Monument issue, finely printed on white paper with the 2¢ value used, others mint, plus the complete set crudely
printed on newsprint (3c with tear); we also note an unfinished, non-denominated envelope entire of the postal stationery design in red, plus a similar non-denominated unfinished proof (?) on newsprint, Fine to Very Fine, an unusual group for the specialist; examine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
P
1944, Postal stationery issue, unfinished color proofs for the 4¢ purple, interesting group of four
small (approximately 4 x 2¾ inches) entires, all unfinished and non-denominated, printed in red, green, blue and
purple, the latter closely resembling the issued postal card, Very Fine, interesting group to be sure.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,600

Ex 986
Ex 987
(H)
1943, Kelantan Coat-of-Arms issue, 1¢ to 10¢ complete (Scott 2N1-2N5. SG TK1-5), the 1¢ and 2¢
values are bottom margin singles, pristine mint, without gum as issued, Very Fine and choice, a splendid set.
Scott $1,590 (HK$ 12,330). SG £2,000 (HK$ 19,770).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600
P
1944, Kelantan Monument issue, trial color proofs (Scott 2N1-2N6 var. SG TM1-6), lovely group of ten
different items in green, violet, rose lilac, rose, gray, red, salmon, blue, yellow and orange; all non-denominated and
printed on newsprint-type paper, bilingually overprinted in Thai and English “Sample Colour”, Very Fine, a fascinating group for sure; status uncertain.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 6,000
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988

989

990

988
Ex 989
(H)a
1944, General Issue, 2¢ red brown, imperforate (Scott 2N2 var. SG TM2a. Singer 60), fresh, clean
right margin block of 4, without gum as issued; light crease in margin only, Very Fine, rare. SG £2,000 (HK$ 19,770).
Singer $1,200 (HK$ 9,300).
Estimate HK$ 3,500 - 4,500
(H)
1944, General Issue Revenue stamps, 8¢ to $50, plus UNRECORDED unissued 50¢, $10 and $25
values (Singer 121-127 plus unlisted. Tan TKP9-15), extraordinary group of ten items, comprising the basic set
of seven complete—very scarce in its own right—plus 50¢, $10 and $25 unissued and unreported values, fresh,
without gum as issued, Very Fine, choice.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

990
991
992
993
m
1944, Pahang stamp with “Dai Nippon/2602/Malaya” and “Trengganu” overprints, 12¢ ultramarine
(SG TT4), fresh, lightly cancelled, Very Fine, scarce; signed Rowell. SG £250 (HK$ 2,470).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

991

m
1944, Straits Settlements King George VI issue, with kanji and “Trengganu” overprints, 12¢ ultramarine (SG TT8), perfectly centered, neatly cancelled, Very Fine, rare. SG £950 (HK$ 9,390).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

992

m
1944, Perak stamp with kanji and “Trengganu” overprints, 30¢ dull purple & orange (SG TT13),
neatly cancelled by partial Trengganu DE 44 c.d.s., Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce issue. SG £950 (HK$
9,390).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

993

H
1944, Selangor issue with kanji and “Trengganu” overprints, 3¢ green (SG TT14), pristine mint, o.g.,
very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a beauty; signed Rowell.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

995
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994

995

996

997

998

999

Ex 994
995
H
1944, Selangor issue with both kanji overprint types plus “Trengannu” overprint, 12¢ ultramarine
(SG TT15-16), pristine mint, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a lovely and seldom-offered pair; each signed
Rowell. SG £475 (HK$ 4,700).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
m
1944, Selangor issue with additional “Trengganu” overprint, 3¢ on 5¢ brown (SG TT18), wonderfully
fresh, very lightly cancelled, Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce issue. SG £900 (HK$ 8,900).
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

996
Ex 997
m
1944, Malaya Rubber Tapping issue, overprinted “Trengganu”, 1¢ gray green (SG TT19), fresh, Very
Fine, scarce thus; signed Rowell. SG £475 (HK$ 4,700).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
m
1944, Malaya Rubber Tapping and Tin Dredging issues, overprinted “Trengganu”, 3¢ gray and 4¢
red (SG TT21-22), each fresh, lightly cancelled, Very Fine, scarce pair; each signed Rowell. SG £455 (HK$ 4,500).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

998
Ex 999
1000
Ex 1001
H
1944, Malaya Monument issue, with “Trengganu” overprint, 8¢ dull blue (SG TT23), perfectly centered, pristine mint, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, a lovely example of this seldom-offered issue; signed
Rowell. SG £900 (HK$ 8,900).
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
m
1944, Malaya Shrine & Palm Tree issues, overprinted “Trengganu”, 15¢ violet and 30¢ olive green
(SG TT25-26), each fresh, lightly cancelled, Very Fine, a very scarce pair; each signed Rowell. SG £500 (HK$
4,940).
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

1000 m
1944, Malaya Postal Savings issue, with “Trengganu” overprint, 15¢ scarlet (SG TT30), fresh, neatly
corner cancelled, Very Fine, scarce; signed Rowell. SG £275 (HK$ 2,720).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
1001 m
1944, Japanese Showa issues, overprinted “Trengganu”, 25s and 30s (SG TT33-34), fresh, well-centered, neatly cancelled, Very Fine; each signed Rowell. SG £455 (HK$ 4,500).
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
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OTHER ASIA COUNTRIES: Viet Nam

VIET NAM
1002 HH
Vivacious selection of better items, all fresh and bright, comprising 1951 Bao-Dai souvenir booklet (4);
Scott #1-13 complete, plus additional individual stamps, including #11 (6), 12 (2) and 13 (2); #411a complete booklets (4, at least one unexploded); #B1 booklet (5, 4 counted in estimate, the last broken with one pane stuck to interleaving); #B2 booklet, #C5-C9 souvenir booklet (plus additional, empty, cover); a full set of Pres. Ngo Dinh-Diem
proof sheetlets of one; a horizontal booklet pane of ten (akin to a coil strip), #M3A; plus an array of other singles or
sets ranging from Hao Hoi and Mongtze overprinted French issues, to Indochina, to South Vietnam, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine overall, an extraordinary group of material not often seen; be sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
1003 )
Fascinating postal history collection, a lovely and highly unusual one-volume collection touching on
many different collecting areas; we note several nice Indochina First Flight Covers, numerous scarce early
Indochina 1940s FDCs, a scarce unlisted $2 1948 Foire Exposition of South Vietnam souvenir sheet (light foxing),
South Vietnam Scott #450 FDC, several nice South Vietnam commercial covers, excellent military items including
Canadian Forces, #M1-M2 covers and entires, event covers, propaganda leaflets and lots more, Fine to Very Fine
or better, a substantial lot of uncommon material; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,500 - 4,500
1004 HH/) Viet Nam (South), Collection of stamps printed in Japan, 1956-71, in a single-volume presenting all
Tokyo-printed stamps for the country; most present as sets of singles plus blocks of four, six or more, many with imprints in either Japanese or English; these include the 1956 President Ngo Dinh Diem issue, Scott #55-58, 59-62,
63-67, 68-72, 266-269, 364-367, etc.; correspondence and research accompanies. Fresh, Very Fine overall, a
pretty collection; well worth review (photo on web site).
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND KELLEHER & ROGERS, LTD

BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in
the printed Catalog. Kelleher & Rogers (K&R), as agent for the consignor or vendor,
shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall
be conducted. K&R reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide
a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to
refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained
in the printed Catalog reflect the best judgment of K&R and are not minimum or
upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between
bidders (including a dispute between a floor or Internet bidder and the auctioneer
acting on behalf of a mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should
a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all
lots sold, a commission of 20% * on the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the
auctioneer (Buyer’s Premium) together with any sales and use tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or
vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to
bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder
or agent or those of the auctioneer. (b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The
auctioneer will implement such reserve price by bidding on behalf of the consignor
vendor.
(c) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be
considered as a sale subject to commissions.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale
7), shall be as follows:
(a) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part thereof as K&R shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such
other manner as K&R may determine.
(b) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before
K&R will send such lots, payment in full must be received by K&R within three (3)
business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a
purchaser known to K&R at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded
for immediate payment. Mailed delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and
proof by K&R of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery.
(c.) Prompt Payment Discount * - Successful bidders whose payment is received
within 15 calendar days (Sunday, 6 October, in the case of the Fall 2019 sale) from
the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment discount of the
hammer price of each lot.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by K&R
as agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the
same may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late
payment charge of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not
made in accordance with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“NonComplying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply
occurs, K&R may, at its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or
at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Dynasty Auctions, in
its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable
for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale
to a subsequent purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all
costs and expenses of both sales, all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to K&R or to a third party and
all incidental damages. It shall be at K&R’s sole discretion to determine whether to
re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same
auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by
K&R. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) If K&R takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the
defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by K&R
to secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to
include any and all consultation by K&R with its attorneys with respect to all matters
arising out of a delinquent account.
(d) Unless otherwise acceptable to K&R, payment is to be made only in the form
of cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to
delivery of lots), or a bank wire transfer.

(e) Additionally clients who elect to use credits cards as payment (MasterCard, Visa,
American Express) or PayPal will be subject to a 2 % fee.
* Please contact our offices with shipping instructions.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION & INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY & AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for
on-premises inspection prior to the auction date upon written request and at K&R’s
discretion.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description as modified by any specific notations in this Catalog.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to K&R within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by K&R within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, K&R may, at its discretion, refuse acceptance
of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the
period of time within which a lot must be received by K&R will be extended in
accordance with Condition of Sale 8. In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved
by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and K&R thereupon undertakes to
re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning
Purchaser shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale
to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
as well as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all
incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is disputed, must be returned
intact and in the original packaging and in the condition received (unaltered) by the
purchaser. The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of K&R: (i)
lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by
postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this
Catalog; or (iv) lots described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v)
lots containing more than ten (10) items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared
otherwise than genuine by a generally recognized authority is returnable, provided
such lot is received by K&R within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that
a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds for the
return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under
Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles
thereof.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
Bids from Minors will not be accepted unless accompanied by a full cash deposit
or suitable guarantee. The auctioneer will not be responsible for loss or damage to
stamps or other items received inadequately housed or arranged. Lots purchased on
behalf of postal bidders will be forwarded by the most practical means at the risk of
the purchaser, who will bear all costs involved. Lots will not be available for inspection or collection in the auction room. Successful purchasers should collect their
purchases from our office. Lots bid on and bought by a vendor will be regarded as
sold and full commission will be payable. “Buy” or “At Best” bids are not accepted.
All prospective purchasers should quote their maximum buying price. In the event
of identical postal bids being received for any particular item, the bid received first in
our office will be that which is accepted.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the prior increment. Example: A $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
EMAIL: stamps@kelleherasia.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first-come, first-served basis.
The importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Kelleher & Rogers, Ltd
35/F Central Plaza, 18 Harbour Rd., Wan Chai, Hong Kong
Telephone: +852 2593 1107 Fax: +852 3153 5543
Sale Location:
USA Headquarters
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53, Danbury, CT 06810, USA
Telephone: +1 203 830 2500 Fax: +1 203 657 6059

拍賣規則
拍賣會公開舉行。 競買人以任何方式對拍賣品出價，均被視為完全接受
Kelleher& Roger, LTD 的競拍規則。
競拍
1.所有競標均為單獨拍賣品，拍賣品號應以 Kelleher& Roger, LTD（以下
稱為 K&R）印刷的目錄為准，除非是拍賣官宣布的特殊情況。 K&R 是作
為各個拍賣品賣家的代理商，有管控競標以及競標方式的權力。K&R 保
留以下權利並無需對潛在買家與第三方代理承擔責任，1）在拍賣舉行
前撤下任何拍賣品，2）重新加入之前撤下的拍賣品，3） 分拆或重新組
合兩個或以上同屬一個賣家的拍賣品，4） 拒絕惡意競拍。目錄裏的估
價僅反映 K&R 對拍賣品最好的評斷並非最低價或超預期低價。
2. a. 競標需按照（ii）頁的出價增幅出價。
b. 被拍賣官承認的最高價為准。 如競買人之間包括現場競買人， 網絡競
買人 或拍賣官代表的書面競買人以及賣家出現糾紛， 拍賣官獨自可以決
定誰是成功的得標者 或是否重新競拍。如果糾紛出現在拍賣結束後，應
按照拍賣官的現場記錄評判。所有成功售出的拍賣品，買家需額外支付
落槌價格的 20%作為拍賣傭金以及銷售稅或海關稅金。
3. a. 拍賣官保留為客戶（包括拍品賣家及供應商戶）競拍的權利，並無
需對競買人或代理人的競拍 指示的錯誤或遺漏承擔責任。 b.對于有保護
價的拍賣品，拍賣官可以就保護價代表拍賣品賣家及供應商戶叫價。c.
如拍賣品賣家 或供應商戶或其代理人購買其擁有的拍賣品應支付拍賣傭
金。
付款
4. 拍賣品付款請同時參考條款 7 之明細。
a. 現場買家，買家應按 K&R 的應付款明細付款。付款方式為現金或銀行
本票或 K&R 認可的付款方式。
b. 書面競標者，成功的書面競標者會在拍賣結束後收到得標通知。買家
應在收到得標通知後 3 個工作天內付清款項。 然而，K&R 可以為特定的
買家安排送貨或轉運以便買家安排即時付款。 郵寄地址以書面投標書上
的地址為准並在 K&R 提供寄出憑證以證明交付成功。
c. 及時付款折扣， 成功競標者在拍賣結束後 15 天內(周日 10 月 6 日
前) ， 付清款項可獲得落錘價 9.8 折的及時付款折扣。
5. 拍賣品的所有權會在 K&R 收到全款後轉讓至買家名下。
6. a. 買家同意支付在條款 4 或條款 8 中修改後拍賣品的應付金額， 不得
延期支付。 如有延付將收取每月 2% 或購買總價的小部分金額的滯納
金。
b. 如有未能遵守本規則的競拍者，K&R 可以自行決定把該競拍者競拍所
得的拍賣品重新投入在本次拍賣或在以後的拍賣中, 或 K&R 可以酌情決
定以私人協議形式出售。如有因未能遵守本規則的競拍者對落錘價和淨
收益間的不足造成損失以及其他應付費用無論是在重新拍賣或私人協議
出售， 須由未能遵守本規則的競拍者支付相關的損失。無論是在重新拍
賣或私人協議形式出售如有盈利均無需支付給未能遵守本規則的競拍
者。
c. 如果 K&R 需采取任何法律措施以確保拖欠賬款的支付，因而所産生的
法律和其他費用均由違約買家承擔，費用包括但不限于合理的律師費
用。 就本條款而言法律措施應被視為包括 K&R 與其律師就逾期賬戶而引
發的任何及所有事項的咨詢。

7. a. 請查閱本地檢閱拍賣品時間表。在拍賣日期前將會有充分機會檢閱
拍賣品，請根據 K&R 的要求提交書面檢閱拍賣品申請。
b. 每個拍賣品均根據本目錄各自的描述與特定的符號修改以正版和其正
確描述的形式出售。
c. 品質. 如果買家(退貨方)認為描述有誤可以在收貨後兩周內退回以及
K&R 需在拍賣日後四周內收到退貨， 但是 K&R 有權決定是否接受退貨。
如果雙方達成需要權力機構意見裁定時， K&R 收到退貨的時間可根據條
款 8 適當延長。 如果權力機構意見無法為雙方達成協議， K&R 隨後承諾
按之前拍賣品的描述重拍被退回拍賣品。 如果 重拍的落槌價比原落槌價
低，退貨方將承擔 K&R 因差價所造成的損失以及重拍時的相關費用，例
如傭金以及所有附帶損害。所有拍賣品如因描述不一而退貨， 買家需以
完整的原包裝退回不得調換包裝及拍賣品。除非獲得 K&R 同意，在以下
的情況中拍賣品不得退回。
（i） 買家在拍賣前有檢閱要退回的拍賣品
（ii） 參加書面競拍但有檢閱要退回的拍賣品
（iii）在本目錄中的表述與拍品外觀一致。
（iv）拍品描述中有提及因任何原因而有修補缺陷
（v）包含 10 件或以上的混合拍賣品
d. 鑒真， 任何拍品如被認可的專家認證為非真品的均可退貨，請在拍賣
結束後四周內退回 K&R。如果認可的專家認證意見為不發表意見將不視
為認可的退貨原因。
e. 買家在按照拍賣規則條款 7 中提交與退回拍品中所産生的費用均不可
退款。
適用法律以及司法管轄等
8. 此拍賣規則和各方相應的權力與義務均受到美國康涅狄格州法律的約
束與監管。
特別條款
9. 除非有現金押金或認可的擔保人未成年人的競標均不接受。拍賣官對
郵票或其他因未妥善放置的物品的丟失或損壞均不負責。書面競標買家
所中標的拍賣品會郵寄到買家所提供的地址，相關的風險與費用均有買
家承擔。買家應從 K&R 香港辦公室或指定地方提貨，拍賣進行時不得檢
閱拍賣品以及提貨。如果拍賣品賣家競投並中標將被視為售出並需支付
全額傭金。直接購買或最佳出價將不予受理。所有准買家應按他們的最
高購買價格競標。 如果收到相同書面投標，我們會先受理最先收到的書
面投標。
出價增幅
10. 請參閱（ii）頁的出價增幅；如果競標價在出價增幅以外，競標價會
遞減一個幅度出價， 例如： 競標價$603.00 會被遞減為$600.00 出價。
電話投標
(a). 若非得到拍賣官允許，電話投標必須以書面確認。
(b). K&R 以及其員工將不會對電話投標的任何錯誤承擔責任。
(c). 拍賣開拍 1 個小時前內將不會接受電話投標
電子郵件競拍

d. 若非 K&R 另行規定，可接受的付款方式只有現金， 銀行本票或認證支
票，個人支票（必須在銀行清算後才能安排送貨），或銀行電彙。

所有競標必須在開拍 1 個小時前收到。請把競標發至電子郵箱：
stamps@kelleherasia.com

* 請與我們聯系索取銀行電彙指南

現場電話競拍

e. 另外, 如客戶選擇以信用卡（萬事達， Visa，美國運通）支付或貝寶支
付， 我們將收取 2% 的手續費

現場電話競拍的數量有限，先到先得。請盡早安排！

* 請提前與 K&R 員工確認安排送貨事宜。
拍品展示與檢驗;品質與真品鑒定

11. 如果拍賣品有中文描述的，中文譯本只作參考並。中文描述並不包括
拍賣品的瑕疵和其他品相問題。請仔細查閱作為官方目錄描述的英文描
述。任何拍賣品都不能因為中文描述中的任何遺漏或不准確或錯誤而退
貨。
12. 如果英文版的拍賣規則與中文版翻譯有任何不同，以英文版為准。

Live Bidding — At Home From Your Computer!

The #1 Resource for Stamp Auctions on the Internet!
Participate in Kelleher & Rogers Auctions from your home or office - Live on the Internet.
Hear the auctioneer, see the current lot and bid in real time; it’s fast, easy and comfortable!
What do I need to do to be able to bid in this sale LIVE at StampAuctionNetwork?
If you are already a StampAuctionNetwork bidder or account holder:
1.
Log into StampAuctionNetwork http://stampauctionnetwork.com/LoginNew.cfm
2.
If you have already been approved by Kelleher & Rogers, Ltd. at StampAuctionNetwork (not at
the Kelleher & Rogers, Ltd. website) you are ready to go.
3.
If you have not added Kelleher & Rogers, Ltd. to your list of companies to bid with you will need
to go and update your registration page after logging in at:
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Edit_ureg.cfm, select the company from the choices under International
Auctions and press the Update Registration button to submit. This will send your request to the auction
house and you will need to wait for them to approve your request before you can bid — so do not wait
till the day of the auction.
If you are not a current StampAuctionNetwork account holder:
1.
Create a new StampAuctionNetwork account following this link:
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Edit_ureg.cfm. Make sure that you select Kelleher & Rogers, Ltd.
from the choices under International Auctions and press the Submit Registration button. This will send
your request to the auction house and you will need to wait for them to approve your request before
you can bid. Do not wait till the day of the auction.
2.
If you press the Submit Registration button before selecting Kelleher & Rogers, Ltd. simply
follow steps 1-3 above since now you have an account and login.
For any questions, please email us at:
stamps@kelleherasia.com

PLEASE NOTE:
Bidder approval in advance of
the sale
is required

